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A master craftsman 
shares the secrets and stories 

of a lifetime 

George Frank knows wood finishing as 
few others know it. And now, after a life
time in the trade, he reveals the secrets 
he's uncovered (and discovered). It's all 
here, from the old timers' recipes for dyes 
and stains to the culmination of Frank's 
own search for the perfect wax, from a 
mirror finish that shines to an 'antique' 
finish that will fool the experts. Along 
with the colorful stories that fill his book, 
Frank tells you everything you need to 
know to create beautiful finishes in the 
old manner. 

Like all Fine Woodworking Books, 
Adventures in Wood Finishing is filled with 

"In 1924 in Paris, we wood 
finishers had a table set just for us 
in a local restaurant, because no 
decent people wanted to sit near 
our dirty bunch. Fifteen years 
later, an ex-prince asked me to 
lwnor his table with my presence. 
This book is about the stopovers 
on the road between those two 
tables-about what I learned, my 
experiments, trials and errors, 
successes and failures." 

- George Frank 

information you'll have trouble finding 
anywhere else. W hether you're interested 
in the art of finishing or the science of 
wood technology, whether you prefer 
cabinetmaking or marquetry, you'll enjoy 
exploring our growing library of Fine 
Woodworking Books. Write for a copy of 
our free Catalog. 

To order your copy of Adventures in Wood 
Finishing, use the order form in this issue, 
or send your name, address and $10.00 
to the address below (Connecticut resi
dents add 71/2% sales tax). You can also 
call toll-free, 1-800-243-7252, to charge 
your order. 

88 R"" de Chcrorre 

Adventures in 
Wood 

Finishing 
George Fronk 

128 pages, hardcover, 
$10.00 postpaid 
ISBN: 0-918804-06-X 

52 Church Hill Road, Box 355, Newtown, Connecticut 06470 
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Letters 

Over the past several years I have 
encountered a number of boards 
that were very striking in appear
ance due to the defects they con
tained. Ordinarily these boards, or 
the defective sections, would be 
discarded as useless for any furni
ture or cabinet work. But I found 
myself putting them aside, usually 
standing them against a wall where 
I could look at them frequently. 
After a while the defective section 
would define itself as a design area 
and I would square up the board 
accordingly. I have made a few of 
these into decorative panels which 
can be hung on the wall like paint
mgs. 

The idea of simply mounting a 
board as a wall decoration origi
nated with a poplar board that ar
rived with lumber for my school 
shop classes. This 9-in. board was 
marked almost its entire 8-ft. 
length with a wide band of stain. 
The colors were mostly greenish, 
yellowish and reddish streaks, but 
with a bright, teal-blue sweep re
sembling a bird's open wing. I 
stood the board aside and soon 
realized that I would not be able to 
cut it up. The board looked like an 
abstract painting so I decided to 
treat it as such. To set off the de
sign I used a backing of plywood 
painted flat black. The result is 
very dramatic and gratifying. 

With time and finishing, the 
colors have become primarily tones of brown with a hint of 
the original green, and the teal blue has become black. The 
panel does not suffer from the loss of the original colors since 
the shadings and the dramatic sweep of the design are still 
present. The piece retains its strong visual impact. 

I've made a number of these panels with various woods. All 
the panels were sanded and finished with two coats of flat 
polyurethane. This eliminates any interference from reflected 
light yet leaves the wood with a natural appearance, though 
urethane does impan a definite yellowish hue. For hanging I 
prefer to use two screw eyes along the top edge of the backing 
piece and clear fishing line. If the panel design is attractive in 
more than one position, it can be centered on the backing 
piece and a flexible hanging arrangement can be had by using 
more screw eyes. -Cornelia Orentlicher, New York, N. Y. 

Regarding source information on planes manufactured by the 
Stanley Rule & Level Co., you were right to suggest the Early 
American Industries Association, as they can provide detailed 
information. There's also a book, however, entitled The 
Stanley Plane, by Alvin Sellens, published by the EAIA in 
1975 and obtainable through The Iron Horse, Star Route, 
Bomoseen, Vt. 05732. It is the most comprehensive study of 
just about every plane that Stanley made, giving illustrations, 
physical descriptions, and period of manufacture. In addition 
to the catalog reprints available through Roger Smith, Ken 
Roberts Publishing Co., P.O. Box 151, Fitzwilliam, N.H. 
03447, has been producing Stanley Catalog reprints for at 
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least the past 10 years and his are the finest I've seen. 
-D.H. Osborne, jr. , Rye, N.H. 

Being an amateur woodturner I am interested in submitting 
some of my work for evaluation by others, but after reading 
the comments in "The Turned Bowl" (FWW #32, Jan. '82) I 
get a rather uneasy feeling as to what the results might be. 

It seems like the judges as well as the author are technical 
peers who look for technical characteristics instead of the 
beauty or usefulness of the object. Who cares if the wall 
thickness is uniform-who would know unless the item was 
segmented or carefully measured-and who cares if there is 
no obvious means of holding the item as it is being made? 

As for felt bottoms, put down in the anicle, I think felt 
bottoms are an exquisite finish to an object of an. Not only 
does felt look good and feel good, it sets well on a display sur
face. The beauty of the wood, the beauty of the shape, pos
sibly its usefulness, and its finish should be requisites in the 
judging. Objects made from rotten wood and that have miss
ing pans have little value except as curiosities and have no 
place in a display of fine an. 

- jack Gardner, Anaheim, Calif. 

RegardingJim Haber's anicle about convening a printer's saw 
for woodworking (FWW #32,Jan. '82), I'm a machinist and I 
saw this anicle when a customer came in asking me for an es
timate on the conversion. I advised him not to do it, because 
you suggest welding onto a high-speed spindle. The heat of 
welding might change the strength propenies of the steel, so 
I wouldn't risk welding onto any arbor running faster than 
about 100 RPM. It's too dangerous. Instead I'd turn a new 
shaft in one piece. 

I got interested in the problem and found a used Ham
mond Glider, but out here in L.A. it cost about $750, not 
$300. By the time you finished the conversion you'd have 
spent a lot more than $1,000. On the other hand, a stock 
Hammond Glider without any modifications would be valu
able in any shop, it's a real nice machine. 

- Gene 0 'Net/I, Canoga Park, Calt! 

I thought the anicle on "Slip Joints on the Radial Arm Saw" 
by Cunis Erpelding (PWW#32 , Jan. '82, p. 71) was most in
teresting and descriptive. In his discussion of dovetail mor
tises, he suggests tilting the saw to cut the monises and the 
need to "make the cut in one pass." If, however, he uses the 
tenon jig (Fig. 3, p.75) rotated 90· clockwise and readily 
modified to suppon the stile, the monises can be precisely 
cut in multiple passes just like he cuts the tenons, with the 
saw blade parallel to the saw table. 

-Ross G. Roepke, Tullahoma, Tenn. 

I've just been to a two-day workshop on Japanese tools. The 
use of these special tools was so easy on the arms that my ar
thritic pain in my hand muscles did not act up. Now, would 
it not be wise to tell disabled and retired people more about 
these tools? I know a couple of people who are interested in 
woodwork, but the conventional tools are not as controllable 
and can cause pain when pressure has to be applied. Not so 
with these Japanese tools .... 

-Albert B. Gtlbert, Carmel, N. Y. 

Almost every time I look into a magazine that advettises 
tools, machinery, materials or a service, I wonder how much 
of each advertisement I must read before I fmd the line that 
tells me to please send for their catalog, brochure or descrip
tive folder at $1.00 per copy (refundable with the first order). 



ANE TOOL ''MoiI 0nI0r Only" 
& WOOD STORE 

1982 
CATALOG 
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Wallace Kunkel Seminar 
"Radial Arm Saw. Router 

& Router Table 

June 12 & 13, 1982 

Call or Write for Information 

724 West Britton Road 

Oklahoma City. OK 73114 

Send $2.00 for 1982 Catalog. 

Refundable with Purchase. 

MasterCard - VISA 

Money Order - Checks 

FOR SAME DAY SHIPPING 
Orders must be received by 3 PM Mon.-Fri. 

WOOD SCREWS 

Cal l  TOLL FREE 
800-255-9800 

in Oklahoma Call Collect 

405-842-6828 

Rt:CORD 36" Sash Clamp 
Regular Price $31 ea. + postage. 

Special Price $29_00 ea. ppd. 

Record 36" t:xtension Bar 
Regular price $18.75 ea. + postage. 

Special Price $16.75 ea. ppd. 

Offer Expires June 30. 1982 

Quality Woodworking Tools. Supplies 
We carry only the finest from STANLEY. 
JORGENSEN. COLUMBIAN. YANKEE. 
GREENLEE. NICHOLSON. NORTON. DIS
STON ... and many others. 
SUPPLIES. too - the broadest selection of 
screws and abrasives from a single source. 

... all types; Abrasives. Garnet. Aluminum Oxide. 
brass, silicon bronze, stainless Silicon Carbide. Self-Lubricating. 
steel and zinc plated steel. Non-Filling (stearated); Emery Cloth 
Slotted and Phillips flat. round and Mesh Cloth 9 x 11 sheets in all 
and oval heads. weights and grits. Belts. too. 

BRASS WOOD SCREWS SANDPAPER 
Slotted Flat or Roundhead Garnet or Aluminum Oxide 

(indicate type) (indicate type) 
All sizes from #0 'I." to #14 4" 9"xll" Sheets - Open Coat 

# Lth per 100 # Lth per 100 10 25 50 100 

0 'I. $1.90 4 1 $3.30 280A $2.15 $4.40 $8.20 $15.85 
0 3/8 1.95 5 'I, 2.55 240A 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 
1 'I. 1.90 5 3/. 3.15 220A 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 

1 3/8 1.95 5 1 3.80 1 BOA 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 
1 'I, 2.20 5 1'1. 4.40 150A 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 

2 'I. 1.80 5 1'1, 5.80 120A 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 

2 3/8 1.95 6 'I, 2.80 lOOA 2.15 4.40 8.20 15.85 

2 'I, 2.20 6 3/. 3.30 BOA 3.40 4.95 9.20 17.60 

2 5/8 2.25 6 1 4.15 1 SOC 2.95 6.65 12.60 24.20 

2 3/. 2.55 6 11/. 5.00 l20C 2.95 6.65 12.60 24.20 

3 'I. 2.25 6 1'/, 6.00 l 00c  2.95 6.65 12.60 24.20 

3 3/8 2.20 6 1'/. 7.95 BOD 3.40 7.40 14.20 27.00 

3 'I, 2.40 6 2 8.50 600 4.15 8.50 16.10 31.25 

3 Sfa 2.55 8 '/' 3.45 
3 3/. 2.80 8 3/. 4.40 Aluminum Oxide - Non-filling 

3 118 3.30 8 1 5.30 320A 2.60 6.00 11.35 21.50 

3 1 3.55 8 1'1. 6.45 2BOA 2.60 6.00 11.35 21.50 

4 'I. 1.90 8 1'1, 7.40 220A 2.60 6.00 11.35 21.50 

4 'I, 2.25 8 1'/. 8.70 1 BOA 2.60 6.00 11.35 21.50 

4 3/. 2.75 8 2 9.70 150A 2.60 6.00 11.35 21.50 

To order screws andlor sandpaper 
We also accept Master Charge and Visa 

(minimum $10 in merchandise). 
add the following shipping costs. on orders of $20 or more. 

applicable only to the 48 adioining Telephone orders. too. (212) 242-5 8 1 5. 

continental states. Send $2.00 for complete tool catalog. 

Orders up to $20 -add $3.00 The Tool Works $20.01 to $50 -add $3.75 
$50.01 to $100 -add $5.00 111 8th Ave. NY, NY 10011 Over $100 -add $4.75 
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C-260 automatic feed thickness 
planer/jointer/horizontal drill 
mortiser. 10" width, 6" thick
ness capacity. 'h" mortise .... 
chuck capacity. Built to last. ,.. 

• T -30N shaper/moulder with fully 
adjustable sliding carriage for tenon

ing. 3;''' shaft diameter accepts U.S. 
cutters. Rack and pinion preCision 

with top quality construction. 

SC-2S 10" table saw �ith sliding � 
crosscuVmitering carriage. 5/8" arbor 
and dado capability. 45° tilting table 
precisely controlled. 

Formula 1 Items not shown are: 
Model SR-250 bandsaw (10" throat) 
and a 3-speed lathe with 33.5" 
between centers and 9.5" diameter 
capacity. 

For demanding professionals and serious amateurs. 
Lurem C-210B and C-260N Universal Woodworking 
Machines provide maximum performance in minimal work
ing areas. Saw, surface, thickness plane, mortise, mold/ 
shape and more with these precise professional machines 
constructed of heavy duty materials and stress relieved 
castings. 

• DEALER 

INQUIRIES INVITED 

u.S. IMPORTER & DISTRIBUTOR 

send $1.00 for 
comple'e 
color brochure. 

International Woodworking Equipment Corporation 
11665 Coley River Circle 
Fountain Valley, California 92708 
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Letters (continued) 

I know printing is expensive. But I wonder if some advenisers 
don't actually make more money from selling their advenis
ing literature than they do from selling the product they 
advenise. 

I have done some selling in my time but I have never asked 
a prospect to advance me the cost of my gasoline or travel 
fare. Each day a newspaper is delivered to my home. I pay for 
that newspaper. Not for the advenising that is in it but for 
the news matter. The adveniser pays for the space he uses. I 
buy this magazine not for its advenising, but the adveniser 
rides into my hands and attention upon the reading material 
the magazine editors have sifted and assembled. If an ad
veniser has stirred my interest enough that I ask for his 
descriptive material, I should not have to pay him to spin his 
yarn. -F. Eldon Heighway, Phoenix, Anz. 

J .A. Hiltebeitel's method for bandsawing integral drawer bot
toms (FWW #31) is an excellent method. But this method can 
be used to cut any shape, even drawer shapes that reverse in di
rection, if the proper angle is achieved. If I am wrong please 
show me the light.-Anthony J. Cruz, Hamson, N. j. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: You're right .  

Since no saw arbor runs perfectly true and since sawblades 
tend to fit rather loosely, the odds are that the freshly 
sharpened blade has only some of its teeth cutting. The way 
to correct this is to have a reference mark scratched onto the 
arbor and on each blade. The blade should always be 
mounted on the arbor the same way, with marks aligned. 
Then the sawblade is lowered, turned on and slowly raised in
to the jointing stone, just until each tooth is touched. The 

Regular $50.00. 

AMERICAN RJRNITURE 
-1620TOTHEPRESENT. 
By Jonathan L. Fairbanks and 
Elizabeth Bidwell Bates. The 
first complete illustrated pre· 
sentation of American furni# 
ture published in over 50 
years. Beautiful sharp photo· 
graphs and color plates depict 
more than 1200 pieces on 560 
pages. Detailed running text 
and captions establish the so· 
cial and historical context for 
each piece. 7h.aKila. 

back of each tooth is then filed until the flat spot from the 
jointing operation disappears. 

Another tip: Keep a wad of waxed paper in your back 
pocket. Use it to keep the surfaces of machines slick so that 
your workpiece runs smoothly. In cutting large panels I rub 
the waxed paper on the saw table, fence, sawhorse and on the 
panel itself. I have never had any finishing problems induced 
by the very small amount of wax on the workpieces. 

-John C. Zwart, Salem, Ore. 

About 48 years ago my first job in a woodworking mill was to 
prepare the hot hide glue in a cooker. The following cold glue 
formula was used for repair work throughout the plant. 

Prepare a solution containing one pan sodium nitrate to 
seven pans water by weight. Soak one pan animal hide glue 
with three pans solution for two hours. Heat in a water bath 
at 160° to 180°F for two hours. Cool. If too viscous on cool
mg, add a small amount of solution and reheat. 

-Eli S. Etsenhard, Boyertown, Pa. 

Thanks for the excellent anicle by Tom Gerson on shop-built 
bar clamps (FWW #32). We have just made a dozen for our 
shop. While making these clamps I came up with an easier 
way to make the headstock. This method eliminates the mor
tise used to house the nut for the clamp screw. 

Instead of cutting a mortise in the headstock, counterbore 
the %-in. clamp screw hole as deep as the length of the nut 
(about 1 in. for half an Allthread connector) and about the 
same diameter as the distance across the flats of the nut (% in. 
for a %-in. connector). Insert into this hole from the small 
end, a bolt with a washer under the head. Thread the half-

7h.aKila. 
FINISHING SANDER 
Model B045 10 
One·hand palm grip design. 
Flush sands into corners. 
Powerful 1.8 amps. 115 volts. 
12.000orbits per minute. One 
year limiteJ warranty. 2.4 Ibs. 
4" x 4}B" $4995 POSTPAID 

BANDSA W Model 2116 
ACCURATELY AND POWER· 
FULLY RESA WS BOARDS UP 
TO 12}B" WIDE. Depth of throat 
13". Wheel size 16". Height of 
machine 52". Weight 2971bs. Blade 
width V," up to 2W'. Motor 2 HP. 
Industrial type machine priced for 
the small professonal shop or serious 
amateur. 

7II.aJat.a. THICKNESS PLANER 
Model 2040 

Limited Special $3995 POSTPAID. 
PLUNGE ROUTER Model 3600B 

15�" automatic feed thick
ness planer. 7�" maximum 
thickness capacity. 2 HP liS 
volt motor. Weighs 254 Ibs. 
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JAPANESE WATERSTONES 

Setof 2 $2450 
POSTPAID. 

Manufactured by fusing extremely 
sharp abrasives together under 
high temperatures, Japanese 
waterstones em faster and pro# 
duce a razor edge impossible to 
obtain with oil s[Ones. Set of 
two scones consists of a 1200 
grit coarse stone for establishing 
a sharp bevel and a finish stone 
for final honing and polishing 
of the edge. Coarse stone is 
2Vz" x 8" X 1.}08". Finish stone is 
2.,.' x 7V.' x Yz". 

BLADE SHARPENER 
Model 9820-2 

Sharpens jointer and planer 
knives up to 16" long. With 
accessory jig, accurately shar· 
pens plane irons and chisels. 
Medium grit Japanese water� 
stone rotates in gravity�fed 
water bath for safe work on 
your edge tools. One year 
limited warranty. 

Model 9820-2 $19500 POSTPAID 
ACCESSORY JIG for chisels and plane irons $10.00 Postpaid. 

This powerful 2Y< HP plunge 
router is designed for maximum 
ease of operation. It can be 
plunged to your pre�set dimen� 
sions (up to 2}B") and locked 
into place without letting go 
of the handle. Two adjustable 
depth stops allow removal of 
stock in successive passes. Holds 
Y4", loS", and Yz" router bits. 
Heavy duty 5Y4" x 6�" rectan� 
gular base accepts optional 
guides. Weighs II Ibs. $20900 POSTPAID. 

Set of optional guides for 3600B: Guide holder, stmight 
guide, and roller guide $20.00 Postpaid. 

7h.aKita. CORDLESS DRILL 
Convenient powerful W' cordless drill is excellent for 
drilling pilot holes and driving screws into wood or sheet 
metal. Drills up to 200 }B" holes through one inch hard

Model 
6010DW 

POSTPAID. 

wood on a single charge. 7.2 
volt nickel·cadmium battery 
recharges completely in one 
hour. Battery and 110 volt 
charger are included. Op
tional spare battery permits 
continuous operation. 600 
RPM, reversible. Drill with 
battery weighs 2.4 Ibs. 

Spare battery $32.00 ppd. 

12" automatic feed thickness 
planer, 6" jointer with 59" long 
bed. 2 HP 115 volt motor. Weighs 
275 Ibs. 

7h.aKita. 
WOOD SURFACER 
High speed automatic feed stationary 

knife surfacer removes a thin shav� 
ing the width and length of a 
board leaving a superb smooth 
surface. Maximum width is 
9Y<". Feed rate is 180 feet 
per minute. Weighs 276 Ibs. 

We ship Makita tools freight prepaid in the 48 adjacent 
States. Our large Makita inventory permits rapid delivery. 
Postpaid offers are good in the U.S. through 6-30-82. 
To order, send check, money order, or MastercardNisa 
info to: 

HIGHLAND HARDWARE 
1034 N. HIGHLAND AVE., .E., DEPT.34F 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30306 (404) 872-4466 
Send $1.00 for our 48 page 1982 catalog which features 
Makita tools along with hundreds of other tools including 
products by Record, Marples, Tyzack, Jorgenson, Freud, 
and Lamello. Catalog included free with order. 



• Knives remain in 
the shaft 

• Grindstones have 4 sides for long life 
• Suitable for long planing knives and port

able planers and cullers 
• Uncomplicated. simple. accident proof 

and low-priced 

Only $15.80 FOB Jersey City 
Additional stones $1.30 each 

Holz Cabinetmakers Bench 
. - -� 

• Highest quality hard red beech seasoned 
and oiled 
• 6'7" long. 25'1,' wide. 4" thick. 32'1,' high 
• 2 vises. steel screws. bench stops 

Price: $725.00 FOB Jersey City 
Write for more information. 

Also available. our complete catalog. only 
$5.00. refundable with first purchase. 

Rudolf Bass, Inc. 
45 Halladay St. • Jersey City, NJ 07304 

..,f\.' 
Finished, some would give a 

week's pay to own it 

Send $1.00 for brochure today. 
Dupli-CarverTM 
Dept. 705 
4004 W. 1 0th Street 
Ind ianapol is ,  IN 46222 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

i At last ... 
i one single source for = the finest names in 
I furniture hardware! • = ilMI THE DECORAnVE �I HARDWARE STUDIO 

160 KING STREET. CHAPPAOUA. NEW YORK 10514 

Cali (914) 238-5251 or write for 
$2.00 CATALOG. Refund with first order 

HUNDREDS OF STYLES IN SOLID BRASS, LUICITE. 
SPECIALTY FINISHES. LIMOGES PORCELAIN 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

HARPSICHORDS 
& FORTE PIANOS 
Build it yourself from 
one of our kits or let 
our experienced crafts· 
men build it for you. 

Three Centuries 0/ 
Harpsichord Making 
by Frank Hubbard 
( $I 7 postpaid) 

For brochure 
send 5\.00 to: 
FRANK HUBBARD 
INCORPORATED 
144-W Moody Street, 
Waltham. MA 02154 
(617) 894-3238 

Sterling Hardwoods, Inc. 
Quality, Kiln-dried Lumber 

• 

Large inventory of native and exotic 
hardwoods and softwoods. Wood for 
furniture, flooring, paneling, carving and 
turning. Custom millwork. Thicknesses 
from 1" to 4". 

We specialize in bird's-eye 
and curly maple. 

Please send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope for pricelist. 

412 Pine Street 
Burlington, VT 05401 

802-862-0186 

Extraordinarily accurate 45° stainless steel "mitre square" 
for layout and machine set-up. Available in quality tool 
departmenls al a slore near you. Write for the name of 
your nearby dealer. 

Robert Larson Company, Inc. 
Agents. Importers • Wholesalers 

1007 De Haro Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 821-1021 • Dealer Inquiries In"lted 

I 
I 

You'll find the unique Shopsmith Dust 
Collection System plus hundreds of 
other work- and time-saving products in 
the latest edition of our "Better 
Woodworking Catalog and Guide". 

Informative tips and techniques make 
it one of the most fascinating, 
educational catalogs you'll ever read. In  
addition to  i nteresting hints on selecting 
and using all types of woodworking 
tools, this 36-page catalog offers some 
of the best values you'll find anywhere. 

Send for your 
FREE (atalog today! 
Become a better 
more confident 
woodworker in  
record time. Send 
for your free copy 
of "Better 
Woodworking 
Catalog and 
Guide" today. •'. Shopsmith Inc. 

The Home Workshop Company 
750 Center Drive 
Vandalia. Ohio 45377 

------------
DYES! Pleasesend my copy ol 
"Belter Woodworking Catalog and G uide" 
with complete information on the 
S hopsmith Dust Collection System. I 
understand this catalog is FREE and that I 
am under no obligation. 

Name __________________________ _ 

I Addressi ____________ __ 

I City __________ __ I 
I State ________ Zip, __ _ 

I Shopsmith. Inc. 

I 750 Center Drive 
Vandalia, Ohio 453n L:,�.::��·�':'---�epI·�� 
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Letters (continued) 

connector onto the bolt, and with a wrench on the bolt head, 
draw the nut into the ''''-in. hole. The nut will broach the 
hole to its own exact size and shape to hold it securely captive. 
It's a good idea to clamp the headstock block while drawing 
in the nut to prevent the block from splitting .... 

-Floyd W. Foess, Federal Way, Wash. 

I like the article "Cutting Gauge" by John Lively (FWW #32, 
p. 82) . I have made marking gauges using similar methods, 
the difference being an improvement on the wedge fence lock 
that helps prevent losing the wedge. The improved wedge 
can be offset from center or moved to the side of the beam to 
eliminate interference with the cutter. 

- Wallace List, N. Huntingdon, Pa. 

Some new tools are not very well made for the job they are 
supposed to do. I have had a recent experience with my 12-in. 
Sears Craftsman tablesaw, when the motor failed. I had to 
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make jointwork a pleasure ... 
with the Lamello groove cutter. 

This unique jointing system, 

simplifies and improves the task of 

jointwork. Using grooves and wood inserts, 

it eliminates the problems usually associated with 

dowels, leaving a stronger, more precise, 

but also adjustable joint. 

Write for nearest Minila dealer in your area. 

COLONIAL SAW 
MACHINERY 

Importers and Exporters 

Offices. Showroom. Warehouse 

100 Pembroke S.. P.O. Box A. Kingston. Mass. 02364 
617.585·4364 • Telex 92·4493 

purchase the whole motor assembly when only the winding 
burnt. With a conventional electric motor, you may have the 
option of repairing the part at fault. 

My point is that there is a new generation of power tools 
(planers, bandsaws, tablesaws, jigsaws, jointers) that have an 
integral motor rather than a separate conventional motor. 
When the motor fails, separate components cannot be re
paired, thus the whole unit must be replaced. I feel that this 
trend to make "motorized" tools is an inferior form of ma
chine construction and will cost the woodworker more money 
and down time. Many imported tools are made this way and . 
are sold at a cheaper price than domestic equipment. An ar
ticle on this would interest a lot of woodworkers. 

- Clarence Marshall, Sheet Harbour, N. S. 

Re John Ward's article in FWW#3 1 ,  Nov. ' 8 1 ,  about 
business. As a professional woodworker I found John's article 
realistic, as it takes much extra effort to get a new business 
into the profit column. 

But I don't agree with: "Don't start anything in the shop 
that someone else can't finish." Either John has to limit the 
shop's qualiry level to the employee with the least experience 
(a stifling dilemma) or hire all employees with John's ability 
level (not feasible) . ... 

-Billy C. Largent, San Luis Obispo, Caltf 

I enjoyed very much the article on woodlot management by 
Irwin and Diane Post in your March issue. Woodlot manage
ment is going to prove very important in the next century as 
the number of people grows and the area of forested land de
creases. I do disagree with the authors on one small point. 

thriconn� __________ � 
Universal 
WOODS Ltd. 

SPECIALTY FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
HARDWOODS & SOFTWOODS 

VENEERS 
LUMBER FOR EVERY WOOOWORKING APPLICATION 
OVER 80 SPECIES AVAILABLE: 

OliVEWOOD • EBONY • BURLED LOGS • PERNAMBUCO 
CORDIA • ROSEWOODS • CUBAN MAHOGANY • ENGLISH BROWN OAK 

AIR DRIED & KILN DRIED FLITCH CUT LOGS 
COMPREHENSIVE STOCK AVAILABLE FROM 1" TO 6" 

WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST • MINIMUM MAIL ORDER $100.00 

137 JOHN ST., TORONTO. CANADA, M5V 2E4 
416-977-3791 

POITRAS. 
_:.-.� - T 2800B :1- . T .... 

Vertical stroke: 2 112" 4800B ��;t::c'�� ;�M. 
��c�.::;::����P.'i!J;:::;;' 

8" joint.,. __ a 

Width surfacing capKity: 8" . 
Length of table: 50" 
leng" of guide: 32� 
Rabbeting: 5/8" 

WRITE 'OR POITRAS CATALOG ENCLOSE 
2.00 FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING OR 
OUR COMPLETE CATALOG AT 4.50 INC 
LUDING POSTAGE & HANDLING IN 

VISA, HASTER CHARGE, OR CHECK 
ALL HACHINERY IS SHIPPED 
F .O.B. NILES �ICHIGAN 

CONT. U. S. AD 1.50 OUTSIDE CONT. 
U. S. 

DERDA 1195 w. BEltTRAND ROAD I N C NILES, MICHIGAN .9120 
• .1.-•• 3-•••• 

ROCKWELL - POITRAS - PORTER CABLE - HATACHI - HAKITA 
BOSCH - PROGRESS - KRAEMER 



Harry Morgan, 
television star and 
proud do-it-yourselfer. 

Bare wood. Just-stripped or unfinished wood. Even previously finished 
wood. There's no easier way to give them rare new beauty than with 
Carver Tripp stains and clear finishes. 
The Rich Color You Want. Carver Tripp offers a wide selection of 
colors. Choose the color you're looking for from our color chips. 
Smooth Uniform Coverage. Lap marks? Raising of the grain? Tripp 
helps guard against them with deep, even coverage in just one coat. 
Fewer Brush Marks and Bubbles. For beautiful clarity and long-

lasting protection, use Carver Tripp 
Liquid P lastic, or one of our 

other clear finishes. 
Even a raw beginner 

can achieve real beauty 
with Carver Tripp. 
We'll provide you with 

the how-to help and 
quality products that 
make it happen. 

Free "Complete Guide to Staining and 
Finishing." Take advantage of our 
know-how. Write for our free I6-page 
booklet: Carver Tripp, Dept. FW, 
P.O. Box 85063, San Diego, CA 92138. 
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Letters (concinued) 

While they write that one can mark either the cull trees or the 
crop trees, I prefer to mark just the culls. An anicle in the 
Journal of Forestry for September, 1 979 , indicated that tree 
and log marking paint has been associated with cambial ne-
crosis in sugar maples. Apparently it can cause cankers and 
stem swelling, which can reduce the value of the tree . . . .  
Since the cull trees will be removed anyway, marking them 
instead of the crop trees seems to be safest. 

- Charles Starks, West Stockbndge, Mass. 

I was bothered by several things mentioned in the article 
"Timber" by George Nakashima (FWW#32 , Jan . '82) . After 
inspecting literally millions of board feet of lumber at every 
stage of moisture content, I have yet to witness cherry or ash 
lumber that has taken on a blue stain. In fact ,  the only blue 
stain I have ever seen was in pine and hemlock lumber, after 
it had laid in log form for too long. It is also my opinion that 
Nakashima was incorrect when he wrote that lumber is 
steamed with sawdust to rectify the " raw" look of kiln drying. 
This is simply not done, at least not commercially . . . .  

- Gregg Macey, Apalachin, N. Y. 

Re Bruce McQuilkin'S rosewood 
desk (FWW #32 , p . 104) . I agree 
that the desk is elegant-with 
one exception. I never cease to be 
amazed that a woodworker ofMc
Quilkin's obvious taste and skill 
would spoil so lovely a creation by 
using tacky brass hands on the 
clock in the desk . Reproduction 
clocks may require metal hands, 
but modern clocks do not. 

I have experienced the darkening effect of fmishes on red
wood as mentioned by John Stoughton (FWW #32 , Jan. '82) . 
I am presently experimenting with Ultra-Seal by Chemco, 
followed by Ultra-Glo . These might be found in crafts or 
plastics shops. Ultra-Seal looks and goes on like white glue . It 
dries clear with the least darkening I've found. Ultra-Glo is a 
two-pan plastic, but I'm guessing that some other finishes 
could be used over the sealer. I'd like to know if anyone has 
another solution. -Frank Morgan, Kodiak, Alaska 

I have built many clocks and always use wooden hands. I 
begin by slicing thin strips of the wood I want to use on the 
bandsaw. These are sanded smooth and shaped on the belt 
sander. I then cut the centers from the metal hands supplied 
with the clock works and epoxy them to the wooden hands. 
When the epoxy has set, I clean out the center with a Dremel. 

Saw Blades 
Economy • Quality • Value 

You oould pay 150 to 100% more and not get 
beUer blades. Made from the finest steels 
with sharp, filed or precision ground teeth 
for accurate sawing, smooth ftnlshes, and 
long life. For cutting 
wood, plastic, or 
metals in indus
U1al, achool, and 
home worluho�. 

Send lor FREE 
lIJMIOifloation 
and prioe sheet8. r-------�----------- ----, �S! I am interested in more 

info rmation on these Olson Saw 
lades: 0 Band saw (wood and 
eta! cutting), 0 Coping 0 Jig 
o Saber 0 Fret 0 Scroll. 
Name __________________ __ 

COmpany ________________ _ 

Street __________________ __ 

City ____________________ _ 

State _________ Zip ____ __ (tJ THE OLSON SAW COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF BLACKSTONE INDUSTRIES. INC 

� Bethel, CT 06801 • (203) 792·8622 -1 
.. " FW -----------------------
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-Max Hunsicker, Mt. Gretna, Pa. 

MCQUILKIN REPLIES: Actually, the hands are gold-plated. 

\ .  

FURNITURE HARDWARE 

LAMP PARTS - CHAIR CANE 

fltxton 6-4 Catalog. $1.50 
UPPER FALLS. MD. 21156 

c:--'---- � 
9006 Waukegan Rd. 

Morton Grove, I L  60053 
(312) 965·4420 

Over 50 species. 

• Rosewood • Teak • Zebrawood 
• Walnut • Oak • English Yew 
• Bubinga • Cherry • Mahogany 

FOREDOM® 
MINIATURE POWER TOOLS 

AND ACCESSORIES 
You can choose from hundreds of 
steel cutters, abrasive points, buffs, 
sanding drums, dozens of other spe
cial tools for operations like these: 

Gt: R = I =N =DI=N=G""lD CLEANING c(Ij 
c:S =A=W= IN= G

===-
A
:=
i SANDING _ 

CAR VING l' E NGRAVING 
• 

liS" and 3132" diameter shanks 
Birds, ships, furniture, woodcarving 
of every type is faster, easier with 
Foredom. Perform the most intricate 
operations with finest professional 
results. Don't settle for less! 

See your dealer or send now for FREE 
Catalog 280 HP 
Name ____________________ ___ 

Street ____________________ __ 

City _____ State _____ Zip ___ _ �FOREDOM® - - THE FOREDQM ELECTRIC COMPANY 
BeChel, CT 06801 • 203-792-8622 



NOW YOU CAN SAW IT YOURSELF! 
OUR PORTABLE CHAIN SAW MILLS PAY FOR 

THEMSELVES IN ONE DAY!! 
• No Heavy Moving -Mill the wood where it falls 
• Easy Operation -As simple as operating a chainsaw 
• Cut up to 50/1 Width -easily adjusts from W' to 15/1 thick 

� FORrnES�ffiBE�ES-WRITETO: 
� TOOL WORKS INC. 

BOX 1224B • WEST CALDWELL. NEW JERSEY 07006. U.S.A . • 201/744-6110 

You WOn't get 
better value 

than 
[GENERAL] 
Canada's finest in 
WOODWORKING MACHINERY 
These dependable, machines 
feature rugged cast iron and steel 
construction. Massive castings are fully 
ribbed to prevent distortion with all 
working surfaces being fully machined. 
Designed with trunnions and gibbed 
dove-tailed ways that are adiustable to 
compensate for any wear, these are the 
machines that will provide you with a 
lifetime of accuracy, safety and durability. 
W hether you are a professional or serious 
amateur craftsman, General Woodworking 
Machines will deliver the kind of per-
formance you can be of. 

10" 
TILTING 
A RB OR 
TABLE SA $865 (28"x 36" Ta ble, 3951bs) • us 

8" JOINTER 
(64"B ed, 4401bs) 

$945.us 
6" JOINTER 

(42" B ed, 1851bs) $539. US 
12" 4 SPEED WOOD LATHE 

(38" CIC, 2551bs) $629. US 
12" VA RIABLE SPEED LATHE 

(Heavy Duty, 6101bs) $1,550. US 
14" THICKNESS PLANER 

(End. Base, 5201bs) $2,165. US 
15" DRILL PRESS 

(Floor Mod el, 1681bs) $408. US 
15" WOOD CUTTING BANDSAW 

(Encl. Base, 2951bs) $620. US 
20" WOOD CUTTING BANDSAW 

(Encl. Base, 8851bs) $2,100. US 
Send $2.00 for complete information 
showing why the current position of the 
Canadian dollar makes General machinery 
a particularly good investment. 
You won't be disappointed. 

FOR INFORMATION ON ORDERING 
DIRECT. PHONE OR WRITE: 

J. Philip Humfrey Ltd. 
3241 K e nnedy Road, Unit 7 

Scarb orough, Ontario MIV 2J9 
Tel: (416) 293-8624 
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The joint above is a DOVETAIL-SPLINED MITER JOINT, 
superior in strength and beauty_ The tools pictured below are 
precision machined to enable hobbyists and pros alike to use 
that joint to join wood up to 9" wide at any of 5 angles appro
priate to Triangles, Squares, Pentagons, Hexagons, and Octa
gons_ The price ($ 1 48_95) reflects the care taken in design and 
manufacture to make them useful and versatile tools that any 
woodworker can be proud to own_ 

For more information send $2_50 (deductible from the pur
chase price) for a copy of the Owner's Manual, or you can 
order the tools, use them on your own project and, if they fail 
to please, return them undamaged within thirty days for a 
full refund_ 

Send Check, Money Order, VISA, or MasterCard 
(Va. residents add 4% sales tax) to: 

Joseph 0_ Vernon 
209 Lyons Ave. 

Tazewell, Va. 2465 1 

/ pay the freight within the Continental U.S. 

DAVIS & WELLS WOODWORKING 

MACHINER,( 

for Profess iona l & Industr ia l Use 
1 2" & 1 6" Tilt. Arbor Table Saws 

6" x 62" Jointer • 20" Bandsaw 
8 Ft. Stroke Sander • Borer/Mortiser 

3/4" ObI. Borer 

16" Table Saw 
Model 1 6-A-64 

Contact your local Davis & Wells Dea ler 
Located throughout the Un ited States & Canada 

MANUFACTURED BY 

[IN E�L�J 1 1 090 So. Alameda Street 
lynwood, California 90262 

(21 3) 636-0621 

An intensive full-time learn
ing situation emphasizing tradi
t i onal technique as w e l l  as 
m o d e r n  m e t h o d s  of wood
working. 

Individual level instruction, 
ample work areas and an indus
trially furnished machine room 

provide a stimulating and efficient learning situation for the serious 
woodworking student of limi ted experience. Bench spaces available 
for Fall 1 982. Basic intensive workshops. Summer 1 982. 

PRIMROSE CENTER 
for 

Fine Woodworking and Furniture Design 
40 1 West Rai lroad St. Missoula, Montana 59801 

Phone - (406) 728-591 1 

Flitches to 50" 
wide . . .  walnut�, cher
ries. oaks. maples. 
beeches. pines. ash. 
paulownia. fruits . .  
over 25 species of 
soft and hardwoods. 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 
SOLD THROUGH LEADING DISTR IBUTORS 
WETZLER CLAMP CO .• Inc. 

43-13 1 1 T H STREET 
LONG ISLAND C ITY . N .Y .  1 1 1 0 1 

TE L. 2 1 2-784-2874 

ad 
Over 3000 outstand
ing pieces. All 
shapes and sizes in 
our showroom. 
Many unusual stump 
and root cuts . . .  also. 
dimensional lumber. 

Iili:4 

We feature fine 
burls. feathers. curls. 
and clear grains. 
gathered. cut and 
dried at our own 
mil l .  Trees with 
outstanding 
characteristics. 
some 200 years and 
older. 

Willard Brothcr!llJi 
lVoodcuttcl'!li 

-
-

Please send SO' for our pricelist 

A 300 Bosin Rood 
Sowm,1I Trenton. NJ. 08619 

Coil (609) 890-1990 Kiln 

MAKITA TOOL SPECIALS 
Model 
6000R 
4300BV 
9401 
3601B 

Unidrill. 3/8 ".  Variable. Reversible 
Variable Speed Jig Saw 
4 "x24 " Dustless Belt Sander 
1 '/4 H.P . Router 

List 
146 
184 
273 
196 

Sale 
105 Ppd. 
132 Ppd. 
185 Ppd. 
140 Ppd. 

Send $ 1 .  00 for Makita catalog and pricelisl. Call for prices on 
Makita stationary tools. 

APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS 
We maintain a large inventory of f ine hardwoods at attractive 

prices. These are available for immediate delivery. Call or write for 

details. 

THE XYLOPHILE'S COMPANY 
138 E. loudon Ave .. lexington, Ky. 40505 (606) 254-9823 



The Hitachi Super Surfacing Machine 
Finally a machine to relieve the drudgery, dust, and expense of sanding, exclusively sold and serviced by Conover Woodcraft 

The Hitachi Super Surfacing Machine is absolutely incredible and really has to be seen to be 
believed. We predict it will take the woodworking world by storm because it offers an economic 
breakthrough in surfacing. It eliminates about 80% of all sanding. 

The Hitachi Super Surfacer uses modem technology and a very old principle-that of a hand 
Diane. In the head of the Super Surfacer there is a 10" wide carbide iron, bedded at 45° . :�i���!!�ii:I;�::�_:i'W Unlike a plane, it is the wood that moves at the incredible rate of 

213 ' per minute while the iron is fixed. 
A big advantage of the Super Surfacer is that it takes such a light 

cut that there is no perceptible change in dimension of the stock. 
Frames and carcasses can be cleaned up, dry assembled, and then 

Specifications 
Motor: 2V. HP 1l01220V with 

manual starter. 
Skewing Angle: 0° _60° variable. 
Capacity: 10" at 0° - 5" at 60°. (Open design allows 

doubling of capacity.) 
reed: Endless rubber belt. 213 fUmin. 
Dimensions: 74-112 long x 19-5/8 wide x 29-3/4 high 
Accessories: Extra Iron &; Cap, Tool Kit 
Weight: 253 pounds. 
Shipping Weight: 328 pounds. 

Price $2500.00 freight pre-paid in Continental U.S. 

1<=o�QY.�Jl 
18125 Madison Rd" Parkman, O. 44080 
(216) 548-3481 

!l. 

run through the Super Surfacer just before glue up. The only thing 
left to sand is end grain. 

The maximum width of stock that the machine will handle is 
actually double the width of the iron because the head is open on one 
side. The Super Surfacer will cut against the wildest of grains with 
impunity, so the actual width of stock is 10" to 20" depending on the 
amount of skewing in the head. Roller tables at either end allow the 
machine to handle the longest of lumber, while very short pieces can 
be passed with ease. Four quarter pieces only 6" long are no 
problem . 

1------------------------------------
Name � -l- " . Address. ________________ _ 

City ________ State ___ �Zip----

o Enclosed is $1 for your 24p catalos; of Conover 
tools and machinery (free with order) 

o Payment enclosed - check or money order 

o charge to Visa 0 Master Charge 

card number _________ _ 

card expiration date _______ _ 

Hitachi Super Surfacer 

Ohio residents 
add 5% sales tax 

Grand total 

$2500.00 

I���:.-_------------------------------------------
. Conover machinery is also available from 

Dolphin Marine Machine, 1547 No. Aorida Mango Rd" W. Palm Beach, FL 33409 -(305) 684-5494 

ANNOU NCING AN IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT IN 
WOODWORKING TOOLS, THE UNIQUE NEW 

PATENTS PENDING 

Now form perfect through dovetai ls 
with infinitely variable layout of 
pins and tails together with precise 
adjustment of joi nt tig htness ! 

This rugged , precision-engineered 
device is fast and easy to set up and 
use with standard routers and their 
accessories. * Full 1 2-month warranty. 

" 1 /2 "  dovetail, 5/ 1 6 "  straight cutters, 7/ 1 6 "  guide bush, 

Send today for fu l l  information on the 
LEIGH DOVETAIL JIG, 

Model TD5 1 5 
and the name of your nearest supplier. 

D EALER ENQU I R I ES 
I NVITED 

Box 4646, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 1 La, Canada Tel . (604) 992-2440 
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Methods of Work 
More jointer-knife sharpening jigs 
EDITOR'S NOTE : We've published several jointer-knife sharpening jigs 
in past Methods of Work columns (see FWW issues #30, #27 and 
#23) .  Each one has prompted readers to send us letters with reffie
ments, variations and new ideas. 

However, to add a point of caution to all these methods based on 
the table saw and drill press, Carl Henry of Houston, Texas, writes: 
"At a wooden-boat school I attended last summer we used a grinding 
wheel mounted in a table saw to remove a lot of metal from a set of 
large planer knives. An hour later smoke began to pour from the saw
dust in the saw's base. The hot embers from the grinding had been 
smoldering there in the sawdust. I recommend cleaning out the saw 
completely before and after sharpening. " 

John Gibbons of Madison , Wis. , adds another cautionary note : 
"Grinding operations on the table saw spray a stream of abrasive dust 
all over the saw's gears, trunnions, bearings and other working pans. 
This grit will cling to these parts and grind away at their machined 
surfaces. Those who expect continued smooth operation of their 
machinery would be well advised to avoid such abusive practices. "  

For those who will take the necessary precautions, here are three 
more ways to sharpen jointer and planer knives. -jim Richey 

Here's a simple j ig I use on my table saw to sharpen the knives 
of my 16-in.  thickness planer, different from the methods in 
FWW #30 ,  Sept. ' 8 1 .  The jig is nothing more than a block of 
hardwood with an angled shoulder to give the right sharpen
ing angle . The knives on my planer are slotted so I use screws 
and washers through the slots to fasten the knife in place . 

To use the jig I put a flne-grit 6-in. abrasive wheel on the 
tablesaw arbor and tilt the arbor to 45 0 . I use the rip fence for 
rough adjustment and the blade-height crank for flne adjust
ment. -John Kolkman, Thornhill, Ont. , Canada 

Plexiglass guard 

Ha I 

Abrasive wheel set at 45° 

R ip fence 

Saw table 

I built several variations of the cup-stone-in-drill-press jointer 
knife sharpening jigs described in the Methods of Work col
umn (FWW #23 , ]uly '80 and #27, March ' 8 1 ) .  All proved un
satisfactory because they either distorted the blade or didn't 
hold it securely. However I've modifled the design of the 
knife-holder block and have had good success . 

Start with a maple lx3 a couple of inches longer than the 
jointer knives. Drill a 1f4-in. hole at each end across the width 
of the block. The distance between holes should be about 1 in. 
greater than the knife length . Drill an additional hole midway 
across the block well below the centerline. Now cut a groove in 
the block at the sharpening angle (I used 36°) , but don't cut 
into the hole you drilled midway across the block. Flip the 
board over and cut the board so that it looks like the sketch at 
the top of the next column. Insert Y4-in. carriage bolts in the 
holes, insert the blade in the slot and tighten the nuts. Don't 
over-tighten,  or you'll distort the blade. 

The knife holder can be fastened (glue one part only) to a 
base and slid under the cup-stone freehand. Or you can devise 
a two-part jig with a sliding track in the base as shown with 
other holders in the Methods column. 

- George Pfeiffer, Seward, Neb. 
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To make knife holder . . 
1 . Cut knife slot. 

I Y"J 
2. Flip and part. 

,----,?,o 

edited and drawn by Jim Richey 

Cup stone in drill press 

3. Install bolts to hold knife. 

� � Knife holder 
The sketch below shows my method for grinding jointer knife 
blades on the table saw. The blades are ground on the circum
ference of the grinding wheel, not the side. 

A similar setup allows blade grinding on the radial-arm saw. 
Clamp the blade holder to the table parallel to the saw arm. 
Mount the stone in the saw arbor and run the arbor! stone unit 
back and forth on the radial-arm to grind the knives. Feed the 
stone by lowering the arm. -Mark Palmquist, Lilburn, Ga. 

Table saw 
R ip fence 

Expansion chuck 

Radial-arm saw 

I needed a lathe chuck to hold work without screw holes. This 
shop made expansion chuck is invaluable for turning small 
trays, dishes and vases. A single %-in . machine screw pulls a 
tapered wooden plug into a matching tapered section thereby 
expanding the chuck and tightening it in a prepared recess in 
the base of the workpiece. 

Make the chuck from a block of hardwood (I used Honduras 
mahogany) that has been permanently screwed to a small face
plate . Since the wood grain is perpendicular to the faceplate , 
install three birch dowels in the base of the block to increase 
the holding power of the mounting screws. 

The overall shape of the chuck is somewhat arbitrary, but 
proper expansion can be achieved only if the webs are thin. 
After you have turned the outside to shape, carefully hollow 
the inside to give about %-in. thickness to the web region. Fit 
the plug blank with a threaded steel insert, then turn the plug 
to match the taper of the chuck body. A 7 ° taper is about 

Expansion chuck Dowel strengthens mount 
Shoulder fits recess in work 

•
:�.
<.'���

:
�red plug 

":",' . '.:-: -: : ::: 
.�:'! ',,: i',': :. ;:.�. 
Threaded insert 

Web area, Y. in . thick 
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Good information 
never goes out of date. 
The back issues of Fine Woodwork
ing magazine are filled with infor
mation and ideas you won't find 
anywhere else, and won't find again 
in future issues. That's why we keep 
all the back issues in print and in
dex them periodically (see issue #30, 

September '8 1 for the latest index). 
The cost is only $3 per copy. To 
order, write us or use the order 
form in this issue. Or call toll-free, 
1 -800-243-7252, and charge your 
order. (Connecticut residents add 

7Y2% tax.) 

EB1beThWltonl\ess 52 Church Hill Rd., Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470 

� $4490�aid 
CARBIDE-TIPPED 
CIRCULAR SAW BLADES 
lO"x40 or 1O"x60 teeth 
ATB or TC 

mo

� 

lome 
Makita 
Hitachi 

• Industrial quality · Made to exact tolerances from finest quality 
tungsten carbide. silver alloy. precision tempered steel plate · Tough. 
heavy duty production capability · Smooth. satin-like cut for splinter
free finish , 150 sizes and styles blades ' Custom blades to order -
any arbor size 
------COMPLETE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-------
Morgan Forge. P.O. Box 1025. Brandon. FL 3351 1 Phone 813-685-2254 
Please send me: 

__ 1O"x40 blades at $44.90 each __ 1O"x60 blades at $44.90 each 
D I have enclosed check or money order for l'lIl l VISA" I D please bill my D MasterCard D Visa 1·__ � 
Account # Exp. date _________ _ 
D I have enclosed $1.00 for complete catalogue of quality Morgan Forge 

products. 
Nillme ________________________ _ 
Address ______________________________________ __ 
City State Zip ____ __ 

L ------ ----WE PAY POSTAGE-----_____ I 

BIG START 
YOUR OWN 

• • •  MONEY 
Earn Extra Income 

Right At 
Home. 

MAKING 
BUSINESS! 

Three power tools in one
a real money-maker for you! 

The BELSA W Planer/Molder/Saw is 
a versatile piece of machinery. It 
turns out profitable precision molding, 
trim, flooring, furniture . . .  in all 
popular patterns. Rips, planes, molds 
separately . . .  or all at once. Used by 
individual home craftsman, cabinet 
and picture framing shops, lumber 
yards, contractors and carpenters. 

Never before has there been a 
three-way, heavy-duty woodworker 
that does so many jobs for so little 
cost. Saws to width, planes to desired 
thickness, and molds to any choice of 
patterns. Cuts any molding pattern 
you desire. Provides trouble-free 
performam;e. And is so simple to 
operate even beginners can use it! 

30-Day FREE Trial ! EXC���'?GF��CTS 
NO OILlGATlON-NO SAltSMAN WILL CALL 
RUSH COUPON BELSAW

.
POWER

. 
TOOLS 

TODAY' 9498 Field BUilding 
• Kansas City. MO 641 1 1  

I .. -. .. .r� ... • 
BELSAW POWER TOOLS Co. I ' • 9498 Field Building. , � Kansas City. MO 641 1 1  : ' , 0 YES, plellse send me rhe FREE Bookler rhar � 
gives me complele facts ahoUi Belsaw's Planer· 
Molder·Saw and full derails on how I can qualify , .. for a 30·Day Free Trial right in my own shop. I .. understand there is No Obligation and thaI No _ Salesman will call. l ' Name II 
Address : � Cily � • Slale Zip Iii 

�--.� .......... . 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

right. Mter turning is complete, drill stop-holes and cut eight 
expansion slots in the chuck body. 

-R.E. Hollenbach, Livermore, Calt! 

Increasing the handsaw's throat capacity 
To increase the throat capacity of my bandsaw, I designed two 
blade guides to replace those provided with the saw. The new 
guides twist the blade outward 2 5 0 ,  as is done on a metal cut
off saw. The guides were made from maple and fitted with 
three %-in. ball bearings held in place with screws. Two of the 
bearings act as the side guides and the third is the back-up 
bearing for the blade. Of course the guides had to be designed 
within the limitations and characteristics of the bandsaw. 

The results were gratifying; I can now crosscut a lO-in. 
board without the board hitting the bandsaw's column. 

Sack-up 
bearing 

-Ralph Luman, Virginia Beach, Va. (sandSaw blade 

Guides twist 
blade outward 
to increase 
crosscut capacity. 

Cowe l l s 
Powerl i n e 
Two-Speed 
Ba nd Saw 

Shown with optional 
Jig Saw/Fret Saw 
attachment 

SPEC IF ICATIONS 
Height 22" 

Depth 1 2%" 

Width 23'h" 

Weight 33 Ibs. 

Cuts up 10 3" thick 
wood and 1" thick brass, 
copper and mild steel. 

Table 14" x 1 2" 
Tilts 45 degrees 

Throat 1 2" 

Blade Speeds: 1300 It/min 
350 It/min 

The C owells Powerline B andsaw 

i s  featured i n  the 

Cowells Tool C atalog - Fal l  Edition 

Write or p hon e ( 3 1 2) 833-4405 
for your F R E E  COPY n ow! 

Other  i tems inc lude wood-turn ing  and 

metal-work i n g  lathes ,  dr i l l  pr':'ss, j i g  

saw, g rinders, c h ise ls, gouges, carv i n g  

t o o l s ,  books,  e t c . ,  etc. 

CCWELLS 

16  

226 EAST ADELE COURT - P.O. B O X  427 
VILLA PARK, I LLINOIS 60181 

PHONE (312) 833-4405 TELEX 72-1586 

Clearing a clouded finish 
It's a hot, muggy day and you've just shot a heavy coat of lac
quer on a nice project. A few minutes pass and you discover 
the fmish has clouded with moisture. Here's how to clear the 
finish. Shoot the clouded area with acetone. The acetone will 
clear the fmish and bring the moisture to the surface. Quickly 
wipe it off. To continue, thin the lacquer and shoot sparingly. 

-Robert M. Vaughan, Roanoke, Va. 

Woodworker's knife 
This knife design with a triangular head sharpened on two 
sides is especially useful to woodworkers. The blade cuts not 
only like a conventional knife, but it also cuts on the pull 
stroke. This gives very good control and leverage, and makes 
the knife usable in situations where the chisel is inadequate. 
I've used it for whittling, for scoring, for cutting patterns in ve
neer and even for trimming brush on fishing trips. 

-John Marcoux, Provtdence, R. I. 

Wedged 100m joint 
I devised a wedged half-lap joint to replace the tusk-tenon 
joint traditionally used in loom construction. The joint fills all 
the requirements I wanted: it can be taken apart, won't vibrate 
loose, is easy to make and fmishes flush and neat. In my ver-

uomlliOOW 
�lJ[ill[ID �®� 

NORTH BENNINGTON . VERMONT . 05257 
FULL TIME PROGRAM 802-442-31 1 9  

Furniture Making and Design 

SUMMER SCHOOL '82 J une 7th thru Aug . 1 4th 

Intensive One Week Courses 

Full information now available, call or write for brochure 

"THE VENEER SPECIALISTS" 
We are the experts at 
making veneer selection a 
satisfy ing and rewarding 
experience. Our  
extremely large selection of  
veneers is always the 
highest g rade and 
shipped to you full  length. 
We stock burls, crotches, 
cross-banding, ;�i�,

,
::::e��, "d I I I I 

outstanding " Designer 
G roup" veneers. Our 1 982 
catalog which fully 
describes our i nventory 
and service costs $1 .00. 

Remember us - we're the 

veneer spec/al/sts! 

WOOD SHED 
1 807 Elmwood Ave., Dept. 16  
Buffalo, NY 1 4207-2492 
Telephone 716:876:4720 



MAKE LOW COST LU M BER  
WITH YOU R  CHAI N SAW! 
T H E  H A D DON LU M B E R M A K E R ®  is the 
new chain saw accessory that tu rns logs into 
l u m ber r ight  on the spot ! Lets you custom cut 
your own wood,  match grains and g i ves you 
control over your woodworking projects from 
t ree to f i n ished p i ece. 

This remarkable, inexpensive tool fits al l  chain 
saws, a l l  bar lengths,  installs i n  seconds with 

no d r i l l i n g  and weighs less t han 4 Ibs.  Smal l  
enough to f i t  in  a tool  box !  Comes com p letely 
assembled,  ready for work.  Needs no special 
chai n .  

T h e  Lumber / M aker® uses a common 2 "  x 4 "  

or 2 "  x 6 "  to g u ide t h e  path o f  your chain saw 
i n  a straight l i n e !  Works in any posit ion,  any 
p l ace on the bar and at any angle. Depth of cut 
is i nstant l y  adjustable or  locks in  place. Works 
on a l l  logs regardless of length or d i ameter! 

A n y one can now make good l u m ber of a l l  sizes 
and t h icknesses for h u n d reds of projects. You 
can make furn it ure, fences, cabinets, beams, 

mantels,  sheds, log cabins, docks, gates, 
s i d i n g  - the l ist is  end less. 

In add i t ion ,  the Haddon Lumber / M aker® 
saves you t i me and money in  many other ways. 

I t  adapts to use as a f i rewood cut-off saw, a 

vise for chai n sharpen i n g ,  makes precise ang Ie  
cuts  q u ickly and easi ly ,  patio rou nds of even 
t h ickness, and is ideal  for sawi n g  w i ndows and 
doors in cabins.  The Lu m berl Maker® t u rns  
any chain saw i nto an accurate cutt ing  too l .  
T h e  price? O n l y  $44.95!  Pays f o r  itself over 
and over agai n .  Outperforms other products 
many t i m es its cost ! 

The Lumberl M aker® comes wi th  an excel lent 
28 page owners manual and project g u ide, 
com p l ete with 92 pictu res. Shows j ust how to 
use the too l ,  how to "sq uare out" a can t ,  
quarter saw , saw braces, saw t o  l e n g t h ,  make 
angle cuts and sharpen your chain for r i p p i n g .  
Even includes information on l o g  cabin 
construct i o n !  

T h e  amazing H A DDON L U M B E R M A K E R ® 
saves you money and g ives you control over 

the most i m portant part of any woodworking 
project - the woo d !  

Thousands and thousands of H A DDON L U M 
B E R  M A K E RS ®  have al ready been so l d ,  a l l  
over the world . J ust read what some o f  t h e  
users say : 

" I t ' s  about the best i nvention s ince the Chain 
saw - I real ly  th ink i t ' s  g reat . "  

Warren J .  M cG i n n is ,  Nevis,  M N  

" Saved u s  $400.00 a t  least ! ! ! "  
Arlene U pton , Newry, Maine 

" M ade some beaut i f u l  rafters our of ' junk '  
t i mber. Last year I was cutt ing that  stuf f  up for 
f i rewood ! ! !  " 

Frank K u pfel , A nchorage, A K  

" I  never thought a saw m i l l  would f i t  in to our 
mai l  box , but i t  d i d !  You know the w i l d  cherry 

cants we cut probably paid for the L U M B E R
M A K E R  1 0  t i mes over, and that was j ust one 
tree!  " 

J o h n  Droesc h ,  Ferg uson, M issour i  

Order yours today ! There 's  no way to lose wi th  
our N O  R I S K  GUARA N TE E !  I f  not  com pletely 
sat isf ied , retu rn w i t h i n  30 days for a f u l l  

ref u n d .  No q uest ions asked. J ust use the order 

blank below. 

Prices q uaranteed for s ix  months after date of issue of the magazine.  O R DE R BLANK 

o Send me a L U M B E R M A K E R ® . Enclosed f ind  my check or money order for $46.95 ($44 .95 plus $2. 00 
s h i pp i n g  and hand l i n g ) .  I l l i nois residents send $49. 3 1 . 

o Send me a LU M B ER M A K E R ®  C . O . D .  I w i l l  pay $48.45 when I receive i t .  I l l ino is  residents pay 
C . O . D .  $50.8 1 . 

N ame ____________________________________ Address __________________________________ ___ 

City,  State, Z ip  
M a i l  to :  

----------------------------------------

HADDON TOOL, 4719 W. Elm, Dept. FW1, McHenry, IL 60050 Phone 81 5 344-29 1 5  
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Methods of Work (continued ) 

sion the joint members are made up from two face-glued 
planks. The double-plank approach greatly simplifies cutting 
the joint and fitting the mortise to the tenon. 

To make the joint, start with one of the four boards that will 
later form the mortise. Crosscut the board with the miter 
gauge set at 88° and the blade angled at 1 5  ° to make both 
sides of the mortise (flop one board) . Miter the end of the 
tenon backup board at 30" and then cut a 30° notch in the 
mortise back-up board . The mitered end should wedge tightly 
into the notch. 

To make the tenon, first locate and drill a large hole on the 
tenon's centerline .  This hole helps prevent the joint from 
cracking and allows the tenon walls to flex. Next bevel the 
sides of the tenon at 1 5 °  and cut the angled slot for the wedge . 
The sides of the tenon should be left parallel. Later the wedge 
will spread them to fit the angled mortise . 

Glue the tenon to its mitered backup board . Place this 
member in position on the mortise backup board and fit the . MO� . MO"i""'·'p 

No". boo' 'de. 

� -� -

Tenon 
r Ring holds wedge in place 

1"--PUT-viiR X·AC1 a® BLADE 
I TOTHE TEST 
1 11= IT CAN'T CIIT I'· 
I _____ ::.u�!!.L!!!!I' 

can't be seen. UnW it shows up In your worlt. But before that I iii"'xiCiixiEST: 1 1 . Put the magazine down, face up. 2. Put your X- Acto Blade 

on the dotted line and cut along the border. 3. Remove this ad 1 4. If your blade didn't cut through three or more pages, replace 

�!!!!!_! it. If it did, replace the magazine. 

::i Your X-Acto Blade is designed to make 1 the cleanest cut under the least pressure. 

When 1t takes work to make it work, 

change the blade. And remember: Your 

X-Acto Knife is Indispensible. But your 

X-Acto Blade is conveniently disposable. 

In a variety of blade types 
and package sizes wherever 
X-Ado Produds are sold. 

two mortise pieces against the sides of the tenon; the mortise 
pieces touch the tenon only at its shoulder. Mark the position 
of the mortise pieces, remove the tenon member and glue the 
mortise pieces in place. After the glue sets you're ready to 
assemble the joint by tapping in the wedge . 

I recommend you oven-dry the wedges for two hours or so 
before you drive them in. This will reduce the chance of their 
shrinking and needing to be driven in further after you've 
trimmed them flush . Even so, leave the wedges in place for a 
few weeks before finishing flush. If the wedges persist in 
loosening, cut a short section of brass tubing the same 
diameter as the tenon hole. Cut a tapered section out of the 
ring so that, when inserted in the hole, it bites the wedge 
where it enters the hole . -Irving Sloane, Brussels, Belgium 

Holding cabinets in place 
If you make a lot of kitchen cabinets and 
work alone, as I do, you know that it is diffi
cult to hold the cabinets in position while 
you' re fastening them to the wall. This 
method uses pipe clamps to solve the prob
lem. Remove the screw end from your long 
pipe clamps. Slide the adjustable stops up 
the clamps and use the clamps to wedge the 
cabinets in place. 

Cabinet 

P ipe 
clamp 

"---- -

-Randy Hazlett, Ashland, Ohio 

Flush rule joint for oval tables 
Simon Watts says (in his article in FWW#18 ,  P . 62) that he 
does not like "oval-shaped drop-leaf tables because the curve 
crossing the rule joint makes part of the joint project in an un-

. r! , 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

Program in Artisanry 
for the education of professional artist-craftsmen 

Jere Osgood, faculty 

ceramics Forourbrochurewriteto· 

fiber �i?��T, ��:�:���nry, Dept. FW 

meta' 620CommonwealthAve. 
Boslon, MA02215 wood furniture or call61 71353·2022 

wooden stringed Boston Untverslty IS an 
instruments equalopportunitymSlitutlOfl 

Bachelor of Applied Arts, Assoclateof Applied Arts, and 
Certlflcateo' Mastery (graduate level) as well as summer 
and evening courses 

Banjo Plans &"Kits 
Ful l-size Blueprint $6.50 fJU.�lfJC\ILI 

For free catalog of banjo &.. mandolin kits 
&.. components. call us toll- free: 

1 -800-848-2Z73 In Oh,ocall 614·59Z·30ZI 
Put new ..I �m�yo�m�X�.�A�c�to�KnU��e�.�C'%�'��==���".'" STEWART-MACDONALD 

BOX 900 F ATHENS.OHI0 45701 
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You can build this 
Illuminated 
Curio 
Cabinet 
• Easy to follow 

illustrated steps. 

• Uses standard 
hardware. 

• You have the tools 
(table saw & router). 
You have the skill. 
Now all you need is 
the plan. 

$20.00 
(Includes Shipping. WA residents 

add S 1.32 sales tax.) 

Adjustable glass slid .... Lamp in Upp<l' 
and lower units. Can be made from any wood. 

24" .. x 72" h x IS" d 
Send check or money order to: 

About Time Plans, Dept. FS-2D 
7707 Aurora N. / Seattle, W A 98103 

Other furniture plans brochure -50¢: 

Cast Brass Fittings 

Authenti<:: Reproductions of Or ig inal  
Hardware , and Work Made To Order. 

Send for free brochure .  

D .C. M itchel l  Repro d u ctions 
RD 3, Box 446 

H ockessin , DE 19707 (215) 388-21 16 

NON' Brand your own name 

permanently on wood and leather 

handcrafts' Simple to use. Long 
lasting. U/L approved electric handle. 

Brands full name Guaranteed. 

FREE ILLUSTRATED 
LITERATURE! 
tllAI'l�IIAllI{ 

PltIIIHH.:l�',I"'t: 
DEPT. F-5 

ADI,�T'rA GA. 30065 

DIRECT IMPORTERS OF EXOTIC WOODS 
Rosewoods Ebonies 
Cocobolo Zebra 
Bublnga Padauk 
Koa Bocote 
Teak Purple heart 
Morado Shedua 

Italian Olive 
(Additional Specie. Available) 
Logs, lumber, sawn veneer, and 
musical instrument components. 

Some domestic species also 
avai lable in  sawn veneer 

and free form. 
Wholesale inquiries only. 

For more information contact: 

THE CF MARTIN ORGANISATION 
P.O. Box 329 

Nazareth, Pennsylvania 1 8064 
21 5-759-2837 

r----------l 
��I 

Im � fow 
«HKJd � 
WATCO® 
DANISH OIL 
WOOD FIN ISH 

LIKE MAGIC One easy application seals, 
primes, f in ishes, hardens, protects and beauti
f ies. True, long-last i ng elegance. 

SAVE M O N EY Doing your own wood f in
ishing i s  a big money saver and with Watco, 
anyone can finish wood like an expert! 

For complete information, f i l l  in and mai l  the 

�������� ______________ J 
IWATCO-D E N N I S  CORP., 1 756-22nd St . 1 
I Santa Mon ica, Ca. 90404, Dept. FW-52 I 
I 0 Send free booklet "How to Beautifu l ly I Finish Wood." 

I Name _____________________ 1 
I Street I 
I City I 
G� ____ Zi.:.... ____ J 

Sanding Tools 
from 

Kuster Woodworkers 

DynaSand- -The proven th ickness 
sander for f ine d i mensioning and 
f i n i s h i ng . Kit  i nc ludes construct ion 
plans. 

AirSandEr- - The portable i nf latable 
drum sander,  for shap i ng, scu l pt ing 
and del icate surfaci ng . 

Sand-AId- - The sand i ng l i fesaver! 
Make your own s leeves and belts. 
Q u icklyl Easi ly!  Econom ical ly!  Comes 
complete with electrical ly heated 
press, 2-component g l u e  and 
i nstructions on how to make perfect 
sleeves and belts. 

Send for catalog and prices today! 

Kuster Woodworkers 
Box 34 

Sk i l lman, New Jersey 08558 
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Methods of Work kOllcillll"d J 

sightly way . "  I agree that the projection is unsightly, but 
there's a simple solution that makes the rule joint flush in both 
the open and closed positions : bevel the edge of the table top. 

Figure 1 shows how the corner of a rule joint projects when 
the leaf is lowered. The edge of the table continues to curve 
whereas the top corner of the rule joint swings down in an arc 
perpendicular to the line of the rule joint. But if the edge of 
the table is beveled at angle a determined from the tangent to 
the oval at the rule joint, the lower edge of the table top is 
farther out on a radius than the top corner of the leaf. When 
the leaf drops (figure 2) , the edge and the corner match . 

Recently I made a drop-leaf table incorporating this method 
and was pleased with the result .  Later I visited Williamsburg 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Corner 
projects 

Corner flush 

20 

' . , .... . ....,....--"""'-- - Calculate bevel angle a 
from tangent to tabletop at rule joint. 

HOUSE OF TEAK 
The boldest i nventory in America of k i l n-d ried 
hardwood l u mber f rom a l l  over the world
ranging from domestic Ash to exotic Zebrawood. 
Wholesale i nq u i ries on ly .  Chester 
B. Ste m ,  I n c . ,  G rant Line Road , 
P.O. Box 69, New Albany, Ind . 47 1 50. 

OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
• One-inch thick African Padouk lumber

has a good bright orange-red color. 
• One-inch thick Quartered/Rift Red orWhite 

Oak lumber. 
• One and one-half inch thick Acacia 3-5' 

shorts. Also, one-inch thick regular 
lumber. 

STEM 
EMINEICE IN  WOOO 

and noticed that many of the oval drop-leaf tables of colonial 
times also have beveled edges. So, my idea is far from original . 

-James H. Smith, Champaign, III. 

Edge-sanding fixture 
Here's a fixture that turns a belt sander into an edge sander. 
Simply build a wooden fixture that supports and locks your 
belt sander in a horizontal position. Bolt the fixture to the 
tablesaw's rip fence as shown , and use the saw's flat cast-iron 
surface for the work . - Wayne Hausknecht, Tucson, Anz. 

Two boss spinners 
While visiting a woodworking pattern shop I ran across this 
tool called a "boss spinner. " It is used with a disc sander to 
make wooden discs of varying diameters and thicknesses. As I 
found it, the unit was made from wood . Aluminum would 
perhaps give more accurate adjustment. 

The boss spinner consists of three main parts: a slide bar 
that fits the channel in the sander table, an adjustment plate 
and a swing arm . A slot in the adjustment plate allows gross 

PRECISION BOSCH MADE BY 
The Ultimate in Power Tools 

Orbital Action 
Variable Speed Jig Saw #1578 

Rating: 1 15V AC • Watts In:  320 
Stroke Length: 1 "  

No Load S.trokes/Min.: 1 ,000-3,000 
Weight: 5.5 Ibs. • Length: 9%" 

Double insulated, complies to OSHA 

Specially Priced at $ 1 3577 
Orbital Action 
Jig Saw, #1580VS 

Rating: 1 1 5V AC • Watts In:  320 
Stroke Length: 1 "  

No Load Strokes/Min.: 1 ,000-3,400 
Weight: 5 Ibs. • Length: 9%" 

Double insulated, UL Listed, complies to OSHA 

Specially Priced at $ 1 3577 
1% H.P. 

Shop Router, #90150 
Rating: 1 20V AC • Watts In: 1 ,050 

No Load RPM: 26,000 
Coilet Capacities: 'I .. ', "Is", %" 

Motor Diameter: 3%" • Weight: 9 Ibs. 
3-wire grounded, UL Listed, complies to OSHA 

Specially Priced at $ 1 3577 
We accept MasterCard, Check or Money Order 

burns, inc. Mail Order Division 
165 Rodman Street • Fall River. Mass. 02721 

617-675-0381 



FURNITURE HARDWARE 
& HARO 1'0 FIND SUPPLIES 

CHAIR CANE . OAKWOOD PARTS 

CASTORS . LOCKS . TRUNK PARTS 

CHAIR SEATS . OFFICE HAROWARE 

CATALOG $200 
FURNITURE REVIVAL 

P.O. BOX 994 IF·S) CORVALLIS, OR 97339 

WALNUT, BUTTER N UT, CHERRY 
C U R LY & B IRDSEYE MAPLE 
Most other Domestic Woods 
• EXTRA W I D E I EXTRA THICK STOCK 
• S PALT E D  WOODS 
• T U R N I N G  & S C U LPTING BLOCKS 
• SOLI D SQUARES 

CabInet & Economy Grade Lumber 
Stock for Woodwork FlOOring. Panel ing 
NO MINIMUM-MAIL . FREIGHT SHIPMENT 
DETAILED LISTING IiOC 

. (71 el 942·8831 
D,A. BUCKLEY, R1 , W, VALLEY, N.Y. 14171 

P O L  V E T H V l E N E  G l  VeOl 
The new wood stabilizer 

and chemical seasoning agent. 
Make crack· free table tops from log cross sections 
and flawless bowls and carvings from green scrap 
wood. $ 1 .00 for catalog. 

The Crane Creek Company 
Box 5553 F 

Madison,  Wisconsin 53705 

You ' l l love bui ld ing these profitable 
WOO D E N  TOY PLANS 

FOR TABLE, BAN D, J IG, AND RADIAL SAWS 

Ten enchanting full-size pat· 
terns easily made from scrap .MIIiIJlIi1lf1ii;J�lt ... 't� wood, ptus "How to Make 

I with Table and Radial 
Saws . "  Modet T. Fire Truck, 
Plane, Train, 3 Animal Pull 
Toys, Boat Puzzte, Phone, Toy 
Soldier. Send $4 today, we 

. ship immediately! (Catatog of 
1 00 plans $1 .00) 
J. Lewman, Toymaker �1�"�1iiI 2918 Campbell Dept.  FW·2 

Kansas City, Mo. 641 09 

r------------------, 
I FREE SANDING BELTS I 

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER I 
(Manufactured at 642 North Eighth Street, Reading, Pa.) I 

With your order ci one dozen or more belts, we will send you six FREE. All belts are aluminum 
oxide first quality. Our electronic presses make s mooth bump- free splices. 

OJeck your size and how many dozen. 
We will ship assorted grits unless 
otherwise specified. 

9" X 1 1 " Paper Sheets 
( 1 00 sheets per package) 

o I "  x 30" -$ I I .7S/doz. o 40-0 -$2B/pkg. 
o I "  x42" - I I .BO/doz. o So-o- 2S/pkg. 
o I "  x44" - I I .BS/doz. o 60-0- 23/pkg. 
o 3" x I B" - 1 2.7S/doz. o BO-O - 20/pkg. 
o 3" x 2 1 "  - 1 3.2S/doz. o 1 00-C- I B/pkg. 
o 3 " x 23��" - 1 3.70/doz. o 1 20-C- I B/pkg. 
o 3" x24" - 1 3.7S/doz. o I SO-C- I B/pkg. 
o 3" x 27" - 14.2S/doz. 
o 4" x 2 1%"  - I S .7S/doz. 
o 4" x 24" - 1 6.2S/doz. 
o 4" x 36" - 1 9 .9S/doz. 
o 6" x4B" - 2 1 .901\'2 doz. (3 FREE) 

Other size belts on request. 
Prompt delivery from stock. 

MONEY-BACK G<lARAl'fTEE. 

NO Finishing Paper 

o I BO-A - $ I S/pkg. 
o 220-A- I S/pkg. 
o 2BO-A- I S/pkg. 

Wet or Dry SIC Paper 

o 220-A- $22/pkg. 
o 320-A- 22/pkg. 
o 400-A - 22/pkg. 
o 600-A- 22/pkg. 

Add $2.50 per doz. ordered for shipping and handling-PA residenls add 6% sales lax. 
o Check or Money Order. 
o Master Charge 0 VISA Exp. Date __ 

I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I 
I 
I I I 

Acct. # ___________ _ 
Narne __________________________ __ 

Address ______________________ __ 

INOOSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO. I 
644 North Eighth Street I Reading. PA 19603 I 

C· Ity, Slate & Zip ..J �--------------------

Our catalog doesn't just sell you things. It teaches you things. The Garrett Wade 
Catalog is a new, 212·page collection of wood· 

work ing hand tools, machi nery, finishing supplies 
and accessories that are simply the finest 

available. Anywhere. 
And besides offering quality tools from around 

the world, we also give you a lot of qual ity advice. 
On woodworking techniques. On picking the 

proper tool for a particular job. On finishi ng, 
sharpen ing, clamping and more. 

The catalog is filled with superb photography, 
honest specifications and reliable descriptions. I t 's 
neatly divided into seventeen sections, including 

a section on our Swiss I NJ ECTA I NCA power tools. 
And throughout the year, our catalog owners will  
receive several handy supplements-free Of charge. 

Just send in the coupon below with 53.00, and 
we'll send 'out your copy of the 1982 Garrett Wade 
Catalog. It just may prove to be the 
most useful tool you own. 

Garrett Wade Co., Dept 64 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10013 
Gentlemen: 
Send your complete 2 1 2-page 
catalog of woodworking tools, 
machinery. and accessories. Enclosed is S3. 

o I would like only (he following sections of the 
calalog, for 50c each, 

o INjECfA INCA 0 Carving 0 Finishing 

Enclosed is S ________ _ 
Name ______________________________ _ 

Addre�' ____________________________ __ 
Ciry· ______________________________ __ 

Siale Zip , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Methods of Work (continued ) 

Adjustment plate 

circle size adjustment while a screw in the swing arm provides 
fine adjustment. The sketch shows only one pivot hole and 
adjustment screw in the swing arm. You can extend the 
capacity of the spinner by drilling a series of pivot holes and 
installing a fine-adjustment screw for each position. 

To use the boss spinner, first set the rough radius: With the 
fme-adjustment screw against the stop , rough-adjust the 
radius of the disc with the adjustment plate and locking 
knob. Set the rough radius about 1/t6 in. oversize. Now posi
tion the circle blank under the center pin . Feed the workpiece 
into the sander and rotate by hand until the fme-adjustment 
screw hits the stop . From there , use the fine adjustment screw 
to reach the fmal diameter. 

-Richard M. Wt/liams, Cleveland, Ohio 

My circle duplicator uses o/16-in. thick aluminum for its arm, 
adjustment cam and base , which is laminated with epoxy to a 

. piece of hardboard that slides in the slot of my disc sander. 
Stan with rough, oversize blanks and position the adjustment 
cam so that when the swing arm touches it, you have an accur
ately sized disc. The cam can be locked in position for ac
curacy. My device handles diameters from 2 in. to 6 in. 

Circle· 
duplicator 
jig 

Smallest 
circle 

Work 

Adjustment 
cam 

-Jay Wallace, Ashland, are. 

Largest circle 

Disc 
sander 

Support 
arm 

Methods of Work buys readers ' tips, Jigs and tricks. Send de
tat/s, sketches (we 'll redraw them) and photos to Methods, 
Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

SHIP WT. 
185 1bs. 

with V2 H P motor, stand, 
cast iron frame 

20" X 6" Automatic Wood Planers 
Heavy cast iron construction • 1 000 Ibs. of machine 

• segmented feed rol l  • tested & ready to run 

• 14" x 1 4 "  square 
cast iron table 
tilts 45°R,  1 00L 

• Adjusting blade 
tension wheel 
& tilt adjustment 

• Cast wheels, 
rubber tired , 
sealed ball bearings 

• Sealed roller bearing 
blade edge backup 
• Adjustable blade guides 

• Approx. 6 "  high cutting capability � 
• '12 HP motor single phase 1 1 5  VAC 60C � 

FREE FREIGH T  TO 48 STA TES . �� • y 
-,11-

• Automatic stock feed 
• 3 blade cutter head 
• 3 HP Single or 3 phase 

TEFC motor 220 VAC 
• Dual pulleys & belts 
• Chain drive auto feed 
• Machine size -
30" x 35" x 37" 

• Cast iron chippers 

Deluxe Model 
SA VE 51000 $349500 

BRIDGEWOOD MODE 
SHG508 

A • • A t-. " ,,1\ 
Wood Planer 

SA VE 5300 
$59900 
Model SSA· 1 20 

FOB YORK 

SHIP WT. 

95 1bs. 
with motor 

• '12 HP motor • 7" x 1 8 "  table 
• Sturdy cast iron construction 
• Planes up to 5" wide x 2 '12 " thick 

SEND 50 FOR MACHINERY CA TA LOG 

8 WILKE MACHI NERY CO. • 1 5 1 9  Mt. Rose • York, PA 1 7403·2996 • 7 1 7.846.28008 
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UNDERSTANDING 
ORIGINAL 
HARDWARE 
CH IPPENDALE 
1 740 to 1 765 

Thomas Chippendale inspired the designs that 
many American craftsmen copied.  The date 1 765 
rel ates to the in troduction of a "new" style-Hep
plewhite-not the end of "Chippendale" furniture 
production . 

Several types of hardware were used for drawer 
pulls ,  the most common type is shown above . All 
parts were cast brass. The backplate was thin-usually 
about 1 / 1 6" thick, the surface was polished smooth, 
the edges were always hand filed, the posts and bail 
were worked only where they would show. The 
earliest ones were small , the size increased ove r the 
years toward 1 800. 

Our current catalog (mailed for $4.(0) illus trates 
64 patterns like the C-56 shown above, in more than 
120 sizes. 

BALLNO BALL 
463 West Lincoln Highway 

Exton, Pa. 19341 . (215)363' 7330 

INSIST ON FAMOUS 
BUCK BROTHERS 
to mn/�e the. 'lWst !H y"ur 

1f)',fHlcrtlcit s/�iUs ••• slllce 185:J 
Buck Brothers has been the premiere manufac
turer of fine cutting and turning tools here in 
America since 1853. 
Now, as then, all Buck Brothers turning tools, 
chisels and gouges are hand forged, hand ground 
and finely finished in the tradition of old English 
craftsmanship. 
You are sure to appreciate the weight, balance 
and responsiveness of these fine hand tools. See 
how they make the most of your skills. 

OUR NEW CATALOG IS READY. 
WRITE FOR IT TODA Y. 

BUCK BROS.INc. 
ESTABLISHED 1853 

MillbUl1\ Mass. 01527 FW -582 

There's only one saw this famous 
and there's a reason why. 

WORKBENCH Magazine called it "The Ultimate in Tools." 

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED-said it is "Outstanding." 

POPULAR SCIENCE wrote about its "Superior Culling Capability." 

WOO D WO RKER 'S J 0 URN AL declared: "This machine will propel 
you into a new world of scroll sawing." 

Receiving these honors: the HEGNER Universal Precision Saw, models 
Polymax-3™ and Multimax-2TM. 

We are proud to say that every claim we made when we introduced these 
machines in 1 978 has proven true. 

We said that HEGNER saws were far superior LOany other j i g or scroll saw, 
and that they were more versatile than any band saw. They are. People who 
previously bought and used conventional scroll saws or band saws for scroll 
sawing SLOpped after they bought our saws. 

We said our saws could cut all woods up to 2" thick, as well as plastics, 
non-ferrous metals, even steel. They can. 

We said that our saws always produce a square cut, allow 3600 turns in 
almost any material without blade breakage, and make finish sanding 
virtually unnecessary. They do all this. 

H undreds of satisfied customers as well as several trade publications have 
confirmed our claims. Now it's your turn to see for yourself. 

If you want a precision tool which will let you saw the most intricate pallerns 
accurately, quickly, without relief cuts and without major sanding, you owe 
it to yourself LO look at HEGNER saws. 

There's only one saw this famous, because there's only one saw this good. 

See HEGNER saws demonstrated at one of these fine tool dealerships: 
Birmingham Saw Works J. Philip Humfrey Home &: Induslry T ooIs 
9 1 0  N. 281h SI. 3241 Kennedy 2867 Long Beach Rd. 
Birmingham, AL 35201 Scarborough, Om., Canada Oceanside. NY 1 1 572 
(205) 252·9757 (416) 293·8624 (516) 678·3682 

The CUlling Edge House of Tools Garrell Wade Company 
3871 Grandview Blvd. 1 3 1  121h Ave., SE 161 Ave. of lhe Americas 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 Calgary, Alb . . Canada New York, NY 10013 
(213) 390·9723 (403) 269·7365 (212) 807·1 155 

The Culling Edge 87 ·37 5(hh SI. Puma &: The While Bu{falo 
7626 Miramar Rd. Edmomon. Alb .. Canada 18521 FM 149 
San Diego, CA 92126 (403) 468·4628 HouslOn. TX 77070 
( 7 1 4 )  695·3 990 

W.S. jenks &: Son 
( 7 1 3 )  469·0004 

The CUlling Edge 738 5evemh 51.. NW Dale W oodcrafl &: Tool Clr. 
1 836 F ounh 51. WashinglOn. D.C. 2000 1 1 2323 Nonh 01. Expwy. 
Berkeley, CA 947 1 0  (202) 737·7490 Dallas, TX 75243 
(4 15)  548·601 1 

W oodcrafl Supply Corp. 
(214) 233·6949 

Sacramento Machinery Co. 3 1 3  Momvale Ave. \V oodworker's Hardware 
4248 Roseville Woburn, MA 0180 1  676 N. Wilchduck 
N. Highlands. CA 95 660 (617)  935·5860 Virginia Beach. V A 23462 
(916) 483·85 1 3  

Dealer Inquiries Inviled 
(801) 490·9803 

Mention this ad to your dealer and receive a detailed 20" wall plaque pal/ern 
of an eighteenth-century stagecoach, FREE. 

AMI, LTD. FW 
Advanced Machinery Imports 
2735 Tanager Drive 
Wilmington, DE 1 9808 Phone (302) 999-9233 

o Please send me your FREE brochure on HEGNER Saws. 

o Also send me information on your new HEGNER 39 in. 
W oodturning Lathe. 

Name: ______________________________________________ ___ 

Address: _______________________ _ 

City, State and Zip: _____________________________________ _ 

We will  exhibit HEG ER Saws at the Excellence in Woodworking Show at 
the Los Angeles Convention Cenler, May 1 4- 1 6, 1982. 
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Comment 

THE BEGINNERS LAMrnNT 
We are all beginners, at one time or another, in one area 

or another. I'm a beginner with wood. If woodworking 
is anything like my profession, the initial state of enthusiastic 
bliss is bound to be followed by a series of setbacks, frustra
tions and challenges. It's the inevitable result of exchanging 
innocence for semi-knowledge . 

Some of the difficulties are genuine dilemmas, and those 
of us just staning out in this craft face our fair share of them. 
Experienced craftsmen offer apparently contradictory advice , 
leaving me wondering whether to dowel or not to dowel, 
whether to buy a lot of hand tools or a few stationary ma
chines or a single all-purpose contraption, whether to hollow
grind or flat grind,  whether to work solid wood or plywood. 

Pan of the trouble · is that we inundate ourselves with so 
much information from so many sources, hoping to fInd the 
one perfect way to do the job, that we are liable to be par
alyzed with possibilities. The problem becomes less confusing 
and more fascinating as we gradually discover that there are a 
lot of good ways to skin a cabinet, that excellence has more to 

. do with integrity, experience and talent than with any pani
cular set of techniques. All those various approaches are trib
utes to human imagination and resourcefulness. 

One panicular conundrum that we novices face contains a 
bizarre irony, a form of frustration that separates the dedi
cated from the temporarily infaruated. It's this: Many of 
those ingenious j igs that fIll the columns of Fine Woodwork
ing need only one thing to construct them properly-the 
completed jig. Since a shooting board is required to plane 

I_�A��I 

I i � ARE YOU GOING IN lI1 
I �rIf�����at���le��r�r��a�d 

I other standard shapes have unl imited appl ication on al l  
kinds of decorative prowcts. And Immediate Shipment 

• from our large Inventory of standard sizes lets you Iji1 � · 'Deslgn In to your eXisting lines With a minimum of fuss l!!J 

I 

and delay 

I 

B EVELED M I R ROR C I R CLES-with steep pol ished 
bevels 
B E V E L E D  M I R R O R B A G U E TTES-In squ are a n d  

���o��R�h��� . COLLECTI O N -a system of I nter-lii1 changeable mirror modules [i] 

I 

Call or w

.

r

.

l te for Free I l lustrated catalog and I n

, 

for

,

mat lon. 

I 

FLORAL G LASS & M I R ROR, I N C. 
895 Motor PcHkWdy' HdlJPPdlJYt.' Nt!w Yurk. 1 1  ;81::\ ������ , 'C oh n, [i 
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BY Ross LOWELL 

precise right angles, and since the shooting board itself needs 
smooth, 90· angles in its construction, how do we make it 
without a shooting board? It's like needing the missing eye
glasses to fInd the eyeglasses . But, that's only half of it . The 
significant pan of this jig dilemma was underscored by my 
9-year-old son when he said, " Dad, you're spending all this 
time making things to make things. Suppose , afterward, you 
decide not to make anything? " 

Perhaps it's only rationalization , but the whole getting
ready process feels like a necessary stage not unlike warm-up 
exercises. After all , tools are not the only things that need to 
be sharpened. In the case of us beginners, our skills and our 
design sense tend to be pretty dull . What better way to hone 
and polish them than to make a series of potentially useful 
j igs? And if the truth be known, a few freeform and jointless 
objects have meanwhile emerged from the piles of sawdust 
and shavings. It's positively amazing what can be done with a 
primitive drawknife ,  and no jigs. 

There is a fInal dilemma. One purpose of woodworking for 
us amateurs is to create beautiful and occasionally even useful 
objects for our families and friends. Yet the process of fabrica
tion is both time-consuming and solitary. This ultimately 
sociable craft seems to our families (and even sometimes to 
us) to be a very selfIsh , unsociable activity. But deep down we 
know that beautiful objects created with our own hands, in 
quiet moments, are the stuff of happiness and sanity. 0 
In his other Itfe, Ross Lowell shoots movies, and invents and manu
factures lighting systems for location photography. 

NOW A smaller home shop version of the popular 
system used throughout the woodworking industry. 
Super-40 T-SquareM Saw Fence 

40 Inch 
Capacity 

.....? Professional table saw accuracy in your home shop. 
Acrurate one handed operation locks the fence securely parallel to blade 
with a minimum of 1 /64·in. accuracy. No more wasted wood. No more 
guessing. 

Safe alignment of wood assures smooth feeding and cutting. Dangerous 
hand measuring is eliminated. Guard can be left in place with saw running 
while setting fence. 

Perfect for your home shop saw. Available with either aluminum or steel rails. 
Easy to install with simple instructions. 
Guaranteed to give your table 
saw more precision and 
performance. If not convinced. 
simply retum for full refund. 

Call or write for additional details 
and ordering information. 

MANUFACTU�ING CORPORATION 

21 6 S. Alma School Rd . • Suite 3 Mesa. AZ 85202.(602) 835-9300 



INCA TOOLS IN MINNEAPOLIS 
Come in !  See Inca Tools demonstrated. 
Relax and exchange ideas with other 
woodworkers over a cup of coffee. 

Saturdays 9-1 
Beaumont WOOd Products 

1415 W. 35th. Mpls .• MN 55408 61 2-824-4921 

Over 70 Different HAR1>WDD�S 
FOR WOOO CARVING & HOBBY CRAFTS 
From Afrormosia to Zebra Wood 

K �CV't WO<Jd. PIW�cU, Jnc. 
4603 35th S.W. Seattle, Wa. 98126 

206-932-3584 

• DOWELS 
OAK-WALNUT-B IRCH 
Send 25' - Catalog Wood Parts 

WOODWOR S 4013-A Clay Ave. 
K Fort Worth. TX 761 17 

Swinging CRADL�E . .. 
Easy to make with FULL ' 
�!�

n
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I
��!

n
�

l
�

i
�

I
�

UI
���� 

. 

' , 
America. Plans show alternate construction � with panel sides. Perfect for baby or use for - -

magazines or fireplace wood. Size: Zo- x CATALOG 39" x 30-. Order plan tl66 . . . . . . . . . ·$8,00 1 70 diff., full-siz� 
FURNITURE DESIGNS Dept. KS·5Z prof. plans-$2, UO 
1425 Sherm." Av •. Ev.neton. IL 80201 refunded with 1 st order. 

PROFESSIONAL TURNING TOOLS 

Fittings and accessories 

Send one dol lar b i l l  for catalog 

PETER CHILD 
The Old Hyde. Little Yeldham, 

Halstead, Essex, England. 

� �I � I �I�I -� 
( he ry re� T py 

- iCiI Il� __ II - II t. � r.;i.v :ope 
./I� IV\ n �E II:: ra T I lilW If" ,I : ... in, � '·-1 � !"'" I" 
, M  IIs1Rq., E . ( Iai sv lie o 4 95 

GENUINE EUROPEAN HARDWARE 
A fter touring in Europe we have 

selected specialty items: to bring tht! 

American crafts man the high quality 

hardware he deserves. 
Hinges. pulls. locks. keys. etc. 

Contemporary & Rustic style. 

I-

in brass. copper and pOlished iron. 

Send $1 for catalog. (ref. wf1st order) 

Jmpnrttll �uropran liarllwarr 
4295 South Arvilte 

Las Vegas. Nevada 89103 

CANE 
RUSH, SPLINT & 

UTHER SEAT WEAVING SUPPLIES Now you can restore your antique 
"HOW TO" books available 
SEND 50 C FOR CATALOG YE OLOE VILLAGE WORKSHOP 

Box 227 Mountainhome, PA 1 8342 

THE ACOMB COMPANY 
P.O. Box zn West Simsbury, CT 0609Z 

FATHER'S DAY 
POWER TOOL SALE 

VSS 250 HEAVY DUTY ORBITAL SANDER 
with VACUUM SYSTEM, pad size 4 112 x 8 314, 
orbit speed 24, 000 RPM , 3 Amp, 1 1 5  V AC, 7 
213 Ibs., vacuum system and detachable brush 
ring provide dust·free sanding in enclosed 
areas, auxiliary handle and in line grip provide 
maximum sander control and vibration free 
operation. Complete brush ring, dust bag, 
abrasive sheet assort ment. SALE PRICE: 
51 88.00 ppd. 

STPE 80 ELECTRONIC VARIABLE·SPEED JIG 
SAW with ORBITAL BLADE ACTION, 1 1/8" 
STROKE, 300-3100 strokes per minute, 5.5 
Amp, 1 1 5  V AC, capacity:  steel 5116", wood 2 
318", heavy duty shoe tilts 45°lefl or right, 
universal blade holder accepts most standard 
jig saw blades. Choice of blade action from 
straight reciprocating to three di f ferent or· 
bltel motions. Orbital blade action gives 
fastest cutting. Electronic control maintains 
preset speed with full torque. 2 hex wrenches. 
SALE PRICE: 5235.00 ppd. 

� � 
PC 70 POWERCUT 7 114" circular saw Kit., 1 2 
Amp, 1 1 5  V AC, 5800 RPM, Perellel depth ed· 
juetment lets you select any blade depth for 
cutling, with the top handle and shoe always 
parallel, blede eight window lets you see ex· 
actly where Ihe blade enters the work from the 
operator's side of the saw, blede lock holds 
the blade shafl motionless for easier, faster 
blade change, zero engle edjuetment let's you 
make sure the blade is at go' to the shoe when 
the angle adiustment is set at go'. Max depth 
of cut at go'·2 112", 45'·1 7/8", Kit conelete of 
PC·70 eew, mete I cerrylng c .. e, rip guide, 7 
114", 18 tooth carbide tipped clrculer eew 
blede, 1 yeer frM fectory melntenence. SALE 
PRICE: 5179.00 ppd. 

H ITACH I ® 
F·20A 3 1/4" HAND PLANNER, 3.4 Amp" 1 1 5 

val l .  1 5,000 RPM, 1132 max. cutl ing depth, 3 
114" max. cutling widlh, length 1 1  1 11 1 6 " ,  

sharpening assembly, blade selling gauge, 
g uide assembly, 6 . 1  Ibs. SALE PRICE: 5122.00 
ppd. 

TR·S 1/4" RQUTER, 6.9 Amp., 1 112 h . p . ,  1 1 5 

volt, 24,000 RPM, 114" Chuck Collet, 3 position 
prec i s i o n  deplh g uage, slraighl g u i de, 
lemplate guide, 6.4 Ibs. SALE PRICE: 51 7S.00 
ppd. 

DUV·l0 3/S" VARIABLE SPEED HAND DRILL, 
3.8 Amp, 1 1 5 volt, double insu lated, high 
0·2800 RPM, low 0·1 250 RPM, side handle, 
wrenchs, stop gauge, 4.4 Ibs.  SALE PRICE: 
51 24.00 ppd. 

TS8·10 10" MITRE SAW, 13 Amp., 1 1 5  volt, 
5000 RPM, 0·45' bevel cui capabil ity,  righl or 
lefl ,  blade dia 10", max cutling go', 3 1/8 x 4 
5/16, max cut 45', 3 1/8 x 3 118, arbor 5/8, 1 " ,  
dust bag, combinalion bid, 4 4  Ibs. SALE 
PRICE: 530S.00 

Send $1.00 for current Hitachi Catalogue (Free with order) 

VERMONT·AMERICAN ® INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

B EV E L  G ROU N D  TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CI RCULAR SAW BLADES 

Diameter Number Ma)( . 
Cat Nu. Description Inches Teeth Arbor APM Price 

M5210 Combination 10 50 5/8·3/4 AD 5500 49.50 ppd 
M521Z Combination 12 !>IJ 5ffl-�'1 RU 3500 54.50 ppd 
"-14710 Gen. Purp. 10 60 5/8·3/4 AD 5500 58.75 ppd 
M4712 Gen. Purp. 12 60 5/8·1 AD 3500 65.95 ppd 
M 5 1 1 0  Thin  Kerf 10 100 5/8·3/4 AD 5500 94.95 ppd 

VA VERMONT AMERICA'" M51 1 2  Thin Kerf 1 2  100 518·1 AD 3500 104.95 ppd 

SALE ENDS J U N E  30, 1 982 

- ----------------------------

Mail To: TH E ACOM B CO., DEPT, F5W r---=Q-:7UA�N-;-:;T�. --,-I ""'I=TE==M:-:N::::O'-. --'--;;P=RI=C;:-E -, P,O, Box 272, Wnt Slm.bury, Ct. 08092 I 
NAME 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 

o Check or Money Order 
o Master Charge 0 VISA 

Credit Card No. 

I I 
Interbank Number 

Signature 

liP 

All orders must be signed 

I 
Tot.1 of Good. 

7� % Tn If d.llv.red In Connecticut 

"u .... �uPS Blue Label Of Alrmalll 5Qec;�1 Dttlivety. Add 13.50 

TOTAL (SOrry no C.O.D'-s) I 

12.50 

TERMS: PAYMENT IN FUll WITH ORDER 
Check or Money Order must accompany order 

(U.S. Funds Only·Please do not send Cash.) 
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Q & A 
Making board-and-batten doors-I've recently com
pleted kitchen cabinets for my parents' new home and I was 
thinking of using local pine mtlled into V-joint tongue-and
groove stock for the doors. I plan to use 3 -in. wtde boards and 
to cleat or batten them together from the back. What are 
your comments on this type of door and how can I minimize 
warping and twisting? 

-Earl Woodworth, Dartmouth, Novia Scotia 
IAN]. KIRBy REPLIES : This type of door construction is rather 
crude but with care, it can be made to work satisfactorily. 
When you screw the battens to the individual boards which 
make up the doors, use two screws in each board, as in the 
drawing below: 

Batten 

r tJr-End cap 
-

S pot-glue 
nd cap 

center of 
ach board. 

e 
at 
e 

Tongue � 
'---
_
_
__ 

.-Ir
Groove 

This will provide sufficient triangulation to keep the door 
from sagging from its own weight when it is installed. Nor
mally, screwing a crossgrain member to an assembled panel 
invites trouble from seasonal wood movement, but in this 
case the boards are only 3 in. wide and the total movement 
across their width probably won't be troublesome. It might 
be a good idea to drill a slightly larger clearance hole for the 
wood screw's shank ponion to allow for some movement. 

Board-and-batten doors are, unfortunately, prone to warp
ing and twisting and there is no cenain way to avoid the prob
lem. One way of stabilizing the doors might be to mill a 
tongue on the end of the assembled boards, then install a 
grooved end-cap, as in the drawing above. But instead of glu
ing the entire length of the cap, spot glue it at the center of 
each board. This will allow for some movement and will min
imize the chance of cracking. [Ian ]. Kirby is a consulting 
editor to this magazine.] 

Curing lacquer orange peel-I read with great interest 
George Moms ' a rticle  on lacquer finishing (FWW #31 , 
p. 90), but I saw no  mention of how to cure orange peel-the 
crinkling dtsfigurement of the lacquer film as it dries. I've 
tried van'ous solutions including thinning the lacquer, chang
ing nozzles on the spray gun and moving the gun more slowly 
dun'ng spraying. Nothing seems to work. Do you have any 
suggestions? -Michel Chevanelle, Acton Vale, Quebec 
GEORGE MORRIS REPLIES : Orange peel is caused by the lac
quer drying or rurning to gel on the surface it is sprayed on 
before it has a chance to flow and level. If thinning the lac
quer doesn't help, try raising the temperatUre of your spray 
area or of the surface being sprayed. Spraying conditions that 
are too cool cause the lacquer to gel before it can flow and 
level itself-it then dries in a rough, orange-peel surface. 
Heating the lacquer slightly may also help, but use only a 
non-flame heat source. I usually put the lacquer cup in front 
of a heat register for a few minutes before spraying. If the air 
pressure to the spray gun is too low, the lacquer will not 
atomize properly resulting in the poor flow and leveling that 
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cause orange peel. Airless type spray guns can be panicularly 
troublesome in this regard. Holding the gun at just the right 
distance from the surface is also imponant and you should 
move it just steadily enough to apply as much lacquer as pos
sible without causing drips and runs. If nothing else seems to 
work, lacquer manufacturers make additives that can be 
mixed into their fmishes to retard orange peel. Finally, you 
can correct an orange peel surface by wet-sanding back to the 
previous coat and respraying the surface with fresh lacquer. 
[George Morris makes and finishes guitars in Post Mills, Vt.] 

Caring for tools in a cold shop-Like many craftsmen, 
I've invested a good deal of money in power and hand tools. 
My equipment tS kept in the garage, which doubles as my 
workshop. rheat the garage only when I'm woodworking and 
I've noticed that when I bring a cold tool into the house, it 
seems to get damp and I'm worried that my tools will be dam
aged by rust. Any suggestions? 

- Wtlliam A. Schmitt, Chicago, III. 
SIMON WATIS REPLIES: The heat in my shop is on only when 
I'm there during the winter. The temperature drops well 
below zero. The machines groan a bit when you first stan 
them up but as soon as the lubricant in the bearings warms 
up, they run normally. Rapid changes in temperature and 
humidity can produce condensation, but it shouldn't be a big 
problem if you don't make a habit of taking tools and 
machines into a warm and humid house. The problem I have 
with cold workshops is the freezing of glue and paints. White 
and yellow glues are no good after they've been frozen and 
latex paints turn to a useless curdle after three or four freeze 
cycles. Consequently, I keep these items in the house until 
I'm ready to use them. 
RICHARD STARR REPLIES: If you wipe your tools off quickly 
when you bring them into the house, a little condensation 
shouldn't hun them. I don't see a cold garage being as harm
ful to tools as a damp basement can be. Summer's humidity 
condenses on the cool walls and on everything else in the 
room and when that happens, you've got a serious problem. 
The best solution I've found is to spray tools with a light mist 
of WD-40, a non-greasy, water-absorbent lubricant available 
from auto supply stores. It won't harm finished or unfinished 
wooden pans, and an occasional application will prevent rust. 
[Simon Watts and Richard Starr are contributing editors to 
this magazine.] 

Moisture problems with green framing wood-I am 
hoping to build a house this year using green framing lum
ber, but I am concerned about some seemingly insurmount
able problems. Specifically, I'm worried about installing dry 
lumber cabinets on a wet house frame. Won 't the moisture 
exchange between the two ruin my cabinets? How about 
warping around frames and windows . . .  is this a problem as 
the green lumber dn'es? In FWW #31 , p. 30, housewright Ed 
Levin says long beams should be temporanly supported in 
midspan because green lumber gains strength as it loses mois
ture. How long is temporary and does the one year per inch of 
thickness drying rule apply here? How can I insulate my 
house and still have air flow around the beams to dry them 
out? Sorry to ask so many questions but I'll be too old to 
replace rotten and warped timber in another 20 years. 

-Kenneth E. Bress, Loudonvtlle, N. Y. 
ED LEVIN REPLIES: If you have a moisture problem, it will be 
with general relative humidity and not with local wet spots 
around framing members. Green oak releases its moisture 
very slowly, and I have never seen any real problems in wood
work adjacent to new oak timbers. Assuming a very rapid dry-
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Q & A (continued ) 

ing rate , slow air turnover and limited ventilation in the 
house, a green timber frame would add , at most, one percen
tage point to the equilibrium moisture content of the house. 
This translates to a Y32-in. increase in the width of a 12 - in .  
wide flatsawn oak board . By contrast, the typical seasonal 
variation in relative humidity inside a house located in the 
N onheast could produce dimensional changes of as much as 
% in . in the same board . 

Until recently, the real problem with green house frames 
has been excessive interior dryness, which leads to rapid dry
ing and excessive checking of the timber. For years, timber 
framers have advised owners to install humidifiers to slow 
down the moisture exchange. But during the past few years, 
houses have been constructed much more tightly and this has 
drastically slowed the drying rate . If the house is too tight, 
the escaping moisrure can elevate interior relative humidity to 
the point where some kind of dehumidification is needed. 
The best remedy in this case might be an air-to-air heat ex
changer which will ventilate the house and keep the humidity 
within the comfon range for people and woodwork. 

To enclose and insulate your house, you can use a product 
developed just for timber-frame construction. It is a stressed
skin panel consisting of 31fz in . of isocyanurate insulation 
sandwiched between an interior layer of drywall and an exter
ior layer of plywood or chipboard sheathing. The panels span 
floor to ceiling and they are splined together and nailed right 
to the timber frame. The panels eliminate the need to build a 
separate frame to hold fiberglass insulation batts . For infor
mation on these panels, write Amos Winter, Box 34, Spof
ford, N .H .  03462 . 
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As for supponing beams in midspan, you need do so only 

MODEL 2116 Band Saw (115V) 
• Cuts stock 1 2%" thick 

$1385 
• Has a unique gear-driven blade guide 
• Chip-flow plate keeps the machine clean 
• Saw blade tensioner 
• Adjustable blade cover 

• Units fully assembled with motor 
• Com pact design. easily transported 
• 2H P. single phase. 115V motor included 
• 15%" width. 7%" deep planer � 11ardwoods of Memphis 

2667 Jackson Ave . •  P. O. Box 12449 • Memphis. Tenn. 381 12 
See us for the full line of Makita Power Hand Tools. Send $2.00 for the 

complete catalog of Makita tools PLUS our Hardwoods of Memphis catalog. 
We feature 60 species of fine craft woods available in any quantity 

if you are heavily loading timbers of low strength woods that 
have high initial moisture contents, such as poplar. Tempo
rary midspan suppons aren't required with oak. [Ed Levin is a 
professional housewright in NOM Canaan, N .H . ]  

Understanding motor horsepower ratings-It seems 
to me that the horsepower ratings on electric motors used to 
be straightforward. If you wanted a o/4-HP motor, that's what 
you bought. Now, there 's all this talk of "developed" horse
power and I get the impression that when some manufactur
ers say they 've got a motor with a 21fz HP at full development, 
they really mean 1 HP straight on. Are we, as motor users and 
buyers, being lied to? -Matt Olsson, Pekin, III. 
MICHAEL REKOFF, JR. REPLIES: You aren't being lied to, but 
you aren't being told the entire truth , either. In the past, 
motors were given horsepower ratings based on their capacity 
to deliver that power on a continuous basis without burning 
up from excessive heat build-up . Induction motors, the type 
used for most woodworking equipment, will actually deliver 
as much as 31fz times their rated power. But at these peak 
power levels , the motor is unable to dissipate the internal 
heat generated and it will soon burn out-in as little as a 
minute or two in some cases-or it will blow its own internal 
circuit breaker. 

Confusion arose when advenising hype got ahead of the 
laws of physics. Manufacturers of some tools began quoting 
the developed or peak power of the motors they used rather 
than the rated or continuous power. Their claims are , of 
course, not strictly false . The motors will develop the higher 
horsepower figures, but they won't last very long. It's easy to 
tell when inflated claims are being made by judging the size 
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Dealer InqUIries Welcomed 
.end today .or brochures 

P.O.Box 61S-F • �rbfeheed, M .... 01g4S·0915 · 617/631-7100 

USE THOSE BABY FOOD JARS 
If you are up to your neck in baby food jars (or 
you know someone who is), put them to work. 
Handy Dandy I I  Caps easily attach to Y. · pegboard to hold those jars. Caps stay put, jars are 
easily removed. Provide clean, visible storage 
for many small shop items. 36 Caps-$7.50; 
72 Caps-$14.00; 144 Caps-$26.00. Postpaid. no 
COD. Check or money order. 

WICKLIFFE INDUSTRIES 
Box 286, FW52 Wickliffe, Ohio 44092 

HORTON BRASSES 
Nooks Hi l l Road, P.O. Box 1 20F 

Cromwe l l , CT 064 1 6  
Tele: (203) 635-4400 

Mfrs. of Cabil1et al1d Furnitu re 
Ha rdwa re for Homes alld A ll t iques 

Send $2.00 ror a Catalogue 

America's 
Quality Kits 
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Build a grandfather clock hand
c r a fted , s e m i - a s s e m b l e d ,  by 
grandfathers in cherry, walnut, oak 
or mahogany. Kits include beveled 
glass. Choose tubular bell or rod 
chime movements, with spun brass 
Lady Florentine or Goddess Diana 
Lyre pend u l u m .  H a n d  pai nted 
moon wheels. Write for free de
scriptive literature. 

Kuempel Chime Clock Works 
Dep1.112. 21 1 95 Minnetonka Blvd . . ExcelSior, MN 55331 

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 

HARDWOODS 
Qua l i ty stock for 

Cabinet Work 
Most a l l  s izes from 

1 "  up to 4 " in th ickness 

HARDWOODS 

ASH - BASSWOOD 
B I RC H - BUTTERNUT 

CHERRY - C H ESTNUT 
EBONY - MAPLE - OA K  
POPLAR- ROSEWOOD 

TEAK-WALNUT 
A l so hardwood plywoods 

SOFTWOODS 

SUGAR P I N E-CYPRESS 
CEDAR- SPRUCE 
DOUGLAS FIR etc.  

MAURICE L. CONDON CO. , INC. 
248 Ferris Avenue 

W h i te P l a i n s, N.Y. 10603 
9 14-946-41 I I 

Open Satu rdays 8 AM u n t i l  noon 

Deep 
• penetratlng 

with urethane added 
for extra durability. 

"The only way 
to im� these 
fine tOols is to 
cut the prices." 

Big - Mortimer Schwartz. President 
Fine Tool Shops Inc . 

COntour Gauge 
1 2 " long. Copy and transfer 
any shape instantly. 

1 08-0075 SAVE $5.00 Now$14.95 

Linen 
Measuring Tapes 
I nterwoven with f i ne copper 
strands to mai ntai n accuracy, 
Heavy brass f itt ings. Foot and 
meter measurements. 

1 08-1 027 1 00 foot/30 meter 
Laminated Phenolic Resin  Case 

SAVE $4.00 Now$12.95 
1 08-1 031 1 65 foot/50 meter H and 
Stitched Pigskin Case 

SAVE $1 0.00 Now$19.95 
( tfle�ne%ol Shoos) 
20-28 Backus Avenue • P.O. Box 1 262 
Danbury, CT 06810 . Dept. FA 

Ca1.# Quan. Item Price 

I I 
All  M ajor Cred it Cards Accepted. 
o Charge my account. 

Card , __________ _ 
o Check enclosed. 
Please add $2 .00 for postage and handling.  
CT residents add 7 '/2 % sales tax. 

Name __________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City Stale __ Zip __ 

Or call 800·243·1 037 Toll Free 
CT call 797-0772 
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Q & A (continued) 

of the motor. If a 2-HP motor looks suspiciously small, read 
the fine print and see if the rating is quoted as developed 
horsepower. If so , the motor is capable of delivering less 
power continuously-say % HP. Generally, the more power a 
motor has, the larger it must be . The larger size gives the 
motor sufficient surface area to quickly dissipate the heat it 
generates when delivering its rated power. [Michael Rekoff, 
Jr. is an electrical engineer at the University of Tennessee . ]  

Removing gray color from oak- When we s tripped the 
varnish from an old, oak wardrobe we own, the wood retained 
a grayish color. All our efforts to remove this have fazled. Do 
you have any ideas on how we can solve this problem? 

-Pam Dzllard, Savannah, Ga. 
GEORGE FRANK REPLIES: It sounds like you cleaned the wood 
well physically, yet the remaining gray color indicates that the 
wood may not be chemically clean. I suggest using a fairly 
strong solution of a good cleanser such as Spic and Span-a 
mixture of 4 or 5 ounces in a gallon of water should work-to 
wash down the piece. Use a good stiff brush and plenty of 
elbow grease . As I am bit of a dare devil, I would use my 
trusty wire brushes and since this takes some skill you should 
first experiment on an unseen part of the wood . Scrub the 
wood well with the bristle brush and allow the cleanser to 
penetrate . Sponge off the excess water and use the wire brush 
in a sweeping motion, with the grain direction. Instead of the 
cleanser, you could use a weak solution of lye ( 1  oz .  in a 
gallon of water) . Rinse the wood clean with water after the lye 
treatment. When it has dried , a mild solution of oxalic acid 
can be used to restore the wood to its natural color. [George 
Frank is a consulting editor to this magazine . ]  
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PROFIT 
I nc rease you rs with 
low cost ki l n d ry i ng 
the Ebac way. 

5 Big Advantages to Ebac Lumber Dehumidifying: 
. You can buy  you r own lumber d i rectly from the sawmill 

bypassing the mark-ups of the middlema n .  • You can 
recover your ki ln investment after drying as little as 1 , 500 BF. 
• You get the qual ity you want at the price you need to re

main competitive . • A complete line 
of moisture meters and ki ln asses
sories can tailor make your drying 
process.  • Ebac provides assis
tance every step of the way from plan
ning to kiln construction to kiln opera
tion. And we back it all up with an 
UNCONDITIONAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. 

For more info phone or write: 

iii Ebac of America 
3201 North Shadeland Eb Indianapolis,  IN  46226 ac (317)  547-0366 

Calculating wood moisture content-I am confused 
by contn·buting ed£tor R. Bruce Hoadley 'S method of calcu
lating moisture content in his book Understanding Wood. I 
understand the formula 

Me = original weight - oven-dry weight 
oven-dry weIght 

and the values that are plugged in. Shouldn 't the denomi
nator of the fraction be the ong,inal weight of the wood and 
not the oven-dry weight? Doesn 't using dry-weight figures in
stead of anginal wetghts result in inflated moisture contents? 

-Robert L. Koch, Tarkio, Mo. 
R .  BRUCE HOADLEY REPLIES: Expressing moisture content 
(MC) as a percentage of the dry wood substance by weight 
makes good sense if we keep in mind that the dry weight of a 
given piece of wood is a fixed quantity; the amount of mois
ture varies . You would have a new set of rules for each piece 
of wood tested if Me were calculated by original weight.  For 
example, suppose you had a sample with an original weight 
of 1 1 5  lb . ,  a dry weight of 100 lb.  and a net weight loss of 
1 5  lb . Using the original weight as your basis, the calculation 
would be as follows : 

Me = -.!..L = 0 . 1 304 = 1 3 . 04 %  
1 1 5 

Using the dry weight formula results in this: 

Me = -.!..L = 0 . 1 5  = 1 5 %  
1 00 

Suppose now that the amount of moisture in the wood 
doubles so that the original weight rises to 1 30 lb . with 30 lb . 
of that weight being water. Inserting the new figures into the 
dry-weight formula shows, correctly, that the amount of 

FINE TOOL & WOOD STORE 
724 W .  Bri tton Rd. 
Oklahoma City,  O K  731 1 4  

• Swiss Craftsmanship 

• Simply and permanently 
put together kitchen 
cabinets, desks, picture 

frames, table tops. chairs, 
workbenches and other 

pieces of furniture. 

• Makes corner joints, surface joints, rtlitrejoinls, frame joints. and longitudinal butt joints quickly 
and precisely. 

• lias an adjustment knob to select proper depth of cut for three different sizes of jointing plates. 

• Designed with a speCial clutch mechanism to permit cutting of grooves in hardwoods without 
overtaxing the motor. 

• Makes strong durable joints due to the swelling of the jointing plates when wetted by glue. 

• Comes with tools. small supply of jointing plates, and carrying case. 

MasterCard · VISA 
Call Toll Free 

800·255·9800 
in Oklahoma Call Collect 

405·842·6828 
Send $2.00 for 1 982 Calalog. 

Refundable with Purchase. 

Minilo Top 
$580.00 PPD. 

Offer expires June 30 
Glue Dispenser 
Size 0 Jointing Plates 
Size 10 Jointing Plates 
Size 20 Jointing Plates 

$ 19.50 ppd. 
$28.00 ppd. 
$29.00 ppd. 
$50.00 ppd. 

free Brochure with purchase of Minilo Top 
.. Applications & Plans" 



INCH-SCALE 
SPOKEN HERE 

J (0.) 

f A,  ( b) � 

Miniatures craftsmen across the globe 
know that small scale projects demand 

ful l-size skills. And a lot of these 

craftsmen have learned the inch-scale 

language from: 

THE SCALE CABINETMAKER 
TSC is publ ished quarterly. 1 yr., $15.00; 2 
yrs., $29.00; sample issue, $-1.25. Order 

from Dorsett Publications, I nc., P.O. Box 

67F, Pembroke, VA 24136. 

POWERMATIC 

8" JO INTER 
The M odel 60 8" Jo inter is  one  of 
the many new Powermatics now i n  
stock. W e  also offer the complete 
l i ne of Rockwe l l  and Powermatic 
Shaper C utters ( inc lud ing Carbide) , 
as wel l  as Carborundum Abrasives. 

�OODSHO� 
S�:E:CJ:ALTJ::E:S 

P.O . Box 1013 
East Middlebury, Vt. 05740 

802-388-7969 

ROSEWOOD 
Excel lent shi pment of 4/4 
Bol iv ian Rosewood. Most 
stock stra ight g rai ned with 
beaut i f u I co lo r . 4" - 1 3 " 
wide. 3 ' -9' long . 

SPECIAL $8.00 B.F. 
Phone or mail orders accepted. 

M 
weco 

\lVCRLO 

1 351 S .  Floyd 
Suite 1 01 

Richardson, Texas 
75081 

(21 4) 669-9 1 30 

HARDWOOD . PLYWOOD . VENEERS . CARVING TOOLS 

Strong 
canvas protects 

against damage during 
travel or storage. Separate 

pockets hold 32 carving tools, 
+$2 Pstge. mallet and sharpening stones. 
Liberal discount to Schools and Dealers. 
FREE 24-P' German steel tool catalog-write: 

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. 
IMPOIITIR' OF , ••• TOOLS SIIKI t9U 

Dept. FW·5 , 3577 E. Tremont Avenue 
Bronx, New York 10465 

WOODBUTCHER 

START A 

38 Center Street 0-1 Bath, M a i ne 04530 
207-442·7939 0 

CUT ANYWHERE � 
(f) 

FLOORING SAW 
$ 1 2 . 00 POSTPAID 
Send 5 2 for our special catalog, 

refunded with first order. 

Bridges & Cupolas 

Study Plan Books 
SUN DESIGNS, P.O. Box 206, Dept. 5 
Delafield, WI 530 18'()206 (414)567·4255 � 

WISCONSIN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX 

Gazebo 
34 beautiful designs in  5 classic styles 
from band shell size to gazebos for 
small yards. $6.55 PPD. Complete 
plans also available. 

"The only way to improve these 
fine tOols is to 
c�t the prices." 

- Mortimer Schwartz, Presidenl 
Fine Tool Shops Inc .  

Joist Brace 
% " chuck takes taper or 
straight shanks. Designed to 
work i n  corners or other t ight 
places. A g reat opportunity to 
own a f i ne tool at a substantial  
savi ng. Quantities l i m ited. 

1 1 7-1 1 55 SAVE $20.00 NOw$29.95 

10 oz. Joiners warrington Hammer 
Perfectly balanced with a 
forged, hardened and 
tempered head. Ash handle. 

1 05-01 00 SAVE $4.00 NOW $'1.95 
( tflePlne%ol Shoos) 
20·28 Backus Avenue • P.O. Box 1 262 
Danbury, CT 06810  • Dept. FC 

Cal.# Quan. Ilem Price 

I I 
Al l  Major Credit Cards Accepted. 
o Charge my accou nt. 

Card#' ___________ _ 

o Check enclosed. 
Please add $2.00 for postage and handling. 
CT residenls add 7'12 % sales lax. 

Name ___________ _ 
Address __________ _ 
Cily _____ Slale __ Zip __ 

Or call 800·243·1037 Toll Free 
CT call 797·0772 
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Q & A (continued) 

moisture in the wood has risen to 30% ,  or doubled. But the 
original-weight formula shows an incorrect figure of 23 % 
moisture , a less than doubled increase. 

Consider the parallel logic used in calculating interest 
rates. The rate is computed by comparing the interest amount 
to the principal rather than to the principal plus the interest. 
If the latter were true , we would need a different base for 
every interest rate and a 10 % rate would no longer be twice 
the 5 % rate on the same loan. [R. Bruce Hoadley is a con
tributing editor to this magazine . ]  

Setting jointer knives-How far should jointer knives 
protrude from the cutterhead? How for can they be ground 
down before they have to be replaced or, in other words, how 
for can they be jacked up in the cutterhead groove before 
there isn't enough contact to hold them safely? 

-Floyd W. Foess, Federal Way, Wash. 
JIM RAMsEY REPLIES : At Rockwell , we use the Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc . standard that says jointer knives should pro
trude lis in . beyond the cylindrical cutterhead. If they project 
further, they can hit the edges of the in feed and outfeed 
tables. We use a dial gauge to set them accurately at the fac
tory, but for practical purposes a square placed on the jointer 
outfeed table works just as well, although it's slower. Jointer 
knives should be replaced when they have been sharpened so 
many times that the full face of the lock-bars won't bear 
against the side of the knife . When the knives get that nar
row, they have to be extended too far from the bottom of the 
cutterhead groove and there is insufficient surface area to 
hold them safely in place. Uim Ramsey is plant manager at 
Rockwell Power Tool's Tupelo , Miss. , plant . ]  

Readers Want to know: 
About 50 years ago, I used to 
make puzzles out of scrap stock, 
and I gave them to the school 
children who passed my shop. 
The puzzles I made looked like 
the drawing at right, and I made 
them from %-in . stock . I'd like 
to make the puzzles again but 
for the l ife of me , I can ' t  
remember how the ball bearing 
floated for locking and unlock
ing the puzzle . Age does take its 
toll . Can anyone help me? 
-V. Liden, LaGrange Park, III. 

I'm doing research for an anicle on wooden locks . I'd appre
ciate hearing from anyone who has information or drawings 
on this subject. -Roger Schroeder, Amityvzlle, N. Y 

Readers Can't Find: 
I'm looking for a source of good quality pepper mill mechan
isms. The ones I've used so far aren't wonh putting into good 
wood . -Mrs. w.P. Scott, Normal, III. 

. . .  a list of mills or sawyers who specialize in domestic and 
imported lumber "sawed in the boule"  (through-and
through) . -Barry Slaughter, Bend, Ore. 

Send queries, comments and sources of supply to Q & A, Fine 
Woodworking , Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

THE ""OOD & TOOL STORE THE MOSfDEMANDING, 
YET MOSf REWARDING 
PROGRAM IN THE ANE 
ART OF WOODWORKING. 
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-1!�RIliiiiiiiiEC ... O ..... RiiiiiiiiilD_ 
RECORD SPEED CLAMPS 

In woodworking, perfect positioning of the work 
when 91uelng .or assembling is essential! Our 
versatrle Speed C lamps are faster adjusting 
and deeper reaching than "C" Clamps & more 
versatile and eaSier to use than Bar Clamps. 
For General Carpentry, Joinery or Veneering 
they are essential .... and to our knowledge 
we're the only one in the U.S.A. who sells them! 
Order your set TODAY! 
II ... # Clplclly 
142W8 8" 142WI2 12" 142W18 18" 

Throll Depth 

June 25, 26, 27 - M R. SAW
DUST, "Power Tool Demon
stration"; In July - TDSHID 
DDATE, "Japanese Tools & 
JOinery"; July 1 0 - BILL 
KEYSER, "Wood Bending by 
Steam"; August - WENDELL 
CASTlE, Stack Lamination". 
Write or Call for Details. 

For more information, write for catalog. 
Or call 716-889-2378. The Wendell 
Castle Workshop, 18 Maple Street, 
Scottsville, New York 14546. 

THE WENDELL CASTLE 
WORKSHOP 

r--------------, 
I VISA. j Call Us Today !  [�I 
i • 414-248-1 150 . 

�'t CLOCK M O V� 

tt-� -1?� � 1-..>-o IJI 
Made 
in Free 

Catalog 

Free Hands 
Super LOW Prices 
1 -4: $6.50 ea. 

P.O.  Box 629, Dept FW52 5-9: $6.00 ea. 
Lake Geneva, WI 53147 10-24: $5.40 ea. �-------------



Sidestroke & String Sanders 
Available, Kits S40 to S420. ��",9""® M cCall HOUIIe, Box 1950·N 

�t"" Lenoir N.C. 28645 704·758·1991  

This Month's 
H ITACHI SPECIALS 

F1 DDDA 12 1,'" Planer/6%" Jointer . . . $ 1 699.00 
TR·8 1 1, HP Router . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 74.50 
KALMAN ELECTRIC MOTORS, INC. 
t 19 Nonh Beacon St. BoslOn. Mass. 02135 

61 7·782·0300 lcall collectl 
All Power Tools Serviced By Experienced Personnel 

Bearing Work Stand 
Heavy gauge welded all· steel 

constructior:. Wide rubber· tipped feet. Supports 
1 50# with stability & ease. Direct from Manufactur
er to your shop. a qualtiy product. satisfaction guar
anteed. Literature on request. $42.95 + $7.50 
shipping. VISA or MasterCard accepted. 

(81 3) 494·31 1 8  
B.B. Mfg., P.O. Box 2336·F, Arcadia, FL 33821 

MOST COMPLETE SELECTION 
IN CONNECTICUT 
25 SPECIES OF 

HARDWOOD · HARDWOOD PL YVVOOD 
VENEERS · MARINE LUMBER 

G€N€RALVfODOCRAFT 
lOOC SUNMAN STREET NEW LONDON, CONN 06320 2Q3..442·53)1 

I I • I " • I I  

Write or call now for FREE brochures 
QUALITY HARDWOOD FURNITURE 

KITS & FINISHED FURNITURE 
• 1876 Swtng Rocker Kit, Pions, Plrts 
• Fern Stand � • Hour Glass 
• Child's Morrts Chllr HD HERITAGE 
• Child's Coned Rocking Chllr DESIGN • Roycroft Style Serving Tobie Kit 

P.O. Box 103. Monticello. Iowa 52310 Ph. 1319/ 465·5374 

I
l
f � 11]� HARIiWOOOyEiiEERS ---t.r :. & LUMBER CATALOG I 96 varieties world's rarest veneers and 

I lumber at reasonable prices. Simpl ified 

I 
veneering instructions plus ful l 
wood selector included. Send for 

I ��!���� o:;�r�. a�� V �e�5 !Yoec��rry I 
I BOB MORGAN WOOD, Dept. F04K38 I l ___ ���r�t�n����v� • .:...K!':'��J 

WOODTURNERS 
TWO·DAY INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS 

for beginning and experienced turners. Offered 
throughout the year, each with a maximum oftwo 
students. Cutting techniques emphasized for 
bowl and spindle turning. Hands·on practice in 
sharpening, turni ng, and finishing. 

SORBY TOOLS 
unhand led with 
ferrule included 
6· I N · l CHUCK 
available for all 
lathes 
DOUBLE STICK 
TAPE 
INFORMATION 
ON TOOL 
SELECTION. 
sharpening and 
other items of 
Interest. 

USE THE 

MY FORD LATHE 
WHICH WE I M PORT 

FROM ENGLAND AND 
STOCK FOR SALE 

$1 FOR ALL BROCHURES. WORKSHOP ONLY: 35¢ STAMPS 

RUSS ZIMM ERMAN, RFD 3, BOX 59 
PUTNEY VERMONT 05346 

Make it a 7IutJcila. 

I S'/," Planer 
Model 2040 

Free 
shipping 

• Extra smooth 
surfacing 

• Sturdy, stable, 
cast·iron 
construction 

• Quiet, vibration 
free operation 
• Efficient, 29.5 

fUmin. 

$1 each for Rockwell 
or Makita catalog 

Dep. 3 PO Box 721 
Elmhurs. It 60126 

3 1 2/832·3803 
lall colieCI 

B UTTERN UT, WALNUT, ROSEWOOD, 
P INE,  CHERRY, BUCKEYE a n d  about a 
dozen other woods, in boards, slabs and 
freeform cut ovals. Pieces up to 6" thick, 
3' wide and 16' long in some species. We 
specialize in coffee tables, benches, bars, 
carving stock,  clock ovals and movements, 
accurately cut for you to finish . We sell by 

m a i l  a n d  f r o m  o u r  f a n t a s t i c  w o o d  
"museum," 9-5 except Sunday. Send 50' 
for brochure. 

WEIRD WOOD ,  Box 190FW 
Chester, Vt. 05143, 802-875-3535 

I l l ustrated catalog 
with complete how
t o - d a - i t  i nforma
tion, prices, order 
form:  $1  (refund
able with 1st order) 

Recane or re·rush heirloom chairs 
- for yourself or for others as a 
prolitable hobby - with our full line 
of materials & instruction books. 

S i n c e  1934 A m e r i ca's  l a rgest 
selection of caning & basketry 
materia ls & supplies -

• Superior quality weaving cane 
& machine woven cane 

• Flat, oval & round reeds 
• Fibre & genuine rush 
• Danish seat cord 
• Raffia, rattan, seagrm 

CANE & BASKET SUPPLY CO. 
1283 S. Cochran, Dept.FW, Los Angeles, CA 90019 

"The only way 
to im� these 
fine tools is to 
cut the prices." 

The Best 

- Mortimer Schwartz. President 
Fine Tool Shops Inc. 

saw Sharpener 
The only one that wi l l  sharpen 
European and Japanese rip, 
crosscut and backsaws up to 
22 teeth per i nch. Also 
sharpens c i rcular saw blades. 

1 00·0240 SAVE $4.00 Now$13.95 

Offset 
Dovetail saw 
Makes f l ush cuts. 13  teeth per 
i nch. 

1 00·0450 SAVE $3.00 Now$7.95 
( tflecnne%ol ShOES) 
20·28 Backus Avenue • P.O. Box 1 262 
Danbury, CT 06810 • Dept. FB 

CaL# Quan. Item Price 

I I 
Al l  M ajor Credit Cards Accepted. 
o Charge my account. 

Card 1 ______________ _ 

o Check enclosed. 
Please add $2.00 for poslage and handling. 
CT residents add 7 '12 % sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

Cily ______ Stale ___ Zip __ _ 

Or call  800·243·1037 Toll Free 
CT call 797·0772 
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Books 
Barnacle Parp's Chain Saw Guide by Walter Hall . Rodale 
Press, 33 E. Minor St. , Emmaus, Pa. 18049, 1977. $7.95 
paper, $10.95, cloth; 288 pp. 

Chain Saw Service Manual (no author named) . Intertec Pub
lishing Corp. ,  Box 12901, Overland Park, Kan. 66212, 1980. 
$8.95, paper; 336 pp. 

Chain Saws: Buying, Using, Maintaining, Repairing by 
Robert A. Ouellette. Tab Books, Inc. ,  Blue Ridge Summit, 
Pa. 1 7214, 1981 . $6.95, paper; 144 pp. 

Crosscut Saw Manual by Warren Miller. Forest Service, U.S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, 1977; available from U.S. Government 
Pn'nting Office, Washington, D. C. 20402 (document no. 
7771 2508) . $1.50, paper; 27 pp. 

A Manual of Sharpening Hand Woodworking Tools by ] .  K. 
Coggin,  L. O. Armstrong and G. W.  Giles. Reprinted by In
terstate Printers & Publishers, 19 N. Jackson St. , Danville, III. 
61832. $1. 00, paper; 48 pp. 

Professional T imber Falling by D .  Douglas Dent. Author 
published; available from Batley 's, Box 550, Laytonvtlle, 
Calt! 95454, 1974. $8.95, paper; 182 pp. 

Many woodworkers find that their best materials are obtained 
directly from round logs. Turners and sculptors can take ad
vantage of natural formations and unusual sizes. Furniture 
makers can use ponable chain-saw mills for custom on-site 
sawing . Other woodworkers have found that ring-porous 
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CIRCULAR 
SAW 
$11 5.95 

TOp Handle 7%" 
Model 315-1 Reg. $154.50 : 

Model 368-1 
Top Handle 8" 
Reg. $169.50 51 2595 

Model 617 
Push Handle 7W 
Reg. $154.50 51 1595 • 

Model 687 
Speedmatic 7W 
Reg. $21 5.00 515995 

ROUTER 
$102.50 
1 HP Router 

Model 630 Reg. $1 30.00 
Model 690 

11/2 HP Router 
Reg. $175.00 

Model 536 
1% HP Router 
Reg. $295.00 

woods (oaks, ash , hickory) and many conifers are used to ad
vantage by splitting out stock along growth fibers . Round 
logs can sometimes be purchased from sawmills or log 
brokers , but buying from a dealer can be expensive (you' ll 
most likely be charged at the rate of sale for potential sawn 
board feet in the log) , and the selection may be limited. The 
alternative is cutting trees yourself. Often this wood may be 
taken free for the asking, or at firewood rates . 

The basic tool for harvesting timber used to be the two
man crosscut saw, generally seen today as a symbol of drudg
ery. However, these saws cut some of the great virgin stands of 
timber. They were a vast improvement over axes. 

Even today, crosscut saws have advantages. They are cheap. 
Used two-man saws sell for $5 to $20.  The rust can usually be 
cleaned off, and the steel is often excellent. The new crosscuts 
that I have tried are inferior to older saws. 

The timber saw is a social tool, and the two people required 
to work with one can have a productive, peaceable, safe time 
together. (The same cannot be said for chain saws . )  

Working with a crosscut saw is surprisingly fast and effi
cient, if the saw is sharp . But that 's  the rub. The new crosscut 
saws I ' ve seen have to be completely refiled . A well
sharpened crosscut makes "noodles , "  excelsior-like shavings 
the width of the saw kerf, several inches long. A saw that 
makes noodles is a real joy to use. 

A Manual of Sharpening Hand Woodworking Tools, orig
inally prepared for vocational agriculture students in the 
1 940s, systematically outlines and illustrates how to sharpen a 
crosscut saw, as well as wood chisels, plane irons, handsaws, 
auger bits, butcher knives, axes and cabinet scrapers. Some of 
the methods may seem unsophisticated, but the techniques 

""-"' $1 14.95 �� 
T Handle 3/8" VSR 

Model 666 
Reg. $145.00 

Model 621 57595 4 Amp 3 /8" VSR 
Pistol Grip Reg. $105.00 
Model 7514 511595 
5.2 Amp W' VSR 
Pistol Grip Reg. $1 54.00 

5.2 Amp 3/8" VSR 
Pistol Grip 

Model 7511 
Reg. $145.00 

Spring / Summer 
SpeCials 

Working with wood can be 
easy with the right tools. NOW 
Jenks and Porter-<:3ble 
(formerly Rockwell) makes 
these industrial Qualitv power 
tools affordable at a savings 
up to 25%. Whether you're a 
professional cabinetmaker or 
home craftsman Jenks carries 
the finest in Qualitv hand 
power tools and machinery -
never sacrificing Qualitv for 
price. 

Write 
W.S. Jenks & son 
Retail Mail Order Sales 
738 Seventh St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 737-7490 

Industrial Sales 
2024 W. Virginia Ave., N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
(202) 529-6020 
TELEX 89-2667 
Rockwell • Porter -cable 

Inca · Makita • Milwaukee 
• Primus · Record • Marples 
• Jorgenson • Kunz 
For Spring/SUmmer Specials catalog enclose 501 postage & handling 



FREUD SAW BlADE & CUTTERS' PDWERMATlC' ROCKWElL' MILWAKEE' BDSCH' MAKITA'STANLEY' BDSCH' MAKITA . 

� POWERMATIC 

Style 5, PONY Clamp Fixture 
for %" Black Pipe 

(fixtures only - no pipe) 

6" JOINTER 

1 to 1 1  each 1 2 to 23 24 or  more 
$8.43 $7.85 $7.35 

The most popular jointer 
ever . . 3/, HP, 1 phase 
motor, and push button 
switch. 

. 
� 
i :; .. 

� 
S 
� 
� i! 
z 5 

: Smce 1866 Call or Write �:: 15 HARDWARE co. 312 Walnut Street ::: 
� � Des Moines, Iowa 50309 

iii �"" - Ae"" IA Watts 800·532·1 1 68 : 
� Phone 288·01 48 � 
POWERMATIC. ROCKWEU' MILWAKEE' BOSCH' MAKITA' STANLEY' T·SQUARE SAW FRENCE' ROCKWEU' MILWAKEE' 

r---------------------� 

REAL WOODS DIVISION MERCHANTMEN 

USA, LTD. 

Com plete select ion exot ic hardwood veneers 
- from o u r  a rc h i tect u ra l  i nven tory -

M a i l  Order - Reta i l  

Send for our price list - 50c 
Yo u r  own col lect ion wood veneer samp les 

$2 .50 post p a i d  

Personal  Atten t i on g iven to every o rder 

2 1 5 Forrest Street Metuchen, NJ 08840 
PO Box 908 Tel.: (20 1 ) 494·3730 L _____________________ � 

PROBABLY THE MOST ACCURATE TABLE SAWS AVAILABLE 

JUST ON E OF 
OUR OVER FIFTY 
UNIQUE HIGH QUALITY, 
PRECISION WOODWORK
ING MACHI N E  TOOLS. 
WE ALSO STOCK A FULL 
COMPLEMENT OF 
MACHINE ACCESSORIES 
I NCLUDING BLADES, 
CUTIERS, AND SPECIAL TOOLING. 

MODEL 6520 

Write for a copy of 
our free catalog, 
please include $2.00 
for 1st class 
postage. 

ADVANTAGE (d 
MACHINERY 

40 WHITES PATH, DEPT. 1 259 
SOUTH YARMOUTH, MA 02664 

COMPANY, INC. •• 

R IPSTRATE TM SAVES F INGERS 
and makes straighter cuts! 

R I PSTRATE clamps to the fence of 
table & radial arm saws and guides the work 
tight along the fence while it is pushed through 
with a stick. No hands near blade! No adjust· 
ment required. Also prevents kickbacks! 

R I  PSTRA TE is not just a safety de
vice. Professional shops use it because it gives 
straighter cuts and speeds the work. Money 
back guarantee. $49.50 plus $3 shipping. Check, 
Visa, M/C. Free brochure. 

F ISH E R  H I LL PRODUCTS 

Fisher Hill Fitzwilliam NH 03447 
603 585 6883 

THE 
STANDARDS CF 

Ulmia Mitre Boxes 
-from the West German shops of Georg Ott: a woodworking standard 
since we introduced them to U.S. craftsmen twenty-one years ago. 
Here are significant advantages over conventional backsaw boxes. 
Instead of relying upon a stiff, heavy blade to maintain straight, 
accurate cuts, the Ulmia Mitre Box has a unique tension adjustment 
that stiffens the blade. This allows the use of thinner, narrower blades 
to reduce friction while they are buried in the cut. The saw frame rides 
on lubrication-free nylon bearings and sets to any angle with machined 
stops at 90°, 45°, 60° and 6711z0, right or left of center. Each mitre box 
includes adjustable slide rods and stops for making duplicate cuts plus a 
crosscut blade and base for clamping onto your benchtop. In every 
respect, these are professional mitre boxes you'll be proud to own 
and use. 

Table Width cap. Width cap. Depth of 
Cat. No. Length at 90° at 45· cut cap. Price 
2 I A I I·0 241/z" 101/," 6 l/z " 4>;." $27 5.00 ppd. 
2 1 B l l·0 1 7 1/z" 6·'1." 4'1," 4'1," $ 1 80.00 ppd. 

The 1982 Woodcraft Catalog & Supplement 
The Woodcraft Catalog & Supplement have been imitated but never 
equaled . . . .  For 58 years we have brought the world's fUlest 
woodworking tools to American carvers, cabinetmakers, woodturners, 
and other discriminating craftsmen. 

Two-year subscription, $2.50. Color, 
1 12 pages, perfectbound (with 
1982 52 page Supplement). 

----------

W<DDCRAFT®I I 

Send me the following items: 

f). Dept. FW52, I . . . �j 3 1 3  Montvale Ave. ,  

\ Woburn, MA 01888 I 
o I enclose $2.50 for a 2-year Woodcraft I 

Tool Catalog & 1982 Supplement I 
Subscription (refundable). I 

o Mitre Box 2 I A 1 1-0 . . .  @27S.00 0 Mitre Box 2 I B 1 1-0 . . .  @180.00 I I I 
I I 
I 

I enclose $ ______ _ 
Paid by: 0 Check 0 M.O. 0 Visa 0 MC 0 Amex 

Acct. # ______________ Expires _____ _ 
NAME ________________________________________ _ 
ADDRESS _____________________________________ __ 
CITY STATE ZIP _____ _ ,-------------______ 1 
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Books (continued) 

definitely work. This book is an excellent introduction to 
sharpening almost any cutting edge used for practical work . 

An even better treatment of saw sharpening is Miller's 
Crosscut Saw Manual. This booklet is one of those rare treats 
that occasionally come out of the U.S .  Government Printing 
Office . The author, a Forest Service wilderness ranger, has 
made a detailed study of crosscut saws , covering how crosscut 
saws work, making a saw vise , filing (the bulk of the text) and 
choosing and using a saw. There is also a carefully prepared 
glossary. The drawings and photographs are excellent. 

Felling timber is dangerous . In D. Douglas Dent's excel
lent book, Professional Timber Falling, the safety of the faller 
and efficiency in utilization of timber are the main considera
tions. Dent explains basic felling techniques, then deals with 
unusual, even esoteric situations. 

The book is written for professional loggers who generally 
use chain saws exclusively. But most of the techniques can be 
used with crosscut saws or even felling axes. Any careful 
reader can understand the methods and (more important) the 
reasons for safe , efficient procedures . 

Barnacle Parp (nom de plume of Denver Post editor and 
poet Walter Hall) is a chain-saw lover whose book is a thor
ough, readable guide to the purchase , safe use and day-to
day maintenance of chain saws. It glosses over electric chain 
saws , a subject of interest to some woodworkers (these saws 
are quiet, can be used indoors and are relatively inexpensive) . 

Serious chain-saw users spend more time filing chain than 
all other maintenance operations combined. A dull chain is 
slow cutting, hard on the engine, and difficult to cut straight 
with . Parp 's chapter on sharpening is excellent. He recom
mends mechanical filing jigs, like those made by Granberg 
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W�d !Jl�od"ctd f!uun 
5J'u Victtvtian. age 

Whether you are building or remodel-
ing, you can create Victorian elegance 

I t h roughout your bu i ld ing .  Over 350 
mouldings,  headblocks, baseblocks, 
casings and wainscot of authentic Victor
ian designs are illustrated in our 32 page 
catalog. Custom mi lled mouldings are 
available in any wood as well as in a stan
dard stock of premium grade pine, oak 
and redwood.  Our catalog contains 40 
detailed construction drawings that will 
enable woodworkers and builders to de
sign their own Victorian masterpieces. 
For Catalog and Price Sheet send $3.00 
to: 

SILYEBrOI 
nerOBIII 
MILl. WOBIS 

Box 877- 1 2  
Silverton, C O  81 433 

303-387-5716 

and Oregon. These goofy-looking contraptions are almost a 
necessity if you want to hand-ftle sharp chain . 

Dull chains and sawdust-clogged, overheated motors cause 
most chainsaw problems according to Robert Ouellette. A 
chainsaw repairman for 27 years, Ouellette claims that three 
out of every four repairs passing through his shop could have 
been done by the owners of the saws themselves. And he ex
plains how, moving from simple things-chain sharpening 
by hand and repair of broken starter rope and springs-to the 
complexities of the motor. He covers repairs to the ignition 
system, offers a lengthy section on how to tune-up, repair and 
rebuild the carburetor and gives tips on revitalizing an ailing 
guide-bar. His frank comparisons of the various makes of 
chainsaw are valuable , as are his hints on diagnosing the cause 
of malfunctions. His explanations are pretty clear, but more 
illustrations would have been helpful to those unfamiliar 
with internal combustion engines. 

Chain-saw users who want (or need) to tear down a chain 
saw can refer to the recently revised Chain Saw Service Man
ual. This no-nonsense text is practically unteadable until 
you ' re in trouble , but then, suddenly valuable. The section 
devoted to service apparently comes from manufacturers' 
publications, so coverage is uneven and clarifying informa
tion must be picked up by checking out repair procedures or 
construction details for different saws . 

Chain saws are dangerous, and chain-saw books generally 
carry a liability disclaimer. Chain Saw Service Manual states: 
"Persons engaging in the procedures do so entirely at their 
own risk. "  The knowledge of saw sharpening, safety and 
maintenance can reduce the risk , and these books are a, good 
place to start. -Drew Langsner 
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See us at 
"Excellence in Woodworking" 

L.A. , May 1 4-1 6 

WOODCRAFTER'S 
HEADQUARTERS 

The Cutting Edge is the complete 
woodworking supply store, featur
ing over 3,000 of the finest hand 
and power tools, hundreds of exotic 
hardwoods ,  p lus an extensive 
selection of woodcraft books, mag
azines and classes. Come to The 
Cutting Edge and see why we're 
called, "A woodcrafter's dream 
store: '  

INCA, HEGNER, and LUREM 
POWER TOOLS . SUPERB 
CARVING TOOLS . EXOTIC 

HARDWOODS . WOODCRAFT 
BOOKS & MAGAZINES 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 
1836 Four1h Street 41 5/548-6011 
Hours: Mon.-Sat.. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Sun 1 1  p .m.-4 p.m. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
3871 Grand View Boulevard 21 3/390-9723 

Hours: Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sun. 1 1  a.m.-4 p.m. 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
7626 Miramar Road, Suite 3500, 7 1 4/695-3990 

Hours: Tues.-Sat., 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Send $1 for Shoptalk Newsletter Subscription 

r--------------, 

Time to : test your skill. : 
I 

Now you can build your I 
own Mason & Sullivan 
heirloom quality, antique I 
reproduction clock. I 
Over 20 different models I available in do-il-yourself, 
pre-cut or semi-assembled I 
form for all levels of skil l .  I Grandfather, Grandmother, 
wal l ,  desk, mantle and more. I 
Al l  solid 3,4" hand-matched I 
kiln-dried hardwood in wal
nut, oak, cherry or Honduras I 
mahogany. Imported preci- I 
sian movements and chimes. 
Solid brass dials. Clocks 
you'll find challenging to 
make and al a savings you 
can appreciate. So, if you're 
looking for the finest clocks 
around . . .  don't waste 
another minute. Build a 
Mason & Sullivan. It's well 
worth the effort. 

o Please send me your new color 
catalog of top quality antique repro
duction clocks I can bUild 

Name ______________________ __ 

Address ___________________ _ 

City/State Zip___ I 
Mason & Sullivan Co. I 

Dept. 21 25 Osterville, MA 02655 I 
L... ______________ -J 

Remove large quantities 
of wood fast with New 
Super Hog Power Adze 

Save time and effort 
making contours with 
our unique cutting 
head. %-1 1  thread fits 
most industrial heavy 
duty disc grinders. Use 
at speeds 2,500·8,000 
r.p.m. Comes with 3 
extra blades. 
Carving head only $110 Includes Postage 
Amer. Exp., money order, 

check, Master Chrg., Visa 

Order Metabo grinder AG 1 7 1 0, ideal for use with 
Super Hog 1 5  omp motor 6,500 rpm $239. pp. 
Sculpture Associates, Ltd. 
40 E. 1 9th St .. N.Y . .  N.Y. 1 0003 (2 1 2) 77 7-2400 

Send $ 1 .  for 60 page catalog of fine woodworking tools 

The Largest I n.vento�s
o�pplies 

. Machinery d Woodworking 
t I n Stock an 

in the 
h
Eas

Lo'west Prices! 
at t e k Benchmar 

POWERMATIC � 
� 6-!¥!t·!#!!1 

P 'ce Quote Call for prompt n 7 (21 21 226-457 
Call, writ e or VI Sl t 

,..-.-....-f>-flr:-r-:-r.m 

Indiana �I:!J!II_ 

Hobby 
Hardwoods 

Woodworking 

Supplies tools • 
books 

90 different kinds of 
wood selections 

Northwest Lumber Co. 
5035 Lafayette Rd. 

"Hardwoods From Around 
The Corner To Around 

The 'MJrld. " 
Indianapolis, IN 46254 

(31 7) 293- 1 100 write for brochure 

I ARCHITECT'S PLANS FOR 

MINIATURE HOUSES 
Build one of these delightful 
DOLLHOUSES! Eleven ar
chitecturally and historically 
authentic styles: 
WILLIAMSBURG COLONIAL, 
GEORGIAN, WEDDING CAKE 
VICTORIAN, CAPE COO, SALT
BOX, TUDOR, FARMHOUSE, 
1900 FIREHOUSE, CONTEM
PORARY, $6.50 each. ANTE
BELLUM PLANTATION, 59.50, 
SECONO EMPIRE VICTORIAN, 

510.50. All for S59.95 
Saving 51B.55. 

BfAUriFULL Y SCALEO I' � r 

SECOND EMPlRf VICTORIAN 
Brochure 
$100 

This W&H 
Molder / Planer 
Will Add 
Versatility 
And Economy 
TO Your workshop 

Versatile - Beca use it does 
so many j obs so easi ly: base
boards, picture fram es, raised 
panel l i ng ,  models,  m i n i ature 
dol l  furn iture, and much more. 
C o n v e rts  f r o m  m o l d e r  to 
planer i n  two m i nutes. 

Econ o m i c a l  - B e c a u s e  i t  
does t h e  j o b  o f  several tools,  
E l i m i nates mac h i ne shop set
ting. Helps cut the cost of re
sto r i n g  o l d  h o m e s ,  b u i l d i n g 
new ones. Cast i ron and steel 
c o n str u c t i o n  a s s u res l o n g ,  
trouble-free l ife, 

For molding, select from 40 
sets of sta ndard knives, or have 
spe c i a l  k n i ves made from a 
sketc h or s a m p l e  of f i n i s hed 
molding u p  to 7" wide, 

For planing, converts waste 
a n d  r o u g h - s a w n  w o o d  to 
dressed l u m ber, virtua l l y  free 
of wave a n d  c h atter m a rks,  
Pla nes boards u p  to 14" wide; 
planes down to 1 / 1 6 " , 

Ha n d f e e d  a nd . powerfeed 
models avai lable, starting from 
S430 ,00, Master Charge and 
VISA cards accepted , Free 
brochure on request, 

WILLIAMS & HUSSEY MACHINE CORP. 

DEPT. 16, Milford , N.  H. 03055 
Call toll-free 1 -800-258-1380 
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Adventures in Woodworking 
CABINET IN THE SKY 
Vour grandfather may have helped build the railroad; your 
1. father may have been a barnstormer. My future genera

tions will have to settle for tales of the daring steps I took and 
wild, ill-advised lengths I went to while surviving as an inde
pendent professional woodworker. 

Consider an escapade from my career in Florida. A pleasant 
interior designer (when you don't trust them , you call them 
decorators) showed me drawings for a large cabinet, nearly 
10 ft. long and 8 ft. high, with bronze-mirrored backs, yards 
of moldings, fl!-l0rescent lights, an antiqued lacquer finish, 
and a host of other features comprising a paean to "the Florida 
look . "  After the meeting, as I watched the designer walk out 
the open doors of my shop , I realized how much I wanted to 
keep those doors open for 
business-I took the job de
spite the fact that I worked 
alone , had no compressor or 
spray booth, and knew noth
ing about antiquing. 

The contract, deposit, cut
ting list and securing of mate
rials all followed in smooth, 
logical sequence . All compo
nents were meshing neatly 
into the plan . Then I discov
ered that the light fixtures 1'd 
received were not the rapid
start models I needed, and by 
that time I was committed to 
using them . While learning 
the subtleties of alternate 
wiring, I managed to assure 
the designer of my ingenuity 
and my utmost respect for the 
approaching deadline . Soon, Cabinet in the apartment. 
the three carcase sections that 
comprised the cabinet and all attendant fittings were com
plete , save for two operations : fmishing and mirror work . 
Bartering against a future job, I now had spray equipment 
and was eager to put it to use, remembering former spraying 
experiences fondly. I had no spray booth, so I was forced to 
use my whole shop- isolating electrics, covering machines 
and staging two fans in prime locations. Despite the fans, the 
shop was consumed in such a cloud during the first minute of 
spraying that I was forced into the parking lot to reconsider. 
Floridians are notewonhy for finding ways and places to 
spray. Ultimately, I decided to move some cars and finish up 
in the parking lot, to the great dismay of the Cuban restau
ranteurs next door. Understandably, they did not want 
customers pawing through the overspray, especially since half 
the men always had substantial cigars going. To me, half the 
cigar smokers looked and dressed like city inspectors. 

Finally, I was ready to antique the works, and I went to get 
expert help from Patrick , an alchemist friend . We got the tint 
mixed in the vile-smelling medium, and under his guidance I 
was soon " leaving it in the corners" like a true practitioner. 
Completing the finishing took me past the deadline, which 
enshrouded the designer in a vapor cloud of her own . 

I could not chew nails about time limits, however, because I 
was now in the mirror business and needed serenity. I planned 
to bond lk-in . DS Bronze mirror to 1/4-in. plywood and to let 
the resulting sandwich into a rabbet in the carcase back before 
delivery. Despite all care , one mirror cracked while being fit-
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BY WILLIAM TANDY YOUNG 

ted. I called my mirror man for another piece. Suddenly there 
was a citywide scarcity of the stuff. By the time I called the 
tenth man , I had gotten pretty proficient at asking for "one
eight-DS-bronze . "  I finally asked him what DS meant. His 
reply:  "Double strength . "  

Phone call number eleven was to my client: delivery was be
ing delayed. Call number twelve was to mirror man number 
ten.  I had just cracked a second pane of bronze, and as long as 
the stuff was so damned-double-strong, I suggested , why 
didn't he just go ahead and cut a double order? 

An expensive lesson, that; nevenheless, the cabinets were 
soon ready to go . I contacted my trusty delivering buddy, Ted, 
for help . He had flown in the Second War, has his own shop, 

and still believes that nothing can whup 
him . In a rented truck , we arrived at the 
ocean-front highrise condominium. By pop
ping the ceiling out of the elevator cage we 
were able to squeeze the smaller sections up 
to the third floor, down the narrowest 
hallway in area code 305 , and into the apart
ment, confirming ourselves as genuine risks 
to building security and composure in the 
process . We insulted the larger mid-section a 
bit while getting it into the elevator and out 
into the hall, then found that in no way was 
it going to go through the apanment door
way. I called the designer, explained the 
problem and advised her, "Hire a crane or 
change your name . "  I then told Ted, "That 
decorator sure has sold those good folks a 
nice hall cabinet. " 

By the following day, the decorator's 
wagons were well circled . I was asked to 
meet her moving specialists and a crane at 
2 P .M . The plan was to hoist the offending 
carcase over the balcony in a sling and pull it 

into the living room . The crane, however, was late, and the 
moving specialists decided to pass the time (and save the boss 
some money) by coaxing the section in themselves . Inspired 
plans for heroic , craneless solutions circulated more wildly 
with each passing minute, but to no avail . Finally, the fellow 
rumbled proudly in with his "biggest outfit" and we all 
resolutely tugged the cabinet back downstairs. 

The crane man lowered his outriggers against a 40-MPH 
ocean breeze , took a decorator check for one hour's time and 
cranked up. It was a spectacle. As it started to rain, curious 
folks jammed the balconies. Up and in the cabinet went, 
amidst profuse, shouted instructions in workingman's code 
that the fellow in the air-conditioned cab couldn't possibly 
have heard . The sight of the swinging carcase proved dramatic 
and no doubt enlivened the day for those in the gallery. 

As the crane left the scene, we were fastening toweled-off 
cabinet sections together, hanging doors, and taking compli
ments from the new owners, who were now the most famous 
tenants in the building . When the woman said that her hus
band had also been in the furniture business, I asked (in my 
delirium) if he'd made furniture for a living. She replied in
credulously , "Oh, no ; he warehoused it . "  0 

Wzlliam Tandy Young, 28, now works in Hartford, Ct. Photo 
by the author. Fine Woodworking buys readers ' adventures. 
Suitable length is 1 ,500 words or less-up to six typed pages, 
double spaced. Please include negatives with photographs. 



TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN A TOUGH MARKET REQUIRES: 
1. THE RIGHT PRODUCT 2. THE RIGHT PRICE 3. THE BOTTOM LINE 
Cabinet styles change. You r  customers 
are looking for today's styles, and if that's 
what you're sel l ing,  you have a com
petitive edge. Freud has the cutters for 
what's happening in your market, now! 
* Select among 26 different raised panel 
cutters, 16 different rail and stile sets and 
start sel l ing the cabinet door that's the 
right product for today's customer. 

* All cutters 3 wing 1 V. • bore. 

Freud offers 26 different raised panel 
cutters. Here are 7 of our favorites. 

Today's cabinet buyer is more price 
conscious than ever. If you r cabinets 
are going to be priced right, every tool 
in you r  shop has to be more productive 
than ever. For you r shaper that means 
cutters that are affordable, qu ick to 
set up, clean cutting, and req u i re l ittle 
maintenance. And that describes 
Freud cutters. Freud shaper cutters 
a re always competitively priced,  and 
at these prices you ' re getting the right 
product at a super pr ice. � f==?=., Freud off.rs 16 d;fferen' ra;' and s,II. 
sets. Here are 6 of our favorites. 

U P 209 U P 210 R> i=4 R'J t==4 
Lis1 185.80 Sale 1 72.00 List 1 85.80 Sale 172.00 � U � � � � UP 260 U P 261 

List 423.90 Sale 399.00 List 423.90 Sale 399.00 

U P 21 1  
List 1 85.80 Sale 1 72.00 

U P 21 2  R2 k==4 Rb t==4 List 1 85.80 Sale 1 72.00 

L9' V � CJ � UP 262 . UP 263 
List 499.90 Sale 474.00 List 423.90 Sale 399.00 

U P 21 3  U P 21 4  
List 191 .30 Sale 177.00 List 214.40 Sale 1 99.00 

Bottomcutter Fits % " panel flush with 
rail and stile. 

� 
UP 230 

List 107.70 Sale 1 00.00 

u?&j f9(jj 
UP 264 U P 265 

List 423.90 Sale 399.00 List 505.90 Sale 480.00 

(Each set consists of 5 cutters and 1 spacer) 

Freud offers 16 different door lip 
cutters. Here are 4 of our favorites. 

UP 291 UP 293 
List 1 80.30 Sale 167.00 List 1 80.30 Sale 167.00 

UP 296 UP 299 
List 180.30 Sale 167.00 List 1 80.30 Sale 167.00 

Bushings All cutters come with 1 � " 
bore. Order bushings if you need to 
reduce bore. 

1 ", %" 6.00 per pai r  

• All cutters for %" stock. 

Freud cutters are money makers. 
Here a re 3 hard reasons why: 
Freud cutters start sharper. Freud 
hones their  cutters sharp with 600 g r it, 
the competit ion usual ly stops at 1 80 or 
220 g r it,  The sha rper the cutter the 
cleaner the cut. 
Freud cutters stay sharper. No one 
uses harder carbide than Freud, many 
competitors use softer carbide. The 
harder the ca rbide, the longer the 
cutter stays sharp. 
Freud uses more carbide. Compare 
the size of the tips, Freud's a re 50% 
larger than most of thei r competitor 's.  
The larger the carbide, the longer the 
cutter lasts. 3 hard reasons Freud 
cutters mean more profit for you .  

Freud offers 2 precision drawer 
cutters. 

UP 160 U P 240 
List 357.40 Sale 332.00 List 1 09.90 Sale 102.00 

Prices in U. S. dollars. r----------------, 

�fkers SUPPlY (O F N E W M E X I C O) 
5604 Alameda N.E. 

Albuquerque, NM 871 1 3  

o Woodworker's Supply catalog $2.00 

o The entire Freud Shaper Cutter Catalog is 
available for $5.00, free with orde[ 

I understand that if I 'm not completely satisfied 
with my Freud shaper cutters, I may return them 
in 14 days for a complete refund. 

Qty. Description Price 

Shipping $3.00 per cu1ter _____ _ 

Total _____ _ 

NAME 

ADDRESS _______________ ___ 

CITY ______________________ _ 

STATE ____ ZIP ________ __ 

MASTERCARD OR VISA EXP DATE 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800·224·2028 EXT 340 

L 
�m�e�q�n�i::, �f::.e��� ::'2:� __ oJ 
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r--GEfi-' I COMPLETE I 
.IC.r13&If<.1 I Our logbook lists I dozens of books 

I that show you how 
to build everything I from birdhouses to 
barns. 

I In it, you'l l  also I find a list of kiln-
-. ...................... _-1 dried, cabinet-

I grade Appalachian hardwoods. I Plus a supply of hard-to-find 
veneers and turnings. 

I Remember we guarantee each I boord foot we ship. 

I Please send your logbook. I enclose a 
dollar, which you'll refund with my first min- I imum order. 

I Name I Address. _________ _ 

I
I E;UCATI�;AL LU;BER I 

COMPANY, INC. I LP.o. Box 5373 FW, 21 Meadow ROO;...ld 
Asheville, N .C. 2BB03 
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ROCKWELL 505 

F I N I S H I NG 
SA N D E R  

FREE DELIVERY 
I L .  RESIDENTS A D D  6% SAL ES TAX. 

SEND NOW ! !  
FOR THE GIANT 1982 

WOODWORKING CATALOG 
IT IS A MUST FOR THE 

PROFESSIONAL AND SERIOUS AMATEUR 

$5.00 
REFUNDABLE 
WITH 
PURCHASE 

CATALOG FR E E WITH 
SANDER PURCHASE 

R. A. NESS & CO. 
5083 N, ELSTON AVE, 
CHICAGO, IL 60630 
(312)545-0131 

F1 000A 1 2Ys" Planer, 6 %  Joiner, 3 hp. 1 5  
amps, 1 1 0  volts, 1 0.400 rpm motor. All gear & 
chain drive planer (no belts), Va" depth of cut ,  
3/,." thru 6¥a" cutt ing height ,  jointer bed 63': 4 col
umn support, chip blower, speed redUCing k i t ,  
magnetic blade setting system. Weight:  320 Ibs. 
Sale $1 ,799/$500 with a Makita trade-in 
delivered. 

P·100 1 2Ys" Planer, 3 hp, 15 amps, 1 1 0  volts, 
1 0 . 400 rpm motor. All gear & chain dr ive (no 
belts ) ,  Va" depth of c u t ,  3/,." t h r u  6%" cut t ing 
he ight ,  4 co lumn support, ch ip blower, speed 
reducing kit, magnetic ·blade setting system.  
Weight :  265 Ibs .  Sale $ 1 1 1 5/$250 with a 
Makita trade·in. ppd. 

Router TR 1 2  Plunge cutt ing,  over 3.25 hp,  
22,000 rpm,  1 15  volts, 12 .2  amp. ,  V4 , 3(a, V2 col
lets. wrenches, straight gUide,  curved gu ide,  
gu ide holder, template gU ide,  W' C.t .  router b i t .  3 
p l u n g e  depth stops,  preCIs ion depth gauge,  
round base. Weight :  12 .3 Ibs. Sale $256 ppd. 

Router TR8 Plunge cutting,  1 V2 hp, 1 1 5  volts, 
6 . 9  a m p s ,  2 4 , 000 r p m ,  V4 c o l l e t ,  w r e n c h e s  
straight guide a n d  guide bar, template guide bar 
holder. 3 plunge cutting depth stops, V2 and V4' 
C . t .  router bit ,  precision depth gauge, round and 
straight base. Weight :  6 .4 lbs.  Sale $185 ppd. 

Router Tri mmer T R 6  1 h p .  3 0 , 000 r p m  
motor, 4 a m p s ,  1 1 5  v o l t s ,  V4' col let . 0 to 4 5  
degree ti lt  base, straight gUide, V4 c . t . ,  router bit, 
weight: 3.9 Ibs. Sale $120 ppd. 

Circular Saws PSM· 7 7W: maximum cutting 
depth 2-9/1 6" at 90� 2" at 45� 11 amp motor, 1 2 . 5  
I b s . ,  safety clutc h .  auto stop safety lock, spindle 
lock, 1 1 5  volts, saw blade gu ide .  Sale $ 1 30 
ppd. 

Planer F·20 A (hand planer) cutting width 
3'14': max. depth 1/32': 3.4 amps, 1 5 , 000 rpm 
motor, length 1 1 %': guide set gauge. sharpen ing 
assembly, 2 knife,  weight 6 . 1  Ibs.  Sale $1 1 5  
ppd. Carbide blades add $40. 

DTC 1 03/s" Cordless Dril l  2 speed, reversing,  
battery pack,  29 watt q U i c k  recharger, �ey 
chuck,  2 Phi l l ips bits,  2 straight bitS, tr igger 16ck, 
weight: 4 .6 Ibs. Sale $ 1 20 ppd. 

Cordless Drills DRC10 2 speed, 300/650 
rpm, reversing, adjustable, torque sett ings from 
6.9 Ibs.  to 34 . 7 Ibs . ;  battery, charger, key chuck, 
2 Phi l l i ps bits, 2 straight bits, tr igger lock, weight 
3.3 Ibs.  Sale $130 ppd. 

F1500 1 8" Planer, 1 0· Joiner, 230 volts, 1 0  
amps, 5 hp,  1 or 3 phase (call f o r  specifics), 1 800 
rpm motor, variable speed feed. Va" thru 9.8" cut
t ing height, built-in hand brake. Jointer bed 10 
by 7a' cast iron construction, max depth of cut 
V3". Weight 1 1 88 Ibs.  Sale $5980 delivered. 

Jig saw J H V·60 v a r i a b l e  s peed 0-3,200,  
stroke 1" ,  3.5 amp, 1 15 vol t .  capacity: wood 23/a': 
stee l V4: rol ler  bearing guide,  u niversal spl i t
shaft blade holder, 4 blades, center gUide, circle 
guide. weight 5.2 Ibs.  Sale $1 62 ppd. 

Jig Saw J H T·60A 2 s peed (3 ,200/d, 700) 
stroke 1"  3.5 amp, 1 1 5  volt, capacity: wood 23/a': 
steel '14': rol l e r  beari n g  d rive guide,  un iversal 
spl it-shaft blade holder, 4 blades, center au ide,  
c i rcle g u ide, weight  5.2 Ibs Sale $ 1 55 ppd. 

Screw Guns W6VA variable speed, revers
ible,  drywall or teks, 3.5 amps, 3 .4 Ibs . ,  belt c;: l ip ,  
auto stop,  bi t .  0-2600 rpm or 0-4000 rpm, adjust
able depth. Sale $ 1 47 ppd. 

SOD·1 1 0  Dustless Finishing Sander 1 1 5  
volts, 3.2 amps, 10 ,000 rpm motor, 1 05 pieces of 
sand paper, foam rubber cushion , 4 W' by 9" 
sheet size removable handle, weight :  6.6 Ibs. 
Sale $1 40 ppd. 

50·1 1 0  F i n i s h i n g  Sander 1 1 5  vol t s ,  3 . 2  
amps. 10 ,000 rpm motor, 1 05 pieces o f  sandpa
per, foam rubber cushion,  4 W' by 9" sheet Size, 
removable handle, weight: 5.9 Ibs. Sale $130 
ppd. 

Super Drill DR·10 variable speed. reversible 
3(a" key chuck side handle, speed control switch, 
0-2600 rpm, 3.5 Ibs., 3.3 amps steelcase, Phi l
l ips bit .  capacit ies in:  wood %': steel 3(a': teks 
screw '14': tapping:  V4)' steel 3/a" a luminum, belt 
hook. Sale $ 1 25 ppd. 

B·750A 24" Band Resaw 3 hp or 5 hp, 1 or 3 
phase (ca l l  for spec i f ics ) ,  800 r p m ,  pos i t ive 
blade guide .  3" Stell ite t ipped blade, 143/4" depth 
of cut. 23" depth 01 throat. ti lt 0 to 45 degrees, 
table Size, 31 W' by 27%': auxil iary out feed table, 
weight: 1 0 1 3 1bs. Sale $2800 Delivered 

SB·75 Dustless Belt Sander, 3" X 21 ': 2 
speed, 8 . 7  amps, 1 1 5  volts, 15 belts, metal fric
tion plate, center g uide,  belt tensioner. Weight:  
1 0 . 8 Ibs. Sale $1 50 ppd. 

SB·1 1 0  Dustless Belt Sander, 4" )( 24': 2 
speed 8 . 7  amps, 1 1 5  volts, 15 belts, metal friction 
plate, center gu ide, belt,lensioner. Weight :  1 7. 1  
I b s .  Sale $250 ppd. 

B·600A 1 6" Band Saw 3 
hp,  1 or 3 phase 1 5  amp, 1 1 0/ 
220 volts, 1 050 rpm, 3" wide 
blade, wi l l  accept down to 
1/1 6" blade, double trunion, 
safety h a n d  b reak,  rack & 
pin ion fence, helpe r  guide,  
Improved blade guide,  auxil
iary triple bearing guide sys
tem for perfect scroll work. 
Resaw to 1 2 Va " ,  t i l t  0 to 45 
d e g re e s ,  we i g h t :  340· l b s .  
Sale $1 799/$500 with a 
M a k i t a  t r a d e · i n  deliv·  
ered. 

* HITACHI CATALOG * 
Send for complete color 
cata log. Please inc lude 

$2 for postage and handl ing.  

JOHN HARRA WOOD & SUPPLY CO. INC. RETA I L  F RANCHISES 
are now available in selected areas throughout the U nited States and its 
territories. Please send all inquiries to John Harra Wood and Supply Co., 
Franchise Dept., 511 West 25th St., New York, N.Y. 10001 . 212-741-0290 



POWER TOOL SALE 
Dust Collection System 

With more wood dust and shop related i l lness 
becoming apparent, dust collection is no longer 
a luxury but a matter of basic health care. 

Keeping your shop environment healthy and 
hazard free is as easy as turning on your saw or 
planer, with our Dust Collection System. 

We have chosen this Dust Collection System 
basec on 20 years of shop experience 
We b a s e d  o u r  n e e d s  u po n  
horsepower, h igh static pres
sure, large volume of free flow 
air, extra large filter area, low 
noise level ,  return of heated air, 
ease of installation and clean
ing including single or multi ple 
machines use. Using this prac
tical approach our highly effi
cient system takes up less floor 
area too. 
A complete 1 hp system able to 
handle  from 1 to 3 mac h i nes 
starts at  $560. The 2-5 hp sys
tems able to handle from 1 -7 
m a c h i n e s  s i m u lt a n e 
ously range in cost from 
$750 to $ 1 250 and up .  
Please cal l  for  quotes 
on specific systems 

ROUTER BITS CARBIDE 
TIPPED 

-All  Router Bits are top I ndustrial Quality with 
a money back guarantee *3 bit minimum 

Shank Cutting Cutting Overall Bil Price 
Diam. Diam. Length Length # Ppd 

%" W' '1\" 2W' $ 7 

v." %" 1 "  2 'h"  $ 8 

v." '\il" ¥," lW' $ 8 

v." \'2" ¥," H," 4 $ 8 

%" '\il" 1 "  2" 5 $ 9 

%" '1\" '1\" 2" $10.50 

\'2" '\il" 1" 2'1\" 7 $ 8.50 

\'2" I'z" 1%" 2%" 8 $ 9 

\'2" '1\" 1" 2%" $1 1 .50 

¥4" I'z" 1" 2%" 1 0  $ 1 0  
FLUSH TRIM 
BIT WITH B.B. 

I'z" I'z" 1 "  2%" 1 1  $1 1 
FLUSH TRIM 
BIT WITH B B. 

W' v." radius 1" 2%" 1 2  $25 
ROMAN OGEE 
WITH B.B. 

V," �" radius 1" 2\>" 13 $1 9 
ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B. 

V," %" radlus '1\" 2\'2" 1 4  $1 7 ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B. 

y<" \'2" radius �" 2Va" 1 5  $21 ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B. 

\'2" ¥.I" radius 1" 3" 1 6  $38 ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B. 

\'2" 1 "  radius l V," 3V," 1 7  $70 
ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B 

\'2" \'2" radius 1 "  2'1\" 18 $37 
ROUND OVER 
BIT WITH B.B 

Router till Adaptor for Powermatic #26 Shaper 
or Rockwell Shaper $92 ppd. 

GREENLEE 
G re e n l ee brad p o i n t  d r i l l s ;  h ave p r e c i s i o n  
g round flutes that shave t h e  inside o f  the hole 
smooth, a sharp brad point that prevents skating 
and two razor sharp cutting spurs keep holes 
extra c lean. Made from the finest g rade of high 
carbon steel, tempered for long l ife, designed 
for use in dril l press or 3/a" portable drills. The set 
includes l/a", 3 1,6', W', 51,.", 3fa", 71,.", W' bits and a 
protective pouch. Sale $22 
Sizes 91,�', 5/a", 3A", \la" & 1" al l  have W' shanks and 
are loose packed, cost $44 both sets together 
$59 PPD. 

Powermatic 
10" Table Saw Model 
66 c o m p l e t e  w i t h :  4 8" 
r a i l s ;  s i n g l e  phase 2 h p  
( 1 1 5/230 v o l t )  m o t o r ;  
push button switch .  
Sale $1460 

Table Saw Accessories B iesemeyer T
square fence system with 72" rails & 32" exten
sion table $250. 3 hp Motor & Controls 1 or 3 0 
add $1 70 

6" Joiner Model 50 complete with:  s ing le  
phase 3/4hp ( 1 15/230 volt) motor; sinqle phase 
push button switch; stand. SALE $99 9 

8" Joiner Model 60 complete with stand,  
1 V2hp single phase or  3 phase motor, push but
ton switch. Sale $1450 

1 2" Planer Model 1 00: complete with 1 or 3 
phase 3hp motor, safety over load switch. 
Sale $2499 

Planer Accessories: 5hp motor and controls 
add $200, Grinder/Jointer attachment add 
$525. 

Shaper Model 26 complete with: 2hp 1 1 5/230 
volt motor 1 or 3 phase . push button switch .  
interchangeable 3/4" and Y2" spindles .  Sale 
$1 660 with 3hp motor and controls add $270. 

14" Bandsaw Model 1 41 complete with: sin
g le  phase push button switch; stand; W' blade; 
3f.Ihp motor Sale $1 099 

Model Diam 
72 ME 1 0" 

73 MD 1 0" 

B4 MD 10" 

71 MA 1 0" 

72 MF 1 2" 

76 MB 12" 

Futura 2000 

Perfecta 

Wood Working 
Box 

Cassette 65 
Plus 

72 MD 9" 

74 ME 1 0" 

DADO 3 6" 

DADO 3 B" 

Freud S AW BL ADES 

PPD. 

Teeth Arbor Use LisVSALE 

40 %" All Purp $66 /$44 

60 %" Cut Off $76 /$50 

50 %" Rip/Cross $72 /$50 

1 B  %" Rip $61 /$41 
4B %-1" All Purp $B2 /$61 

4B %-1" All Purp $99 /$75 

¥.I/1 Y4" Doors $599/$4BO 

3 ¥.I" Molding $220/$1 B5 

Doors & 
3 �" Molding $379/$305 

3 ¥.t" Molding $42B/$365 
36 %" All Purp $62 /$42 

BO %" Thin Kerf $96 /$64 
18 %" %-13/16 $133/$100 

1 B  %" V4-131,6 $1 62/$1 1 5  

Rotary Phase 
Converters 

Arco rotary p hase converters convert s ing le  
phase 220 volt electricity into 3 phrase 220 volt 
electricity easily & safely. Arco rotary phase con
verters are available from 1 hp to 1 50 hp. Price 
range $300 and up.  

Catalog The cat-

alog contains the widest col lection of profes
s ional  tools ,  hardwood lumber, supplies and 
accessories ever printed between two covers. 
Va luable informatio n ,  new products, specia l  
purpose tools,  hard-to-find items, in  a l l  sizes; 
professional supp l ies,  all i ndustria l l y  pr ice d .  
Send $3 for this valuable catalog. 

Makita 
o oidr 

�r. :Ir,� I I" � � � ... 

1 55/8" Planer 2040 
2hp 1 1 5  volt 6500 rpm 
m o t o r ;  f u l l  c u t t i n g  
range: W' thru 7%"; 2 
q u i c k  s e t  k n i v e s ;  
speed r e d u c i n g  k i t ;  
delivered assemblflri 

Sale $11 99/used $950 

1 2" Planer/6" Joiner 2030 2 h p  1 1 5  volt 
motor; ful l  cutt ing range: W'-6W'; 2 quick set 
knives; speed reducinq kit; assembled. 

Sale new $1 299/used $1050 

New Product: Our Triple Bal l  Bearing 
GUide System now turns the 21 1 6  resaw into a 
super scrol l  saw, able to accept b lades from 
23fa" to as thin as Va" without further alteration. 
May be purchased d i rectly from us or through 
you r local dealer. Complete with instructions 
$21 0 PPD. 

16" Band Saw 21 1 6; 2 h p . ,  ( 1 1 5/230 volt), 1 or 
3 phase high torque 1 1 50 rpm motor, 2" wide 
b l ad e .  Can accept down to Va" blades.  L ist  
$1880. Sale New $1 299/Used $1050 
21 1 6 with triple bearing guide system $1 499 

Router 3600 B Plunge Cutt ing,  ful l  23f4 h p ,  
22,000 r. p .m. ,  1 2  amp, accepts W '  & 3/a" & W' 
shank bits, wrenches, Sale $203 PPD. 
Blade Sharpener 9820·2 Sharpens planer & 
jointer knives up to 1 5314" wide, 7W' wheel, water 
cooled, 560 rpm, 1 . 6  amp. ,  med. g rit  stone & 
wrenches & blade holder. Sale $170 PPD. 

Finishing Sander B04510 Heavy duty; dou
ble insu lated; 1 2000 rpm; 43/a" x 4" pad size. 
Sale $48 PPD. 
Unidrill 6000R Dri l l/Screwdriver combina
tion; 3.3 amp motor; 3/a" capacity; quickchange 
c l utch ;  reversible ;  variab le speed 0-2600rpm 
belt c l ip .  SALE $11 2PPD. 

3600B accessory pack, guide holder, straight 
guide, trimmer guide, Y2" and W' carbide ti pped 
router bits. $28 PPD. 

Much needed speed reducer kit 
fo r Ma k i t a 2030 and 2040 . 
Reduces feed rate by 40%. Easy 
to instal l $37 PPD. 
Hardwood Sample Pack 
Our lumber sample pack contains 32 species of 
American and imported hardwoods ( V4 x 2 x 6"); 
one pint of DPS (the ultimate sealer), one pint of 
PF. . the polymerizing tongue oil f inish, and fin
ishing instructions . . .  plus the Fine Hardwood 
Selectorama. Sale $43 ppd. 

DPS 
Deep Penetrating Sealer 

DPS penetrates deepty, seats, stabilizes and 
appl ies easily. It retards the movement of mois
ture from inside and outside by l in ing the cel lu lar 
walls and sealing those cel ls .  

Polymerization is complete i n  24 hours, leav
ing a dry, c lear, non-toxic, water-proof f inish. 

DPS penetrates from 1 -4" deep on end grain, 
and up to 1 /8" deep on surface grain. 

DPS can be applied by rag, brush, spray or by 
d ipping. I t will enhance the wood's natural color 
and can be mixed with any oil based stain. Var
n i s h ,  shel lac,  lacquer, enamels or u rethanes 
may be applied over DPS; or two coats of DPS 
wi l l  provide a durable undercoat for all finishes. 

Introductory Pint: $6 including shipping. �JohnHarra 
Wood t1 Supply Co. 

511 Wes1 251h S1ree1, New York. NY 10001 212-741-0290 
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Events 
Listings are free but restricted to workshops, 
fairs, lectures and exhibitions of direct in
terest to woodworkers. The July issue will 
list events from June 1 5 to Sept. 1 : deadline 
May 5; the Sept. issue will list events from 
Aug. 15 to Nov. 1: deadline J1dy 7. 

ARKANSAS: Exhibit-"Eureka Works in 
Wood, "  May I -July 3 1 .  Legacy Gallery, 5 3-A 
Spring Sr. , Eureka Springs, 72632 .  

CALIFORNIA: Woodworking Exhibi
tion-June 1 8-July 5, 22th District Agricul
tural Assoc. fairgrounds, So. California Exposi
tion in Del Mar, 
Excellence in Woodworking-May 1 4- 1 6,  
Los Angeles Convention Center. Trade show, 
seminars by Ian Kirby. Contact Marvin Park & 
Assoc . ,  600 Talcott Rd. ,  Park Ridge, IL 60068. 
Chair Making with Carolyn and John Grew
Sheridan, May 1 5- 1 6 ,  500 Treat Avenue, San 
Francisco. Call U.of Calif., (4 1 5 ) 642-4 1 1 1 .  
Juried Craft Fair-Fort Mason Center, San 
Francisco. Trade, Aug. 1 2; public, Aug. 1 3 - 1 5 .  
Write American Craft Enterprises, Box 1 0, 
New Paltz, NY 1 2 56 1 .  
Courses-"Strength Design of Furniture," 
May 26, and " Upholstered Frames, "  May 2 7  
a t  Los Angeles Furniture Mart, 1 9 3 3  S. Broad
way. Contact R. Szymani, (4 1 5 )2 3 1 -9582 .  
Show-of Northern California woodworking 
associations, May 28-June 6 at Artisans Guild 
Store, 45050 Main Street, Mendocino. Contact 
Mendocino Woodworkers Association, Box 
99 1 ,  Mendocino, 95460. 
Show & Workshop-by Sam Maloof, May 
29-June 30.  Preregistration $45 .  Gallery Faire, 
Box 263,  Mendocino, 9 5460. 
Show- May 29-3 1 ,  Artisan Woodworkers, 
2 1 4 1 5  Broadway (Hwy. 1 2) ,  Sonoma, 95476. 
Show-Woodcarving, May 22-23 in Confer-

ence Bldg. , Balboa Park, San Diego. Contact 
Rodney Cole, Box 376, Lakeside, 92040. 
Lecture-John Ebels on finishing, May 10 at 
387 1 Grand View Blvd. ,  W. Los Angeles; May 
1 1  at 7626 Miramar Rd. ,  San Diego; May 1 2  at 
1 836 Fourth St., Berkeley. Workshop-with 
Sam Maloof, June 1 2 .  The Cutting Edge, 387 1 
Grand View Blvd. ,  W. Los Angeles, 90066. 
(2 1 3 )  390-9723 
Juried Show-"Sculptural Expressions in 
Contemporary Furnishings, "  OCt. 8-Nov. 2 7 .  
Contact Flood Gallery, 392 1 California Sr. ,  San 
Francisco 94 1 1 8 .  
Woodworker's Fair-May 8, a t  Woodline, 
the Japan Woodworker, 1 7 3 1  Clement Ave. ,  
Alameda, 945 0 1 .  (4 1 5 )  5 2 1 - 1 8 1 0  
Juried Show-Sonoma Woodworker's Asso
ciation, May 8- 1 6, at Luther Burbank Perform
ing Arts Center, Santa Rosa. 

COLORADO: Furniture Workshops: Jere 
Osgood, June 2 1 -July 2; John Nyquist, July 
26-Aug. 6; Sam Maloof, Aug. 2 1 -22 .  Turning: 
David Ellsworth, July 5-9. Basic Woodwork
ing: Richie Marks, July 1 2 - 1 6 .  The Fine Art of 
Woodworking: Wendell Castle, July 19-23 .  
Chairmaking: John & Carolyn Grew-Sheridan, 
Aug. 9-20. Shaker Furniture: Walker Weed, 
Aug. 23-27 .  Anderson Ranch Am Center, Box 
2410 ,  Aspen, 8 1 6 1 2 .  (303)  923-3 1 8 1  

CONNECTICUT: Wood Carver's Day-May 
1 at Mystic Seaport. 
Workshop-Joinery, June 1 2 ,  $22 .  Farming
ton Valley Arts Center, (203) 678- 1 867.  
Crafts Expos-Berlin, June 1 1 - 1 3  and Aug. 
27-29.  American Crafts Expos, Inc . ,  Box 368, 
Canton, 060 1 9 .  (203) 693-63 1 1  
Workshop-Japanese tools, Robert Major, 
May 22-23 .  Fine Tool Shops, 20 Backus Ave. ,  
Danbury, 068 10 .  (203) 797-0772 
Course-Wooden boat construction and re-

ACCURATE DOWELLING 
MADE EASY 
ShaperCraft Dowelling Jig 

pair, wirh Simon WattS, Aug. 1 6-22 .  Brook
field Craft Center, Box 1 2 2 ,  Brookfield, 
06804. (203) 77 5-4526 

FLORIDA: Competition-Multipurpose fur
niture, May 1 5-July 4, Metropolitan Museum, 
1 2 1 2 Anastasia Ave. ,  Coral Gables, 3 3 1 34.  

GEORGIA: Cl asses-Bob Kelley, joinery, May 
8-9; EJ . Tangerman, woodcarving, May 22 and 
June 5; Toshio Odate, June 1 8-20. Highland 
Hardware, 1 034 N. Highland Ave. NE, Atlan
ta. (404) 872-4466. 

ILLINOIS: WorkshopS-Woodcarving, May 
1 7-2 1 ;  Wallace Gusler, Aug. 2-5 .  Campbell 
Center, Box 66, Mt. Carroll, 6 1 05 3 .  

INDIANA: Workshop-"Strength o f  Furni
ture," May 4-6. Contact Dr. Cassens, Purdue 
University, Ag. Annex I I , W. Lafayette, 47907. 
(3 1 7 )  494-3644. 
Exhibit-Furniture by Elizabeth Bradbury, 
June 1 - 1 2 ,  Ind. State U . ,  Terre Haute. 

IOWA: International Wood Carvers Con
gress, July 30-Aug. 8. Contact Chester Salter, 
28 1 5  W. Locust St., Davenport, 52804. 

KANSAS: Woodcarving Show-May 1 -2 ,  
Town East Square, Wichita. 

KENTUCKY: Woodturning-June 1 0- 1 2 . 
Joinery-July 1 - 3 .  Berea College, CPO 758 ,  
Berea, 40404. (606) 986-934 1 

MAINE: Course-Larry Hunter, June 1 3-25 
at  Haystack Mountain School of Crafts, Deer 
Isle, 04627 .  (207) 348-6946 

MASSACHUSETTS: Workshops/Exhibi
tions-Ash Splint Basketry, May 8-9. National 

THRU JUNE 15th 

nNE TOOLS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

I require DDowell ing JigDDovetail Jig $22·95 $39'95 
N.C. RESIDENTS ADD 4/ SALES TAX 

D Check enclosed 0 Money Order 
Payable to SHAPERCRAFT PRODUCTS INC. 1 

Name ___________ City __________ _ 
1 Address __________ State/Zip ________ _ 

1 To ShaperCralt Products Incorporated 

L _ _ _ _ _ ":0�0�1� �ls�ro�h::..C:....2r:..78
_ 
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GERMAN JAPANESE 
"Sentora" Oire Nome Chisels Hirsch "Stag" Brand Chisels 

• Laminated Steel YOUR CHOICE • Chrome Vanadium Steel 
• RC 62 + Hardness Rating $34 95 · RC 60 + Hardness Rating 
• Sizes: 6mm 9mm • Sizes: 6mm 10mm 

12mm 18mm • 12mm 20mm 

California Residents: We'll Pay Sales Tax!!! 

COME IN 
Or Order by 
Phone or Mail 

(415) 948-3844 
ADJACENT TO THE OLD MILL 

Send 
5l.50 

For Catalog 

2545 SHOWERS DRIVE • MOUNTAIN VIEW. CA 94040 



Thousands have ended the 
drudgery of conventional 

edge tool sharpening 

YOU CAlI NAYE IOTEI EDGES 
FASTEI wmt 1'w-S4e @) 
Adapts to most I " Sander IGrlnders 

Prakto, inc. P.O. BOX 1023 
Birmingham, Mich. 48012 

313/549-3833 

SUPREME WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT, INC. 
1 6  Melnick Road 

Monsey, New York 1 0952 
(914) 356-0503 

SPECIAL OFFERS ON SOME 
VERY FINE WOODWORKING MACHINES 

TA5-10 Tilt Arbor Floor Model-single or three phase 
magnetic starter, 36" by 27" table top, 'At" arbor, blade 
guard, rip fence and rails, T·siot mitre gauge WITH IN· 
DUSTRIAL·TYPE CARBIDE SAW BLADE $1,1 95.00 

AP 12- 1 2" Thickness Planer-three phase or single 
phase motor-floor model with standard accessories, in
dustrial type machine $1,500.00 

HJ-8-8" Jointer-three phase or single phase motor, 
bed size 8'12" x 64". Floor Model with standard accessor-
ies, industrial type machine $ 1 , 150.00 

1 4" 'l\\:x)dworking Floor Model Band Saws $ 475.00 
14" Metal working Floor Model Band Saws $ 750.00 
Bench Model Drill Presses DKD-14, 4 speed $ 195.00 
Floor Model Drill Presses DKD-16, 1 2  speed $ 320.00 

Many other high quality machines. All prices FOB 
New York Warehouse 

DOVETAILS MADE EASY! 
Cut them quickly and accu

rately with your router. Our 
precision-milled templates are 
designed for fast use with car
bide router bits. They produce 
large through-dovetail joints in 
stock 3/4" to 5/4" thick. 

An excellent accurate, time
saving tool for custom or prod
uction shops. 

Write for free details. 

DAVID A. KELLER 
Box 800, Bolinas, CA 94924 

Delmhorst Model G·22 
Wood Moisture 

Detector 
SOLID STATE 
COMPACT 

LIGHT WEIGHT 
DIRECT READING 
6% TO 30% WOOD 

MOISTURE RANGE 

This is an  excellent instrument for the 
craftsman.  Moisture content is read im
mediately and directly on the meter dial. 
This is of great assistance i n  the drying 
and/or purchasing of lumber as well as in  
control l ing wood moisture content at any 
step of  production. A complete l ine of  elec
trodes increases the accuracy and useful
ness of the instrument. 

Delmhorst Instrument Company 
908 Cedar Street, Boonton, New Jersey 07005 

... ___ ..20 1 /33�2557 ____ .. 

Surprising How Much Hand 
Sanding can be Saved with a 

SAND-O-FLEX8 
CONTOUR SANDER 

14,000 "Sanding Fingers" 
per minute, eliminates 

tedious hand sanding. 

Firm cushioning 
brushes gently 
force slashed abra
sive strips over any 
shape and wil l  not 
harm or  gouge 
fine detail or veneers. 

YARDS OF 

ABRASIVE 

CLOTH 

UNDER 

A�E.EI.! 
201 W. Manville, P.O. Box 5447 

Complon, California 90224 
ORDER BY MAIL If not available 
at your hardware or home cenler 

o SANDER KITNo.458 brush 6"x1 " wheel and 3 abra- I 
, drill c

s�:ec��f�� ��i��:�����f��;u3::;�ra�t1� $?595FW I 
'" carrying and storage case. Includes postage& handling. ., 
.... _-------------, 

our Swiss-precision power 
tools, you can turn out precision 
woodworking like clockwork. 

The Swiss preci sion you fi nd i n  you r 
watch is the same Swiss precision you ' l l  
f i nd i n  I n jecta I nca power tools .  From 
ba ndsaws and shapers to a utomatic 
joi nter/ pia ners. 

And the sa me strength and perfor
ma nce you expect from the Swiss are i n  
each of o u r  tools .  They're hard a nod i zed, 
for a wear ha rder than cost i ron.  

If  you r  cu rrent tools  aren't letti ng you 
turn out the work you shou l d  be, send for 
the I nco power tool s  cata logue.  Haven't 
the Swiss a l ways k nown what 
makes precision t ick? 

· Garrell Wade Co., Dept. 63 _ _ 
· 161 Ave. of the Americas, . , ..... 
· N .Y. , N.Y. 10013 � � , �:v . : 0 Send me your I NJECTA INCA catalog"'E-':;;:lo

'
sed is : 

• SOl. • 
. 0 Send me your 2 1 2-page catalog of the finest . 
• woodworking hand tcx:>ls, machi nery and acces- • 
· sories . (This i ncludes the I NJECTA I NCA catalog.) . 

Enclosed is $3 . 
• Name ______________________________ ___ 
• Address ____________________________ _ 
· City State _______ Zip _____ • 

Comes complete 
with motor & stand 
. . . ready to use! 

POWER-FEED 

PLANER 
MOLDER 
JOINTER 

Put this versatile power tool to work i n  your own 
shop. See how fast il  pays for itself! Quickly con
verts low-cost, rough lumber into valuable fini shed 
stoc k .  Turns out perfect quarter-round, casing, 
base mold , tongue & groove . . .  al l popular pal
terns any custom design. Commercial-size 
jointer produces super-true edges, squared stoc k ,  
bevel s .  chamfers. 

Saves You Money . . .  Makes You Money! 
Start your own high-profit busi
ness se l l i ng trim, all types of trim 
and m i l l work to l u mberyards, 
carpenters,  contractors , do-it
y o u rse l fe rs . U se i t  to m a ke 
grandfather clocks, gun cabinets, 
pane l i ng, flooring, furniture 
almost any home or farm bui lding 
project. 

Nothing Extra to Buy! 

Comes complete with I 1 5 V. motor. switch, stand, 
kn ives,  full instructions . ready to use. Out performs other combination tools at over twice its 
low price . Easy terms. 

3a-Day FREE Trial! 
Send For Complele Fac t s '  M A I L  CO U PO N  
TODAY or 

Call TolI·Free 1 (800) 824-7888 , Oper. 642 
In California call /(800) 852-7777, Oper. 642 

Woodmaster Power Tools, Inc., Dept. PE1 3 
2849 Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64108 

No Obligation . . .  
No Sa lesman Will Call 

,.-;0�dm�;e7Po_;;rT�j;----(£r;':£1' Dept. PE13 ''2'» 1/' � 
2849 Terrace 1J<� Kansas City, MO 64108 

o YES! Please rush me, free and without obliga
tion, your Complete Information Kit on the new 
PLAN E R / MO LDE R /JOINTER plus facts on 
Wood master's 30-0ay FREE TRIAL Money
Back Guarantee. 

Name __________________________ __ 
Address ________________________ ___ 
City ______________________ __ 
State _____________ --.L i pl _____ _ 

�-------------------------� 
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Events (continued) 

Invitational Furniture Exhibition, July 1 5-Sept. 
1 1 .  Craft Fair-trade, May 1 4; retail, May 1 5 -
1 6 .  Worcester Craft Center, 2 5  Sagamore Rd. ,  
Worcester, 0 1 605 .  (6 1 7) 7 5 3-8 1 83 
New England Buyer's Marketplace, all 
crafts, May 1 0- 1 1 ,  Hynes Auditorium, Boscon. 
Crafts fair-Non-traditional, innovative 
work, June 2 5-26. DeCordova Museum, Sandy 
Pond Rd., lincoln, 0 1 7 7 3 .  (6 1 7 )  2 59-83 5 5  
Crafts Expo-June 25-27  a t  Topsfield. To ex
hibit, write American Crafts Expositions, Inc . ,  
Box 368, Canton, Ct .  060 1 9 .  (203) 693-63 1 1  
Woodcarvers Exhibit-Northshore Shop
ping Center, May 7-8, at Peabody. 
British Crafts Exhibition-May 8-28, at 
Westminstet Gallery, 1 32A Newbury St. ,  Bos
con, 02 1 16 .  (6 1 7 )  266-6704 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Workshops/Semi
nars-Japanese woodworking cools, May 1 5-
1 6, with Robert Major; Wooden plane work
shop, June 5, with larry Bickford; Dovetail 
Joinery, June 1 2 ,  with Robert Major. Mahogany 
Masterpieces, RFD 1 ,  Box 600, Wing Rd. ,  
Suncook, 0 3 2 7 5 .  (603) 736-8227 

NEW JERSEY: Lecrure-" An approach co 
Woodworking, "  by Ian Kirby, May 1 .  Brook
dale Communiry College, lincroft, 07738.  
Masters Exhibition-Until May 6,  Guild of 
Designer-Woodworkers, Kean College of N .) . ,  
Fine Arts Bldg., Union, 07083. 
Workshop-J apanese cools, May 29-30, with 
Robert Meadow, at Peters Valley. Contact Sher
rie Posternak, Peters Valley, laycon, 0785 1 .  

NEW YORK: Rocking Furniture-Antique 
and contemporary furniture, coys and art, 
through June at Gimbels.  
Art and Woodcarving Show-May 1 -2 ,  
Village Hall, W. Main St.,Canajoharie, 1 3 3 1 7  
Northeast Craft Fair-Duchess County Fair-

grounds, Rhinebeck, N.Y. Trade, June 22-23 ;  
public, June 2 5-27 .  American Craft Enter
prises, Box 1 0, New Paltz, 1 2 56 1 .  
Workshop-Japanese cools, May 1 5  and June 
1 9 .  Tuning wood for musical instruments, May 
1 6  and June 20. Robert Meadow School of 
Hand Woodworking, 2449 W. Saugerties Rd. ,  
Saugerties, 1 2477.  (9 1 4) 246-5207 
Classes-Woodworking, lathe. Craft Stu
dents' league of the YWCA, 6 1 0  lex. Ave. at 
5 1  St. ( 2 1 2 )  7 5 5-2700 
Woodworking Exhibition-Area crafts
men, May 8, Queensbury H igh School, Glens 
Falls, 1 2 80 1 .  ( 5 1 8) 793-478 1 

NOIrrH CAROLINA: Seminar-Ian Kirby, 
May 28-30. Fee $95 .  Sponsored by Maco 
Crafts. Contact Russ Brahmer (704) 369-9906 
Country Workshops-Hand cool tech
niques, with Wille Sundqvist: (beg.-int. ) July 
5-9, (int.-adv.) July 1 2 - 1 6; Make a chair from a 
tree, with John Alexander Jr. ,  July 26-30; 
Country woodcraft, with Drew langsner, Aug. 
9- 1 3 .  Country Workshops, Roure 3 ,  Box 262,  
Marshall, 28753.  (704) 656-2280 
Courses/Workshops-Full summer sched
ule, including many woodworking. Write for 
brochure to Penland School of Crafts, Penland, 
28765.  (704) 765-2359 

OHIO: Radial-arm saw, rourer, June 4-6, with 
Wally Kunkel (Mr. Sawdust) .  Mueller Co. ,  1 0 1  
East Benson St. ,  Cincinnati, 452 1 5 . 

OKLAHOMA: Seminar-Wallace Kunkel, 
Mr. Sawdust: radial-arm saw, router and router 
table, June 1 2 - 1 3 .  Fine Tool and Wood Score, 
Oklahoma City. 
Woodcarving Show-at . Woodland Hills 
Mall, 7 1st and South Memorial, Tulsa, July 8-
1 1 .  Contact Ray Bollinger, 2 1 1 2 S. 1 07 East 
Ave. ,  Tulsa, 7 4 1 29.  (9 1 8)627-0862 

OREGON: Exhibition-lATHEWORKS, 
Turned Forms in Wood, by John Whitehead . 
Through May 29 at Contemporary Crafts Gal
lery, 3934 S .W. Corbett Ave. ,  Portland 9720 1 .  

PENNSYLVANIA: Exhibition-Guild X 
Gallery, May 1 7-June 30, Bethlehem and Saw
mill Rds., Applebachsville, Bucks County. 
Workshop-with Robert Meadow, luthier and 
Bonnie Robiczek, lutenist, May 6-8. Contact 
Chriscopher Weiland, Dept. of Art, Indiana 
Univ. of Pa. ,  Indiana, Pa. 1 5 705 .  
Seminar-Basic woodworking, Tage Frid, 
May 22-23.  Western Penn. Woodworkers 
Club, Box 8520,  Pimburgh, 1 5 220 

TENNESSEE: Courses-Bruce Beeken, 
steambending, June 7 - 1 8; James Schriber, 
woodworking for beginners ,July 5 - 1 6; Michael 
Hurwitz, intermediate & advanced woodwork
ing, July 1 9-30; Judy McKie, furniture design, 
Aug. 2 - 1 3 ; Tommy Hill, canoe building, Aug. 
1 6-27 .  Appalachian Center for Crafts, Rt. 3 ,  
Smithville, 37 1 66.  (6 1 5 )59 7-680 1 
Workshops-Furniture, Alphonse Mattia, 
June 1 4-25 ;  Turning, Mark & Melvin lind
quist, July 1 2- 1 9 . Arrowmont School, Box 
567,  Gatlinburg, 37738.  (6 1 7) 436- 5860 

TEXAS: Houston Woodcarvers Show
May 7-8, Memorial City Mall, 1- 1 0  and 
Gessner, Houscon. 

VERMONT: Weeklong Workshops
Conservation and restoration of furniture, June 
7 - 1 2 ;  Woodworking skills, June 1 4- 1 9  and 
July 1 9-24; Drawing for woodworkers, June 
1 4- 1 9  and July 1 9-24; Carcase and drawer 
making, June 2 1 -26 and Aug. 2-7;  Design for 
woodworkers, June 2 1 -26 and July 26-3 1 ;  
Frame and panel, June 28-Aug. 3; Furniture 
techniques, July 26-3 1 ;  Seating and chairmak-
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1982 
Fine Arts • Architecture • Design 

For College students and adults, three
credit workshops in Rome and Providence. 
For high school students, Pre-College 
Portfolio-Building Programs in London 
and Providence. 

For more information write or call :  
Rhode Island School o f  Design 
Department of Continuing Education 
Department W, Two College Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 
(40 1 )  33 1 -35 1 1 ,  Extension 28 1 

RISD is an equal opportunity College. 

• I1E'fAL C.I\PPe:D eE<;UL"''-oe 
• o""�e:e -flP 5IZe:S AVAILN!>LE 

• WILL o(-'e:eA-re: UPSIDE DOWN 
• PROPANE: 1l50' oN '1"PP 2:300' 

• 51LVEe 5OLOEe / so",- .50LDe:e 

• �E"'-r -ree:A"'II·j(i - BeAZINC, 
• DEVELOPED "oe P!eOFe:.sSIONAL 

USE 
• ctJ<:rrOl1 "-OOL n"'�INc, 

12 Lj .90 POSfPw 
SPECI .... L IN'feoouC'fO�Y OFFER 

C�ICK.A.5HA. -rOOl WORKS 
IZO Sf. c.flAeLE'::> s-reEE-r CHIC.KA"'�""' , OKL"_ l:3015 

AMERICAN BLACI{ WALNUT 
M1ERICA'S MOST BEAUTI FUL AND SOUGHT AFTER WOOD. 

• Air dried over 8 years! 
• Planks 1 3/4" to 2" thick , 12" to 50" wide. 
• $3.50 to $5.50 per sq. ft. Minimum order 5 sq . ft. 

Shipping costs extra. 
• Sanding , cutting and mil l ing available to spec. 
• Retail sales only.  

I DEAL FOR TAB LES, CH ESTS, WAL LS, CAB I N E TS, GUN 
STOCKS, CARVI NGS AND MO R E  . . .  
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Glenn!Ym9 
Rockwel l · Makita • M i lwaukee 

Bosch / Stanley · Powermatic 

1 437 S. Woodward Ave. 
Birmingham , M ich igan 4801 1 
(313) 644-5440 

WE NOW IMRORT FROM ENGLAND THE 
MYFORD ML8 LATHE 

CHOICE OF THE CRAFTSMAN 

COME BY AND SEE OUR SELECTIONS 
OF POWER T OOLS AND FINE HAND T OOLS. 

POWER TOOlS 

INCA 

MAKITA 

VEGA 

DAVIS & WELLS 

BOOKS & MAGAZINES 

DEAlER FOR 

HANOTOOlS 

RECORD 

TYZACK 

tvlARPLES 

FREUD 

JORGENSON 

JAPANESE T OOLS 

MINILO (or Lamello) TOP HAND JOINTING SYSTEM 

SEMINAR INFORMATION AVAIlABLE ON REQUEST 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

DALLAS WOOD AND TOOL STORE 
1936 RECORD CROSSING 214 631-5478 DAlLAS, TEXAS 75235 

Are You Ready To 
Throw I n  The Dowel? 

Elu 's DS 1 40 Is  The Answer! 
Fast, neat compact joints are a snap with Elu's extremely versatile 
OS- 1 4 0  Joiner/Groover. A fine variable adjustment is provided to 
gage the correct size of mortise. Using the stops provided there is 
no Question of accuracy. The grooves are always the right depth 
and in the correct location to receive the Elu "joining plate". The OS-
140 is an accurate miter saw with the capability of cutting length or 
cross-wise. And yes, it even does small part grooving and 
rabbeting. Other features include an aperture for dust collection (for 
overhead work), and a spring-loaded switch in the handle for safety. 
The pivoting motor enables cuts or grooves to be carried out right up 
to a corner - a feature exclusive to the OS-1 40 only! Without a 
doubt the Elu OS-1 40 Joiner/Groover is the perfect tool for corner 
joints and plunge grooving operations. It is ideally suited for the 
production of cabinets, loudspeaker baffles, radiator castings and it 
makes the perfect small panel saw. Its versatility makes it a must
tool for the one-man shop specializing in small batch production. 
With a list price of $355, complete with steel case and accessories, 
it's the best value on the market today! 

Call N ow And Ask For You r  Nearest Dea ler 

Outside Ohio Call  800-321 -8379 • Ohio Call Collect 21 6/425-31 35 

II 
Elu Machinery Company 9040 D utton Drive 
Twi nsburg, Ohio 44087 
800-321 -8379 

4 5  



Events (continued) 

ing, Aug. 9 - 1 4 .  Kirby Studios, North Benning
ton, Vt. 0525 7-0 1 54. (802) 442 -3 1 1 9 
Exhibition-Furniture by Michael Coffey, 
May 7 -J une 18 .  V t.  St. Craft Center at Frog 
Hollow, Middlebury, 0 5 7 5 3 .  (802) 388-3 1 77 
WASHINGTON: Juried Exposition-Open 
to craftsmen in Pacific Northwestern States, late 
September through mid-October. Deadline 
May 1 5 . Contact Allied Arcs of Seattle, 1 07 S. 
Main St. , Seattle, 98 1 04 .  (206)624-0432 

WEST VIRGINIA: Juried Exhibition
Woodworking, June 20-July 3 1 . Write John 
Ellis, Stifel Fine Arcs Center, 1 3 30 National 
Road, Wheeling, 26003 
Turning Workshop-Palmer Sharpless, July 
1 2 - 1 6 .  Traditional Furniture-Mac k 
Headley, July 26-30. Cedar Lakes Craft Center, 
Ripley, 2 5 2 7 1 .  (304) 3 72-6263 

WISCONSIN: Seminar-Radial-arm saw, 
router and router table, with Wally Kunkel. 
June 2 5-27,  at The Wood and Tool Srore, N34 
W2404 1 Capirol Dr. , Pewaukee, 53072 .  

NOVA SCOTIA: Courses-Lathe instruction, 
furniture making, Deryk Jones, Fall '82 .  Con
tact Richard Tyner, 32 Edmonds Grounds, 
Halifax, N.S.  B3N I M6 
Seminar-Woodworking Skills, with Ian 
Kirby, May 7-9.  Woodcraft Mfg. Co. ,  Ltd . ,  RR 
2, Armdale, Halifax County, N.S.  B3L 4J2 .  

SASKATCHEWAN: Wood '82-Saskatch
ewan Wood Workers' Guild Show, J une 5- 1 3 .  
SEDCO Center, U ofS. Contact Don Florizone, 
6 Rita Ctes . ,  Saskaroon, Sask. S7N 2L5 .  

ENGLAND: Woodcarvers' Seminar
International, June 1 2 - 1 3 .  Parnham House, 
Beaminster, Dorset (0308).  Contact John 
Makepeace at this address. 

Connections 
In the last few years woodworkers have formed 
a number of local organizations. These groups 
generally meet monthly at the shop of a member 
to exchange technical information, to show 
slides of members' work, and ro socialize. Some 
guilds have been able to organize exhibitions 
and sales of members' work, and ro buy lumber 
or rools in bulk for the benefit of the members. 
To help readers connecr wirh groups in their 
areas, we've surveyed the guilds in our files
the ones listed below are active and open to new 
members. For readers who don't live within the 
orbit of one of these groups but wish they did, 
the Letters columns in FWW #29 and # 3 1  
discuss how some guilds were formed. I f  you 
belong to a group that isn't here, drop us a 
line-we'll list the group next fall. 

Austin Woodworkers Guild 
225  Congress, Suite 1 56 
Austin, Tex.  78701  
Baltimore Woodworkers Guild 
cl..o June Woodward 
1 26 Regester Ave. 
Baltimore, Md. 2 1 2 1 2 
Guild of Designer-Woodworkers 
c/o Kean Col/ese of New Jersey 
Fine Arcs Building (VE 1 1 5 ) 
Union, N.]. 07083 
Kishwaukee Woodworkers 
c/o Hardwood Connection 
420 Oak Street 
DeKalb, Ill .  60 1 1 5  
Mendocino Woodworkers Association 
PO Box 991  
Mendocino, Calif. 95460 
Michigan Woodworkers' Guild 
PO Box 7802 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 4 8 1 0 7  

5 in 1 WOODWORKING MACHINE 
( 2 HP EXTRA HEAVY MACHINE) 

• 34� LATHE 
• 10" TABLE SAW 

• 11�" DISC SANDER 

• 11�" VERTICAL DflILL Q PRESS 

, , -, ... � �� la·· JIG SAW 
6·· JOINTE;rr 

SPECIAL ACCESSORIES 

MAIL NOW!!! 

HORIZONTAL 

DflILL PRESS 

VERY IMPORTANT 
The only machine built with: 
A. AU CAST IRON TABLES 

B. HEAYY DUTY DESIGN 

C. 2 H.P. ELECTRIC MOTOR 

D. BUILT AS AN INDUSTRIAL MACHINE 

ONE PLACE FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS . 
CALL NOWlI 

Toll Free (1-800) 421-2467 
In California (21 3) S49�761 

o VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 MONEY ORDER 
------------------------------------PRtNT--

YOUR NAME _________________________ _ 

ADDRESS _________________________________ __ 

CITY ________________ STATE _______ ZIP __ _ 

PHONE I ___________ BEST TIME TO CALL ____ _ 
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PlANT. 

MASTER WOODCRAFT CO, 
Ow. of American Mechlne Co. 

100 SPRUCE LAKE DRIVE . P.O. BOX ... 
HAllBOR CITY (u. AngeIeo), CA 80710 Dealership Avallabte 

Northwest Guild of Fine Woodworkers 
c/o Huggins Woodworks 
572 3 285th Southeast 
Issaquah, Wash. 98027 
Olympic Peninsula Guild of Woodworkers 
PO Box 3 1 4  
POrt Townsend, Wash. 98368 
Pacific Northwest Guild of Master Upholsterers 
7728 44th Ave. W. 
Mukilteo, Wash. 98275 
San Diego Fine Woodworking Association 
PO Box 99656 
San Diego, Calif. 92 1 09 
Santa Cruz Woodworkers Association 
cl.0 Joel Hetzel 
1 2 1 1  Laurent St. 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 
Washington Woodworkers Guild 
c/o Ed Mark 
1 565  Dunterry PI . 
McLean, Va. 22 1 0  1 
Western Pennsylvania Woodworkers Club 
c/o Thomas Peer, Box 8520  
PittSburgh, Pa. 1 5220 
Woodworkers Guild of  Georgia 
PO Box 5 592 
Atlanta, Ga. 30307 

Atlantic Woodworkers Association 
c/o Latry Graham 
1 49 Nestor Cres. 
Dartmouth, N.S.  
Canada 
Ontario Woodworkers Association 
c/o Robert Kroeker 
PO Box 3 54 
Virgil, Onto 
Canada LOS 1 TO 

NEW! 
24Y2 
INCH 
BAND SAW 
comes 
complete 
with motor & 
stand . . .  
ready to usel 

At last, a pro-size, band saw priced for the home 
shop! Big 24'h-in . throat easily handles large 
scrollwork, complex curves, 4 x 8 sheets. 9- in .  
vertical cut makes it easy to resaw v a luable 
hardwoods. Ball bearing construction , all-steel 
welded frame to eliminate deflection. Comes com
plete with 'lit HP motor, stand, dust collector, rip 
fence, scroll saw table, ful l  instructions. 

30-0A Y FREE TRIAL! 
Send for complete facts on how you can try this 
versati le saw without risk I Easy Terms. 
Call Toll-Free 1(800) 824-7888 Oper. 642 
In California Call 1(800) 852-7777 Oper. 642. 
r-------------------------

Woodmaster Power Tools 
Dept. BC2 
2849 Terrace 
Kansas City , Mo. 64108 

D YES! Please rush me, free and without obliga
tion, your Complete Information Kit on the new 
24v," MODEL 500 BAND SAW plus facts on 
Wood master's 3D-Day FREE TRIAL Money
Back Guarantee. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip ________ _ 
�-------------------------



CLASSIFIED 
WANTED: Well-equipped woodshop 
or individual interested in producing 
h igh-quality l imited-production 
runs of our designs. PrOlumity to Syr
acuse. N.Y. area preferred. Write or 
call John Harwood . Grassy Lane 
Srudios. Box 448. CazenovIa. NY 
1303 5 .  (3 1 5) 655-8254. 
Wanted: WOODWORKER with con
siderable experience in solid wood 
furnirure consrruction. Salary nego
tiable. Send resume. Savanna Oak. 
6117 Odana Rd .• Madison. WI 53719. 
Retiring. Must sell WOODWORK
ING SHOP. 6532 sq. ft. ; modem 
home. 2 500 sq. ft. ; storage building. 
3600 sq. ft. on six acres. Appraised 
value over $200.000. selling for 
$98.000. Can finance at 10% . S.E. 
H arned. So. Ryegate . VT 05069. 
(802) 584-3247. 
APPRENTICESHIPS:  Guitar and 
mand o l i n .  Housing a v a i l a b l e .  
George Morris. Vermont Instrument 
Workshop. Box 1 1 5 .  POSt Mills. VT 
0 5058.  (802) 333-4033. 
APPRENTICE VIOLINMAKERS 
AND RESTORERS: Positions avail
able with finest rare violin shop in 
country. Good salary and benefits. 
Background in woodworking andlor 
music helpful. Must be willing and 
able to learn . Bein & Fushi Inc . .  4 10  
S .  M ich igan Ave  . .  Ch icago . IL  
60605. 
JOINT VENTURE Cabinetmakers. a 
cooperatively run shop of furniture 
makers seeks a fifth member. 3 1 7  
Cumberland . Portland. M E  04 1 0 1 .  
(207) 773-4414 .  
Become an HITACHI MINI DEAL
ER in your area. Your purchase of 
three power tools at dealer's discount 
for demonsuation and display pur
poses entitles you to our sales and re
pair service program-call  now ! 
(6 17) 782-0300. Write Kalman Elec
tric Co . .  1 19 N. Beacon. Box 186. 
Boston. MA 02 1 3 5 .  

Electronic � 
Moisture Meter Kit '-*/ 
New 1982 model is easier than ever 
to assemble.  no special  too l s  
needed. Reads moisture content 
7% to 25%. Comparable to units 
selling for $180 or more. Accuracy 
is guaranteed to 1 %. 

METER KIT with probe and COM
PLETE IN S TR UCTION S ,  $69 ppd. 
U SA o r  s e n d  s e l f - a d d r e s s e d  
stamped envelope for complete in
formation to: 

Basic Furniture Company 
7440 HWY 1 4  

MIDDLETON. W I  53562 

Wisconsin residents add 4% sales tax 

FINE CABINET PLYWOOD. Cut 
sizes. Full sheets. Many species and 
thicknesses. Free catalog! Plywood 
Depot. Box 897. Gaylord. MN 55334. 
NORTHERN HARDWOOD LUM
BER custom-milled to your exact 
thickness requirements. Fast service. 
For price list and sample send $2 (re
fundable with purchase) to Rogers 
Iron Mine Woodworking Co . • Iron 
River. Ml 49935 .  
TURNERS/ CARVERS- Cocobolo. 
rosewood. mahogany. others. Logs in 
the round. Direct imporrer. (2 13) 
441 - 1 067.  650 St. John. Pasadena. 
CA 91 105 .  

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS. Ash. 
Baltic birch . red. white or natural 
birc h .  cherry. mahogany. maple . 
knotty pine. red oak. white oak. wal
nut. teak. All items %-in. and 'A-in. 
thickness. Sheet sizes 4x8. 2x8. 4x4. 
2x4 or precision cut (?'I6-in. tolerance) 
to any size. paying for what you 
order. Edging for all species in hard
wood veneer strips or hardwood 
moulding % in. by % in. Sheets of 
hardwood veneer with polyester 
backing. Wholesale quantity dis
counts. Call (61 7) 666-1340 for quo
tations. Shipping in USA via UPS or 
a common carrier. Boulter Plywood 
Corp .• 24 Broadway. Somerville. MA 
02 145 .  
KILN-DRIED DOMESTIC HARD
WOODS. Excellent quality. reason
able price. Send SASE or phone for 
prices. (319) 337-5463. Iowa Wood 
Products. 3335 7th Ave . .  Marion. lA 
52302 . 
WALNUT LUMBER. cabinet grade. 
Squares. gunstock blanks. veneer. 
Iowa-Missouri Walnut Co .. Dept. F. 
Station A Box 66. St. Joseph. MO 
64503. 
BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD. mostly 
4/4 .  lengths to 10 ft. $7 per pound 
postpaid . Min . 10 lbs.  Midwest 
Woodworkers Supply. 1 3209 I St . .  
Omaha. NE 68137.  (402) 330-5444. 
BOSTON AREA SELLOUT. Retail 
outlet closing. Wholesale prices. All 
hardwoods and hardwood plywoods. 
Also 14-in. table saw. 5 HP. single 
phase. Like new. (617) 666-4030. 
LOCAL LUMBER CO. Fancy hard
woods. custom milling and kiln dry
ing .  1 1 3  Canal St . • Shelton. CT 
06484. (203) 735-4889. 
FOR LOVERS OF WOOD: Extensive 
inventory of tOP quality foreign and 
domestic hardwoods. New and excit
ing species. 8 years experience in 
shIpments to U.S .A.  and Canada. 
A. & M. Wood Specialty Inc . .  PO 
Box 3 204 . Cambridge.  Ontario .  
Canada N3H 4S6. (5 19) 653-9322 .  
Central American mahogany. Span
ish cedar. rosewoods. goncalo alves. 
grenadilla. machich. selected variety 
of tropical woods. BLACK MOUN
TAIN WOOD CO . .  PO Box 3525 .  
Portland . ME 04 1 04 .  (207) 7 7 2 -
3 3 3 2 .  Imponers and Distributors. 
SPALTED MAPLE-3 in. to 4 in.  
thick to 24 in. wide. AD. 25% off 
domestic book-matched sawn ve
neer. Ash . walnut and quartered 
white oak. 'k in. ro 'h in . .  AD. May 
1st through June 30th. Fine selection 
of exotic and domestic hardwoods 
and sawn veneers. Banering consid
ered. For price list send SASE ro Tala
rico Hardwoods. Box 303 . RD 3 .  
Mohnton. PA 19540. (2 1 5) 775-0400. 
H ARDWOOD L U M B E R .  M any  
species-domestic .  some imponed. 
Custom millwork. No mail order. 
Piper Woodworking. 75 Center St. . 
Floor C. Bristol .  CT 060 1 0 .  (203) 
584-1 544. 
WOODWORKERS. Make toys for 
profit .  Patternsl parts wholesale. 
Catalog: Luvbuilt Toys. Inc . .  Tahoe 
City. CA 95730-5459. 
G E A R L E S S  CLOCKWO R K S . 
wooden . Complete plans. drawings. 
templates. $4. Candlep'ress. 1 124-F 
NW 40th Ave .. Gainesville. FL32601. 
M AKE TOY S .  Plans. hardwood 
wheels. pans. Catalog. $ 1 .  Cherry 
Tree Toys. Mills Rd . .  St. Clairsville. 
OH 43950. 

CLAMP CLUES 
point to Record 

P.e:foIw/dr szr:ti;rte:I �O'..&!� (1'h"xY$J�"� 
!qfou( ngitity. 
�c/t!t£r gre #-(}fIf 
.3<J tlJ.5/f li1ch�. 

7ilpUt!d Jt8!I sft::p-f;Ki? IS 
..secura::t to tUlIs/lde 
with CI cll(:!fi? tc ()f;aC/ 
tKCIdentollass. 

Record Tools are available from mail order houses and stockists affine 
quality tools. For details of availabil ity in U.S.A. write to: 

I �I RECORD RIDGWAY TOOLS LTD., 
Parkway Works, Sheffield S9 3BL, UK. 

Highest quality Swiss MUSICAL 
MOVEMENTS by Reuge. Send $ 1  
for specifications and tune listing to: 
Woodsmiths. 128 Henry Rd .. Enola. 
PA 1 7025 .  
Catalog o f  unique WOODEN TOY 
PATTERNS. $ 1 .  refundable. Play
rite. Rt. 8. Box 343F .  Moultrie .  
GA 3 1 768. 
Woodworkers : Enjoy the experience 
ofLUTHERIE. Build your own qual
ity. solid-wood mountain dulamer 
from our selection of traditional and 
contemporary designs. Educational 
discounts. Musical Traditions. 5 14 
Oak St . • Sandpoint. ID 83864. (208) 
263-46 1 2 .  
Catalog o f  over 50 wooden TOY 
PATTERNS . wooden toykits and 
toymakers' supplies. Send $ 1  to Toy 
Designs. PO Box 44 1 -F. Newton . IA 
50208. 
YOU CAN BUILD all the furniture. 
toys. accessories and shop equipment 
you may ever need. Select 5 free plans 
from our illustrated catalog of over 
700 items. Send $ 1  for complete de
tails. Mayco Sales. Box 293 1 FW .  
Mesa. AZ 85204. 
S E R I O U S  W O O D W OR K E R S : 
Handmade furniture kits. No ply
wood. dowels. Period I contemporary 
designs .  Brochure $2 . 50 .  Wdliam 
Eyler. Cabinetmaker. 1 3249 Crea
gerstown Rd . • Thurmont. MD 2 1788. 
WOODBURNING TOOLS. High . 
controllable heat! Woodcarving and 
wood burning books. patterns. Pan a
vise. Pyro-Tool .  Saral. color pencils. 
Woodburner's Newsletter. fast ser
vice. Catalog. $ 1  (refundable) . Lewis 
Tool Co . • Box 2066. Hobbs. NM 
8824 1 -2066. 

QUARTZ CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 
Superb battery-powered movements 
by world' s foremost manufacturer of 
quanz timepieces. Catalog. $ 1 .  Cas
Ker Co . .  Box 2 347-F. Cincinnati. 
OH 45201 . 
A TTENTION WOODWORKERS! 
Wide variety of woodfinishing mate
rials in large and small quantities. No 
minimum order. Free catalog. Wood
Finishing Enterprises. Box 1 0 1 1 7 .  
Milwaukee . W I  532 10-0 1 1 7 .  
MAKITA TOOLS: Delivered prices. 
#2040 . $ 1 297 ; #2 1 16 . #2030. $1452 .  
We will beat anyone's advertised 
pric e .  (Send copy or cal l  (707)  
964-7284). AES. PO Box 1 790W. Ft. 
Bragg. CA 95437-1 790. Calif. tax. 
6 % ; catalogs. $ 1 .  
SOLID BRASS threaded rod.  hex 
nuts. wing nuts. washers. Ditto in 
steel. plus "T" nuts. thumb screws. 
hex cap screws. lock nuts. Odd Ball 
Supply. Box 1 33.  No. Attleboro. MA 
0276 1 .  
HEAT MARK WOOD. leather. glass 
with your name. signature. initials. 
logo. Send for quote. C.S.  McAr
thur. 644 N. Stratford Rd . .  Winston
Salem. NC 27 104. 
Tum your Makita resaw into a scroll
saw with the new Hobby Hardwoods 
Guide System. Includes %.' . % '. 'h' . 
'14' . and l '  inserrs. Call or write 
Nonhwest Lumber Co . .  Inc . .  5035 
Lafayette Rd . .  Indianapolis. IN 
46254. (3 17) 293-1 100. 
JAPANESE HAND TOOLS. Largest 
selection in Northeast. Mahogany 
M asterpieces. authorized INCA 
dealer serving central New England. 
Visi t us in Bear Brook State Park. 
New Hampshire. (603) 736-8227 .  
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CARPENfERS MACHINERY CO. , 
INC. has one of the largest inven
tories of new and used woodworking 
machinery in the country. Over 
1 00,000 sq. ft. inventory. Offices in 
Philadelphia and York, Pa. SPECIAL 
# 15-091 Rockwell 1 5-in. drill press, 
$349; #46-150 Rockwell I I -in . wood 
l athe ,  $395-plus motor; #22-6 5 1  
Rockwell 1 3-in. planer with motor, 
$ 1 329. F.O.B. Phila. IYork. While 
supplies last-act now. Carpenters 
Machinery Co. ,  Inc. , 2 1 2  N. 1 1 th 
St . ,  Philadelphia, PA 19107 .  (2 1 5) 
922-7034; 365 West Cottage PI . ,  
York, PA 17403 . (7 1 7) 843-2 1 0 1 .  
Rebuilt WOODWORKING MA
CHINES-Oliver, Yates and other 
qualiry manufacture�. Puget Sound 
Machinery,  Tacoma,  WA . (206) 
627-0802.  
WOODWORKERS GROOVE your 
own DOWELS for professional qual
iry gluing. '4-in. ,  '(win . ,  '.I.-in. dowel 
grooving tool , $9 . 9 5 ;  for 'h-in . ,  
'k-in . ,  %-in. dowels, $9.95 or set only 
$ 1 7 . 9 5 .  Eaton Industries, Box 9 3 ,  
Eaton, NY 13334. 
MAPLE HANDSCREW CLAMPS. 
Quality threads,  10-in .  jaws, $ 1 2  
postpaid. F .W. Haupt, Box 2 1 8 ,  
Northfield Falls, VT 05664. 
P OWER TOOLS S E R V I C E D  
promptly by experienced personnel. 
Send defective tools with confidence 
to Kalman Electric, 1 19 N. Beacon 
St. , Boston, MA 02 1 3 5 .  Call collect, 
(617) 782-0300. AEG, B&D, Bosch, 
Milwaukee, Malcita, Rockwell ,  Skil, 
Stanley. Free Hitachi catalog. 
LUTHIER'S SUPPLIES: Imponed 
tonewoods, tools, pans, accessories 
for violins, violas, cellos, basses and 
guitars. Catalog, 25'. Credit certifi
cate enclosed.  International Violin 
Company, Ltd. ,  Dept. H, 4026 W. 
B elvedere Ave . ,  Baltimore , MD 
2 1 2 1 5 .  (301) 542-353 5 .  
T H E  GOLD LEAF PEOPLE(TM) . 
Genuine, composition, accessories, 
texts, 48-hr. , coast-to-coast service . 
Drawer 260, Monsey, NY 10952 . 
VIOLINMAKER' S  SPECIALIZED 
TOOLS : Free brochure. Esty, Spear& 
Zalkind Violin Shop, PO Box 2 1 2 ,  
Accokeek, M D  20607. 
BANDSA W BLADES for wood or 
metal 'k in . to 'h in . wide. 7' per inch, 
$ 1 .50  shipping. Other widths avail
able. Saw Well Company, Box 497 , 
Welches, OR 97067. 
Fine JAPANESE WATER HONES, 
inlaid tools since 1888 . Free catalog. 
Tashiro's, 6 1 8  So. Jackson, Seattle, 
WA 98104. (206) 622-8452. 
SANDING BELTS. Free price list 
and BIF calculator. Dam Tinker's, PO 
Box 1 34, Wappinge�, NY 12590. 

Wood 
working 

HUNDREDS of 
TITLES available. 
worlds largest 
selection 
send for free list, 

Books BARK Service Co. 
P.O. Box 637 
Troutman.NC 28166 
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Whittling and Carving 
Tools and Supplies 

New catalo�-60'. American 
made. qualIty tools. exclu· 
sively. 
WARREN TOOL Co., INC. 

Rt. I ,  Box 1 4A, Rhinebeck, 
NY 1 2572 (914) 876-78 1 7  

BUCK MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
PRODUCTS. A primary source for 
guit=, banjos, mandolins, violins, 
dulcimers , wood parts , books , 
records, tools, cases, etc. 1 50-page 
catalog, $ 3 . 50.  PO Box 7 1 B ,  New 
Britain, PA 18901 .  
GUITAR, BANJO, violin , mando
lin-making materials ,  accessories, 
books. Piano-tuning kits. Catalog 
$ 1 .  International Luthiers Supply, 
Box 1 5444, Tulsa, OK 74 1 1 2 .  
Crafting SMOKING PIPES. Book. 
Briar. Stems. Special tools. PIMO 
W-52, Box 592 1 1 ,  Chicago, IL 60659. 
SELLING OPPORTUNITIES, mar
keting techniques, tax develop
ments, money management-pro
fessional woodworke� find all this 
and more in The Crafts Report each 
month. $ 15 .75 yearly. The CraftsReport, 700-FW Orange St. , Wilming
ton, DE 1980 1 .  
Artistic WOODTURNING I N 
STRUCTION by a designer crafts
man with 20 ye= teaching exper
ience . 2-day course with emphasis on 
bowl turnin� utilizing the cutting 
method. Write Wayne Konkle, 2 19  
Baldwin St. , Sharon, WI 53585.  
CENTU R Y  H OM E O W N E R S  I 
BUYERS:  Restoring a period home 
and want authenticiry? Attend the 
Dunbar-Conover School 's  August 
1982 Restoration class. Intensive one
week courses. Invaluable for the ex
perienced and inexperienced alike. 
For information write to: David Fac
tor, Dunbar-Conover Woodworking 
School, 18125  Madison Rd . ,  Park
man, OH 44080. 
WOODTURNING-Are you inter
ested in wood turning as a hobby? 
Take a two-day intensive cou�e for 
beginners from a qualified instruc
tor. Write PRACTICAL WOOD
TURNING, PO Box 102, Orange
ville, Ontario, Canada L9W 2Z5. 
The WOODENBOAT SCHOOL 
teaches highly practical skills and 
specific techmques to both J?rofes
slOnal and amateur boatbuIiders. 
Join us this summer in Maine for a 
week or more and learn by worlcing 
alongside professionals like Bud 
Mcintosh , Joel White, Amo Day, 
Geoff Scofield,  Belford Gray, John 
Atlcin, Giffy Full, Bob Baker, Roger 
Taylor, Sam Manning, and others. If 
you're interested in learning the skills 
of a boat-builder-taking lines, set
ting up and framing out, plankin�, 
caullcing, interior jomerwork, repau, 
cold-molding, plywood boatbuild
ing-or in the skills of a surveyor, 
pattemmaker and foundryman , sail
maker, or rigger, send for our new 
brochure: The WoodenBoat School, 
PO Box B78, Brooklin, ME 04616.  

TROPICAL HARDWOODS 
From the Jungles of America 

Rosewood, Bacote, Granidillo. 
Cocobolo. Lignum Vitae in Logs, 

Lumber and Cants. 
Domestic species also available. 
VVe are direct wholesale suppliers. 

MADERA EXPORTS 
P.O. Box 2027, Napa, California 94558 707·25f>.5040 

iJl1/JflNESC TOOLS 
Hitachi TH[ STATE Of THE ART 
(l)frrrC (l)aClJWffY C9 
� ADVANC.E·N·C· 
catalOG $ 1  
(919) 9911-"1051 27006 

W.D. LOCKWOOD,.. CO., INC. 
MANUFACFURERS 

.. t . ••• ,. lacorporatetl Ito' 
450 GREENWICH ST. 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK loon 
TEL. (212, 966-4046 

• QltgUJOlS Of mPM£D MJOO STAll P'OIID£IS 
• OWEI IS lUIS COllmiOOUS sElva 
• tMl 110 0ItCii1lw. tol.OIS ..... JCruIED MD .,AIta( 
-SCl.UIl£ u • •  nl, OIlS uo SPIlITS 

OIR FfIOa£T IS SU'fIl/OllIN I)IW.ITY-AJIJ FAIl AtJIC 
ECOItJIICAi. /IW( lIWf) STAINS, OM IfJINJ or 
lOCKltOOO'S STAIN POWO£R MMES t.8 GAllONS 
IIl)llOSTNNIXiOil. 

·Fer .... I�IiII�.,. .... 
... ....,wiI ....... ".... ...... 
s.w . l  ... .... . ..  & l  .. � 
......... . iqlrMp ... .... 

BAR CLAMPS. Hardwood compo
nents. Steel adjusting screw. Fixed 
length and adjustable length . Free 
brochure. Wood-Bar, 1 3  Elm St . ,  
Brookline, MA 02146. 
SAVE 50% + ON SANDPAPER
all types. Also bandsaw blades. 
Shopsmith owners: 1 2 -in.  discs, 
$ 1 . 2 5 ;  6-in. by 48-in. belts, $3. For 
pricelist send SASE # 10, Fixmaster, 
Box 1552 1 ,  Atlanta, GA 30333 .  

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 
For Sale 

Newman tenoner, single end, model 
P624. Five 220V 3PH moto�. Excel
lent condition. $3500. Ray Duncan, 
R-4 Box 303,  Pickens, SC 296 7 1 .  
(803) 878-2263. 
The Soul of a Tree by George Naka
shima. $45 ppd. Roben L. Koch , 
RID I ,  Tarkio, MO 64491 . (8 16) 
736-4959. 
Walnut rough lumber, AD 10 y�. 
Widths to 22 in . ,  thickness to 3 in . 
$ 2 / bd .  ft . for 5 14, to 10 in.  wide. 
$2 . 50/bd .  ft . for wide or thick stock. 
Newark, DE . (302) 738-9317 . 
Cherry, maple, pine, oak, elm up to 
12/4 and 30 in . Wayne Smith, RD 4 
Box 96A, Montrose, PA 1 880 1 .  (7 17) 
934-2522 . 
Stanley #45 in original box. Make an 
offer. J .  Worrad , 69 Hamilton Ave . ,  
Wa terto w n ,  C T  0 6 7 9 5 .  ( 2 0 3 )  
274-46 1 3 .  
Stanley #340 furring plane in excel
lent, unrestored condition . Photos 
and information to serious collectors . 
J. Lippitt, PO Box 4 1 3 1 ,  Irvine, CA 
92716-4 1 3 1 .  
Walnut, $ 1 .80; cherry, $ 1 .50;  oak, 
$ 1 . 2 5 ;  maple, $ 1 .50. Random LlW, 
8/4, 5 /4, 4/4 .  For select grade add 
60'/bd .  ft. Send check or M I O  to 
A . F .  Dinkins, 1 3 1 5  Peacehaven ,  
C l e m mons , NC 2 7 0 1 2 .  (9 1 9 ) 
766-6095. 

YOU BUILD FROM PLANS 
UNIQUE GRANDFATHER CLOCK 

- ALL WOOD MOVEMENT -
AND FASCINATING CABINET ESPECIALLY 

DESIGNED TO DISPlAY THIS MASTERPIECE 

SEND S1.00 (REFUNOABLE) TO: 

OIlSIIIILS 1ft WOOD 
P.O. BOX 2061 

AKRON. OHIO 44309 

W.hI"" FIorida's larvest 
selection of exotic and native 
hard and soft _� fable slab� 
veneers, etc. for the p-ofessional 
iI1d noYico. Sond SSAE to< list 

HENESAN'S WOOD SHED �=.�g:+, :-,,;:�evFL 33411 

Patternmake�' jigsaw. Yates Ameri
can Y-3 ,  36-in. throat, cuts to 10 in. 
thick, foot clutch, 2HP, 3PH motor, 
tilt table, blower. Excellent cond . 
$850. Russ Tracy (3 1 3) 483-9550. 
Stanley #45 plane, 8 cune�, $95. W. 
P .  Wilson, 3426 Harrison Pk. ,  Chat
tanooga, 1N 374 16. 
Wooden wheels, 20,000 1 'h  in. by 
'/4 in . Also 9 ,000 1'k in . by % in. Both 
with 3(win. blind hole. $ 1 5 / 100 or 
offer on lot. A. Ringquist, Box 250, 
Pentwater, MI 49449. (616) 869-5919. 
Old Craftsman jigsaw, heavy dury, 
24-in. throat, in good condition, wi 0 
motor, $250. Elmer Kurz, Rt. 2 Box 
101 , Poplar Bluff, MO 6390 1 .  (314) 
785-9100. 
Curly mal?le, 4/4- 6/4,  FAS, KD. 
Widths 6 In. to 12  in . $2 to $2 .751  
bd.  ft. Call Michael Reid, (30 1 )  
472-4421. 16909 Gening Rd . ,  Monk
ton, MD 2 1 1 1 1 .  
4 pcs. teak, 7 2  in. long by 3 0  in. wide 
by 3/4 . Brought from Indonesia in 
1 964 . Bids accepted .  Phone after 
6PM. F.).  Ochsenfeld , 2465 Sims Dr. , 
M ar iet ta , GA 3 0066 . ( 4 0 4 )  
926-3429. 
Stanley special combination plane, 
all 18 cutters plus 7 special cutters. 
I,ike new, $ 1 50. (2 12) 799-7630. 
Calif. black walnut blocks, much fig
ure, end waxed and AD . Various sizes 
but all over 10/4. State dimensions 
needed. $ l / lb .  FOB. L. Otter, Rt. 2 
Box 255 ,  Springville, CA 93265 . 
Mexican rosewood 4 /4, 5 ft. to 7 ft. ,  
$ 1 3 . 2 5 / bd .  ft . Honduras rosewood 
8/4, 8 ft. to 14 ft. ,  $ 1 1 .75 / bd .  ft. C. 
Hutt, 1 586 1 32nd Ave . ,  Surrey, BC, 
Canada V4B 4Z5. (604) 536-7778. 
Boston area. Large Ulmia work
bench . Very good condition. $725 
firm. Must see! Don Biehl,  223B 
White S t . ,  Belmont, MA. (6 1 7) 
484-6972. 
Cabinetmake�' or hobbyists' hard
wood plywood and lumber. 'h price 
shotts and stock sizes. Over 50 barn 
beams, $500 .  Industrial baseboard 
radiation. Hamed, S. Ryegate, VI 
05069. (802) 584-3247. 
Rare ,  vintage oak Hammacher
Schlemmer comb ination work
benchl tool cabinet, "The Wooten 
Desk of Workbenches ,"  conceals 
maple bench, vise and 92 tools. Kap
lan , 40 First St. , Troy, NY 12180. 
(518) 272-3456. 
Waln u t  and oak, 5000 bd . ft . 
Lengths to 12 ft. , widths to 4 in . ,  to 
4 i n .  thick. Alsb turn and carve 
blocks. $2/bd .  ft. and up. Will re
saw full width to venee�, boards, 
slabs. Brian Burns, Palo Alto, CA. 
(4 15) 327-5335 .  

Robert Meadow 
Sc:hool of Hand Woodworking 

Intensive on8- � Emphasis on 
year program Japanese hand 

in foundation �.;; or tools and under· 
knowledge. 'a.:"'�:l�" standinq the 

joinery. design. �*�, material. 

2 .... 9 w ... Slue.rll" Ro.d. S.ug •• I,n. NY 12"'1 
19' .. 1 2 ... ·'5201 $."d lo. Io."" ...... 

R. SORSKY 
BOOKSELLER 

Supplier of New and Out Of Print Books . 

Woodworking Exclusively 
Frequent Catalogs $1.50 

BOX F8 ,3845 N. BLACKSTONE 

FRESNO. CALIFORNIA. U.S.A. 93726 

Member A"",rican Bookselk" AssociatWll 



Emmen woodworker's vise. Excellent 
cond o Wt . ,  90 lb . Best offer. S .  
Cooley, 46 1 7  Ithaca Rd . ,  Horse
heads, NY 14845 . (607) 739-2 1 5 1 .  
22-in. thickness sander, I \fzHP motor. 
New, $300. (201) 359-0885'. 
Ebony and plainsawn rosewood, sizes 
1'12 in . wide by % in. thick by 6'12 and 
8 in. long. Would like to unload lots 
of it fast. Box 32 , Haddon Hts . ,  NJ 
08035.  (609) 546-2903. 
Ohio Tool Com'pany #96 plow plane. 
Excellent condition. Pictures on re
quest. Susan Hyatt, 2407 N. French 
St . ,  Santa Ana, CA 92706. 
Stanley #55, mint $400, good $300. 
Antique plow planes, usable, 8 
blades-from $85 for unhandled 
plow to $1250  for mint boxwood 
plow, ivory tips, wi handle. CalIJohn 
Moody, eves. (812) 867-62 19 .  
Pans drawings and instructions for 
Walker-Turner, Crescent ,  Yates
American, Delta, DeWalt, Atlas, etc. 
machines. $5 each . Send model, 
make, S.N. , env. Andy Gilchrist, 
Box 12959, Philadelphia, PA 19108. 
6 matched pieces of crotch walnut, 
1 '12 '-2 '12 '  thick . AD 2'h yrs. 40 ' wide 
at crotch tapering to 30' over 6 ft. 
length . Flitch cut. Reasonable. Also 
quantity of cabinet-grade cherry. L. 
Irion , Paoli , PA. (2 1 5) 644-75 16.  
Rockwell 1 3-in. thickness planer, 
Cast-iron model, excellent condi
tion. Four sets of knives. $ 1 750. Rt. 1 
Box 62 , Culpepper, VA 22701 . (703) 
825- 1489. 

ROSEWOODS 
AND EXOTICS 
Importer Direct 
Brazilian Rosewood 

Kingwood 
Tulipwood 
Cocobolo 

PernambucolPau Brazil 
Wholesale Only 
Ship An)\uhere 

MENDOCINO WOODWORKS 
P.O. Box 362, Albion, CA 954 10 

(707) 877-3408 

W anted to Buy 
Shopsmith equ ipment :  Mark 7 ,  
Mark 2 ,  bandsaw, belt sander, 
jointer, jigsaw, sprayer, power mount 
adaptor kit for 10ER. Old pubs and 
accessories. D. Huse, Box 9003, Reese 
AFB, TX 79489. (806) 885-2396. 
Satinwood-Feather crotch veneer 
up to 50 sq . ft . Plan k ,  straight 
grained, '''' in. thick or more, up to 
25 bd . ft . ;  '''' in . by %6 in . stringing. 
PO Box 594, Gt. Barrington ,  MA 
01230. (4 13) 528-4252.  
Stanley planes, all kinds including 
54, 85 , 87, 94 , 144, 164 , 196 , 2 1 2 ,  
340, 444 and others. Old Stanley cat
alogs, wooden planes. I .E .  Bixler, 
6943 Cozad dale Rd. ,  Goshen, OH 
45122 .  (513) 722-253 1 .  
Zerox copies of instruction manual 
for adjusting mechanism of Sears 
1 0 - i n .  radia l -arm saw,  m o d e l  
# 1 1 329001 circa 1958. S . N .  Brand, 
3 3-2 5 1 50th PI. ,  Flushing, NY 1 1354. 
New or near new M-405 Skil 4-in. 
belt sander for cash or will trade 
choice carving or turning wood. Con
tact I .D. Johnson , Strawberry Point, 
IA 52076. (3 19) 933-4930. 

Hammond Trim-O-Saw as described 
in FWW #32 , p. 90. Restorable con
dition. G. Snuth, 4 1 5  Estante Way, 
Los Alamos, NM 87544. 
Used tailstock for Rockwell 46-200 
series , 1 2 - in . wood lathe . Also 
chisels, centers. 1 703 Jumper Ct. , 
Vienna, VA 22180. (703) 281 -425 1 .  
Thickness planer, home-shop size. 
Send price and data to T.W. Taylor, 
PO Box 298, Anderson, SC 29622. 
For trade: Osage orange blocks. Want 
unusual wood for bowls. Henry 
Fisher, 4636 Dundee Ave. , Colum
bus, OH 43227 . 
14-in. bandsaw, Delta or equivalent; 
wood lathe, Rockwell 46-150 or equiv
a le n t .  Norman Krasnow, ( 2 1 2 )  
377-5311 .  
20-in. dia. sassafras logs. W. Dur
land, 209 Ridgewood, Monroe, NC 
281 10. (704) 283-56 1 1 .  

SITUATIONS WANTED 
Los Angeles. Would like to join or 
organize woodworkers' group in L.A. 
Westside area to share space and 
equip. and improve woodworking 
skills. John Houck, (213) 55 3-3939 
days or (2 1 3) 472-7009 eves. 
Apprenticeship sought with master 
cabinetmaker. 2 yrs. voc. training in 
cabinetmaking and related areas. 
Grad . May '82 . Will relocate, refer
ences. Ken Reigel, 107 W. Douglas 
St. , Rice Lake, WI 54868 . (7 1 5 )  
2 34-337 l .  
Seeking entry-level position in qual
ity shop of trad . / reproduction fur
OIture. 4 yrs. varied woodworking 
and cabinetry exper. Consider reloca
tion within Nonheast for serious 
career opportunity. (2 12) 549-9394. 
Cabinetmaker, 6 yrs. exper. in fine 
fu m . ,  restoration and semi-produc
tion work, seeks summer position in 
country setting, time and circum
stances flexible. D. Fracapane, 2;> W. 
70th St. ,  Apt. 3A, N.Y.C. , NY 10023 .  
Desire work with master cabinet
maker. Have tools, experience and 
desire to learn. Willing to relocate to 
Oregon or New England. Greg Kent, 
2033 Cable St. , San Diego, CA 92107. 
Craftsman willing to relocate. 6 yrs. 
p rof. experience in small custom 
fum .  shops incl. 1 yr. supervisory. Re
sponsible for projects print thru 
finishing. Steve Grotenhuis, 1 326 
Taylor, St. Paul, MN 55 104. 
Reliable hard worker seeks appren
ticeship in cabinetry or carpentry. 
Have tools, 2 yrs. experience and 
strong abilities. Dan Shapiro, 2727 
2 9th St .  NW, Washingto n ,  DC 
20008. (202) 332-268 l .  

The CLASSIFIED rate is $ 3  per word, 
minimum ad 1 5  words. Payment 
must accompany order. Commercial 
accounts must use Classified. The 
WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE and 
SITUA nONS WANTED rate is $2 
per line, minimum three lines, max
Imum six lines, limit twO insenions 
per year. Allow 30 letters or spaces 
per line, including name and ad
dress. The Wood & Tool Exchange 
and Situations are for private use by 
individuals only. Please inquire for 
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED rate. Send 
to: Fine Woodworking, Advertising 
Dept . , Box 3 5 5 ,  Newtown, CT 
06470. Deadline for theJulyl August 
issue is April 23rd; for the Sept . I Oct. 
issue, June 25th.  

INCA-PRECISION 
SWISS STATIONARY POWER TOOLS 

Don't j ust buy a woodworking machine, 
buy what a machine can real ly d o .  

NEW. 
THREEWHEEL 

BANDSAW 
for wood, 

plastics; 
3�speed 

Throat . . _ . 20N 
Cutting Height S" 

HP 1.5 

I n d u s t r i a l  q u a l i t y I N C A S a w s ,  J o i n t e r s ,  
P l a ners,  a n d  S h a pers a l l  des igned for  p recis i o n  
p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  p r i ced f o r  t h e  p e r fect i o n ist  
craftsme n ,  cabinetma k ers a n d  h o bbyists . 

Send $1 .00 for postage and handl ing for I NCA fu l l  l ine 
catalogue to: 

ANSON INDUSTRI ES INC. , 
41 1 5 San Fernando Rd. , Glendale, CA 91204 

(exclusive Western distributors 
for all states West of the Mississippi River, } 

Dealer InquIr ies InVited 

The Xylophile's  Company is happy to 

announce that we are now carrying :  

HITACHI 
POWER TOOLS 

We have in stock for immediate delivery the 
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The lattice structure of the shoji can be organized in various ways and is covered 
with rice paper. Above are common (rna) shoji; at right, tokonorna shoji .  

Japanese Sliding Doors 
The traditional way to make shoJi' 
by Toshio Odate 

The traditional Japanese house allows for very flexible liv
ing. The house is post-and-beam, with the spaces be

tween posts filled by doors, most of them sliding . Thus any 
wall, interior or exterior, can at different times become an en
trance or an exit, a window or an open space , as the people 
desire . In this article I am going to show you the authentic 
way of making a sliding door. Although there are many kinds 
of sliding doors , the kind that Westerners associate with Japan 
are called shoji. This type of door consists of a softwood frame 
filled by a light larticework of thin wooden strips (called 
kumiko) , to which is glued a layer of rice paper. The rice 
paper filters the light from outside into the home, for the 
people to enjoy. 

When I was 16 years old , I was apprenticed to a tategu-shi, 
a maker of sliding doors . My master and I would carry the 
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tools on our shoulders from house to house and place to 
place. We often worked out-of-doors, under an overhang, or 
in a vacant cowshed. Everywhere we went we made the plan
ing boards , beams and horses on which we could prepare the 
customer's materials , and when we were done , this equip
ment remained with the customer. We would stay at a single 
job for as short a time as one week, or as long as three months, 
working from dawn to dark , whatever the weather. Mter 
seven years of this, I could call myself shokunin , which means 
craftsman. Such an apprenticeship is the only way to acquire a 
skill in Japan , for these kinds of knowledge are nowhere writ
ten down and never pursued as hobbies. I don't imagine you 
can become shokunin simply by reading my article . 

For that matter, I am no longer shokunin . I have been in 
America 24 years now, and my commitments are different. 



But I am still a skillful person, and because of my unusual life 
I can be a bridge from the traditional Japanese way to the 
American craftsman who wants to understand .  You may find 
new uses for shoji and other ways to make them. Each crafts
man has his own experience and training . I can not tell you 
how to make American shoJi', but I can describe for you how 
the tategu-shi has always made Japanese shoJi". If you know 
where the design comes from, even if you change it to suit 
your own life ,  you will know what you are doing. 

Varieties of sliding doors-Shoji is only one of the many 
kinds of sliding doors . The outermost door of a Japanese 
home is a wooden storm door (amado) which is closed tight 
every evening and left open during the day. Behind the storm 
door is a glass door in a wooden frame (garasu-do) . The shoJi" 
is next. Often there is a narrow veranda, 3 ft. to 4 ft. wide, 
between the glass door and the shoji. This hallway borders 
the living space and is used to pass from one room to another 
(figure 1 ) .  Sliding room dividers separate the interior spaces. 
These room dividers can be shOJi" (with translucent rice 
paper) , fusuma (with opaque paper and a very thin frame) , 
itado (with wood panels) , or a combination of shoji and 
itado. A living / dining room is commonly convened into a 
bedroom at night. Dining tables are folded flat, and beds are 
soft mattresses that are folded and stored every morning. 
Most rooms have a built-in closet with sliding doors ifusuma 
or itado) for household supplies. 

The seven traditional sryles of shOJi" are shown in figures 2 
and 3 .  The one I will describe how to build is the common 
(ma) shOJi', whose frame contains three venical kumiko and 
either nine or eleven horizontal kumiko, with a hipboard 
(koshi-ita) at the base. This koshi-ita is a solid wood panel 
and is called < Chipboard" perhaps because it is the height of 
your hip when you sit on the floor. The size of the hip board 
varies according to the total height of the shOJi", but the spaG
ing between the horizontal kumzko depends on the two sizes 
of rice paper available: 28 em wide and 25 em wide. The 
edges of the paper overlap on top of the horizontal kumzko . 
The wider paper is used with the nine horizontal kumiko to 
produce the classic mino proponions . The narrower paper is 
used with the eleven horizontal kumzko to produce the more 
contemporary hanshi proponions . These two variations , and 
more, are possible in all the styles of shoji. 

Rice paper (shOJi" gamz) sometimes is watermarked with a 
pattern , commonly of plum trees, blossoms, pine trees, bam
boo leaves or chrysanthemums. Sometimes these patterns are 
realistic , sometimes abstract. Because they are watermarks, 
you can see these patterns best from the inside of the room 
when daylight passes through the paper. The effect is like sit
ting with a beautiful garden outside, the pattern on the paper 
like the shadows of trees and flowers . Bringing nature inside 
the home is characteristic of the Japanese . The cultivation of 
miniature trees, bonsai, is another example of this. 

Preparation - It is a common saying among Japanese crafts
men that when an apprentice can accurately prepare door ma
terials he knows how to make a simple sliding door. People 
see the finished product and they say, "He is neat, " or "He 
has skill," but actually most of the quality of the work is in 
the preparation of the materials. For typical dimensions of 
the pans, refer to figure 3 .  I begin with the hipboard . If you 
do not have stock wide enough to make it out of one piece, 

Fig 1: Floor plan of a traditional Japanese house 

Amado-����� 
Garasu-do ---lV-l1I1I r----+--=T...--r-= Veranda 6jyo 

Toilet 

8jyo 
Shoji----lHllH1>-I Naka shoji 

Tokonoma- --lHHllH Closet 
shoji �=::J�1i.��ji-- Itado or fusuma 

Toko t 
Bath Entrance--f� ----+---+---Kitchen �-��--��--�-� 

Sliding doors aI/ow for a fleXible living area. Jyo is 6 ft. by 3 ft. , the size of 
the grass mats (tatami) used to cover the floor. 

Fig 2: Varieties of shoji 

Fig.  3: A typical rnB-shoji 

A . Horizontal-glass 
(yoko garasu-shoji) B . Picture-frame (gakubuchi-shojl) with glass panel C. Snow-watching (yuki m/�shoji) with glass panel covered by vertically sliding shoji panel 

D. Cat-peeking (nekoma-shoji) with glass panel covered by horizontally sliding shoji panel E. Middle (naka-shoji) for dividing rooms 
F. Entrance (koshi daka-shoji) currently out of fashion 

There are two alternate top rail designs. The ral'l can be 1 5/, . in. thick and 
rabbeted to fit the track it slides in, or '!. in. thick, unrabbeted. The thicker 
rail looks more finished, because the rabbet covers the track. The thinner 
rail is stronger; because the tenon can be wider. 

Top rail (kami zan) . T ����2�x�36� 
2 1 v/,[!,;p'bII'J'fT-II-Tenon 
� 

TI�1'/'.-i 1 Tenon 
f-3/.-1 

r-r-__ Stile (tate zan) . 
1' /, . x 1 Y. x 72 

Vertical kumiko. 
% x 'I,. x 72 

Horizontal kumiko. 
% x 'I,. x 36 

Middle rail (naka zan) . 
1' /, . x l Y2 x 36 

Hipboard (koshi ita) . 51,. x 1 2 x 36 

Bottom rail (shimo zan) . 
1 '1,. x l Y2 x 36 
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Fig. 4 :  Two tools for sizing kumiko 

Splitting gauge splits kumiko strips without kerf-waste. 

Hollow-ground splitting knife 

Wood strips tacked to edges 
of plane sale regulate 
thickness of kumiko. 

Block. PI" x 2Y, x 7 

Beam. y, x 1 y, X 83/. 

The tategu-shi (sliding-door maker) begins by planing his stock to size, 
left. He uses planes that cut on the pull stroke, and he supports the 
wood on a kezuri-dai, that is, a beam held at one end by a triangular 
support and lodged against anything sturdy at the other. A nail driven 
into the beam stops the work against the pull of the plane. Tradition
ally, the kezuri-dai is fashioned at the work site and left behind when 
the craftsman finishes the job and moves on. Layout, above, is done 
with a thin, nafTOW square and a marking kmfe. Similar pieces, here 
both stiles for one shoji, are clamped together and layout lines struck 
across the stack. 

you begin by gluing it up . This way the glue will be dry when 
it comes time to plane the hip board and cut it to size. 

Next I prepare the stiles. The front face , which will face out 
of the room and receive the paper, must be planed flat and 
free of twist .  Next plane the inside edge perpendicular to the 
front face,  but instead of being straight along its length, it 
should bow slightly. This will hold the stile tight against the 
kumiko. The large tenons of the rails will be made to fit tight 
in the mortises of the stile-so tight that they will have to be 
hammered home. But the kumiko are delicate . Bowing the 
stile to press gently against the kumiko shoulders, instead of 
making the tiny mortises and tenons hold the parts snug, I 
call the " thoughtfulness of the craftsman. "  

Once the front face and inside edge are planed, gauge the 
width of the face with a marking gauge and plane the outside 
edge. Then gauge the thickness of the edge and plane the 
back face. This is the face that will show in the room. All the 
frame parts of the shoJi' are planed in this order. Plane the 
kumt:ko-facing edges of the top and middle rails and the in
side edge of the bottom rail to bow in. Now I cut the stock to 
rough length and tum to the kumiko . 

Apprentices being trained today use a tablesaw and a thick
ness planer for preparing kumiko. The hand method I de
scribe here is the one I learned. I begin by planing perfectly 
flat a I -in . thick redwood board, 6 ft. long. Mark it to sAl-in .  
thickness, and plane the back face to  the mark. Plane the 
edges of the board square to the face . 

Now I use a splitting gauge (figure 4) , which is like a mark
ing gauge but larger and heavier. I score the board, first one 
face ,  then the other, until I can snap off the kumiko. I plane 
the edge of the board again, then split off another kumiko, 
repeating the process until I have plenty of extra pieces. 

Next I wet the knifed surface of each piece with a damp 



Fig. 5: Laying out the stiles 5 Marking stick I II II II I 4 I -1 \--'/,. , kumiko mortise I II II II I 3 
�HiPboard� I II II II I 2 
( rail grooves: Y. in . deep) I II II II I 

28 em j II II II I Shoulders 
Mortise, Shoulder, Y. Y. (mino paper width) Mortise, 

Nose 1"-1 Ir- Y. --1Hr- Shoulder, Y. ---1 1 1-3/. Nose .1 .l..-.-Clamp .1 .1 '11 1111 11 11  II II II II II II II II / II II I I 11\ Top 
-l 1 - 1 Y2, horn 
l Y2r-Bottom rail 

T -11 Y2 Middle rail 
T T T -1 2  f.-Top rail l - 1 Y2 ' 
Door opening plus % in . horn 

Fig. 58: Determining height of shoji 11 ' 
I.-In . .1 �Iearance 

For a pair of shoji, lay out four stiles at once. Lay out kumiko mortises from the top rail 
with a marking stick, varying the size of the hipboard to fit the shoji to the door opening . 

' T  T og,��;g 
Fig. 6: Laying out rails 

N '/, . , kumiko mortise Nose 

!-n-,4-"I'��:.l.:======4=r====I=1 =:..l:::If:;:::���
I
"iI 

To fit track, 
finished shoji 
is % in. taller 
than the door 
opening it fills. 

I plus % i n . 
..-�,....-� Height of 

... l .............. --
T
=------------------T

=--...... ....,. T .....- Bottom rad 
1 Y. , width of stile Width of stile, 1 Y. -1 
Tenon shoulder Tenon shoulder -1 

f----------Width of shoji --------� 

Y. 
For a pair of shoji, lay out six rails at once. Width of shoji (length of rail) equals width of 
opening plus width of one stile, all divided by 2. Kumiko mortises are marked on top and 
middle rails only. Space between kumiko equals distance between stiles minus combined 
width of kumiko, all divided by number of spaces. 

cloth , to relieve the pressure made by the knife .  If you don't 
do this, the kumiko will eventually swell after they are assem
bled , and cause trouble . I lean the kumiko against a wall so 
the air can move around them until they are dry, and then 
plane the split edges square . To make sure they will be exactly 
the same width, I plane three or four kumiko at once, using a 
plane I reserve for th

·
is purpose . It has wood strips tacked to 

the bottom to stop the cut (figure 4) . 

Laying out the joints-The wall opening and tracks built by 
the house carpenter determine the outer dimensions of the 
shOJi'. The width of the rice paper determines the spacing of 
the horizontal kumiko. Marking out this spacing from the top 
rail determines where the middle rail goes, and thus the 
tategu-shi finds the height of the hipboard . All other mea
surements are according to the discretion of the craftsman. 
The measurements in the drawings are typical. 

For speed and accuracy you lay out similar pieces, both 
stiles for instance (or four, when one opening requires two 
shOJi) , at the same time. Use clamps to keep the pieces 
aligned. The tategu-shi uses his clamps mostly for layout, 
almost never for assembly. I strike finished morrise heights 
and tenon shoulders across the width of the stock, using a 
square and a marking knife .  Pencils and pens are not so accu
rate as the knife ,  and are used only for marking to rough 
length. I mark the stiles first, then the rails, then the kumiko. 
The stiles: It is customary to orient the stiles the way the wood 
grew in the tree . So, I make sure the largest growth rings are 
at the bottom of the stiles when I starr to lay them out. 
Clamp the stiles together, inside edge up, and mark the fm
ished height of the shOJi', % in . longer than the height of the 
opening it will fill . The extra length fits the tracks, top and 
bottom, in which the shoji will slide (figure 5 ) .  Next ! make a 

mark for the horns, I -in . to P h-in . past the fmished height 
on either end. Most of the horns will be cut off later, but for 
now they keep the stiles from splitting when the rail tenons 
are driven into their mortises, and they also protect the ends 
of the stiles from damage during the work. Mark the width of 
the top and bottom rails next, and within those widths mark 
the mortise height. 

Next I mark off the mortises for the kumiko, using a mark
ing stick . The stick carries the width of the paper and the 
position of three kumiko in relation to that width. Figure 5 
shows the layout of kumiko morrises for the mino-size paper,' 
28 cm wide, which gives nine horizontal kumiko . The stick 
has two kumiko morrises marked just inside the paper width, 
plus one centered between them. I begin at the mark for the 
top rail, overlap it the width of one kumiko morrise , and 
knife off the other two mortises. Reposition the stick to overlap 
the last mortise marked, and mark the next two morrises. I con
tinue in this manner five times, until I have marked off nine 
kumiko morrises, and then I mark off the top of the middle 
rail . Finally I mark the width of the middle rail, and within it 
the morrise height. I square all these knife marks across all 
four stiles, saw off the noses (the waste beyond the horns) , 
unclamp the stiles and chamfer the ends against damage . 
The rails: When two shOJi' fill a door opening, they overlap 
each other by the width of a stile. The width of each shoji 
thus is figured by adding the width of a stile to the width of 
the opening and dividing by two. The final rail length will be 
shy of this dimension, because the tenon is not quite a 
through tenon, but for now, I clamp the rails together, inside 
edge up, and mark their length as the shoji width (figure 6) .  
Next I mark off the width of the stiles, which locates the 
tenon shoulders. The morrises for the verrical kumiko are 
marked next, equally spaced between the two stiles. I use a 
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Fig. 7: Laying out vertical kumiko Lay out two kumiko from stile, use these to lay out others. Mark top end. > 
( II I 11'11 II II II II 

'\Stile J.. 
Lay out three venical kumiko for each shoji from the two marked ones. 

..l. J.. J.. 
31 II D II u \I D II E II -1 r-- T T

-Clamp T T --lr-
'Is, tenon 'Is, tenon 

Chamfer corners· _______ c.:::==�u:!::===:n::
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Odate clamps the kumiko (the thin stniJS that form the shoji gn"d) to
gether in a stack and saws the notch shoulders a hair more than half 
way through. A piece of scrap starts the saw cOrTeetly. 

To break out the waste Odate pulls the cornerofaflat chiselalong the 
kerf (top). Then he clears the waste with a mortise chisel run in the 
notch, bevel-side down (above). 
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With the kumiko stdl clamped together, Odate makes their tenons. 
First he saws the shoulders, then breaks off the waste with a chisel 
pushed in from the end grain (top) . The index finger on the bottom of 
the chisel acts as a stop to protect the shoulder. He cleans up the tenons 
by panng with the chisel across the gratn (above) .  When all the tenons 
have been formed and their top and bottom corners chamfered with a 
few strokes ofa plane, he unclamps the stack, fans out the kumiko and 
chamfers the other two corners (below) . 



marking stick, as for the horizontal kumiko. Lastly I saw off 
the noses squarely, and unclamp the rails . 
Vertical kumiko: To lay out the tenons and the notches for the 
half-lap joints on the vertical kumiko I transfer the layout 
lines from one of the stiles to two of the kumiko, and then 
from these two to the rest of the kumiko (figure 7) .  I clamp 
the two marked kumiko on either side of the stack of un
marked kumiko to strike the layout lines across the stack. It's 
a good idea to make two extra kumtko and not use the 
marked kumtko in the fmished shoji. The vertical kumiko get 
notched alternately front and back. So I square every other 
notch around the underside of the stack . Last, I mark the 
tenon shoulders and lengths . 

Now, while the vertical kumtko are still clamped together, 
I saw the notches and the tenons (photos, facing page) . You 
cut both shoulders of one notch first, using a piece of scrap to 
start the saw correctly. Saw a hair more than halfway through 
the kumiko , break out the waste with a chisel, and clean up 
by running a mortise chisel, bevel-down, along the bottom of 
the notch . I insert a scrap of kumtko in this notch as security 
in case a clamp shifts while I'm cutting the other notches. 

Next I cut the clamped kumtko stack to fmal length . To cut 
the tenons, square the shoulder lines around all four sides of 
the stack. Gauge the tenon on the end grain of the stack and 
on the faces of the two outside kumtko, then saw the 
shoulders . These are small tenons, so instead of sawing in 
from the end grain to meet the shoulder, I use a chisel to 
break off the waste . My index finger on the underside of the 
chisel acts as a stop to keep the chisel from damaging the 
kumtko shoulders. In all but the straightest-grained stock, I 
break a little bit wide and pare the tenons to the line. 

Before removing the clamps, I chamfer the upper and 

Ltke the planes, Japanese saws cut on the pull stroke. The long handle is 
usually held with two hands, spaced well apart for maximum power 
and control. There are three basic sawing stances, each suited fora dif
ferent sort of cut. Forcrosscutting, left, Odate supports the stock on two 
low horses, holds it steady with his foot, and saws through. For sawing 
shoulders, as at top left of facing page, Odate sits so he can see where 

Fig. 8: Laying out horizontal kumiko 
Lay out two kumiko from rail, use these to lay out others. 

II II 
\Rail 

Lay out 9 horizontal kumiko for each shoji from the two marked ones. 
� � til II II i 1I1� � � 'la, teYon 'Ia�enon � 

Finished kumiko Chamfer corners.� ��========�c=========�uC========�nL========�? 

lower edges of the tenons. Then I remove the clamps and fan 
out the stack to chamfer one corner, then the other. The ver
tical kumiko are now ready. 
Horizontal kumiko: Many people think that the kumtko 
overlap, every other one , as if they are woven . But kumtko 
will not bend that much. They are only partly woven . When 
there are three vertical kumtko , for instance , the notches in 
the horizontal kumtko are two, adjacent, on one face, one on 
the other (figure 8) . They are marked out and cut exactly like 
the vertical kumtko. 

Cutting the joints-The kumtko notches and tenons have 
been cut while the kumtko were clamped up for layout. The 
joints on the stiles and rails are now cut on the pieces individ
ually, mortises first, then tenons. Cutting the tenons last les
sens the danger of damaging them.  The quality of a crafts
man's skiH is judged by his speed and accuracy. It is con
sidered most important to make each cut with the saw or 
chisel the fmal cut-you go directly to the layout line. The 

the cut has to stop. And for npping, as for tenon cheeks, center and 
nght, he supports the stock on one horse so he can see the layout lines 
on the near edge and on the end grain at the same time. To avoid cut
ting into the shoulder, Odate saws on an angle into the near edge first, 
then turns the stock over to cut into the opposite edge, finishing with 
the saw stratght up and down. 
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Fig. 9: Mortise chisel/chopping method _,c-ura Mortising chisel sides are concave 
and ura face is hollow-ground, 
reducing friction in the cut. 

Section 

B lJ � A �  B 

A: Begin in the middle of the mortise and chop 
out toward the ends, alternating sides, always 
with the ura face toward the middle. 
B: At ends of the mortise, turn ura face around. 

The tategu-shi sits on the wood to steady it whtle he mortises it, above, stabbing his chisel fre
quently in a box of cotton wadding soaked with vegetable oil, to reduce fn·ction. The chisel has 
three concave sides and a hollow-ground foce (figure 9 and photo, top of focing page). He chops 
from the mtddle out, always with the foce toward the mtddle of the mortise, except for the final 
cuts at either end of the mortise. These are angled slightly from the perpendicular (photo, right, in
cludes a square fortl/ustration only) to taper the mortise fora tight fitwhen the tenon is driven in. 

least contact lessens the chance of error and keeps the work 
crisp . Should the shokunin make a mistake, no matter how 
small, his error remains in the work, and even if only he 
knows it, it is a permanent reproach . Nothing can be done 
about it . So you learn not to make mistakes. 

Japanese mortises are somewhat different from Western 
mortises , and so are some of the tools used to cut them. To 
get maximum strength in a delicate frame, the tategu-shi 
shapes his mortises with walls that taper in, to compress the 
fibers of the tenon without crushing them. The natural 
springiness of the wood enhances the mechanical strength of 
the joint. He works to very close tolerances: a shaving here or 
there makes all the difference. It is thought coarse to show 
end grain , so through-joints are used only in heavy entrance 
doors, rain doors, and doors that carry glass . For strength and 
refinement, the main joints of the shOJi" must be as deep as 
possible without going through. The bottom is paper-thin, 
thin enough for light to show through. But no mark must 
show on the outside. One slip and the wood is ruined. 

You gauge the mortise width, making sure the fence is al
ways on the front face of the stock , then chop your mortises 
with a chisel exactly as wide as the mortise . Japanese mortise 
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chisels are rectangular in  section and will not tum in the mor
tise. Three sides are slightly concave , and the face, called ura, 
is hollow-ground (figure 9 and photo , facing page) . This re
duces friction in the heavy cuts. Stabbing the chisel frequent
ly into a box of cotton wadding soaked in vegetable oil fur
ther reduces friction. The edges of the chisel scrape and true 
the long-grain sides of the mortise . 

The tategu-shi strikes his chisels with an iron hammer, not 
the wooden mallet used in the West. He works from the mid
dle of the mortise out, alternating cuts at either end, the ura 
always facing toward the middle . As the chisel cuts, it follows 
the bevel, so each cut shears toward the middle. As you near 
the ends of the mortise , you tum the ura around and chop 
straight down. The last cut at each end is with the chisel tilted 
slightly into the mortise . This tapers the walls just enough to 
pinch the tenon when it is driven in . 

The tategu-shi does not lever waste out with the chisel as he 
chops, as does a Western woodworker. Instead he uses a small 
harpoon-shaped tool called mon·-nomi (photos , facing page) . 
Its face is flushed against the mortise wall , and the tool is 
tapped down and quickly jerked up. Its hook catches the 
chips and clears them out. Chopping, alternately with the 



mortise chisel and the mori-nomi, proceeds quickly until the 
fmal depth is approached. Then you slow down and gauge 
the depth with a piece of kumiko cut to length. Score the re
maining wood with the chisel, and remove the last fibers from 
the bottom of the mortise with a sokozarai-nomi, another 
tool I have not seen in the West . It is a thin , goose-necked 
tool with a small spade-like bend at its end. This tool is not 
tapped with a hammer, but used like a scraper, with one or 
two hands, to level the bottom of the mortise. 

The kumiko mortises need not be as deep as the mortises 
for the rail tenon because the bow in the stiles and rails holds 
them tight. The kumiko mortises are too small to be scraped 
in the usual way. So, you chisel to within Ys in. of the fmal 
depth and use a small steel rod to tap the wood down for 
clearance (about Yl6 in . deeper than the length of the kumiko 
tenon) . This method works best in softwood . 

The tenons on the rails are cut in much the same way as 
they would be in the West, although the tategu-shi holds his 
work differently and uses Japanese saws which cut on the pull 
stroke . First extend the shoulder lines (marked on the in
side edge when the stiles were clamped together for layout) 
around the other three sides of each rail . Gauge the tenon 
thickness on the two edges and on the end grain . Saw the 
shoulders first, on all the rails, then line the rails up to saw 
the cheeks. The photos on p. 55 show how to proceed, sawing 
with the stock supported at an angle, so you can see the lines 
on both the end grain and the edge of the stock. Saw at an 
angle to the near edge of the shoulder, then tum the stock 
over to finish. This way there is less danger of oversawing into 
the shoulder. To cut the narrow third and fouM shoulders, 
you should not saw the shoulder right on the line, because 
the set of the saw can damage the first two shoulders sawn. 
Instead, saw a little wide of the shoulder and trim with a 
chisel .  All shoulders cut,  saw the length of the tenon Ys in . to 
%6 in . less than the depth of the mortise. Finally, chamfer the 
end of the tenon so it will go in easily. 

Last, plow-plane the grooves that will hold the hipboard , 
and rabbet the bottom rail (the top too, if you are using the 
thicker top rail) , so the shoji can fit into its track in the wall 
opening (figures 3 ,  p .  5 1 ,  and 5a,  p .  53 ) .  

Assembly-The Japanese prefer natural surfaces. The shoji 
receives no finish except a final planing of all its pans, to 
clean them from handling. The finish plane takes off the 
slightest shaving, with only one or two passes. Pressing the 
plane hard against the stock burnishes the surface and brings 
the wood to a warm glow. 

Cut and plane the hipboard to fit ,  allowing room for the 
wood to move across the grain , finish-plane its two faces, and 
chamfer all its edges. Finish-plane all other exposed surfaces 
of all other parts and lightly chamfer the edges of the main 
frame pans, except the inside front edges, where a chamfer 
would create a gap between them and the kumiko. Now at 
last, you're ready to assemble . I use rice glue that I make 
myself, so the shOJi" can be taken apart if it ever needs repair. 
Any starch glue, like wallpaper paste , will do . 

Assemble the kumiko first. Group the horizontals together 
and the verticals together to make quick work of applying the 
rice glue to the shoulders of all the notches . Do not put any 
glue in the bottom of the notches, because glue here would 
prevent the kumiko from fitting tightly. Tap the kumiko 
together using a hammer. Fit the assembly into the mortises 

The tategu-shi's mortising tools. From left to niht, a mortising chisel, 
with hollow-ground face (ura); a mori-noml, whose harpoon-like 
hook is tapped down and jerked up to remove chips; and a sokozarai
nomi, which scrapes the mortise bottom flat and also It/ts out chips. 
Last is a steel rod for tapping flat the bottoms of small mortises. 

Removing chips with the mori-nomi. 

Scraping the bottom of the mortises with the sokozarai-nomi. 
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The kumiko lap joints alternate, above, and must be eased into place. 
Below, Odate holds a small shoji he made for demonstration at a re
cent workshop. 
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in the top rail . No glue is needed here. Fit the hipboard into 
the groove of the middle and bottom rail , and fit the kumiko 
assembly into the mortises in the middle rail . 

Now you are ready to add the stiles. First take a hammer 
and tap around the mortises so the edges of the rail shoulders 
will fit tight. Then apply glue to both stiles at once . Tap the 
rail tenons into one of the stiles, stopping when the kumiko 
tenons just begin to engage , then start the other stile in the 
same way. Make sure both stiles are going on straight, and tap 
them home with a hammer. Hammer on a small block of 
wood with chamfered edges to avoid damaging the stock . 
When the tenons fit tight, check to be sure the shoji is square 
and flat. Tap and twist it into shape if it is not . 

Installation-With assembly, the tense part of the 
shokunin 's challenge is accomplished . Installation is the joy 
of displaying your work. Place the shoji" on the outside ledge 
of the bottom track and check the stiles against the door 
frame for alignment. Cut the bottom horns as close to the 
bottom rails as possible , but if necessary at slightly different 
heights to align the stiles parallel to the door frame. Rabbet 
the horns, like the bottom rail , to fit the groove in the track. 
Now put the shOJi" back on the ledge (not in the groove yet) 
and press the top of the shoji up against the outside of the top 
track. Make a mark on the inside face of each horn where the 
track meets it, add �Is in. to this mark , and you will have the 
length to which the top horns should be cut. Once they are 
cut, rabbet them to fit the track. 

Applying paper-Rice paper has a smooth side, which is on 
the inside of the roll , and this should face out when the paper 
is applied to the screen . The horizontal strips are pasted to 
the shOJi' with rice glue, and they overlap one another like 
shingles , so the seams will not collect dust. Paper is tradi
tionally applied by the housewife and customarily changed 
during the last week of the year, so that the paper is bright 
white for New Year's Day, signifying a fresh start. Old paper 
is easily removed by moistening it. 

Besides the traditional mino and hanshi-size rolls, paper 
companies now make rolls one meter wide to be pasted on 
vertically in one piece. This opens up many possibilities in the 
spacing and patterns of the kumiko , which have always been 
carefully positioned to accommodate the traditional-size 
papers . This kind of change creates freedom in design , but it 
raises questions about pride in craftsmanship . 

Well, finally you have finished and neatly installed a pair 
of shOJi". You can appreciate now their character. The shOJi" 
paper draws in not only light, but light's warmness , softness 
and taste . The frames and kumiko that support the paper are 
not heavy or coarse. You open and close the shOJi" gently. The 
shoji has everything you need to feel peaceful. You retreat 
from the bustling world outside, you take off your shoes 
when you enter your home, and you sit down on a thin mat
tress in a room of shoji walls. You can call this place an oasis 
��. 0 

Toshio Odate was trained as a tategu-shi (sliding-door maker) 
and is now a sculptor, living in Woodbury, Conn. This article 
was prepared with help from Audrey Grossman. Odate wrote 
on sharpening techniques in FWW #29; his work appears on 
the back cover of FWW #26. Drawings by the author. 



Powderpost Beedes 
Controlling the bugs that dine on your wood 

by Tom Parker 

Pr practically every kind of wood that we have come to use, 
there is an insect that likes to make a meal of it. Termites 

are undeniably the most destructive wood-eating bugs, but 
powderpost beetles run a close second. Once established, 
powderpost beetles can do enormous damage despite their 
small size .  They display a tenacious talent for survival-one 
species can even gnaw its way through lead-sheathed tele
phone cables to get at the paper insulation inside. It's worth 
the small amount of time and effort to inspect your lumber 
piles and structures for powderpost. If you catch an infesta
tion early on, it can be eliminated before the beetles riddle 
your wood to the point of collapse . 

Though there are dozens of species of wood-boring insects, 
American woodworkers are likely to encounter only two types 
of powderpost : anobiids and lyctids. A third family, bos
trichids, is rarely seen. All are less than Y4 in . long, the 
anobiids being slightly larger than the lyctids . Anobiids are 
found in both hard and softwoods , but they do not infest liv
ing trees. The beetle life cycle runs about a year. The .adult 
lays its eggs in checks or cracks in lumber having a moisture 
content between 8 % and 30 % . Each egg hatches into a larva 
which eats its way through the wood , forming circuitous 
galleries. As the cycle nears its end, the larva pupates into an 
adult beetle and emerges from the wood leaving a tell-tale 
round exit or flight hole. The lyctid life cycle is similar, but it 
infests only large-pored hardwoods , laying its eggs inside the 
open pores. Emerging adults may lay up to 50 eggs in the 
same board or they may fly off to a new source of food nearby. 

I've seen insect infestations in all parts of the country in a 
wide range of woods. Powerpost are particularly fond of 

freshly cut and stacked lumber, but they'll gladly eat wood in 
old furniture, particularly if the piece doesn't have a hard sur
face finish like shellac or lacquer. Ash, oak, elm , walnut, 
cherry, poplar and a host of softwoods are susceptible to pow
derpost attack. The beetles eat only the sapwood , feasting on 
the starch stored in the parenchyma cells. They may occasion
ally wander into heartwood , but the lack of nutrients and the 
extractives in heartwood make it unattractive. 

Wood suspected of infestation should be inspected closely. 
On horizontal surfaces, small, crater-shaped piles of powdery 
sawdust surrounding small round holes strongly indicate ac
tive powderpost beetles. Vertical surfaces may show drift lines 
where the powder has fallen away from the hole and collected 
on the nearest horizontal surface . Anobiids bore an exit hole 
Y16 in . to � in . in diameter; lyctids leave a hole %6 in . or 
smaller. A better way to identify the beetle is to rub a bit of 
the powder or "frass" between your fingers. If it feels dis
tinctly granular, anobiids are responsible . Lyctid frass is as 
fine as talcum powder and virtually disintegrates at the touch. 

Holes in the wood but no signs of frass may indicate an in
festation or damage done by some other type of insect before 
the tree was cut .  Inspect the exit holes closely. If they appear 
dark or weathered or if holes in old furniture have drops of 
finishing materials in them, the infestation is probably over. 
Bore-holes that pass entirely through the wood are likely to 
have occurred before the wood was sawn, since no sensible 
wood-eating insect chews its way in one side and out the 
other. Similarly, wood surfaces that show exposed grooves or 
galleries were probably sawn after the infestation, and the in
sects have long since gone . The best way to handle the pow-

Penczf shows Iyctid powder post damage and exit holes in bamboo. Galleries at nght have made the piece extremely jragzfe. 
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This infestation, caused by a boring beetle, is over. Holes that Frass plies around this lumber are a sure sign of powder post infestation . The 
pass entirely through a board, orexposed galleries (across center powdery nature of the frass indicates that Iyctids are at work. Beetles can com-
of photo), indicate the wood was sawn after infestation. pletely destroy the wood 1/ left unchecked. 

derpost problem is , of course, to avoid it in the first place. 
Look for beetle frass and exit holes in any lumber you are buy
ing while it's still in the stack. If you are air-drying lumber 
outside , store it up off the ground and cover it with plastic or 
canvas once it no longer needs exposure for drying. In new 
home construction, particularly where wooden structure is ex
posed above a dirt crawl space, I always tell contractors to in
stall a layer of heavy plastic on the ground under the beams to 
keep the wood from absorbing ground moisture . Vents in 
crawl spaces and foundations will keep moisture below levels 
attractive to powderpost beetles. During construction ,  don't 
throw wood cutoffs and waste into the crawl space and don't 
bury it near the house either since that invites other kinds of 
wood-eating insects. If you're putting in new vents and seal
ing off the soil beneath an existing crawl space with polyethy
lene sheeting , do only half of it at a time , or the wood will dry 
out too quickly. 

You can rid infested wood or furniture of beetles in several 
ways . Rough lumber can be kilned so that all parts of the 
wood are heated to 1 50"  for three hours. That should kill 
powderpost beetles at all stages of their development. Inter
estingly, high kiln temperatures may make the wood more at
tractive to powderpost infestation later on. Above l lr , pa
renchyma cells are killed quickly and their starch content is 
fixed. Kilning below 1 1 3 0 depletes the starch and lessens the 
food available to the insects . Even this wood, however, may 
retain enough starch to support an infestation.  

If you cut away badly riddled portions of once-infested sap
wood, you can use the rest of the wood. Be sure to burn the 
sapwood cutoffs. A coat or two of a hard surface finish such as 
varnish or lacquer should prevent any remaining adult beetles 
from laying their eggs. 

I've found one of the easiest and most effective weapons 
against powderpost beetles is the pesticide lindane . Following 
the instructions furnished with the product, mix a 1 % emul
sion of lindane , and spray or paint it on infested wood or on 
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lumber that you want to protect. The emulsion will crystallize 
in the wood and kill the beetles as they emerge to lay eggs . It 
will also kill newly hatched larvae as they tunnel into the 
wood . Lindane can be used on in-place structural timbers, log 
cabins, barns , wagons and other outdoor objects. On old fur
niture , it might be wise to apply the emulsion on an unseen 
part of the furniture to see if it stains or discolors the finish. 
After it has dried lindane is considered safe for use around 
children and pets, but I wouldn't put it on lumber that will 
eventually come into contact with food . 

When massive infestations in old houses or furniture can't 
be treated with lindane , there is an expensive last resort . 
Fumigation with highly toxic gases such as methyl bromide or 
Vikane is a sure-fire way to end powderpost problems. To 
fumigate a building, the entire structure is covered with a 
huge tarp and carefully sealed . The gas is pumped in under 
controlled conditions, and special monitors and fans ensure a 
uniformly deadly mixture . After 24 hours the building is 
thoroughly ventilated, and sensitive instruments sample the 
air for safety. Furniture and lumber can be similarly treated in 
air-tight chambers or temporary tents. But I suggest turning 
to fumigation only after all else has failed . The gases are ex
tremely dangerous and are so penetrating that they can seep 
through a concrete-block wall in minutes . These gases are sold 
only to licensed users , so you must hire a professional to do 
the actual fumigation. The bill is likely to be large-I recent
ly fumigated a museum in Pennsylvania, for example, and 
the job cost $ 1 5 ,000 and took a week. That particular build
ing had other kinds of insect infestations, and fumigation was 
the only choice . Woodworkers who inspect their lumber care
fully and use common-sense storage techniques will invite the 
powderpost beetle to have his next meal elsewhere . 0 

Tom Parker is an entomologist who specializes in the control 
of insects that infest museums, historic houses and libraries. 
He conducts seminars throughout the country. 



Using the Tablesaw 
Some basic rules for safe,  accurate results 

by Ian J. Kirby 

R'pping is the tablesaw's forte , but it's a versatile machine, 
used for dimensioning wood as well as for cutting joints. 

The tablesaw is so simple and universal that it is frequently 
used without the operator's ever having taken the time to 
learn its common-sense fundamentals. In most small shops 
the tablesaw usually has improper guards and an inadequate 
rip fence. In the interest of keeping ftngers attached to hands, 
a review of tablesaw basics may be of value. 

The ordinary tablesaw is nothing more than a steel table 
with a circular blade projecting through its surface .  The blade 
projection is adjustable for cutting wood of varying thick
nesses. The blade can be ftxed perpendicular to the table, or 
it can be tilted for cutting wood at an angle . 

For safery's sake, tablesaws need a blade guard , though 
even the best guard can't keep ftngers out of the blade. A 
guard should serve as a visual reference to the blade's loca
tion , warning the sawyer of the danger zone-any point 
within 9 in . of the blade. The best guard is mounted on an 
arm suspended above the blade. The guard should not be at
tached to the riving knife or splitter, and it should be adjust
able , set as close as possible over the stock being sawn. There 
are several variations of this mounting method and any guard 
is better than no guard . 

The machine's electrical power switch should be easy �o 
reach , mounted on the saw cabinet just under the table or on 
a nearby wall or post. When switching on, place one ftnger on 
the start button and a second on the stop button. This allows 
for a quick shutoff if something goes wrong . A foot-activated 
switch allows the sawyer to control the wood with both hands 
while operating the switch . Many saws have mechanical or 
electrical brakes that stop the blade quickly when the switch is 
turned off. In the absence of a brake, use two push sticks
one rubbing each side of the blade-to stop its coasting . 
When changing rip-fence settings never stick a tape or rule 
between a moving blade and the fence . Wait until the blade 
has completely stopped. The saw depth of cut should be set 
so the blade protrudes about %. in . out of the workpiece. 
Carbide-tipped blades should be adjusted so the entire tooth 
projects above the wood during the cut. A 10-in. saw should 
be operated at 3 ,000 to 3 ,500 RPM at the arbor, or at a speed 
that runs the blade's periphery at 10 ,000 feet per minute. 

Noise can be a major barrier to safe machine operation. 
The racket muddles thought and can force the operator to 
adopt timid and unsafe working practices. So ear protec
tion-as well as goggles-should always be worn when using 
the saw. To concentrate without the distraction ,  the novice 
woodworker em develop safe habits by practicing moving 
wood past the blade with the machine switched off. 

Ian J. Kirby is a consulting editor to this magazine. He 
teaches woodworking and design in North Bennington, Vt. 
Drawings by the author. 

Fig. 1 : Stance , 

I · �-·f- d RIVi ng �nl  e Bla  e Top guard 

Stand to one side of the blade when ripping. Hold the work against 
the fence with the left hand, feed with the right. 

Fig. 2: Guard, knife and fence 

I 
� Riving knife should be just below top of blade arc. 

Fence ends at 
center of blade. 

Proper stance is also important to safe tablesaw operation. 
When ripping or crosscutting, the operator should stand with 
his weight equally distributed on both feet. Stand to one side 
of the sawblade to stay out of harm's way and to have a better 
view of the cut. Figure 1 shows a good position -during rip
ping, kickbacks can be hurled from the saw like spears and 
you could be skewered . 

Because the tablesaw is at its best when used for ripping, 
the rip fence is its most vital attachment. The fence should be 
mounted parallel to the blade. Whether it's used on the right 
or left side of the blade is the preference of the operator. Vir
tually all of the tablesaws sold in the United States have rip 
fences extending the full length of the saw table. This fence 
forces the wood to remain in contact with the back of the 
blade during the rip , thus inviting binding , burning and 
kickbacks, particularly when cutting refractory wood. The 
fence should end at the front of the blade , just where the cut 
is completed. This allows both pieces to move clear of the 
blade for safer, cleaner results. The quickest ftx for tablesaws 
equipped with a full length fence is to ftt them with a board 
ending at the center of the blade, as in ftgure 2 .  Actually, it's 
good practice to mount a board on the steel fence of any ma
chine . This will prevent damage if the blade accidentally 
touches the fence. 

To keep the kerf from closing up and pinching the blade 
during ripping, tablesaws should have a riving knife or split
ter mounted in line with and just beyond the back of the 
blade. The knife is a ftn-shaped piece of steel, tapered in sec-
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Fig. 3: Ripping 

Feed the stock angled to the rear or flat against the table, above. 

Never start the cut with the front of the board elevated, below. 

Fig. 4: Push stick 

Fig. 5: Crosscutting 
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Fig. 6: M iters 
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�. "------

-+-+----Clamp stop block 
against fence for 
multiple crosscuts 
of short pieces. 

Use block on cross
cut fence for longer 
multiple crosscuts. 

1'-\----;--Crosscut fence 

To cut miters cleanly and 
safely, angle the crosscut 
fence as at left. 

Opposite angle results 
in poor quality cut. 

tion and as thick at its back edge as the kerf is wide. It should 
be permanently mounted at a height just below the top of the 
blade's arc , as in figure 2 .  The knife should maintain this re
lationship to the blade for every cutting depth. Some saws, 
particularly the cheaper variety, have no riving knife at all, 
but the payback in safety and improved cutting makes it 
worth the effort to install one. 

When ripping, the wood should be offered to the blade 
very gently at first, especially when using carbide-tipped saw
blades, whose teeth are brittle and can break under heavy im
pacts . Feed the board into the saw flat against the sawtable or 
angled as in figure 3. Never touch the board to the blade with 
its front end tilted above the table, or the blade will grab the 
stock and slam it to the table. Make sure a push stick is handy 
before starting any cut; keep one on the sawtable on the op
posite side of the fence .  Figure 4 shows a simple push stick 
design . Keep plenty of sticks around-their absence is no ex
cuse for a missing finger. With the cut started, hold the wood 
against the fence with your left hand (if the fence is to the 
right of the blade) , while feeding the stock into the blade 
with your right hand . As the rip progresses, make sure you 
hold the board firmly against the fence. Keep your eye on the 
contact point between board and fence-some wood may 
tend to run away from the fence during the cut . Feed into the 
saw at an even rate . If fed too slowly, the blade will burn in 
the kerf, while too quick a feed will stall the saw. Never move 
your left hand beyond the leading edge of the blade. This is 
unsafe and merely pushes the waste to the blade, not the 
stock to the fence. As the cut nears its end, remove your left 
hand from the wood and use a push stick to complete the rip. 

If the saw stalls during a rip , withdraw the wood quickly, or 
turn off the saw immediately-a good reason to have a foot
operated switch . It isn't advisable to rip warped or twisted 
boards, but when you must, crosscut the stock into the 
shortest lengths possible, and then rip with the concave side 
of the board up, so the wood is level with the table as it meets 
the blade . Rip a cupped board as close to its center as possible 
and exert even pressure , to minimize rocking during the cut . 
Long boards or large panels should be cut with the help of a 
second person, or use a table or roller on the saw's off-feed 
side for support . The sawyer's helper should clearly under
stand that his job is only to support the stock (keeping it level 
with the table and parallel to the blade) as it comes off the 
saw and not to pull it through -he could pull the sawyer's 
hands into the blade. When the cut is complete , the takeoff 
man then takes control of both pieces. 

Wood is crosscut on the tablesaw with the miter gauge or 
crosscut fence. This angle-adjustable attachment usually runs 
in grooves milled in the table surface parallel to the blade . 
The fence must slide smoothly in the grooves. A board about 
1 2  in . in length can be attached to the crosscut fence to offer 
more support to the stock. Crosscut fences are sometimes 
equipped with clamps to stop the work from slewing as it is 
fed through the blade. 

Crosscutting should be done from the same stance as rip
ping. To test 90· crosscuts, cut a test piece and check it with a 
square rather than attempting to square the blade directly to 
the crosscut fence. With the crosscut fence set, hold the stock 
firmly against it while advancing the wood evenly into the 
blade. Only practice will reveal the best way to grip the stock 
against the fence . When the cut is complete , move the cross
cut fence beyond the back edge of the blade or back to the 



staning point. To avoid binding the stock against the blade , 
slide the wood slightly away from the blade as the crosscut 
fence is returned . Small stock may have to be clamped to the 
crosscut fence to be crosscut safely. To crosscut many parts to 
the same length , clamp a stopping block to the rip fence 
ahead of the blade as in figure 5 ,  or attach a stop block to the 
crosscut fence . Never bring the rip fence over to stop the 

length of a crosscut, as the cut piece is liable to lodge berween 
the fence and the blade , and bind or kick back. 

For 4 5 0  miters make a test cut to set the crosscut fence ac
curately. Grip the stock firmly and feed it into the saw as 
shown in figure 6 ,  the blade shearing with the grain . Because 
of the fibrous nature of wood, mitering it from the opposite 
direction results in a cut of lesser quality. 0 

Choosing a blade 
Which blade for which cut? That's the 
first problem the woodworker faces 
when using the tablesaw. You want to 
rip and crosscut, leaving smooth, tear
out-free edges on solid wood or ply
wood. No blade does everything well. 
Many rypes of blades are available but 
you need only a few to stan out. 

There are rwo categories of readily 
available sawblades : those made of 
high-speed steel and those of steel with 
tungsten-carbide tips brazed on to form 
the teeth . New high-speed steel blades 
are inexpensive and although they dull 
quickly, you can easily resharpen them 
yourself. For information on sharpen
ing , see FWW # 1 0 ,  p . 80 .  Carbide 
blades cost more and cut smoother, but 
you must send them out for sharpening , 
which is expensive. You have to weigh 
cost against use-carbide blades are pre
ferred for repeated high-quality cuts. 

High-speed steel blades-There are 
three basic types of steel blade : rip , 
crosscut and combination. These blades 
can have spring-set or hollow-ground 
teeth. Teeth on most steel blades are 
ground in the same way-with the tops 
of the teeth alternately beveled , and the 
fronts left flat or beveled . Set- the al
ternate and uniform bending of teeth to 
the right and left-creates clearance for 
the blade during cutting. This keeps the 
blade cool and prevents binding and 
burning. For ripping heavy wood to 
rough dimensions use a hefty high
speed steel rip blade (figure 1) with a lot 
of set and 20 to 40 teeth. The thicker the 
wood , the fewer the teeth. This blade 
will produce a quick but fairly rough cut 
with little binding or burning. Rough 
crosscutting can be done with a steel 
crosscut blade with 40 to 60 teeth (figure 
2 ) ,  but a combination blade (figure 3) 
will do the job just as well . Combination 
blades, designed to rip and crosscut, are 
a good value for the money. They have 
four alternating front-beveled teeth fol-

lowed by a flat or raker tooth with a deep 
gullet to clear sawdust quickly and pre
vent overheating . Properly sharpened 
and set, a combination blade will work 
well for most general purpose work . 

The hollow-ground combination 
blade (figure 4) tends to be a smoother 
cutting blade than the spring-set. This 
blade has about the same number of 
teeth as the combination, but its teeth 
have no set. The body of the blade be
low the gullets is ground thinner than 
the teeth so the saw won't bind . Toler
ances for a hollow-ground blade are 
small-it must be accurately cut and 
sharpened to work well, otherwise it will 
bind and burn. 

Tungsten-carbide blades- Plywood , 
panicle board and solid wood impose 
different loads on a sawblade. Carbide 
blades are better for plywood and pani
cleboard . For a given type of blade, 
sharp carbide almost always produces a 
smoother cut than sharp steel , and 
because it is harder, carbide stays 
sharper longer than steel does. Carbide 
blades don't have set, and usually the 
tops rather than the fronts of the teeth 
are ground . A good general purpose car
bide combination blade for solid wood 
and man-made boards (figure 5) should 
have berween 40 and 60 teeth ground in 
a series of four alternately top-beveled 
teeth, followed by a flat or raker tooth . 
If you can afford only one carbide blade, 
this is the type to buy. 

For ripping only, a 24-tooth carbide 
blade with flat-ground teeth (figure 6) is 
excellent. If you need to cut plastic 
sheets or laminates, choose a 50 to 
70-tooth carbide blade that has alterna
ting triple-beveled teeth with a raker 
tooth in between (figure 7) . Properly 
sharpened and maintained, all carbide 
blades leave a smooth , almost finished 
surface . For more information on saws 
and blades see FWW #23 ,  pp. 72-75 and 
#24 . pp. 48 and 49. -I.J. K. 

High-speed steel blades 
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Fig.  1 : Rip blade 

Teeth are set. 

20 to 40 teeth 

File teeth faces perpendicular to blade. 

Fig. 2: Crosscut blade 
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40 to 60 teeth 

File teeth faces with alternating bevels. 

Fig. 3: Combination blade 
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40 to 60 teeth 

Raker tooth, with deep gullet, clears chips. 

Fig.  4: Hol low-ground combination 
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Blade body below teeth is ground thinner 
(here exaggerated) . Teeth have no set. 

Carbide-tipped blades 

Fig . 5: Carbide combination 

M� 
Four alternating top-beveled teeth are 
preceded by flat-ground, raker tooth. 

Fig.  6: Carbide rip 
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24 flat or raker teeth 
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Reftning the Craftstnan Style 
The legacy of Harvey Ellis 

by David Cathers 

Harvey Ellis signed on with Gustav 
Stickley's renowned Craftsman 

Workshops as a designer in May, 1903 . 
An aesthete and a dissipated roman
tic , Ellis could not have been more un
like the robust, moralizing Stickley, 
the leading American exponent of the 
Arts and Crafts style and philosophy. 
Yet Ellis' impact on Craftsman furni
ture was immediate , drastic and last
ing . Where Stickley's designs em
ployed massive, powerful oak mem
bers , bristling with through tenons, 
u nrelenting rectilinear forms and 
heavy wrought-iron hardware , Ellis' 
furniture was delicate, light and color
ful. Stickley preached against the dis
honesty of applied ornament . True 
decoration, he insisted , developed na
turally from materials , structure and 
methods. His furniture showed exactly 
how it was put together. Ellis, on the Harvey Ellis. 
other hand , subordinated structure to 
form , introduced abstract decorative inlays and relied upon 
discrete , hidden joinery as the typical elements of his designs. 

Ellis trained as an architect in the 1870s, and while still a 
young man he produced several notable commercial build
ings in his home city of Rochester, NY During the 1880s and 
1 890s, as a journeyman designer and draftsman working for 
midwestern archii:ectural firms, he created brilliant architec
tural designs-for small wages and no recognition. 

Ellis' talent for design did not spill over into other areas of 
his life .  He had no talent for success. By his early twenties he 
was drinking heavily, establishing the partern of drunkenness 
and dissolution that marred most of his life .  He was as care
less with his money as with his own well-being. " He was," 
wrote his friend Hugh Garden , .. an artist and romanticist 
who loved to indulge his peculiar taste for life in the nearest 
and readiest direction, careless of the result and apparently 
without any marked ambition . "  In January, 1904 , nine 
months after he had joined Stickley, Ellis died . Years of heavy 
drinking had taken their toll . He was 5 2 .  

It is the inlay which draws today's admirers to Ellis' work . 
The pewter, copper and stained woods added color to Crafts
man furniture and it added expense-fine inlay is difficult 
and time-consuming to produce. Ellis' most characteristic in
lay patterns are abstracted floral and plant forms . Other pat
terns show the influence of Japanese and American Indian 
designs . He delighted in fairy tales, and he adapted sailing 
ships, woodland scenes and other motifs from those stories for 
his inlay. His patterns are whimsical or abstract, usually sym
metrical, and always prominent in the furniture . Ellis, like 
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Stickley, designed for oak , but he 
either fumed it nearly black or avoided 
quartersawn stock-the flashing pat
terns would have been at odds with his 
delicate inlay. 

In January, 1904 , Stickley intro
duced Ellis' inlaid oak furniture in 
The Craftsman , the magaz ine he 
founded to publicize Arts and Crafts 
ideals. Stickley, the scourge of applied 
ornament, stretched himself, and the 
language , to avoid being criticized on 
this front. Inlay, Stickley said , added 
interest to otherwise plain, flat sur
faces, accented vertical structure and 
gave a slenderness to heavy members .  
Ellis' inlay, he wrote , "bears no trace 
of having been applied. It consists of 
fine markings, discs and other figures 
of pewter and copper, which, like 
stems of plants and obscured , simpli
fied forms, seem to pierce the surface 
from underneath . "  

Ellis' inlays grab our attention. But they shouldn't be al
lowed to overshadow his other innovations which radically al
tered the stolid Craftsman style. Ellis added bowed sides, 
paneled backs and deeply arched aprons to Craftsman case
work. He produced several versions of an attenuated tall-back 
chair, close relatives of chairs by the British architects C.R .  
Mackintosh and C.F .A.  Voysey, designers Ellis much ad
mired. And, finally, Ellis introduced veneered panels to 
Craftsman furniture . 

The inlay quickly disappeared from the line after Ellis' 
death, but all of his structural elements became standard 
Stickley features from 1904 onward . Though his life was 
tragically cut short, Ellis exerted a long-lived influence on 
Stickley and on his contemporaries. Ellis' subordination of 
structure to form led to an ever-increasing purity in Crafts
man designs, and eased Stickley into one of the main currents 
of 20th-century design : unadorned, geometric and sophis
ticated form . " Harvey Ellis was a genius," said his friend and 
fellow architect, Claude Bragdon. "Had it not been for the 
evil fairy which presided at his birth and ruled his destiny, he 
might have been a prominent, instead of obscure , figure in 
the aesthetic awakening of America . "  

Davtd Cathers is the author of Furniture of the American Arts 
and Crafts Movement, published by the New American Li
brary. For more on Gustav Stickley and Craftsman furniture, 
see "Gustav Stickley, " FWW #2 , Spring ' 76 .  A collection of 
repn·nts from The Craftsman magazine, edited by Barry 
Sanders, is published by Peregn·ne Smith, Inc. 

Photo; courtesy the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum 



Stickley's 1901 armchair, left, is straightforward , with practically no deco
ration. Stiles, rails and stretchers are pinned monise-and-tenon, the ten
ons carried through in the larger members . The arms of the chair are little 
more than stretchers, evidence of Stickley's commitment to expressed 
structure , sometimes to the detriment of comfon. 

Ellis' chair, below, designed two years later, is also straight
forward . But the scaling down of the members and the 
elimination of through tenons permits our attention to 
focus on the chair's form , a cube . Its severity is relieved by 
the comfonable cushion and the graceful ,  abstract inlays, 
set off by a grain-obscuring ebonized finish. 

Photos: courtesy lhe Jordan-Volpe Gal lery 

The Ellis side chair, above , exhibits all the characteris
tics associated with Ellis' designs- graceful and deli
cate lines, a curved apron, tapering legs and a high 
back. Ellis had a superb eye for line, as his inlay 
shows. The pattern , a favorite , shows Mackintosh's in
fluence. It is probably abstracted from floral or human 
form , and its termination , a torii , the Japanese gate 
form, reflects Ellis' love for Japanese an. After Ellis' 
death Stickley altered the stretchers, removed the top 
rail and sold this version as a standard item until he 
declared bankruptcy in 1 9 1 5 .  (continued next page) 
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Stickley introduced this desk, left, in 190 1 .  It is absolutely rectilinear, with 
prominently expressed structural features. It is framed of massively overscaled 
members, enclosing panels assembled from chamfered, butt-joined and 
splined boards. The chamfering is echoed in the small door in the desk's gal
lery. Like the strap hinges and the chamfering, the decorative elements of the 
desk are purely structural, Large, double-pinned through tenons pierce the 
front and back legs, and stand slightly proud of the otherwise flat surfaces. 
The legs, in addition,  rise decoratively above the line of the top rails . 

Ellis's desk, above , a 1 903 design, is a marked 
contrast to Stickley ' s .  E l lis has followed 
Stickley's dictate of simplicity, but has subor
dinated the structure to a refined , pure form 
with gently tapering sides and a wide over
hanging top . The horizontal lip attached to 
the fall-front, which breaks up this flat plane 
and reiterates the shape of the overhanging 
top, might be said to violate Stickley's pro
scription against applied ornament.  But it 
functions as a handle as well as decoration. 

The fall-front desk, left, shows many of the features 
that Ellis introduced to Craftsman furniture . The deep
ly arching underrail gives this wide desk a sense of light
ness that contrasts with the conscious sturdiness of 
Stickley's earlier designs. Gently rounded cutouts re
peat this curve at the bottom of the plank sides . Ellis 
has replaced Stickley's expressed structural decoration 
with his own stylistic signature : the arching curves, the 
wide overhanging top, a paneled oak back and the at
tenuated inlay pattern . 

Photos: H. Peter Curran, COUrtesy the Jordan-Volpe Gallery 
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Stickley made a number of desks according 
to this Ellis design, some with inlay, some, 
like the one at left, without. This small , 
simple desk is solid oak throughout, quaner 
or rift sawn for stability. The sides are 
tenoned (or sliding dovetailed) into a shal
low dado running the width of the top, and 
stopped at the front. The shelves are simi
larly joined to the sides. The back, glued-up 
and nailed in place, makes the carcase rigid . 
The rails of the fall-front are monised and 
tenoned to the stiles. The fall-front panels, 
glued to each other, are fitted tight and dry 
into grooves. The panels are flush with the 
rails and stiles on the inside writing surface. 
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Fly Rods fro1n Split Batnboo 
With a hand plane and lots of gadgets 

by L. U. Beitz 

The anonymous craftsman who in 1 859 tried fastening a 
split-bamboo tip to the butt of a hickory fishing rod 

started a revolution in rod technology and craftsmanship . 
Charles F. Murphy of Newark, N.] . ,  soon became the first 
builder to make a complete six-sided split bamboo rod of 
Calcutta cane. Previous rods were turned and shaved from the 
springiest woods available: lancewood , greenheart, ash, 
hickory. They were heavy by any standard, up to 1 5  or 20 
ounces, and positively limp compared with bamboo. 

A rypical flyfishing rod before bamboo was about 12 ft.  
long, consisting of two or three sections connected by thread 
wrappings or metal ferrules. The rod would have been turned 
round to about %-in. diameter just above the handgrip, and 
would have tapered smoothly to about Ys in . at the tip. When 
they discovered bamboo, last century's makers reproduced 
the shape of the rods they already knew. To do this, they split 
and planed Calcutta cane into tri
-angular sections ,  tapering in 
length, then they glued the strips 
into a hexagonal shape. People 
tried turning the rods on the lathe 
to round them, but quickly dis
covered that turned rods lacked 
strength- the cane is weakest 
toward its pith, and every pre
cious fraction of its outside surface 
must be conserved . You can ' t  
sand away protruding edges when 
you make fly rods. If you do, the Section shows fiber density. 
rod will be stronger in one direc-
tion than in the other, resulting in an erratic action . For the 
tip of a fly rod, a four-foot sliver of bamboo has to be beveled 
to a perfect equilateral triangle , and tapered from Ys in . to 
Y32 in. Then five other pieces have to match it exactly-all this 
using a material that, ounce for ounce, resembles wood less 
than it does steel (see Bamboo, p. 70) . 

A fishing rod is basically a spring used to store energy. In 
spinning or baitcasting rods, the energy is transmitted to a 
relatively heavy lure that then pulls the light line from the 
reel. In flyfishing, however, it is the weighry line itself that is 
cast (almost like snapping a whip),  and the nearly weightless 
fly goes along for the ride. A good caster is able to put as 
much energy into a long cast as he would into driving a rail
road spike-just about all he has. Sometimes that's what it 
takes to get the fly to the wily trout.  A thick rod suffers too 

Author's 7'h/t. 
split-bamboo fly rod 
shown actual size, 
with ebony ferrule plug. 
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much from air resistance . A weak rod can't store enough 
energy for decent casts-it merely breaks. The test of 
strength-for-weight makes bamboo the finest natural mate
rial for fly rods. Its only competition comes from man-made 
materials (fiberglass and graphite) that closely imitate its 
structure-long, stiff fibers in a binding matrix . 

Rodmakers since Murphy's day have refilled their tech
niques and their concepts of what a good fly rod should be. 
The old rods were long : 12 ft. to 1 5  ft. was not uncommon . 
Length, in a wooden rod, compensated for weakness-if you 
couldn' t  make a long cast, the rod got you halfway there any
way. The early bamboo rods were nearly as heavy as wooden 
ones. They were way overbuilt, but fishermen took genera
tions to get used to a weak-looking rod. Toward the end of 
the century, progressive makers (Hardy in England, Leonard 
in America) introduced lighter and shorter rods at every op

portuniry. Then Tonkin cane replaced the weaker 
Calcutta cane. By the mid-forties, fifties, and sixties, 
master rodcrafters and designers such as Everett Gar
rison, "Pinky" Gillum , Lyle Dickerson, George H .  
Halstead and Jim Payne, were making the finest rods 
ever produced in the world . Their rods are now col
lector's items, selling for four figures . About a dozen 
companies are still engaged in bamboo rodcrafting. 
Although their output is excellent in quality, many 
people have had a hand in the making of each rod. 
Some of these production rods are priced in the 
$ 500-$600 range . Today, a few dedicated builders 
carry on the tradition of the hand-split, hand-
planed, precisely balanced split-bamboo fly rod. In 

this article I ' ll describe the building of such a rod . I 've in
cluded the taper specifications of a rod by Garrison, from 
which I made the 7 1h-footer shown along the bottom of these 
pages. At the end there's a source list for the materials and 
equipment you need to try these methods yourself. 

Selecting and splitting the cane-Let's start building a 
two-piece (butt and tip) , 7%-ft .  fly rod, plus an extra tip . Al
ternate use of two tips prolongs the life of the rod, and if one 
tip is damaged while fishing, the angler isn't cast adrift. 

The Tonkin cane pole , or culm, runs a standard 12 -ft . 
length , with a diameter of 1 %  in . to 2 1h in . Its nodes-humpy 
rings around the circumference-are closer together toward 
the bottom, about 10  in . apart, spreading to near 16 in . at 
the top. It is from the thin-walled top that we plot out the 



The long fibers in Tonkin cane allow it to be split into many narrow strips that retain lightness, strength and resiliency. 

Fig. 1: Strip arrangement 

1 

3 

A. To arrange the strips that 
will become the finished rod, 
split the culm into at least 18 
pieces (dotted lines), choosing 
pieces for each butt and tip 
section from adjacent parts of 
the culm. Tapered triangular 
strips will be planed from the 
dense outer part of the culm. 

B 

sections of a 7 %.-ft. rod . The stouter end can be used for mak
ing an 8-ft .  or 8!fl-ft . fly rod; these use thicker strips. 

Saw the 1 2-ft. culm into two 6-ft .  lengths. Put aside the 
thicker piece and place the other piece on the bench to be 
split up . We' ll aim to split strips the full length of the piece, 
and it's not hard to do-the fibers run very straight . 

Study the culm carefully, planning to avoid scuffs, scars , 
water stains and other imperfections . A few minor water 
blemishes are bound to show up , since only one culm in a 
thousand is absolutely perfect in all respects . Look for an 
overall light-straw color. Greenish culms, or deep yellow ones 
should be allowed to season several months longer. 

Now using a stout knife split the culm down its length into 
halves, starting at the thicker end . Be careful-bamboo edges 
can be glass-sharp . Along the V-shaped split half, at each 
node , is a solid interior wall or dam which must be cut out 
with a gouge before further splitting . After you've leveled the 
inside of the culm , split each half into three preliminary 
pieces, each about 1 in . wide. Then split each of these I -in . 
pieces into three or four strips-you'll need at least 1 8  good 
strips for the three rod sections . These strips are considerably 
wider than they will be after planing. Because the culm struc
ture varies slightly in density around its circumference , 
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B. Strips will be alternated for balanced action in the glued-up rod. 
C. Stagger the brittle nodes to avoid weak spots, then trim rough 
sections to length before filing and planing. 

number each strip so you can make each rod section from ad
jacent parts of the culm , as shown in figure 1A .  To even out 
irregularities and keep the rod's action uniform , strips that 
were adjacent in the culm should be placed opposite each 
other within each rod section (figure lB).  

Next, stagger the nodes. Lay the six strips that will com
prise the tip section of the rod in their proper sequence on the 
bench. The first strip stays put. Move the next strip about 
2 in . along the length of the first .  Shift the following strip 
another 2 in. , and so on (figure 1C) .  This will stagger the 
nodes in a helix along the fmished rod.  Check the positions of 
the nodes along the entire length of the tip. If any are too 
close together, move the strips a little to balance them out. 

Now mark and cut all the wood to length. Cut the 12 strips 
for the two tip sections to 47  in . long , the butt strips to 
46!fl in .  These lengths allow 1 in. to be cut off each end after 
the strips have been glued together. 

Filing and straightening the nodes-The 18 split strips are 
considerably oversize at this stage . Before proceeding with the 
planing, we must remove the bumps at the nodes. To flatten 
the nodes, place each one in a metal vise and file it down level 
with the enamel on the outer surface of the cane. The upper 
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cane along grain, producing wavy strips. On the 
left is the side view of a node as split from the culm. The second piece 
has been leveled inside and out. To maintain fiber continuity, split the 
culm (third piece, enamel face), file the nodes level with the surface of 
the enamel (fourth piece), then heat-bend the strips over an alcohol 
lamp until they are straight (for right). 
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Bamboo 
Bamboo is technically a grass-and the fastest growing 
plant in the world. Researchers have clocked some of 
the Orient's 1 2 50 species at a growth rate of nearly 4 ft. 
a day. The type used for fly rods (Arundinaria amabtfis) 
is cultivated on high , windy bluffs where a less hardy 
plant would fail . It grows hollow, its Y4-in . walls rein
forced by solid plugs every foot or so at the nodes . The 
3 -in . diameter stems break through the ground and 
shoot up to 40 ft. tall in just two months . After this ini
tial spun, the walls toughen over the next 5 or 6 years 
until they are densely packed with long, resilient fibers . 
If you break a piece of high quality bamboo, the fibers 
will stand out in a bundle of 6-in. lances. Poor quality 
bamboo breaks leaving fibers only half-an-inch long. 
The growing conditions are pan of the difference, and 
nowhere are they better than in a 25 -sq . mile area 
around Tonkin , China. Tonkin cane is currently avail
able after a 50-year hiatus in trade with China. While 
synthetics such as fiberglass and graphite fiber may 
match its lightness, stiffness and strength, they can't 
match the beauty and traditional appeal of Tonkin cane. 

surface is now level (as shown in the photo, left) , but the 
strips are not yet straight. Straightening the nodes is not easy, 
but it's critical-we want the longest fibers possible in the 
finished rod. If you leave a little crook or bump in the node 
area, the plane will rip the fibers there , undercutting the 
cane, which will weaken the finished fly rod . 

We straighten the strips over an alcohol lamp , wearing 
gloves. At each node, hold the concave underside of the strip 
over a low flame until it becomes pliable . Then you can bend 
it straight. Easy does it. Too much pressure or too little heat 
will crack some of the fibers in the strip . The flame may 
scorch the underside, but these areas will be planed away. 

Preliminary planing and removal of enamel-Each strip 
must now be planed to a tapered triangle . We use two plan
�g forms . The first, shop-made from hard maple, has a 90· 
V-notch, oriented 30·  to one side,  60· to the other. 
This V will hold a rectangular 
strip with its enamel side 
down, so a 600 angle can be 
planed on one of the inner 
s i des . D o n ' t p l a n e  the  
enamel face. It is the strong
est pan of the cane and it 
must be conserved . When 
you've planed one side of the 
strips to 60· ,  they're ready for 
another planing form , this 
one with a 60· V-notch. You 
can make a 60· wooden form . 
The easy way to do this is to 
joint two I -in . by 2-in. maple 
boards (5 ft . long, more or 
less) and then bevel them to 

Intermediate planing form 
the correct angle on the jointer. Place these beveled edges 
together to form a V-groove . Then taper the edges of the 
boards until the groove has the correct size and degree of 
taper. The width of the faces on each strip should conform to 
column C in the rod-taper chan (p . 73) .  Fasten the boards 
together, and you will have a non-adjustable form-good for 
a rod or two. This form is so easy to make that you might as 
well make a few of them in graduated sizes, saving the most 
precise form for those last few strokes with scraper or plane. 

Instead of a series of wooden forms, I now move over to the 
same adjustable machinist-made form that I use for final plan
ing . I set it wide enough to give the strips good suppon. Place 
a strip , enamel face down, snugly in the 60· V-notch and 
plane a 60· angle on its other inner side. Then tum the strip 
in the form and lodge it with the enamel surface up. We want 
to remove as little as possible from the enamel face ,  but we 
have to true it so it registers in the form. Using a scraper (since 
the plane would remove too much material) take two or three 
passes to remove the thin layer of enamel, making the surface 
true and flat and bringing out the nice grain beneath. There 
will be no further scraping or planing on this surface .  

, 



Binding and heat-tempering-When you've planed the 
sides of each of the 1 8  strips down to approximately 50% 
larger than the rod designer's specified tapers, they're ready 
for a heat treatment to dry and toughen the cane's fibers . 

The six-strip sets for each of the three rod sections (one 
butt ,  rwo tips) are nestled into shape, then tightly wrapped 
with cotton rwine by a binding machine- this will keep them 
from warping when they're in the tempering oven. The bind
ing machine operates by means of a stout linen cord wound 
into a double loop over the hex section, as shown in figure 2 .  
A weight suspended from a pulley provides the proper ten
sion, a couple of pounds. Turning the crank moves the rod 
section along a cradle. Cotton cord , feeding off its spool 
through a tension device, wraps around the hex in a spiral for 
the full length of the section. When you reverse the linen 
loop you get a snug criss-cross wrap . 

After the three sections have been bound, they're heat
treated in an oven to temper the bamboo and increase its re
silience. My oven is a length of heavy-gauge aluminum pipe 
with a perforated propane-fueled gas pipe underneath. The 
three rod sections are placed inside and rotated by a small ro
tisserie motor. The sections cook for rwo hours at about 
3 50·F. Then they're turned end-far-end for another rwo 
hours . The once-tight binding is now quite loose, because the 
cane has shrunk from moisture loss . 

Final planing- With the binding removed, the 18  strips are 
ready for final planing. My fmal planing form, made of rwin 
steel bars , as shown in the photo on the following page , has 
screws set every 5 in. One-eighth turn of a screw opens or 
closes the notch 0 .001 in. A 30· angle on the inside edge of 
each bar forms the required 60 · V-notch . The angles are 
machined on both top and bottom of the form-one for thin 
tips, the other for hefty butt sections . 
I start with the screws of the form adjusted larger than the 

final taper specifications . I gradually plane the sections , still 
oversize, to their required taper, alternating the rwo inner 
faces. I prefer to begin with a Stanley No. 60 low-angle plane 
set to take a 0 .004 in. or 0 .005 in. shaving. Measure the shav
ings with a micrometer- you want to know how much bam
boo you're removing with each pass. Keep the plane level 
with each sweep to maintain a perfect triangle . Flip the stock 
berween every couple of passes. 

You will note that the strips are becoming quite flexible 
when they are bent in one plane (perpendicular to the enamel 
face) , yet are much stiffer when bent sideways. The hexagonal 
glue-up will maximize this directional stiffness . 

The strips will still be considerably oversize . What we are 
aiming for is not the final size but the correct taper, so we can 
take full-length passes . When the taper is right to within 
0 .0 10  in . ,  go to a precise plane such as the Stanley No. 91h.  
This tool, like the low-angle plane, must be razor sharp . Tak
ing off shavings of 0 .002 in. with each pass, work each strip 
down. It's a slow process . Check each strip frequently with a 
micrometer, as you plane the bamboo down closer and closer 

Fig. 2: Rod-wrapping machine 

Bundled Heavy 
hex cotton Tension 
section twine device 

Detail :  Central support 

As rod section rums, cotton twine 0 
wraps in tight spiral around it. � 
Wrap rod section in both �. directions to even-out 
clamping pressure. 

Turning the crank 
causes rod section 
to rotate and advance. 

Varying the weight 
gives different 
clamping pressures. 

toward the perfect taper. Perfection is when each strip con
forms precisely to the design at every 5 in . along its length. 

Gluing-Now bundle the thin strips together in proper 
order, and bind the sections with masking tape every 10 or 1 2  

inches . Using a razor blade , cut each 
tape so the hex can be opened up 
and spread apart on the bench . Sat
urate the exposed edges with strong 
waterproof and heat-resistant glue , 

using a wide bristle brush. I use Nelson's Urac 1 8 5  or Elmer's 
resorcinol glue. A 7 1h.-ft. rod with an extra tip will show more 
than 60 linear ft .  of glue line. The Urac formula is honey
colored and thus invisible. The Elmer's will leave a purplish 
threadline joint. 

With glue applied to all surfaces, fold the strips back into 
their hex shape (the tape indexes them) and wipe off excess 
glue . Then re-bind the section with the wrapping machine 
and wipe off as much squeezed-out glue as you can. Before 
hanging the section up to dry, hand-rwist out any curves to 
minimize the final straightening procedure later 'on.  

Filing and sanding-After the glued sections have cured for 
two or three days, cut and pull off the glue-hardened binding 
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A machine shop made this adjustable steel planing form. The top side is forrod tips, the bottom for butts. Turning the screws adjusts the form to 
O.OOl -in. tolerances at 5-in. interoals along its length. 

Heat from an alcohol lamp softens the bamboo fibers and allows rod 
straightening. Keep the rod moving to avotd scorching it. 

1l.Lt3Ci1 -n -, 
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cord . With a smooth file, clean off the bumps and humps of 
remaining glue . But remove only glue residue , don't disturb 
any of the cane surface . Take care to file flat and not to round 
any edges off the hex. The butt is fairly easy to file , but filing 
can be mighty tricky on the last 1 5  in. of each tip , where the 
diameter goes down to 0 .063 in. 

Now tun a sanding block with 400-grit sandpaper over each 
surface. Finish up with 600 grit. When I have completed this 
painstaking business of filing and sanding one of my rods , I 
usually knock off for a day or two and go fishing. 

Final straightening, fitting of hardware and reel seat
Now sight down each of the flats for any bow, curve or twist. 
Over the alcohol burner, heat the cane where it requires cor
rections, moving the section actively to keep from scorching 
it. When cane and glue become pliable , crooks and curves 
can be eased straight. This trick also works to straighten older 
rods that have gone out of shape . 

To mount the nickel-silver ferrules that will connect the rod 
sections , round off the edges at the end of the hex in the 
lathe. Removing too much bamboo will result in a weak point 
in the rod , so don't use too small a ferrule size . You want a 
pretty tight slip-on fit .  Glue the ferrule on with a five-minute 
epoxy, which sets with slight expansion . Handgrips are made 
from cork rings that can be bought with various sized holes 
through their centers . Boil the rings to soften them, slide 
them up the butt section, and glue them together. When 
they have dried, turn them down on the lathe to shape . Then 
fit the reel seat and its wooden sleeve insert (l use mesquite) . 

Wrapping of guides, varnishing-Well ,  you now have a 
handcrafted split-bamboo rod blank. All that's needed for 
completion is to wrap on the line guides, install a tip-top 
guide on each tip and varnish the cane. Most commercial rods 
use strong but bulky nylon for wrapping, but a fine split-



This adjustable guide-wrapping tool keeps the thread at the proper 
tension. Turning the rod produces a silk-smooth wrapping that secures 
the guide. The wrapping will be varnished for protection. 

bamboo rod calls for traditional pure silk . A rod-wrapping 
tool, which works like a simplified , finger-powered version of 
the binding machine , keeps the correct tension on the thread 
by means of a clutch or by the pressure of a spring against the 
spool .  The rod section is turned against this tension until each 
guide is snugly wrapped in place. For the sake of tradition,  
I've added decorative intermediate windings between the 
guides on this rod-they are not necessary for strength. 

After you have wrapped the guides along the rod section , 
at appropriate intervals which you can judge from the full
size photograph , treat the silk with a coat or two of color 
preserver to prevent its darkening when it's varnished . Then 
clean the bamboo thoroughly. It is traditional to write the 
maker's name, the rod length and the weight line for which it 
was designed on the flats of the shaft near the grip . Use per
manent India ink; the rod may last a hundred years .  

Varnishing i s  another meticulous job and must be done in a 
warm, dust-free room. I use tung-oil varnish and red-sable 
brushes . While the varnish is drying, I make a ferrule plug to 
keep the female ferrule free of dust or dirt when the rod is not 
in use . I use ebony, but any hardwood will do. Turn a 2- in .  
long, %-in. sq . piece to about Y32 in. less than the male fer
rule, leaving a larger decorative knob on one end . Then glue 
on a lfl-in. wide cork ring to the part that will fit into the 
female ferrule . When it's dry, turn the cork to the exact size 
of the ferrule, and cut off the excess wood . 

In between coats of varnish (three or four coats applied over 
a span of some six or eight dry days) you can sew a doth sack 
panitioned to fit the rod sections. An aluminum tube for 
storage and travel will protect your work. 0 

Les Beitz makes split-bamboo fly rods in Austin, Texas, 
researching and working /rom rod specifications that were 
developed by the craft's most notable designers. He spends 
about 95 hours working on each $600 rod. 

Photo: White light 5wdios 

Forms, tapers and materials 

Measure bevel every 5 in. (arrows) 
10 conform 10 column C in chart below. 

To make the tapered planing form, square-up and joint two 
hardwood pieces. Bevel a corner of each piece 10 30° for its full 
length. Then taper one face of each piece, so the bevel wi/I match 
column C in the rod-taper chart. Fasten the pieces IOgether 10 form 
a tapered V-notch Several graduated sizes can be made for planing 
the rough bamboo 10 final size. 

Rod taper specifications : 
Below are the measurements for the fly rod that appears 
full size along the bottom of these pages. It is a 
medium Garrison pattern, designed for a No . 5  line . 
The intermediate silk windings between the guides on 
the 1. U. Beitz rod are decorative and optional . 
-Column A measures inches from the tip to the butt. 
-Column B is diameter of the rod from face to face . 
-Column C is the width of the bevel in the form. 
-Ferrule size is 13/64 in . ,  and the guide spacing may be 

judged from the photograph. 

Tip Section Butt Section 
A B C A B C 
0 0.063 0.036 50 0.206 0 . 1 19 
5 0.Q78 0.045 55 0.220 0 . 127 
10 0. 100 0.058 60 0.233 0. 134 
1 5 0 . 1 17 0.068 65 0.247 0. 143 
20 0. 1 3 1 0.076 70 0.260 0. 150 
25 0 . 144 0.083 75 0.275 0. 159 
30 0. 1 56 0.090 80 0.306 0. 177 
35 0. 1 68 0.097 83 0.309 0. 1 78 
40 0. 181 0 . 104 90 0 . 3 17 0. 1 83 
45 0. 194 0 . 1 12 No.  4'h top guide 

Sources : 
o Tonkin cane culms: Charles H. Demarest, Inc . ,  45 Indian 

Lane, P .O. Box 67, Towaco , New Jersey 07082 . 
o Steel planing form and binding apparatus: Hoagy Car

michael, Cliffield , Indian Hill Rd . Bedford , N.Y. 10506 . 
o Reel seats, ferrules, aluminum tubes: Rodon Manufactur

ing Co . ,  Inc . ,  123 Sylvan , Newark , New Jersey 07 104 . 
o Guides, tip-tops: Perfection Tip Company, 4550 Jackson 

Street, Denver, Colorado 802 16 . 
o Silk thread, cork rings, color preserver: E. Hille, The 

Anglers Supply House , Inc . ,  P .O .  Box 996 , Williamsport, 
Pennsylvania 1 7701. 

o For further reading about rod crafting and Everett Garri
son's influence, see Hoagy B. Carmichael's A Master's 
Guide to Building a Bamboo Fly Rod, 1977 , from Martha's 
Glen Publishing Co. ,  Katonah , N.Y. 10536. 
For the views of an innovative fisherman/ rod-designer with 
tournament flycasting in the back of his mind, read Charles 
Ritz's A Fly Fisher's Life. 1979, Max Reinhardt, London. 
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Howard Raybould 
Ornamental carver of mirror frames 
and crocodiles 

by Tony Taylor 

The wiggly body of thIs little fish IS 
chamfered to allow for movement and 
then painted indescent blue, shading 

into red. The body segments are glued 
to both sides of a leather spine that 

also forms the fins and tazl. 

Opening the hinged upper jaw of 
Raybould's baby crocodile reveals a 
bnght red mouth which can serve as 
storage space. 

Photos, except where noted: Ellisllmrie 
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Woodcut pn'nts, buzldings, wrapped packages
Raybould has been influenced by all things Japanese. 

This elm box IS simple and vigorously carved. 

Howard Raybould carves wood in a 
small room at the top of a dilapi

dated London terraced house-no ma
chines, plenty of chisels and gouges 
and a homemade workbench . In just a 
few years, Raybould , 3 5 , has also carved 
a comfortable niche for himself in the 
world of British craft , earning a place 
on the Crafts Council index, receiving a 
Churchill Fellowship (which he used 
for travel in Japan) and teaching 
around the country. A 1 978 exhibition , 
"The Framing of Howard Raybould , "  
enlarged his appreciative , if somewhat 
bemused audience, and mirror frames 
have replaced architectural carving as 
his bread-and-butter work . 

Why mirror frames? "Makers are 
makers because they stop and look and 
think, "  he explains. "You say to your
self, 'I don't like this, I think I can do 
something better. ' That's how I started 
doing mirror frames . "  

He doesn't fuss over construction , as
sembling the yellow-pine frames with 
simple lapped or mitered joints. Then 
the carving starts . Raybould may use a 
repeating pattern , or he may go for a 
pictorial approach, carving the sides of 
the frame into hanging curtains or the 
intertwining branches of two trees . 
Whatever image he carves, he usually 
heightens the texture by staining or 
painting areas in soft pastel colors . His 
objectives are uncomplicated. " I  just 
try to capture something that feels 
good , "  he says. "The frame should 
match anything in the room without 
being overpowering, it's got to be ac
tive and passive at once. There is end
less variety in this limited form . "  Ray
bould often turns to boxes and toys. 
His toy crocodiles are lifelike, bright 
green and playfully threatening; his 
colorful snakes and fish come with 
bodies articulated to slither or swish. 

Raybould learned traditional carving 
skills working for a firm of architectural 
carvers following his graduation from 
art college. He grew dissatisfied with 
the formality and convention of tradi-



Raybould's mirrors can be subtle, blending pattern, texture, color and 
simple shapes, as in the square mirror, nght. Or they can be more elab
orate and whimsical, as in this circus tent bathroom mirror. 

tional carving,  and in 197 4 he left the 
firm to develop a style of his own . He 
wanted to express himself through his 
work . His sources of inspiration are 
wide ranging: architecrure , sculpture , 
textiles and travel .  He has a sharp eye 
for detail, pattern , color and texrure , 
the elements of ornament and decora
tion, the carver's stock in trade . At first 
glance , his work may seem jokey, al
most amateurish . A second look reveals 
careful carving, skill and taste. His 
pieces are amiable and positive . 

Agreeing with William Morris , Ray
bould believes that decoration should 
give pleasure in the making as well as in 
the use. Carving, he says, adds some
thing individual to a piece , something 
decorative and personal. " I  think we've 
got a bug about ornament ,"  he adds. 
"We tell ourselves it's superficial , or 
that the Victorians overdid it, or the 
Shakers did without it. We're confused 
about the whole thing. If you're going 
to do, let's say, 18th-cenrury ornament 
it will look terrible , unless you're as 
good as the 1 8th-century craftsman. 
But if you take ornament and try to re
late it to the age you're living in or to 
the function of the object you are mak
ing, then it might look all right. It 
must be integrated . And for me this 
means it must be personal. "  

Raybould nodded toward his sunlit 
window. " In one sense carving is all 
about organizing light and shadow, 
but ultimately carving is feeling, orna
ment is emotion.  " 0 

Tony 'Jaylor is a joiner and furniture
maker living in London. 

Raybould's tiny workroom is well-stocked with carving tools. The fish, aboutreadJ for painting, 
is made ofjelutong, one of the soft, easily workable woods that Raybould prefers. 
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Stereo Equiptnent Cabinets 
Take the heat off your audio gear 

by Carl Spencer 

Housing audio and electronic 
equipment in specially de

signed casework is not a new idea. 
Thomas Edison's fust commercially 
available phonographs came com
plete with their own wooden cases, 
and even Marconi's early radio sets 
had their own boxes. The casework 
was originally devised to protect the 
fragile gear from damage, and the 
consumer from electric shock. Re
tailers quickly learned that the ap
pearance of the package was often 
more of a selling point than the 
sound of the equipment. 

'" () > 

Even today there is lively compe
tition at antique shops for the 
beautiful old AM-shorrwave radios 
from the 1920s and 1 930s. That 
some of the old radios still operate 
is only a portion of the appeal. 
M odern stereo fu rnitu re- for 

This RCA record player/radio com
bination was a forerunner of modem 
audio equipment cabinets. This cab
inet, constructed of veneers and 
solid wood, was closed up to hide 
and protect the electronics. 

component fans . The racks were supports that organ
ized the equipment with maximum exposure-for 
berter or for worse . Little attention was paid to good 
equipment placement, tidying up the wires, or dust
proofing and ventilating the electronics . The racks 
were more attractive than boards and bricks but still 
offered little protection for sensitive equipment. As 
the "baby boom" kids of the 1950s began having 
their own children, they found that nothing can so 
thoroughly devastate a phono stylus or decorate a 
room with yards of magnetic tape quite like a rwo
year-old . Audio equipment also needs protection 
from thieves; it is easily stolen and resold . Equipment 
racks are simple to spot in a room , and some even 
have casters . A burglar can just unplug the system 
and roll it out to the trunk of his car-a perfect 
60-second crime. 

The problems of designing cabinets for stereo com
ponents can be solved in ways that improve the ap
pearance and function of the equipment while pro
tecting it from children and thieves . Wires can be run 

which there is a growing market-has its roots in the prepack
aged high-fidelity consoles first marketed just before World 
War II .  With the advent ofFM radio and stereophonic sound, 
the console became common in the American home . By the 
1950s, the console had evolved into a tuner, phonograph , 
amplifier and rwo speakers all permanently installed in a 
single wooden cabinet that fit the decor of the day. Many 
even incorporated television sets. Consoles remain popular, 
probably because they combine and conceal, with a mini
mum of wires and controls, what some people see as unsightly 
and confusing equipment.  The console's advantage , an all-in
one package , proved to be its weakness as well . If the ampli
fier or the television died beyond repair, one could only re
place the entire unit or limp along indefinitely with half of an 
entertainment system . Some old consoles could be retrofirted 
with new gear, but variation in case construction and propor
tions made that remedy costly in money and trouble . The con
sole's shortcoming teaches a valuable lesson to the designer of 
modern stereo cabinets: good casework will outlast the elec
tronics, so it makes sense to design for equipment changes. 

By the 1960s, "component" audio systems confronted con
sumers with more storage problems. The audiophile could 
buy separately the best amplifier, tuner, speakers and turn
table- each from a different manufacturer. While some peo
ple didn't care about the resulting tangle of patch cords, 
others wanted their systems to look as neat as the old consoles 
did . Thus the modern stereo cabinet industry was born. 

The early 1970s saw a resurgence of the console approach as 
stereo " racks" began replacing the cinderblock and pine 
board shelving that had been pressed into service by early 
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out of sight, panels can be installed for dustproofing 
and ventilation , and all of the equipment can be housed in 
attractive cabinetry that permits quick changes when the sys
tem is replaced or updated. 

Case design and equipment placement-The shape and 
style of stereo casework is up to the aesthetic bent of the client 
and the maker. Vertical designs are generally superior to the 
traditional horizontal layouts . Few people " drive" their audio 
gear like a car, nor do they sit in front of it while using it. Ad
justments are made after the listener has walked up to the 
equipment so it is sensible to assume the user will be stand
ing. Vertical formats are also less expensive to build : there is 
no finished countertop to add to the carcase . 

Heat is the bane of electronic gear, and ignoring it can 
shorten the life of expensive systems. Always locate the re
ceiver, amplifier and other heat-producing components near 
the top of the case. This keeps the rising heat away from the 
other units, and also puts the various scales and controls at 
eye level, easy to read . Other frequently adjusted equipment 
that can be set by ear or by feel can be mounted wherever 
convenient. If the system you are housing has both amplifier 
and tuner, mount the tuner below the warmer amplifier. 
Some systems use preamplifiers and they ought to be 
mounted below but as near to the main amplifier as possible . 
This will ensure short patch cords and a clean signal berween 
the units. Some systems solve this three-component problem 
by combining all three units in a receiver. If so, the receiver 
should be mounted above the other units. 

Turntables should be as close as possible to waist height. 
Mounted too low, one's view of the turntable is blocked by 



the shelf above it, making it difficult to put a record on the 
spindle. If it's too high, the oblique view makes it equally 
hard to operate , and the inevitable result is scratched records. 
Leave enough room for opening the turntable dust cover if 
you mount it on open shelving . Never put turntables on pull
out platforms. Turntable designers go to great lengths to pro
duce balanced , vibration-free equipment. The sloppiness in 
even the best ball-bearing drawer slides will defeat this so
phisticated engineering for which you've paid so dearly. 

Cassette recording decks are available in both front-load 
and top-load designs . They should be mounted as near to 
eye-level as the case and amplifier placement permit. If fre
quent taping of records is anticipated , the deck could be 
placed on a fixed shelf at the same level as the turntable . 

Televisions complicate stereo cabinet design because they 
compete for the ideal equipment locations, and they are near
ly always wider and deeper than stereo components. Usually, 
it's best to keep the TV elsewhere , but if it must go in the 
stereo cabinet, the best position seems to be centered at sit
ting eye level. Horizontal formats favor television-stereo com
binations because they permit more spacing between the 
heat-producing components. Don't mount any equipment 
above televisions; they generate large amounts of heat. 

Mounting, dustprooftng and ventilation-Stereo equip
ment can simply sit on a shelf or it can project through a veni
cal panel mounted in the front of the cabinet. Shelves should 
be cut to allow for wire runs and for cooling ventilation , 
either by leaving a I -in. space between the back of the shelf 
and the carcase back or by boring holes in the shelf. To panel
mount equipment, an opening the exact size of the compon
ent chassis is cut in the panel and the unit is slid in , supponed 
behind the panel by shelves or cleats to keep the weight of the 
gear from bulging the panel . Panel mounting looks neat, and 
the equipment is less available to thieves. What thief has 
time to extract equipment from something that looks so in
timidating? I've had customers who have lost their speakers , 
televisions and silver to burglars , but so far none have lost 
stereo components that I've set into panels. Another tip on 
security : don't bother with locks on stereo cabinet doors. If a 
burglar encounters a locked cabinet, he'll assume there's 
something really valuable inside and break the doors with a 
crowbar, perhaps leaving the equipment anyway. 

Besides improving security, panel-mounting aids dust
proofing and ventilation. Dust finds its way into cabinets and 
settles on equipment heatsinks, reducing cooling efficiency 
and shottening equipment life .  Closely fit panels seal out the 
dust and actually improve ventilation by suspending the 
equipment in a cooling bath of moving air. Panels should be 
mounted so they can be removed from the rear of the case , 
and modified for new equipment. 

Cabinets with open companments can be fitted with false 
backs to give a finished appearance. The actual cabinet back 
should be removable and have an access panel to permit 
equipment installation and connection. 

Cabinets can be ventilated by drilling a row of I -in . diame
ter holes in the lower back of the equipment companment to 
draw in cool air and to exhaust heated air out the top through 
a slot. The ventilation flow should be baffled to force the air 
to turn a corner on its way out- this keeps dust from filtering 
into the equipment compattment when the system is off. 
Higher-powered equipment (more than 50 watts per channel) 

Vertical cabinets can 
have shelving for turntables and 
top-loading cassette decks. Other components 
are panel-mounted for protection against dust and theft. 

may need a "whisper" fan mounted in the top of the case to 
draw hot air out. A commonly available 5 5 -cfm fan can cool 
the largest amplifier. Figure on using a fan if the temperature 
inside the cabinet when the stereo is on is more than 10· 
warmer than the room temperature. 

Books, records or additional equipment can be stored be
hind doors, on open shelving or in drawers . Store record al
bums at the bottom of the cabinet where it is cooler. Their 
weight will add to the stability of the case-an imponant 
consideration here in eanhquake-prone California. 

All of the design requirements I've mentioned can be al
tered to suit special equipment or the whims of builders and 
clients. Rapid-fire innovation in electronics, in fact, is chang
ing the shapes and sizes of components faster than ever, al
lowing cabinet design to develop too. There's a constant de
mand for cabinet work both for the protection of the equip
ment and for the convenience and satisfaction of those who 
have it in their homes. (continued next page) 
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Ventilation holes 

! 

Let-in Y.-in. 
plywood dust panel. 

Make equipment shelf from 
scrap stock, fasten to carcase 
or equipment panel with 
screws or cleats. 

component on 
skids. 

Install false back behind � 
open compartments. 

Let Y.-in. back panel (not shown) into 
rabbet on back edge of carcase sides. 

Scale 

.-......... . 
1 2  inches 

A ttach plinth and cornice 
moldings to frame, screw 
frame to carcase. 

Dado or rabbet and groove 
top, bottom of cabinet 
and fixed shelf into 
side of carcase. 

C leat 
Use "I.-in. plywood or 
solid-wood frame for 
equipment panel, attach 
with screws and cleats. J 

Mortise and tenon face 
frames, attach to carcase 
with nails and glue. 
Then mount doors. 

� 

Hang plywood or solid-wood 
drawer on metal slides, attach 
solid-wood or frame-and-panel 
drawerfront with screws. 

A basic audio cabinet 
Stereo cabinets can be made of solid 
wood or plywood , with traditional 
joinery or the simplest knock-up con
struction .  Whatever way, the placement 
of the equipment governs the cabinet's 
size and shape. I make five or more cab
inets at once in small production runs 
using what's basically kitchen cabinet 
construction :  plywood carcases with 
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solid-wood face frame and door frames. 
I measure the equipment that will go 
into a case, leaving room for accessories 
that might be added later. 

First I cut parts for the face frame 
from 5 / 4  lumber planed to 1 7'l6 in .  
thick. The frames are mortised and ten
oned together, but dowels could also be 
used . I make the face frame 7'l6 in . 

wider than the plywood case and trim it 
flush later, so I won't have to sand the 
veneer. While the face frame is in 
clamps, I cut the door rails and stiles 
from %-in . stock, and join them with 
mortise and tenons . I glue Y4-in. ply
wood to the back of-the frames for pan
els , but you can float the panels in Y4-in . 
grooves milled in the rails and stiles. 



Cabinet access and ventilation 

Leave slor ar cop. -----'��=:::::i:========3JI-1' 
Warm air 
exirs here. 

Insra// removable ----tt--_� 
panel in back for 

- - - - - - - - - - -, . " 

equipmenr access. 

VenCi/arion holes 
in equipmenr shelf 

Cool air 
enrers here. 

Next, I rip the major carcase com
ponents-sides, top, bottom, shelving 
and equipment panel-from %-in . A-2 
cabinet plywood . You can use solid 
wood, or substitute cheaper plywood or 
even panicle board for unseen parts, like 
the carcase top and bottom. 

I join the top, any ftxed shelves, and 
the bottom to the carcase sides with 
fully-housed dado joints that are nailed 
and glued . This joint is quick , and it has 
proven to be strong enough for the 
stresses involved. Before assembly, I 
rabbet the back edges of the carcase 
sides for the l/4-in. plywood back, which 
can later be attached with screws. 

With the case squarely assembled , I 
attach the face frame with glue and 
nails and make cenain the edge of the 
frame is flush or slightly proud of the 
plywood . When the face frame is cured 
and cleaned up, I trim the doors to size 
before hanging them . These can be lip
ped , flush or overlay doors . Hang the 
drawers with metal slides, panicularly if 
they're intended to store weighty record 
albums. Record drawers need at least 
I OO-lb . slides. 

The equipment panel is next, and 
you must carefully measure the com-

" 
" 

ponents going into it. Some have front 
bezels slightly larger than the chassis . If 
so, cut the panel openings to fit the 
chassis and slide the gear in from the 
front. Otherwise , cut the panel open
ings to fit the exact outside of the bezel. 
I plunge-cut these openings on my 
tablesaw, but a saber saw or router 
would also do the job. I slide the com
pleted panel in from the back of the 
case so it's 2 in . from the back of the 
face frame.  This leaves clearance for 
equipment knobs. The panel is held in 
place with screws so it can be removed 
for equipment additions. I make a re
movable shelf unit from scrap wood 
that supports the equipment inside the 
case (photo above) . The shelf unit slides 
in from the back and is held in place be
tween two cleats. Shelves must be level, 
or the equipment will project unevenly 
from the openings. 

Test-fit the equipment by sliding it 
in .  Rubber feet mounted on some chas
sis may have to be removed . I've found 
it unnecessary to attach the equipment 
to the cabinet, but for extra securiry, it 
could be blocked or wedged in place. If 
there's a fan or built-in lighting, install 
these next. Plan on connecting them to 

A removable shelving unit, made from ply
wood scraps, supports the equipment. The 
shelf is attached with screws or wedged be
tween cleats. Holes in upper shelf are for 
amplifier ventziation. 

switched outlets on the stereo gear so 
they'll go on and off when the equip
ment does; it's a heat-insurance policy 
for the components. 

Next fit plinth and cornice molding . 
I make up frames to which I can then at
tach the molding- this allows me to cut 
the plywood carcase sides shoner, re
ducing waste . The molding could , of 
course , be glued and nailed directly to 
the case . After filling all the nail holes 
and sanding the case, I spray-lacquer 
the cabinets, tubbing them by hand be
tween coats. Any finish is suitable, how
ever, including oils and varnishes , what
ever suits the needs of the client. Move 
the cabinet to its location before install
ing the equipment, to avoid damaging 
the gear. Make the connections through 
the removable access panel just before 
you set the cabinet in the room. 0 

Carl Spencer owns Presidential Indus
tnes, a stereo cabinet manufoctunng 
company in Riverside, Calif. He is the 
author a/Designing and Building Your 
Own Stereo Furniture, published by 
Tab Books Inc. , Blue Rtdge Summit, 
Pa. 1 7214. Photos, except where noted, 
by Carl Spencer. 
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On Pleasing the Eye 
The visual language of chair design 

by Alan Marks 

A chair can be bold, humble , witty, or dignified. It can be 
bizarre , lewd or grotesque. Some even make a political 

statement. All such themes are valid . Swedish designer Carl 
Malmsten spoke of the chair as "the most rich in variation, 
the most captivating, the most difficult to master member of 
the furniture family. " With so much to choose from,  where 
do we begin? There is no objectively " right" way for a chair to 
look any more than there is one standard for human dress. 
And as with human dress, chairs are intended to be seen as 
much as to be used. 

A chair is a piece of functional sculpture that we can usual
ly walk entirely around, and see from many angles. The de
signer at his drawing board approaches the chair full scale , in 
front, side and rear elevations. In the process from conception 
to finished chair, this is a necessary step-the making of 
working drawings. But whoever views the finished chair this 
way? Obviously a full-scale drawing alone is not enough . 

As an extension of my sketchbook, I build a prototype . By 
gluing on and cutting away wood and by shaping and reshap
ing complex curves, I refine my drawing through this three
dimensional facsimile . When evaluating a prototype , I bear 
in mind the angles from which it will ordinarily be seen. 
Some views are harder than others to get right, but ideally a 
chair should look right from all angles, favoring the view we 
expect to see most frequently. The best way to view any chair 
is from ordinary standing height. If it is a dining chair, it will 
be seen most frequently from the rear. Easy chairs get looked 
at obliquely from the front. 

Although prototypes are an imponant aid in getting a 
chair to look right, even more essential are the concepts a de
signer uses to interpret what he sees. It is not enough to 
simply recognize when something doesn't work. You must 
know why. The elements of a chair's design overlap and inter
weave , making it difficult sometimes to pin down exactly 
what is wrong with it. But these individual elements can be 
isolated and discussed separately. 

Materials and their effect- In a complicated piece , small 
visual inconsistencies go unnoticed , but in a simple piece no 
sins are forgiven . Anything wrong in appearance will stick out 
a mile. Contemporary designs, with their emphasis on simple 
lines and unstained wood , are especially vulnerable to im
proper material selection. Grain direction can work against 
lines, leading the eye in contrary directions . In mildly figured 
woods , such as birch and mahogany, it has less of an effect. 
But, as much as possible, grain should parallel the form , as 
shown in the drawing . This makes sense not only visually, but 

This completes Alan Marks' ser-ies on chair design, the first 
two parts of which appeared in FWW #31 and #32. Marks de
signs and makes prototypes for production in addition to 
pieces on commission at his studio in Pacific Grove, Calt! 
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Optimal grain orientation for chair legs and arms 

practically as well , in terms of strength. In addition ,  it per
mits the use of shaper jigs with less danger of split-out .  

Whenever possible , pieces for legs should have diagonal 
end grain. Then, the figure will be consistent on all the faces 
of the leg. When growth rings parallel any one side, they pro
duce a figure that can appear at odds with the other lines of 
the chair. Back legs often curve back and diverge upward. 
Orienting the wood so that the end grain runs symmetrically 
and the figure curves outward will accentuate the flare of the 
legs themselves . 

Chair arms usually curve down to the center and gently 
out. The end grain of such arms should run diagonally out
ward and cup up. 

The upholstery used with wood-fabrics, leather and 
cane-must also be chosen with care . Two imponant elem
ents, color and texture , come into play here . The color should 
pick up on one of the tints in the wood, but it shouldn't  be so 
similar as to blend . It is best to strive for a pleasing contrast . 
Texrure also should be complementary. Open-grain woods , 
like oak , go nicely with smooth-grained leathers. Rough
textured fabrics can work if their woven "grain" is more pro
nounced than that of the wood . For a more explicit weave , 
use cane, which comes in various widths and profiles, or use 
straps of reinforced fabric. Patterns should be neither too 
quiet nor too loud for the figure and color of the wood . Floral 
patterns often enhance ornately carved furniture . 

Evaluating what we see in terms of function-Our physi
cal relation to a chair is metaphoric as well as actual . Like us, a 
chair has arms, legs, feet, a back. Its arms receive ours , its 
back suppons our back. We sit on its seat. It is a parallel ex
tension of our own body. We have no trouble imagining our
selves into a chair. 

When we first see a chair, we try to classify it as to its par� 
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The gentle bentwood curves and inviting spaces of 
Thonet 's Corbusier chair, above, promise comfort. But 
there is comfort also in the dynamic opposition between 
the lines of Hans Wegner's folding chair, nght. 

ticular use. We expect to sit upright at the dining table, lower 
and more comfonably when we read, and more informally 
still in an easy chair. If a chair cannot be categorized, if it is 
ambiguous or odd, we don't know what to make of it, and 
the impact of the design is compromised . We just don't feel 
like sitting there . 

When we have decided what the chair is supposed to do, 
we can decide how capable it looks . We often react emotion
ally. The soft�st looking easy chair promises the most com
fon.  Is there enough space between the arms? We don't want 
to find ourselves crowded when we sit . Does the back look ac
commodating? We shy from a chair that seems to assen its 
shape at our expense . 

The eye likes to make sense of strucrure in terms of func
tion. Our experience tells us something about appropriate 
thicknesses and widths. Massive shapes where strength is not 
needed are as disturbing as structural members that look frail. 
We are also sensitive to the balance of the whole . We mistrust 
a cantilevered or a pedestal chair. We want a chair to look 
stable , for we want to feel secure in it. We are soft, vulnerable 
beings, easily damaged. The eye, in the service of the body, 
sees friendliness or danger in objects as it tries out a potential 
resting place. It recoils from sharp projections. The Chinese 
built high-pitched roofs with thorny hip ' rafters jabbing 
through the eaves, to discourage evil spirits from appropria
ting their homes . A chair built that way warns us off. 

On the other hand, Thonet's Corbusier chair, above left, is 
one of the most inviting of classical chairs . Its arms embrace 
the seat protectively, offering physical and psychological ref
uge. Its organic shapes are familiar. Despite no upholstery, its 
bentwood curves offer a friendly softness that promises com
fon.  The eye likes these curves. 

Thinking in terms of vectors-A physicist uses the term 
vector to speak of forces tending to move an object in a given 
direction. In perceiving a design, the eye acts like a moving 
object. It moves along the lines of a chair as if according to 
vectors , which dictate the direct�on and proponionate impe
tus of the movement. Used in this sense of the word, vectors 
may be either straight or curved. If the vectors describe a con
tained, circular path, such as in Thonet's bentwood chair, the 
eye is drawn also to the interrelation of the enclosed, or nega
tive, shapes. These have direction and proponion as well. 
Even the weave of the caning produces small round shapes. 
As a visual aid , you may fmd it helpful to draw-in the vectors 

. on a sketch. They can be shown as arrows . The length of an 
arrow, together with the force with which it is drawn, indi
cates its relative impetus. 

The vectors in a chair can be variously directed . Their total, 
however, must balance and make sense with regard to gravity. 
A physicist, speaking of a chair as an object at rest, would de
scribe the relationship between it and the floor like this: The 
component of force exened by the chair upon the floor is ex
actly counterbalanced by an equal opposing force, the recip
rocal push of the floor upon the chair. Likewise , a chair 
pushes against my back and bottom with a force exactly equal 
to my weight .  

We are conscious of these forces, even if we don't put them 
into words . The eye, following vectors, seeks a visual balance 
that is parallel to the physicist's physical one . 

Hans Wegner's folding chair, above right, achieves this 
balance between two simple, opposing vectors: a vigorous 
thrust from the back leg up to the front of the seat, countered 
by an equally vigorous thrust from the front leg up to the 
back. This is a successful design . It leads the eye on an rnter-
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The klismos is known to us from reliefs dating back to 500 B. C. Its 
gracious curves reflect what we know about ancient Greek culture: 
One puts the body at ease in order to liberate the mind creatively. 
No originals survive, but in close copies these sublimely relaxed legs 
flex, making them as compliant to the body as they are to the eye. 

Carl Malmsten designed this chair for the bureaucrat with both feet 
upon the ground. 
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esting tour of all its features, from the cut-out handle at the 
front of the caned seat, down along the arrow-shaped back 
leg , back up to the juncture and down the front leg, before 
being released at that exalted upward sweep of the back. Less 
successful chairs provide too many traps for the eye or too 
many exits. The eye is a lazy tramp. It prefers pleasant excur
sions that require the least exertion. 

Whenever members join at acute angles, a direction re
sults. If an arm juts past its support, it leads the eye that way. 
A leg pointed as it meets the floor seems to retreat from con
tact. If it meets the floor without changing thickness , it vis
ually counterbalances the force of gravity. If it thickens, it ca
pitulates and flows into the earth . If the back legs project 
above the crest rail they can burst out like two spears of radia
ting energy. We can begin to identify with the chair; we can 
feel what it is "doing. "  

Gesture and character-A chair more than any other piece 
of furniture conveys an impression of motion, action frozen 
in gesture . Chairs crouch, leap forward, stand on light tiptoe 
or rest ponderously. Vectors help in analyzing gesture because 
they clarify the dynamics of the various curves and compo- . 
nents and their interaction.  If you diagram what simple 
movements are taking place, as indicated by major members, 
it is often possible to improve upon a gesture by balancing it 
visually (see box, right) . But a fundamental understanding of 
gesture involves personifying the chair, imagining it has hu
man attributes, a personality or character. It is as if the chair 
has an attitude toward what it is doing. 

A good design is easy to understand .  It projects a distinct 
character through its visual response to gravity and through 
an implied relationship to the person sitting in it. No detail is 
insignificant .  In an unsuccessful design, extraneous or contra
dictory elements distract us from perceiving character. In a 
very poor one we don't distinguish character at all. Like a per
son , a chair may be said to have a weak character. 

What is the chair's attitude toward its task as a beast of bur
den-is it a joy or a strain? The front legs tell most: Do they 
look confident ,  cocky, burdened, buoyant or stodgy? The rear 
legs have to support most of the weight . Making them mas
sive shows this. They can complement the character of the sit
ter by reflecting his way of being in the world: unbending, 
barely coping, sensitive, defensive, lax. The relationship be
tween the two pairs of legs, front and back, is of utmost im
portance . If the front and back are the same dimensions, at 
90· to the floor and not tapered, the chair says, in effect, "a  
job is a job . "  The Greek klismos, top left ,  speaks volumes on 
the subject of leg personality. 

If a chair has arms, it shelters and protects its occupant. It 
literally embraces a human body. It can do this with sensitiv
ity to its delicate burden or with mechanical efficiency. 

To what extent does a chair's attitude and gesture , its char
acter, parallel our own, act on our emotions? Can we speak, as 
designer Carl Malmsten did , of its having " congenial , hail
fellow-well-met generosiry, " or "a graceful ,  feminine man
ner? " Malmsten described the chair he designed in 1 9 1 6  for 
the Stockholm City Hall, left, in this way: "The vertical ,  sub
stantial legs, which thicken as they meet the floor with a 
slight outward curve, as well as the emphatic rail construc
tion, give the undercarriage a powerful bureaucratic bearing 
which is echoed by the austere outward curvature and lift of 
the upper legs. The vertical back slat introduces a softer up-



lifting element. The seat's slight thickness fits in with the 
other restrained and powerful dimensions. The chair suits 
every resolute, organization-minded, albeit not hard-boiled 
bureaucratic , person with both feet upon the ground . "  

The chair and society-The character of a chair has always 
been a social indicator. A survey of its metamorphosis 
through history reveals a lot about changing social attitudes. 
Many cultural groups do not use chairs , preferring to squat or 
sit on the ground. In others , the chair has been reserved for 
the exclusive use of kings and high dignitaries, "chairmen. "  

The chair has functioned as a symbol of power. It elevates 
us above the lowly earth , poises us on four rigid pillars of 
strength, symbolically at the center of the four directions , in a 
state of majestic rest. The monarchs of the East and of the 
West alike modeled the legs of their thrones after those of 
powerful beasts . When chairs became more common among 
Europeans, the image of a beast at rest found expression in 
the ball-and-claw foot. Perhaps chairs proliferated in our so
ciety as an aspect of democratic progress. Everyone's house 
was a castle, everyone's chair a throne . 

What we now consider "classical" chair designs embody 
the social aspirations of their times. Cultures that do not use 
chairs at all , such as the Japanese, seem to have advocated 
submission to nature or to fate . If the culture sees us in a posi
tion of mastery over nature , it may prefer such processed ma
terials as laminates, bentwood , chromed steel and plastic . A 
culture uncertain of its goals looks backward in time for direc
tion . It may demand a traditional chair made from traditional 
materials , or it may rejuvenate the forms of some classical per
iod . On the one hand, our culture seems to yearn for such 
continuity, but on the other, some contemporary one-off 
chairs seem without precedent .  Social harmony is not always 
the goal of the artist. Sometimes designers try to challenge 
values and incorporate new insights . 

I believe we grope toward a reconciliation between our nos
talgia and the demands and discoveries of modern times. We 
have worked out new techniques. We have investigated the 
most efficient use of materials , and have even developed a 
few new ones. We have studied human engineering, as well as 
pure form and composition. It remains for us to integrate 
what we have learned . 0 

The visual effects of changing a design 
These two drawings give a before-and
after comparison of a chair designed by 
architect Charles Greene (FWW # 1 2 ,  
p .  40) . I n  the original version,  o n  the 
left, a rung is shown connecting the 
front legs. In his final version, on the 
right, he moved the rung under the 
seat, perhaps to accommodate people 
who like to tuck their legs under a chair. 

In its original position ,  the rung ties 
in with the horizontal line of the front 
seat rail and provides a visual platform 
from which the back rises. These two 
horizontals anchor the flowery upward 
spread of the splat. Moving the rung 
under the seat forfeits its visual rein
forcement of the seat rail . 

To illustrate the negative effect this 
has, cover the rung in the original draw
ing with your finger. You will not feel 
comfortable with what remains. The 
eye is now immediately drawn to the 
splat because it no longer fmds any
thing of interest below the seat . In addi
tion , because the splat resembles the 
shape of a bouquet of flowers in a vase , 
it directs the eye to the side in curves 
that cross the axis of the back legs, 
whose lines are drawn inward by the 
widening of the crest rail. These twO sets 
of vectors interfere with one another, 
creating visual ambiguity and weaken
ing the chair's character. 

Greene's change in the splat rectified 
this. The splat on the right still swells as 
it rises, but its impetus is now contained 
within the legs. The crest rail bows up-

ward in response to this thrust. Previ
ously an ambiguous design, the chair 
now lifts the eye in unity. The upward 
spring of the legs, in the original version 
attenuated by the horizontals ,  now 
moves through to the top of the chair. 

To compensate somewhat for the 

change in rung placement, the drop at 
the center of the front seat rail has been 
widened. As a subtle acknowledgment 
of the force of gravity, it is the only ele
ment in visual opposition to the l ift of 
the others . It provides a yin for the 
chair's yang. -A .M. 
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What To Do With a Walnut Beatn 
John Hallam's blockfront treasure 

When John Hallam of Livermore , Calif. , finished 
building a secretary with 1 2  secret compartments, he 

figured he could take a bit of a rest . But then two passing 
suangers offered him a bargain he couldn' t  refuse-two 8x8 
walnut beams 8 ft. long. His wife ,  Jo Ann, noting that the 
hallway ceiling was 8 ft. high, asked for a china cabinet to fit. 

Hallam proceeded to draw up the plans. He augmented his 
basic machine tools (a Shopsmith and a router) by buying and 
tuning-up a Sears table saw. He enrolled in the local high 
school's adult education woodworking class so he could use 
their planer on weekends . For making the cabinet's wide 
curved moldings, he devised a way to use his Shopsmith as an 
overarm router, as shown in the photos on the facing page . 

Hallam took his time making the cabinet, enjoying every 
phase of the project . He spent a couple of months researching 
the design for the shells on the drawerfront, then took a year 
to finish the drawer. "I worked 1 2  hours a week on the aver
age, though 1 2  hours a day, sometimes. I really enjoyed carv
ing that drawer. " 

He said the most fun in the three-year project came from 
steam-bending the trim and the mullions for the doors 
(FWW #8 , Fall ' 77) ,  which he had never done before . He 
used copper pipe , a packstove, and faith , bending the steamy 
pieces around a 27-in. bicycle wheel. He figures he did pretty 
well , since he cracked only three strips. 

Hallam admits to having done " a lot of carving, "  but still 
he picked up new skills and tricks , including regrinding 
router bits, before he was through with this job. Through? 
He still has the other walnut beam. . . . -Jim Cummins 

Top draweifront is carved from a solid block of walnut. 
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China cabinet, designed and 
butlt by John Hallam. Hallam 's shop 
is haifa-garage; his basic machine tools 
are a Shop smith, a Sears table saw, and a router. 



Routing wide moldings by John Hallam 

The Shopsmith runs at a peak speed 
of 5 500 RPM, slow for routing, but 

a shop-made j ig serves as a guide that 
lets you go slowly enough to get a clean 
cut .  Make the jig from a piece of ply
wood with ';h-in . dowels screwed on 
from the bottom (photo below) . The 
shaper collars on the dowels must turn 
freely so the work doesn't bind. 

r---------------------------------�------__ �--________ � ____ � � 

Design the molding with enough flat 
surface to bear against the collars, and 
with about an inch extra on the ends as 
a bearing surface for staning and fin
ishing the cuts. Remove excess wood on 
the bandsaw. Attach the dowels to the 
board so they're slightly wider than the 
work . If the screw holes in the dowels 
are a little off center, you can make fine 
adjustments by rotating the dowels on 
the resulting eccentric axis. Feed the 
work against the back collar. The front 
collar prevents the work from moving 
forward and ruining the contour. 

Top molding is hot off the Shopsmith; its mate has been hand-smoothed. 

Stan each cut by pushing one end of 
the work against the back collar, and 
rotating it into the cutter. Take a series 
of overlapping light cuts. Draw a line 
through the shaper-collar centers, and 
use this line as a guide on the radius of 
the curves as you feed the work. Feed 
straight moldings straight through . 
Below, a I-in. straight router bit per
forms the initial shaping, wasting the 
wood rather than shaping the profile . 

Draw the molding outline on the end 
of the stock. Then with a ';h-in . core
box (round-nose) bit, stan removing 
wood, repositioning the j ig as neces
sary. Work down close to the penciled 
outline. You'll find that slight wan
dering berween the dowels doesn' t  af
fect the shape much. 

With an assonment of �-in. and 1/4-in .  
fluted straight and core-box bits, de
fine the small coves and beads . You 
could also use specially ground cutters 
to achieve almost any molding shape . 

The process leav�s a slightly ridged sur
face (photo, top) , which can then be 
smoothed with carving tools , scrapers 
and sandpaper. It takes me about two 
hours to cut a pair of curved and return 
moldings, and another three to four 
hours for the final smoothing . 0 
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Period Furniture Hardware 
How it's made and where to get it 

by Simon Watts 

Everyone who makes or re
stores period furniture is 

bound to face the problem of 
choosing the appropriate hard
ware . The choice is compli
cated by the wide range of 
hardware available from many 
different periods , as well as 
by several distinct levels of 
authenticity and quality. This 
question of authenticity often 
troubles people most. What is 
the "correct" hardware for a 
panicular piece of period fur
niture? All reproduction hard
ware is copied and there is no 
such thing as a genuine copy. 
The copy may be so close to the 
original that it can be spotted 

If you make pen'od furniture, chances are you 'll be using repro
duction hardware. Original brasses like this pull- with 
escutcheon from a Newport bureau, c. 1 780, are rare. 

ware-from the most delicate 
thumb- latches to massive 
hinges suitable for the heaviest 
doors . When heated suffi
c iently, iron becomes semi 
plastic. I n  this state i t  can be 
hammered out in thin sec
tions, bent, cut, folded back 
on itself and even welded . It is 
this hammering that gives 
wrought or forged iron its dis
tinctive look. No two forged 
pieces look exactly alike 
there is a pleasing variation 
and asymmetry. Hand-wrought 
iron still has many applications 
on accurate period reproduc
t ion furniture and in the 

only by an expen, or it may depan to the point of caricature. 
If your furniture is a faithful copy of an historical original, 
then you should use only the best hardware . This means ac
curate copies taken from the right period and , when possible , 
made in the same way. On the other hand, if your furniture is 
" in the sryle of" -similar in appearance but using materials 
and methods inconsistent with the period -then the choice 
of hardware is broader. Recognizing this, a number of 
reputable ftrms now offer a choice between expensive and 
historically correct hardware , and a cheaper alternative made 
at least in pan by machine. Modern versions of old hardware 
are not necessarily inferior, and sometimes the opposite is 
true . Drawn brass hinges, for example, are stronger and work 
more smoothly than do the original cast versions . 

How hardware was made-To choose period hardware in
telligently, you must know the materials and the manufactur
ing processes in use at the time the furniture was made. This 
is not as difficult as it seems. Prior to 1 750 ,  hardware makers 
really had limited choices of materials and techniques. They 
could cast hardware by melting metal and pouring it into 
molds to cool and harden, or they could forge patts by 
heating the metal and beating it into the desired shape with 
hammers . Mter 1750  the development of the brass rolling 
mill opened up new design possibilities , and for the ftrst time 
hardware could be produced on a large scale. Funher im
provements in technology eventually brought about stamped 
and die-cast hardware-and with it the excesses of orna
ment- that enjoyed great populariry in the Victorian era. 

Practically all furniture hardware made in America during 
colonial times was forged by hand by local blacksmiths . Iron 
was the favored material because it was available and easily 
worked . Colonial blacksmiths forged a huge variery of hard-
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restoration of colonial-period 
architecture . In trying to meet the current demand for this 
hardware , modern manufacturers often use machines to 
speed production of forged pans. The basic shape is stamped 
out by a press and then hammered only to add detail. If you 
suspect you are looking at hardware made this way, just put 
two pieces side by side . Although the surface detailing will 
vary, their proftles will be identical. 

Hand-forging is still done with hammer, anvil and coal 
fire , but its modern version (machine or drop-forging) uses 
dies and huge power forges . A red-hot bar of metal is placed 
on a massive iron table on a die in the shape of the hardware 
to be made . An upper die mounted in a heavy, power-driven 
hammer is then slammed onto the metal to forge the patt. 
Some metal is squeezed out between the dies, and the even
tual trimming of this waste leaves a faint trace that often re
mains visible after ftnishing. Machine forgings are identical 
and lack the surface variations of hand -forged hardware . The 
forging process toughens materials, so forgings tend to be 
stronger than castings in the same metal. They also have a 
distinct "grain " caused by the flowing of the hot metal . This 
is conspicuous if the surface erodes; an old forged anchor 
looks like weathered wood . 

Historically, casting was used only for brass furniture hard
ware , patticularly that made before 1 750 .  Colonial furniture 
makers in America did use brass hardware , but by law it had 
to be imponed from England. This fact causes confusion even 
today. Some good reproductions made in brass are patterned 
after originals that were made only in wrought iron . The 
familiar rat-tail hinges and H-L hinges are examples of this; 
however accurate they may be in form, brass versions cannot 
be considered authentic. 

Brass was commonly used to make a rype of hardware 
known as the pull-and-escutcheon . These "brasses , "  typically 



The basic tools of the blacksmith-fire, hammer and anvil-have remained 
unchanged for hundreds of years, and the smith 's products are similar to those 
made by his colonial forebears. Wrought thumb-latches and H-hinge by 
Woodbury Blacksmith and Forge Co . ,  right, show the distinctively varied pro

files left by the process-no two are identical, and the marks left by the 
smith 's hammer and anvd are evident. 

Baldwin Hardware Manufoctun'ng Corp.  uses four of these English-made 
power forges, above. At nght is a lower die into which a hot brass rod WIll be 
placed. When the upper die slams down, a new piece of hardware is instantly 
formed, needing only edge-tn'mming and a shine. Forged parts can be made 
with foir detaIl, but each one is identical to the next. 
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H-hinges, above, show a mass-production attempt to mimic a 
wrought look. Profiles of the hinges are identical, but edges have 
been hammered to add surface detad. 
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Sand-castt"ng is 
man Joe Bossio Alloys tamps sand around a pat-
tern which wzf/ be removed to form a cavity shaped like 
the hardware to be made. At the Horton Brasses foundry, 
nght, co-owner Jim Horton and an assistant pour brass mto 
a gate, an opening in the mold. Too much moisture in the 
mold can cause the hot brass to geyser back out of the gate, an 
occupational hazard of foundry work. 
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A close look will reveal the difference between cast and stamped . 
parts. The Chippendale pub; above left, is all cast-backplate, 
bad and loose posts. The pull, above nght, is a thin stamping 
with its edges bent down to create the zf/usion of thickness. The 
bail is of bent brass wire, and instead of loose posts the pull is at
tached to the drawer with studs fastened to the backplate. The 
assortment of knobs, bads and escutcheons, left, has just come 
from the sand mold. Even after polishing, you can recognize 
them as castt"ngs by the slight i1'Tegularities and traces of the flash 
lines where the two parts of the mold met. Below, backplate 
cast in a sand mold is recognizable by the pitting and uneven
ness on the back side. The front will be polished smooth. This 
plate has an identificatt"on number cast into it at lower rtght. 



consisting of a floral-shaped backplate (escutcheon) , and a 
bail mounted between a couple of posts , were a feature of 
Chippendale and Queen Anne style furniture . Brass , a cop
per/ zinc alloy, is difficult to forge and impossible to weld . 
But its low melting point makes it ideal for small sections of 
furniture hardware because it can be poured hot enough to 
run easily into all the crevices of a mold before it hardens. 
Thus, brass casting was a good way to make the thin escut
cheon, the slender bail, and the threaded posts and nuts that 
attach the pull to the drawer front. Compacted sand molds 
(sand-casting) and later metal molds (die-casting) were used 
in brass hardware manufacture . Sand molds must be made in 
two halves so they can be separated and the pattern extracted 
before pouring. This leaves a distinct joint or flash line on the 
casting that remains visible after finishing . A sure way to tell 
a sand casting is by the slight pitting in the surface of the 
metal caused by the sand. Although mostly removed in pol
ishing, pitting can be seen in hard to reach corners of a patt. 
Since a sand mold is destroyed when extracting the casting, 
no two castings are ever quite the same. They may have slight 
irregularities or be slightly heavier on one side. Die-castings 
are smoother and any two in a thousand will be identical. 

After the 1 750s, the advent of the rolling mill made quan
tity production of brass sheet possible. Until then, sheet had 
been used sparingly because it was cast and hand-hammered 
to thickness . The rolling mill inspired an entirely new design 
in brass-the Hepplewhite . Instead of being cast, the escut
cheon is a thin brass sheet struck between two steel dies often 
engraved with exquisite designs .  Hepplewhite bails were cast 
but the cast posts were soon replaced by ones machined from 
newly available brass rod .  

Later, the powered blanking press could untiringly stamp 
out brass sheet to any profile required . This machine could be 
adapted to cut slots and holes, and to bend and fold the 
metal. The invention of the screw lathe made possible the· 
replication of accurately machined parts by the thousands . 

The unleashing of all this technology did not at first result 
in any new style of hardware but in the debasement of the 
old . Copies of earlier hardware continued to be made, but 
most of the subtle irregularities of sand casting, hand-filing 
and polishing were lost. It took a while for designers to make 
the most of the blanking press's potential for new approaches 
to hardware design. Much of the later, machine-made Victor
ian hardware has a directness and vigor that is still appealing. 

Up to the 1 9th century, cast iron was little used for hard
ware . Its melting point is too high to be easily poured in thin 
sections and it is brittle. But with the new coke furnaces, cast 
iron came into wide use. Hinges, rim locks , cabinet catches 
and window hardware were made cheaply and in huge quan
tity. Cast-iron hardware soon replaced forged for most appli
cations . Later still, a process called extrusion produced hard
ware that was stronger. Extruded pa.rts are made from metal 
that is passed through a heated die and then cut into lengths . 
Extruded stock, also called .. drawn, "  is easily identified by 
the fine , parallel lines that run along its surface, in the direc
tion of extrusion.  

Brass remains a popular metal for period hardware . Pol
ished brass is usually given a coating of clear lacquer to pre
vent surface discoloration. Some firms lacquer all of their 
products while others do so only if the customer insists. Brass 
can be darkened or antiqued, by chemicals that duplicate the 
effects of time. Cheaper hardware is darkened and then 

. 

The invention of the rolling mill made possible large quantities of 
sheet brass and a new style of hardware. At top are the various steps in 
the making of a Hepplewhite oval pull, starting with a brass blank. 
The soft metal is struck once, softened by annealing and then struck 
again for the fine detad. Above is the lower die of the blanking press. 

buffed on a satin wheel to create highlights and to simulate 
wear. Brass can be finished to look like other metals and 
sometimes other metals are made to look like brass . A small 
file will uncover the deception. The most frequent substitutes 
for brass are anodized aluminum and brass-plated steel or 
zinc alloys. Aluminum is too light to fool anyone; steel will 
reveal itself to the magnet .  

Buying period hardware-The largest period hardware . 
manufacturer is Ball and Ball of Exton, Pa. With a staff of 
only 42 ,  the firm uses an adroit mixture of skilled handwork 
and clever machinery to meet the demand for 900 individual 
items spanning several periods. With its own foundry and 
blacksmith shops , Ball and Ball makes iron and brass hard
ware and has recently added Victorian items to its line. Much 
of the hardware , iron strap hinges for example , is offered 
handmade or semi-handmade. The former are made in the 
traditional way, while the latter are cut out of rolled sheet 
with a nibbling machine-a compromise for sure but a far cry 
from the manufacturers who stamp their hinges from a coil of 
pre-textured sheet. "They think they are duplicating a hand-
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At Ball and Ball in Exton, Pa. ,  backplates for pulls are made not only 
by the traditional sand-casting method, but by a metal-cutting panto
graph. An overlarge template, top, guides the machine's cutter, cen
ter. The pantograph-cut plates are then filed by hand to sharpen the 
detail of the edge, above 
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forged fmish , "  says Whitman Ball, " but they are just making 
modern junk. Unfortunately a lot of people buy it because 
the price is right. " 

For some of its brasses, Ball and Ball casts its backplates 
thick and then sands down the front. The result is practically 
indistinguishable from an original, thin casting. For those not 
needing this museum-level authenticity, the firm cuts back
plates out of sheet brass on a metal-cutting pantograph. 
These look like castings until you turn one over and see the 
diagonal sanding scratches instead of the pitted unevenness 
of a sand casting. They will also sand-cast posts and even nuts 
to match, but most are made on automatic screw machines. 

The firm even uses cast bails. When asked , Whitman Ball 
admitted being tempted to substitute a stamping. "But every 
one of them would be absolutely identical . It just wouldn't 
look right , "  he maintains. Ball and Ball sell direct only, from 
the Exton showroom as well as by mail. If a catalog item can't 
be ftIled from stock, there may be a lengthy delay. The firm's 
108-page catalog costs $4 and is available by writing them at 
463 West Lincoln Highway, Exton, Pa. 1934 1 .  

Horton Brasses of Cromwell , Conn . ,  makes fewer items, 
but the service is speedier than Ball and Ball 's. Both firms will 
copy from a customer's patterns . Horton sells brass and iron 
hardware and has its own foundry. It's a family-run business 
and Jim Horton specializes in the decorative "chasing" of 
brasses, done entirely by hand. A backplate , drilled and fin
ished, is set on a thick iron block and the design is transferred 
with a single hammer blow to a small, steel stamp. Some dies 
are elaborate , others are plain circles, dots, crescents or lines. 
Horton casts its own bails, but they use a blanking press for 
most of the backplates. Horton's prices are retail and there is a 
quantity discount. For the 36-page catalog , send $2 to P .O .  
Box 95 , Cromwell, Conn . 064 16 .  

Period Furniture Hardware Co. is a small . merchandise
jammed shop at the foot of historic Beacon Hill in Boston . 
One wall is small drawers , a sample of their contents screwed 
to the fronts. This company makes less than half of the brass, 
iron and other items they sell . Instead , they buy from other 
manufacturers such as Baldwin Hardware Manufacturing 
Corp . They too try to offer their customers a choice- but 
within limits . When I visited the shop recently, the manager 
was explaining to a customer why three apparently similar 
door knockers were priced differently. "This is imported from 
England, "  he said, pointing to one knocker, "this is a ma
chine forging, and this we make ourselves. " The English im
port, $65 ,  is marred by conspicuous sand pits. The manager 
snorts. "They think these pock marks make it more authen
tic , but that's rubbish. The old ones were perfect. "  We both 
examine the $45 machine forging. "Notice there are no sand 
pits, the surface is perfect but there's no detail either. " Period 
Hardware jobs out its casting work- its own version of the 
knocker at $ 160 is perfect. The company has a large variety of 
architectural and household hardware , and I found its selec
tion of weathervanes unique . Period Hardware sells wholesale 
and retail and its 126-page catalog can be had for $3 by writ
ing to 1 23 Charles St. , Boston, Mass. 02 1 14 .  

Baldwin Hardware Manufacturing Corp . i s  best known for 
door hardware , but the firm also has two lines of colonial 
brassware that include cabinet knobs, candleholders and a 
range of household hardware . Baldwin sells no iron hardware 
nor do they do casting-most of their products are made on 
four massive forging machines. Adjacent to each is a gas-fired 



furnace . One man continuously feeds pre-cut brass rod into 
the furnace at one end while another swiftly places the hot 
metal between two steel dies that strike the fmished part. The 
process takes less than a minute . Employing 600 people, 
Baldwin is a factory and there is no attempt to add authenti
city by using archaic methods. They choose original patterns 
carefully and then make close copies in the most efficient 
way. Baldwin uses forging where another manufacturer might 
cast the part. Locks need the strength of forging, but other 
items like candleholders seem a trifle over-engineered. Bald
win hardware is handsome, durable and reasonably priced 
but it has a uniformity that may not suit everyone. No sales 
are made from the factory and all of Baldwin's products are 
sold by retailers and wholesalers throughout the country. 
Write Baldwin for a catalog at Box 82 ,  Reading, Pa. 19603 .  

The Renovators Supply was born out of the ftustrations a 
young couple encountered when searching for hardware to re
store their old farmhouse. A combination of large volume 
and foreign labor allows Renovators to sell period hardware 
very competitively. Renovators buys some of its hardware out
right for resale and has some of it manufactured to order
much of it abroad. "We produce handmade components at 
low labor rates and then do the final assembling and fmishing 
here , "  says Claude Jeanloz, Renovators' co-owner. They offer 
a considerable selection of hardware including house fixtures , 
iron , brass and Victorian reproductions. There are no preten
sions to making exact copies, and traditional designs are free
ly adapted to modern needs. Much of their wrought iron has 
been stamped out by machine and then hammered by hand 
for detail. This results not in an inferior product but an excel
lent value for the money. Renovators sells mail-order only and 
offers quantity discounts. The firm's 35 -page catalog can be 
had by writing to Millers Falls, Mass. 0 1 349. 

Frequently, a search through all the period hardware cata
logs won't reveal the hardware needed for a particular job . If 
iron work is wanted, you might find a local blacksmith who 
can make it for you . This is not as fanciful as it sounds. Hand
working of iron has made a remarkable comeback and the 
Artist-Blacksmith Association of North America has some 
1 , 500 members. You can contact them by writing ABANA, 
Upper Gates Road, North Canaan , N.H. 0374 1 .  

Tony Millham of Westport, Mass, is a member of the black
smith association, an accomplished smith and one of a num
ber of craftsmen who publish a catalog featuring hand
wrought hinges, door hardware , latches and bolts. " I  let peo
ple order whatever they want. I may tell them it's wrong for 
their period or a wrong combination of materials, but I'll 
make it for them anyway, " says Millham. He works mostly 
with the traditional tools of the trade-forge , hammer and 
anvil . But he also has an electric trip hammer, a bandsaw and 
welding equipment. To many, blacksmithing has the charm 
and nostalgic appeal of an earlier era, but as Millham points 
out, turning out quality reproduction hardware day after day 
is a struggle . He's firmly committed to his trade yet he sees 
some irrationality in the quest for authenticity. "People get 
neurotic about it. They all want it to be 'right, '  but right is 
just what some expert tells you . I wish people would have 
more fun and simply choose what pleases them. Mter all , 
they are the ones who have to live with it. " 0 

Simon Watts is a contributing editor to this magazine. Photos 
by the author, except where noted. 

Jim Horton of Horton Brasses, is an expert in the hand-chasing of brass 
pulls. A dnJfed backplate is placed on a steel surface, top, and detail is 
stamped in the surface with a single hammer blow to a steel die. Hor
ton uses dozens of stamps with vanous designs, as above. Below is a 
close-up of a flower-mottf stamp. 
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ReQruring F�h�: Two �ap __________ _ 

1 . Burn-in resins 
hide deep scratches 

by Rick Biltz 

It's frustrating to discover a deep scratch 
in a nicely finished piece of furni

ture . A scratch rarely goes unnoticed 
and it may be unfairly interpreted as a 
glaring defect in the furniture itself. 
With any luck-and light damage-a 
surface scratch may be  easily rubbed out 
with steel wool, but usually not. 

Over the years , furniture makers have 
developed lots of tricks for touching up 
damaged finishes. A favorite method 
for repairing deep scratches is called 
"burning- in . "  The repairer fills the 
scratch with melted shellac resin ,  
matches the color and grain of the sur
rounding wood with stains and a small 
brush and , finally, touches-in the ap
propriate finish. Damage to oil , var
nish, shellac and lacquer finishes can be 
burned-in;  polyurethane and other 
plastic finishes sometimes blister. 

For burn-in work , you'll need shellac 
sticks of various colors , a special knife ,  a 
heat source, padding lacquer and pow
dered blending stains. Burn-in sticks 
are sold in hundreds of colors , but I 
keep only a dozen on hand in the colors 
of woods I usually repair. Clear or trans
lucent sticks are available and they can 
be color-matched using the blending 
stains. Burn-in or shellac sticks are made 
of various pigments and resins and have 
a consistency similar to the wax used for 
sealing letters . My burn-in knife is like a 
palette knife with a curved , flexible 
blade. A small alcohol lamp is a good 
heat source. Use the lamp carefully; 
never leave it burning unattended . 
Although electrically-heated knives can 
be used, I prefer the alcohol lamp for its 
more delicate heat control . 

To repair a scratch heat the knife tip 
with the concave side toward the flame. 
This keeps any soot that forms from 
contaminating the resin. Judging the 
proper temperature takes practice. If 
the resin bubbles and smokes when it 
touches the knife, it's too hot. If it 
forms drops that quickly resolidify, it's 
too cool. When it's right, it's almost 
watery. Once you've found the correct 
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temperature, hold the knife like a pen
cil and carefully flow the hot resin into 
the scratch . The knife can touch the 
wood surface, but you must keep it 
moving to get an even flow. Fill the 
scratch , clean the knife by heating it 
and wiping it with a rag, then level the 
resin by heating the knife once more 
and moving the convex face quickly 
over the surface. Keep the knife moving 
whenever it's hot enough to soften the 
resin , or you will damage the surround
ing finish. Aged shellac and varnishes 
can be panicularly sensitive to heat. If 
the resin from the burn-in stick bubbles 
up and sticks like chewing gum instead 
of flowing smoothly when heated, the 
stick is probably stale and should be 
replaced. The sticks have a shelf-life of 
six months to two years and if cracked 
and checked are probably stale. 

When the scratch is completely fuled 
and the surface is smooth, the final lev
eling is done with a piece of 600-grit 
wet/ dry sandpaper wrapped around a 
small felt block. With water as a lubri
cant, gently remove any excess resin. Be 
careful not to sand through the finish 
surrounding your repair. 

There's another method using a dif
ferent burn-in stick-called a Nolift
stick-which was developed several 
years ago by Mohawk and Behlen . It 
uses a resin stick that dissolves in a sol
vent that won't affect the surrounding 
finish . During sanding the solvent is 
used as a lubricant and can be applied 
directly with a felt block. The solvent is 
called Brasive by Mohawk; Behlen sells 
it as Abrosol. 

Regardless of which stick is used, 
once the surface of the repair is level 
with the finish around it, color and 
grain differences can be matched. The 
traditional method of applying color 
over a small area is to use a French pol
ishing technique with padding lacquer 
and finely powdered blending stains. 
These dry stains come in many different 
shades and can be mixed to create an in
finite range of colors . You can match 
the most delicate shades with surprising 
control. Padding lacquer is compatible 
with many finishes, but you should ex
periment with it before trying to repair 
a valuable piece. If the lacquer's gloss is 
higher than the surrounding finish, you 
can rub it out with fine steel wool. An 

alternative to commercially made pad
ding lacquer is a traditional French 
polish solution of equal pans of boiled 
linseed oil , 5-lb . cut shellac and alco
hol . Experiment with the proponions to 
get a quick-drying mixture . 

To use the padding lacquer or French 
polish, make a cloth rubbing pad out of 
l int-free , absorbent c loth . Fold the 
cloth upon itself to make a ball about 
the size of an egg. Apply a small amoun t 
of padding lacquer to the cloth and tap 
the palm of your hand against it to even
ly disperse the liquid. Don't saturate 
the cloth. Then apply the lacquer over 
the scratch by stroking lightly in the di
rection of the grain , with the pad barely 
touching the wood. You want to build 
up a thin layer of lacquer, to which the 
stain will adhere . 

Next,  select the desired color of 
blending stain and apply a thin layer 
with your index finger. Again , pad lac
quer several times over the filled area 
and wipe a thin layer of the stain from 
your fingenip onto the surface. Once 
the stain has been applied , lightly pad 
lacquer over it . The powder will dissolve 
when it comes in contact with the liq
uid ,  and create a stained finish. Repeat 
this process until the desired shade has 
been gradually built  up over the 
burned-in area . If the color should go 
too dark or doesn't match, clean away 
the stain with alcohol or padding lac
quer solvent. Let the finish dry for a few 
minutes before staning over. Padding 
technique requires a little practice,  but 
in time, you will be able to match the 
most subtle color variations. The real 
secret is to apply the padding lacquer 
with as light a padding stroke as pos
sible . This will prevent the stain from 
"shifting" or washing away. It's better 
to apply too little stain than too much , 
as it is easy to darken an area but impos
sible to lighten it without staning over. 
Experimenting on scrap pieces will give 
you a taste of controlling color. Use as 
little stain as possible to achieve the de
sired effect. 

With the wood color matched , the 
grain lines can be touched in . If the 
original wood finish shows porous grain 
texture , as in oiled walnut, teak or oak, 
it's a good idea to duplicate this texture 
in the repair. Use a needle or razor blade 
to carefully scratch the grain texture 



For repairing finishes you 'll tze�ci.(from left to nght) an akQhollamp, resin stickSt a btfr:n-in 
blending stain, French polish or padding lacquer, a cloth pad and a fine brush are used. 

With the heated bum-in knife, concave side down, 
fill in the scratch by flowing hot resin into it 
(above, left) . Be careful not to get the knife too 
hot. When the scratch is filled, reheat the knife 
and wipe it clean with a rag before leveling the 
buzlt up resin (above, center) .  Keep the knife just 
hot enough to make the resin flow as you work it. 
After the repair has been leveled and sanded with 
600-gn·t wet/dry sandpaper, apply padding lacquer 
or French polish to act as a base jor the powdered 
blend�·n stain (above, n$ht) . The stain evens out 
color di Fferences. Use a jme sable brush to touch-in 
grain etazl over the repair (left) . Then pad over a 
couple of coats of padding lacquer and when that 
has dn·ed ovemzght, gently rub out the repair with 
steel wool and blend it into the surrounding finzjh. 
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into the resin . Then mix a few drops of 
padding lacquer and dark powder stain 
on a small piece of glass . Carefully paint 
in the grain lines over the repair, using a 
fine sable brush . Blend these lines and 
carry them into the natural grain on 
either side of the repair. After letting 
the repair dry for 30 minutes, lightly 
pad several layers of padding lacquer 
over the patch to seal and protect it. 

You can let the padding lacquer serve 
as a final finish but it's better to apply a 
coat of the finish used on the rest of the 
piece. Once dry, the entire repair can be 
rubbed with steel wool or pumice to 
match the gloss . The result will be an 
invisible repair permanently bonded to 
the wood and indetectable under the 
closest sctutiny. 0 

Rick Butz is a professional woodcaroer 
and he repairs furniture in Blue Moun
tain Lake, N. Y. Photos by Ellen Butz. 
Materials for burning-in can be pur
chased in professional quantities from 
H. Behlen and Bros. Inc. , or from Mo
hawk Finishing Products, both at Route 
3 ON, Amsterdam, N. Y. 12010, and by 
mail order from Constantine 's, 2050 
Eastchester Rd. , Bronx, N.Y. 10461 , or 
GaTTett Wade Co. ,  161 Avenue of the 
Amen'cas, New York, N.Y. 10013 . 

2 . Knife technique 
makes the difference 

by John Revelle 

�u can ftIl scratches by burning-in on 
1. new furniture and in refinishing, 

repair or restoration work . In the first 
two, knife technique isn't important 
since the repair will be fmished over. In 
repair and restoration work , however, a 
hot knife in a clumsy hand can damage 
as much as it can fix. 

When burning-in already finished 
work, I like to run the resin into the 
scratch and smooth it completely with 
my knife ,  skipping padding lacquer 
and stains and all but a cursory sanding. 
I prefer the Nu-Glo sticks made by the 
Star Chemical Co. Inc . These sticks were 
developed for marble repair and have 
an indefinite shelf life .  They don't crack 
and go stale as do other types. Mohawk 
sells an equivalent product called MF or 
marble-fill stick. There's an assortment 
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of colors so it's not hard to match 
whatever wood you happen to be work
ing on . Since I don't use stains, I pick a 
stick that exactly matches the back
ground color of the wood I'm repairing .  

I've found that Star's Opal #750 knife 
works best for me. The tool has a o/4-in .  
wide flexible steel blade with a shallow 
bevel ground on one side of its skewed 
working end. It's sometimes sold as a 
cement fmisher's knife . I use the electric 
knife-oven sold for the Opal knife. If 
you use two knives, one can be heating 
while you work with the other. It takes 
about a minute to bring a knife to the 
right temperature . To make a repair I 
heat the blade and touch the bevel side 
of the knife's heel (its obtuse point) to a 
resin stick so it melts just a small bead. I 
quickly push the resin-coated heel into 
the scratch at a point farthest away from 
me. Rocking the knife gently back and 
forth flows the resin evenly into the 
scratch. I repeat the process until there 
is just enough to fill the scratch level 
with the surrounding surface . Then I 
wipe the hot knife clean with a rag or a 
paper towel and reheat it . To level the 
patch, I drag the heated knife along the 
scratch, bevel-side down, in light rapid 
strokes, lifting the knife off the surface 
between strokes. Moving the knife con
tinuously is critical. You can light a 
cigarette with a hot knife,  so stopping it 
even for 

'
an instant will char the finish 

around the repair. 
Small repairs can be done with just a 

bead or two of resin ,  larger ones take 
more . Take care not to mound the resin 
above the level of the surface around it, 
or the repair will be conspicuous. If you 
do get too much resin in the repair, hold 
the knife firmly, bevel down, and with 
short, chevron-shaped strokes work the 
excess resin back and down into the 
scratch. If air bubbles turn up, pierce 
them with the heel of a hot knife and 
rework the resin . The temperature of 
the knife can be varied to help control 
resin flow. As the knife gets cooler, the 
material gets harder to spread. With 
practice, you should be able to smooth 
the resin without sanding. But if you 
can't get a perfect surface with the knife 
alone , complete the smoothing with 
400-grit or 600-grit wet/ dry paper. 

With the scratch filled and leveled , 
you can grain the wood with a hot knife 
and a resin stick that matches the color 
of the grain lines in the wood. Draw a 
hot knife's sharp edge through the 
darker stick to coat it from heel to toe , 

;'_'-""'"'-'l�'-
To fill a scratch, apply a bead of resin to the 
heel of the hot kmfe. Then push the resin
coated heel into the scratch and rock it gently 
to distribute the resin. 

Clean and reheat the kmfe and drag it bevel
side down to smooth the resin to the sur
rounding surface. 

then press the sharp edge straight into 
the repair in the same direction as the 
grain you are simulating . Some of the 
darker color will transfer to the patch. 
Continue the process until the grain 
lines match the surrounding wood. You 
can smooth the patch by dragging it 
with a hot knife as before. If you're re
pairing an open-grained wood , skip the 
smoothing step and sand with 400-grit 
wet/ dty paper using mineral spirits or 
sanding oil as a lubricant. 

Finally, I match the repair to the 
sheen of the existing finish by rubbing 
with fine steel wool or a soft cloth and 
rottenstone. I usually don't put any fin
ish over the repair since I 'm never sure 
what the original is. Overlaying with 
the wrong fmish will often cause more 
problems than it will cure. 0 

John Revelle is a professional furniture 
restorer in Rohnert Park, Calt! Photos 
by the author. The materials he de
scribes can be purchased from Star 
Chemical Co. ,  Inc. , 360 Shore Dn've, 
Hinsdale, III. 60521 . 



Plate Joinery 
We test two machines that make fast ,  tight joints 

by Paul Bertorelli 

Doweling is a quick and strong 
way to make carcase and 

frame joints, but the problem 
with dowels is accuracy. Even the 
best j igs maddeningly tend to 
misalign the holes in a way that 
isn't evident until after the joint is 
glued and driven home, with no 
hope of adjustment. 

Faced with that trouble with 
dowels , a Swiss cabinetmaker 
named Herman Steiner during 
the 1 9 5 0s tr ied su bst i tut ing 
spline-like, eye-shaped plates of 
compressed wood . Instead of a 
drill and j ig,  he used a small cir
cular saw to scoop out a short kerf, 
into which he could insert the thin 
plates. The joint proved quick to 
cut and to assemble . More impor
tant, the parts could be slid along 
the slot into alignment after as
sembly. The compressed beech 
plates then absorbed moisture 
from the glue and swelled, mak
ing the joint tight and strong . 

Steiner's invention developed 
into biscuit or plate joinery, a 

Plate joints are made by inserting a beech biscuit into slots 
milled with a specialized portable plunge cutter. The 
cross-hatch pattern on the biscuit holds glue and speeds 
the biscuit 's swelling, thus tightening the joint. 

Iy settled on three plates of the 
same thickness and shape (their 
edges are arcs of the same circle) 
but of different lengths and 
widths. Elu calls them biscuits, 
but the beech plates sold by both 
firms are virtually identical. Both 
make the same three sizes: No. O  
(about % in.  wide and 1 0/4  in. 
long) , No . 10  (% in . wide , 2 1,11 in . 
long) and No. 20 ( 1  in . wide , 2 %.  
in. long) . The plates are die-cut 
from beech blanks with the grain 
tunning diagonally to the plate's 
length . Thus they are nearly im
possible to snap across their 
width. The plates are compressed 
and embossed with a cross-hatch 
pattern that holds the glue, which 
you squirt into the slot before as
sembly. At first the plate fits its 
slot loosely. But as the compressed 
beech absorbs moisture from the 
glue , it swells in its slot. This 
swelling action is what makes the 
joint so tight and reliable . If 
there's enough glue in the slot, 
the joint tightens to maximum 

technique widely used in Europe but just becoming known in 
North America. Plates can connect carcases or frames in solid 
wood or in plywood , and especially in particleboard . Plate
joining machines are as portable as routers and require very 
little set-up . When making large carcases whose components 
may be difficult to pass through machines, plate joiners can 
be brought right to the job . 

Steiner Lamello Ltd . ,  the firm that sprang from Steiner's 
tinkering, has marketed its system in the United States for the 
past ten years. This summer the German tool firm Elu will of
fer a similar system. The Lamello machine (called a Minilo) 
costs about $ 580, the Elu about $300. Both companies say 
their machines are best suited for small shops where hand 
methods can' t keep pace but where heavier equipment isn't 
justified . In my experience they've pegged the market .  I used 
the Minilo in a small production shop for nearly two years and 
found that it worked well as a substitute for doweling, 
tongue-and-groove or even mortise-and-tenon. I recently bor
rowed an Elu machine from that firm's U.S .  outlet for testing 
and found that, with some qualifications, it too makes an at
tractively quick and simple joint. 

The plate does it- Steiner tried various sizes and shapes of 
wooden inserts , and even dabbled with plastic ones. He fmal-

strength every time. Any water-based glue seems to work, 
sometimes even a little too quickly. I once misassembled a 
plywood carcase and tried to pull the yellow-glued Lamello 
jointS apart after just ten minutes. I ended up with a lot of 
broken plywood. 

Both machines consist of a high-speed motor powering a 
4-in. carbide-toothed sawblade through a right-angle drive, 
attached to an adjustable base . Both machines have a spring
loaded mechanism that keeps the blade inside its base until 
you plunge it into the work to make the cut. Then the spring 
slips the blade back out of the wood and into its guard , while 
you move on to the next slot. The Minilo motor and blade 
move in a straight line, while the Elu swivels on a pivot; 
otherwise they both mill slots the same way. 

Apart from speed, the big advantage of plate joints is be
ing able to slide assembled parts into alignment. The ma
chines cut a slot slightly longer and deeper than the actual di
mensions of the joining plate . This tolerance allows the entire 
joint to slide along its length by as much as %J in . The slot 
width is critical and is fixed at %2 in . Spacing of the biscuits 
depends on the joinery situation, although the closer together 
they are , the stronger the joint. For maximum strength, the 
plates can be end-to-end (on about 2¥2-in. centers) and side
by-side (in stock thicker than about % in . ) .  In most applica-
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tions, you cut the mating pans as if for nailing or butt
joining. You bring the pans together and strike pencil marks 
about 5 in. apart across the line of the joint. Then cut the 
slots in both pans by setting these marks to a centerline on 
the base of the machine. Add glue and the plates themselves, 
and assemble . The joints can be pulled up tight with clamps, 
screws or nails and need be held tight only until the plates 
swell. As with any joint, the final position of the pans must 
be marked accurately. And you have to hold the machine and 
its positioning guide rock-steady while cutting, or the slot will 
splay out and will be too wide for the biscuit. 

Despite its versatility, the plate isn't  always the best joint. 
When joining boards edge-to-edge, for example, a spline or 
an accurately placed dowel will draw warped or bowed sur
faces into plane. Until the glue swells it, the plate is too loose 
in its slot to align two surfaces. I 've tried to use plate joints to 
edge-join slightly bowed plywood panels and found that the 
method won't get the faces within a veneer thickness . 

The plate joint can substitute for a mortise and tenon in a 
frame,  but within limits. The rails have to be at least 1 7k in. 
wide,  the length of the No. O biscuit slot , or else the 

To cut slots with the Elu, above left, the cutter in
dex is aligned with each pencil mark and the 
motor-cutter assembly is pivoted, plunging the 
blade into the stock. The edge of the mating 
board acts as a fence and must not 6e moved dur
ing the plunge, or an oversize slot will result. Slots 
in the mating part are cut by repositioning the 
machine, left. Above, glue has been squirted into 
the slots, and the beech plates inserted. The 
metering nozzle and glue bottle sold by Lamella 
are on the bench. Now the joint is assembled and 
pulled up tight with clamps, screws or nazis. 
Clamps can be removed in as little as 10 minutes, 
because the plates swell, locking the joint. 

edges of the slot will show. A protruding plate can be trimmed 
flush , but the result is never as neat as a well-made mortise 
and tenon. In frame stock thicker than % in . ,  two plates 
should be used side-by-side . 

Controlling the amount of glue in the slots is important . 
Too little and the plate won't swell. Too much and you get a 
messy river of squeeze-out. Lamello sells a bottle with a split 
nozzle for metering glue, although at $20. it seems overpriced . 

I've seen no data comparing the strength of plate joints 
with traditional joinery. So I assembled a few test joints in 
poplar with dowels , stub tenons and plates. I was surprised to 
find that only the plate-joined piece couldn't be wrenched 
apart by hand , although it did succumb to a swift kick that 
broke the wood, not the glue line. 

Comparing the machines-Both the Elu machine and the 
Minilo are well-crafted . But after I used each in the shop for a 
few hours, I found the Elu system to be generally less refined. 
The Swiss-made Minilo has a slick, detent-type depth adjust
ment , a real help when you want to switch plate sizes. I had 
to struggle with the Elu's stiff, threaded stop for depth set-



These frame joints were cut by placing the parts together and The Mimlo 'sfront fence can be set at 45 " making it the better machine for slot
marking them, as with doweling. Using two plates in stock ting lengthwise miters. Spnng-Ioaded pins in the machine 's front guard lock the 
thickness makes for a stronger joint. Minda against sliding dun'ng the plunge, a feature lacking in the Elu. 

ting . To locate the plate in the wood's thickness, Lamello uses 
a flip-down fence that rides atop the stock . A simple plastic 
snap-on template accommodates thinner stock, and also does 
double duty as a guide for plate spacing , typical of this 
machine's thoughtful design evolution. Elu's base rides on 
the bench top , which means there must be no debris under 
the stock, and it uses a tedious screw to adjust the cutter to 
the stock's thickness . 

Both machines are at their best when making carcase joints. 
For cutting frame joints, the Minilo is handier than the Elu . 
Its front fence flips down and locks parallel to the cutter, and 
gives you plenty to hang on to while making the plunge . The 
Elu has no front fence, making it tough to hold both stock 
and machine at once , unless you clamp the stock down . 

The Elu does have one feature the Minilo lacks. With a 
clamped guide or side fence (sold with the machine) , it can 
cut a continuous groove faster and cleaner than a router does. 
Set to its full depth, the Elu could even be used as a panel saw 
for stock up to % in . thick. 

The real difference between these machines is price . When 
I bought my Minilo, it was the only game around , so I winced 

and paid the $ 580. It turned out to be worth it. The machine 
paid for itself every day by speeding carcase and frame 
joinery, and I soon wondered how I had ever gotten along 
without it. Yet, after trying the Elu , I'm sure it is more than 
half the machine for half the money. And despite its design 
shottcomings, I'd put up with its relative crudeness-par
ticularly if I weren't going to use it in production every day. 

The decision whether to buy a plate joiner ought to be 
guided by clear purpose . If you enjoy creating complicated, 
fussy joinery with little regard for time, one of these machines 
would only take some of the joy out of your woodworking. 
But if you find joinery a chore anyway, the plate joiner will 
make you wonder why you ever bothered with many tradi
tional joints. A plate joiner is fast-a specialized power tool 
for doing lots of work quickly. 0 

Paul Bertorelli is assistant editor of this magazine. The La
mella system is avazlable through local tool outlets. It is im
ported by Colonial Saw Inc. , 100 Pembroke St. , Kingston, 
Mass. 02364. The Elu wzll be sold by Elu Machinery, 9040 
Dutton Dr. , Twinsburg, Ohio 44087. 
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The Woodcraft Scene 
WOODTURNlNG ON A METAL LATHE 

Is there something different about 
Michelle Holzapfel's turned work? 

One turner, after learning how a piece 
was made, thought it appeared me
chanical .  She agrees :  " My work has 
changed since I picked up this method. 
It has a removed quality which I like . "  

When Holzapfel first encountered 
the lathe, she knew she had found her 
craft . She began developing skills with 
the wood turner's usual selection of 
tools- keep the bevel rubbing, lift the 
handle, roll the tool,  swing the handle . 
It's frustrating learning a delicate craft 
from books. " I  can remember a few 
times having the feeling of being in 
control , "  she said, "but the effort to cut 
correctly diverted my energy from mak
ing the shape I wanted . "  

Holzapfel's lathe was assembled by 
her machinist father from odd parts, 
and it includes the cross slide and com
pound that metal-lathe operators use 

The dn've system of HolzaPfel's lathe, above, 
harks back to the days of steam and lineshafti. 
The motor is mounted below the headstock and 
dnves a jack shaft by means of a belt. The jack
shaft dn'ves a second shaft above it, and pulleys 
on the two give twin speed ranges. The upper 
shaft has a four-step pulley that mates with a 
counterpart on the headstock shaft giving a total 
of eight speeds. An zdler on the belt works 
through a ratcheted lever to engage and disen
gage the lathe from the motor. The zdler wzJl also 
work as a slip-clutch, allowing very low speeds 
when revving up heavy, eccentn'c chunks. Instead 
of hand-held gouges and skews, HolzaPfel gn'nds 
her own tools from tool-steel blanks. Pictured at 
nght are a parting tool, a left-hand cutter and a 
right-hand cutter. Each tool has its own holder. 
The tools, say Holzapfel, stay sharper longer than 
hand tools and require only a touch-up on the 
grinder once a week. 
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for preCISIOn work. When she tried 
these controls for shaping wood,  she pu t 
her hand tools away forever. 

Remember the drawing toy you had 
as a kid , with a screen and two little 
knobs? One knob made the stylus move 
up or down, the other moved it right or 
left, and you wound up with a sketch 
that looked like an etching. Remember 
the ftustration in trying to draw a curved 
line? It took heroic concentration yet 
everything still came out with jagged 
corners . Controls on a machinist's lathe 
work the same way. The cutting tool is 
mounted rigidly in the mechanism and 
moved at right angles to the lathe bed 
by the cross-slide crank. The compound 
crank controls longitudinal movements . 
Holzapfel moves the controls simultan
eously and independently to develop 
the graceful curves usually associated 
with freehand turning . 

Many of us who turn wood are in love 

by Richard StarT 

with the dance, those odd contortions 
we perform that echo the evolving 
shape on the lathe. Holzapfel' s  turning 
is more cerebral . She stands quietly in 
deep concentration, twirling a couple of 
cranks . Her control is as sure as any 
hand-turner's and her work is as fine. 
But she is free of worry about the tool 
digging in or catching in a crevice. " At 
first I missed the flexibility of using 
hand tools , "  she said , " but within a 
matter of days the machinery just fell 
away. I have no thought of bevels rub
bing or anything but where the edge is 
and where I want it to be . 1'm really free 
to concentrate on the shape . 

"Because I don't  have to hold the 
tool, I don't  get tired. If ! alternate sit
ting and standing, I can work eight , 
nine, ten hours a day. " 

Instead of the risk of working free
hand, Holzapfel savors the adventure of 
working burls , crotches and spalted 
wood. Though her pieces are elegantly 
formed and superbly polished (two 
tubbed coats of tung oil and a third left 
to set on the surface), a bowl 's contour 
may be interrupted by included bark , or 
the eye may be distracted from the deli
cate shape of a plate by a random spalt 
pattern . It is a harmonious discord that 
gives Holzapfel's work its vitality. "If a 
piece of wood is flawless , "  she said, " I  
don't  know what to do with it. Working 
perfect wood bores me to tears . "  

With her husband, David , Holzapfel 
shares a shop, two children and a basic 
approach to wood . He makes tables of 
wildly shaped slabs in what he calls an 
" aformal" style . Their showroom in 
Marlboro, Vt . ,  is called " Applewood, "  
the translation of their German name . 

"We have a common philosophy tak
ing off in two completely different di
rections , "  said Michelle . " David be
lieves in real randomness while I want to 
formalize things. But we both tty to let 
the wood talk to us. "  

Reflecting on her technique, Holzap
fel believes that handicapped persons 
could use it to gain access to turning. 
"A handicap is just a limitation. In a 
way, I consider myself handicapped. I 
can 't  build enough muscle to turn with 
hand tools for hours. I would have given 
up turning long ago, but through sheer 
luck I came upon a way. " 0 

Richard StarT is a contributing editor 0/ 
this magazine. Photos by the author. 



Chucking up odd-shaped pieces, Holzapfel rounds them off as quickly as 
most turners would with hand tools. Standing to the side, above, keeps her 
out of the path of flying chips. Rounding off at low speeds, she runs the lathe 
slowly and since it's bolted to the floor, vzbration zs minimal. 

Holzapfel uses a diamond-point tool, top, to shape a cherry vase. 
Having become accustomed to the machimst's lathe, she finds it 
easy to trace a contour whzle reducing its diameter, a feat of con
siderable coordination with a compound tool rest. Above, she uses 
a left-hand cutter to shape a vase's flaring top. Cross slides and 
compounds are avazlable for many woodturning lathes and old 
metal lathes of all sizes can be adapted for woodturning. 

The finest wooden turnings are possible on the metal lathe. At 
left, the vase's flare was intentionally interrupted by included 
defects, as was the thin-walled bowl, above. Metal-working tools 
leave fine n"dges which can be removed quickly by 60-gn't sand
paper. Holzapfel sands down to 600 grit before applying a tung
oil fimsh. 
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W hen Bill Horgos was studying art in San Fran
cisco, he used to go out to Union Square and get 
interesting characters to model for the class . Now 
he works in wood, and with this Law and Order 
chess set, he's back to sketching street people. 

T he pieces (the largest is 5� in. tall) are char
acters we all see in daily life-bikers, cops, 
lawyers, salesmen. Mter three years work, on and 
off, Bill showed the set last summer at the Pacific 
States Craft Fair. To our surprise, everybody saw 
the humor right away. Cops, bikers and little old 
ladies alike were able to say, "Hey, that one looks 
just like a guy I know. " 

The original set is made of boxwood, maple, 
rosewood, vermilion, walnut, ebony, brass, ivory 
and gold. Because the response has been so good 
we've begun to cast a limited edition in bronze. 
T he [lIst one sold for $8,000 before the second 
emerged from the foundry. -Lilli Heart Horgos 

Horgos' Gambit 

Pho[Qs: Uoy 


